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PREFACE
On September 1, 1986, at the request of the Committee on Finance of the
U.S. Senate, !I the U.S. International Trade Commission instituted
investigation No. 332-232, U.S. Global Competitiveness: The U.S. Automotive
Parts Industry, under section 332(g) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C.
1332(g)). ~/ The Commission was asked by the Committee on Finance to provide
information on, and analyze, measures of the current competitiveness of the
U.S. industry in domestic and fot·eign markets; the competitive strengths of
U.S. and major foreign competitors in these markets; the nature of the main
competitive problems facing the U.S. industry; the sources of these problems
and to what extent they are transitory or reversible situations as opposed to
fundamental or structural problems; and the competitive strategies of U.S. and
foreign industries and the importance of global markets to future
competitiveness. The study also includes a detailed analysis of selected key
products 11 that are important to the U.S. automotive parts industry and are
representative of different segments of the industry in terms of manufacturing
process, import competition, marketing, and its financial condition.
Notice of the investigation was given by posting copies of the notice of
investigation at the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade
Commission, Washington, DC, and by publishing the notice in the Federal
Register (51 F.R. 27263, July 30, 1986). !!_/
The Commission held a public hearing on this investigation as well as the
four others in this series (investigation Nos. 332-229 through 332-233) ~/ at
the U.S. International Trade Commission Building in Washington, DC, on
February 24, 1987. At that time, 15 separate interested parties presented
testimony in connection with this investigation. §_/
In the course of this investigation, the Commission compiled data and
information from questionnaires received from 243 producers, 163 importers,
and 112 purchasers. ll This listing was derived from mailing lists in
previous Commission investigations, a Trinet Market Share Report, the Custom's
Net Import File, and individual firms in the automotive parts industt·y. U.S.
producers responding to the questionnaire accounted for over 90 percent of
total industry shipments~/ during 1982-86. In addition, data provided by

11 The request from the Committee on Finance is reproduced in app. A.
21 Commissioner Rohr did not participate in this investigation.

11 The products covered include batteries, bearings, engines, autosound
components, shock absorbers, t.r·ansmi.ssions/transaxles, and tires.

!I A copy of the Commission's Notice of Investigation is reproduced in app. B.
The Committee on Finance also requested that the Cornmission conduct
investigations on U.S. inte·rnational trade competitiveness with respect to
building block petrochemicals and major consuming industries; the U.S. textile
mill industry; optical fibers, technology and equipment; and the steel sheet
and strip industt·y.
§_/ See calendar of witnesses in app. C.
ll A discussion of the survey design and methodology appears in app. D.
~I Total industry shipments compiled from official statistics of the U.S.
Department of Commerce.
~I

ii

producers in the seven selected products represented an estimated 85 to 95
percent of their respective industry shipments. Finally, information was
gathered from various public and private sources: U.S. Embassies and
consulates, interviews with domestic parts firms; foreign automakers and parts
companies in Japan, Taiwan, Korea, and Brazil; importers; and purchasers of
automotive parts, as well as from public data gathered in other Commission
studies. !I
The information and analyses provided in this report are for the purpose
of this report only. Nothing i.n this report should be construed to indicate
how the Commission would find in an investigation conducted under other
statutory authority covering the same or similar subject matter.

!/ In the use of this report it should be noted that during the period covered
by this investigation, 1982-86, the general price level in the United States,
as measured by the gross national product price deflator, increased by 14
percent. To express dollar values contained in this report in constant 1982
dollars, the values presented may be divided by the following factors:
1983--1.04, 1984-- 1.08, 1985--1.11, 1986--1.14.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The U.S. automotive parts industry is composed of some 15,000 firms that
produce finished components used in autos, trucks, and buses. The major focus
of the automotive parts industry is the production and sale of original
equipment parts to motor-vehicle producers, and to a lesser degree,
replacement parts to the aftermarket.
The economic health of the parts industry is directly related to the
health of the motor-vehicle industry; thus, U.S. shipments of auto parts
generally follow trends in U.S. auto production. U.S. sales of parts peaked
in the late 1970's, decreased during the economic recession of 1980-82, then
increased during 1983-86.
Owing to several empirical obstacles, the size of the domestic market for
auto parts and the relative importance of imports into this market have been
difficult to measure. In recent years, increased imports of motor vehicles
have slowed U.S. auto production and therefore diminished the size of the
domestic market for parts. At the same time, while imports of parts have
increased substantially there have been difficulties in quantifying the
magnitude of these imports because many auto parts are imported as components
of engines and other.assemblies. However, the Commission has been able to
obtain sufficient data to estimate both the size of the domestic auto parts
market and measure the relative importance of imports.
According to questionnaire data presented in table A, U.S. shipments of
automotive parts increased irregularly during 1982-86, rising from $51.l
billion in 1982 to $83.0 billion in 1986, or by 62 percent. Net profits
before taxes, however, followed a different trend, increasing from $4.0
billion in 1982 to $10.8 billion in 1984, and then declining to $8.3 billion
in 1986 .. Employment in the U.S. automotive parts industry during 1982-86 rose
by 21 percent, from 504,580 workers in 1982 to a peak of 610,570 workers in
1985, then decreased by 3 percent to 591,638 workers in 1986. The U.S. auto
parts trade deficit and the imports to consumption ratio both increased
substantially during 1982-86. The U.S. trade deficit.rose from $1.2 billion
in 1982 to $10.0 billion in 1986, and the ratio of imports to consumption
increased from 13 percent to 20 percent during the corresponding period
(fig. A).
Based on comparisons of data compiled from responses to the Commission's
questionnaires with broader industrial measures, sales by the U.S. auto parts
industry expanded more rapidly than the durable goods component of the U.S.
gross national product (GNP), the overall GNP, and all manufacturing, but not
quite as rapidly as the entire motor vehicle and equipment industry
(table B). Shipments of auto parts increased by an average annual rate of
12.6 percent during 1982-86, compared to increases in shipments of motor
vehicles and equipment (13.1 percent), durable goods (9.4 percent), overall
GNP (8.2 percent), and all manufactured goods (3.8 percent). The increase in
shipments of auto parts is largely attributable to the strong rebound in the
automotive sector during 1983-85. Employment followed trends in shipments;
the number.of production and related workers employed by U.S. parts makers
increased at an average annual rate of 4.1 percent during 1982-86, which
overshadowed the decline in all manufacturing (~0.8 percent), but was slower
than the rate for the motor vehicle and equipment industry (6.3 percent).
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Table A
Profile of the U.S. automotive parts industry and market, 1982-86

Item

1982

1983

1984

1985

Shipments:
Total (million dollars) ..... 51, 146 61,605 75,187 84,459
Industry coverage
92.3
91.6
(percent) ••.•.••... ·• •...•.
91.1
95.9
Bet sales !I (million
dollars) •..•...•••.••......• 59,539 72,703 86,683 101,232
Net profit (before taxes)
(million dollars) .......•.
4,012
7,799 10,834
9,434
Ratio of net profits (before
taxes) to net sales
(percent) ....••....•••...•..
6.7
10.7
12.5.
9.3
Capital expenditures:
Domestic (million dollars) ..
1,657
1,479
1,425
2,623
334
Abroad (million dollars) ....
1,524
1,073
319
1,991
Total (million dollars) •••.•
1,798
2,949
3,696
Ratio of domestic capital
expenditures to shipments
(percent) .•.•...••.....•...•
3.2
3.9
4.4
2.9
R&D expenditures:
Domestic (million dollars) ..
1,269
1,355
1,597
1,642
Abroad (million dollars) ....
142
137
204
172
Total (million dollars) .....
1,411
1,846
1,492
1,769
Ratio of domestic R&D
expenditures to shipments
(percent) .•..•..••••...•.••.
2.5
2.1
1.9
2.2
Employment:
Total (number) ..•......•..•. 504,580 537,045 596,283 610,570
Production and related
workers (number) .•...•.•.. 445,344 459,352 554,965 563,334
Exports (million dollars) .....
5,773
7,060
8,922
9,357
Imports (million dollars) .....
6,941
8,238 14,001 15,396
Trade balance
(million dollars) .•......... (1,168) (1,178) (5,079) (6,039)
Apparent consumption
(million dollars) .••.......• 52,314 62,783 80,266 90,498
Ratio of imports to
consumption (percent) .......
13.3
17.4
17.0
13.1
Ratio of exports to
consumption (percent) •......
11.0
11.2
11.1
10.3

Absolute
change,
1986
from
1982

1986

Average
annual
percentage
change,
1986 over
1982

82,992

31,846

12.9

87.8

-4.5

-1.4

111,573

52,034

16.9

8,350

4,338

20.1

7.5

•7

2.8

2,782
953
3,735

1,125
619
1,744

13.8
29.9
17.0

4.5

1.3

8.9

2,074
282
2,356

805
140
945

13.l
18.7
13.7

2.5

!I

!/

591,638

87,058

4.1

554,117
8,914
18,950

108, 773
3,141
12,009

5.6
11.5
28.5

(10,036)

(8,868) 71.2

93,028

40, 714

15.5

20.4

7.1

11.3

9.6

-1.4

-3.3

11 Some producers were unable to separate net sales of parts from overall operations; thus,
net sales are greater than shipments.
!I Less than 0.05 percent.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Figure A
Automotive parts:

U.S. exports, imports, and trade balance, 1982-86
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Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Conunission. ·
Along with the increase in shipments, the trade deficit in auto parts
increased rapidly during 1982-86 at an average annual rate of 74 percent.
During the same period, .the trade deficits in all manufacturing and complete
motor vehicles increased at slower rates of 47 percent and 35 percent per
year, respectively. The rise in U.S. imports of parts largely reflects
increased imports by General Motors, Ford, and Chrysler (the Big Three), an
increase in the number of foreign-owned U.S. auto producers (which import much
of their requirements for parts), and increased imports by other U.S.
importers (truck manufacturers, mass merchandisers, trading: ·companies, and
other independent purchasers). At the same time, the import share of the U.S.
market for parts increased at a faster pace than did the import penetration
ratio for all manufacturing and complete motor vehicles during 1982-86.
Competition in the U.S. market for auto parts is expected to increase in
the corning years as U.S. automakers continue to purchase parts from both
domestic and foreign sources, Japanese auto producers located in the United
States continue to purchase high-value components from Japan, and·
..
Japanese-owned parts firms open production facilities in. the United states:
Thus, U.S. parts makers are °in a very competitive and increasingly
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Table B
Comparisons of the U.S. automotive parts industry with other U.S. industries, 1982-86

Item

1982

1983

1984

U.S. gross national product
(billion dollars) ..•...•.....•. 3,069.3 3,304.8 3,662.8
Shipments:
Durable goods (billion
dollars).....................
499.9
555.3
655.7
Auto parts industry (billion
dollars).....................
51.6
61.6
75.2
Motor vehicle and equipment industry !/ (billion dollar's) •.. · 110 .1
144.4
176.4
All manufacturing (billion
dollars) .....•...••.......... 1,960.2 2,054.9 2,253.4
Trade (deficit):
Auto parts industry (billion
dollars).....................
(1.1)
(1.1)
(5.1)
Complete motor vehicles 11
(27.9)
(billion dollars)............
(14.6)
(20.8)
All manufacturing (billion
(57.5) (107.9)
dollars).....................
(31.8)
Employment:
Auto parts industry (thousand
persons) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
505
596
537
Motor vehicle and equipment
industry !I (thousand
persons).....................
616
753
659
All manufacturing
(thousand persons) ........... 17,818
17;453
17,855
As a share of net sales:
Capital expenditures:
Auto parts industry
(percent). . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
2. 8
2.8
2.0
Motor vehicle and equipment
1.9
industry !I (percent)........
4.2
1.9
All manufacturing (percent).'. . .
3. 7 ·
3.4
3.1.
Income before taxes:
Auto parts industry (percent);.
6.7
12.5
10.7
Motor vehicle and equipment
industry!/ (percent)........
1.0
5.1
5.2
. 6.2
All manufacturing (percent)....
6.3
7.0
Import penetration:
Auto parts market (percent)....
13.3
17.4
13.1
Complete vehicle market 11
22.6.
(percent) .............. ".·....
25.0
19.l
All lt\8nufacturing (percent)....
12.1
12.1
13.6

1985

Average
annual
percentage
change, 1986
over 1982

1986

3,998.1

4,206.1

8.2

703.5

716.8

9.4

84.5

83.0

12.6

186.1

'?:._/ 180.4

13.1

2,279.1

2,273.3

3.8

(6.0)

(10.1)

-74.1

(37; 7)

(48.6)

-35.1

(132. l)

(149 .4)

-47.2

611

592

4.1

752

'?:,I 788

6.3

17 ,503

'?:,I 17,275

-.8

2.6

2.5

3.1
3.9
9.3

7.5

5.9
:5 .8

4.4
5.8

17.0

20.4

26.4
14.2

.30.0
15.1

ll Includes products in Standard Industrial Classification industry grouping 371.
£1 Estimated by the staff of the U.S. International Trade Commission.

11 Only complete motor vehicles as defined in the Tariff Schedules of the United States.
41 Not available.

Source: Unless otherwise noted, data for the auto parts industry are compiled from data
submitted in· response to questionnaires of t~e U.S. International Trade Commission; other data
ere compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.
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international market in which·they must lower costs,· improve quality, ensur;e.
timely delivery, and expand design and research and· development efforts. .The
principal findings of the investigation are outlined ~elow.
o

Certain U.S. auto parts makers gained in competitive 'strength during
1982-86. However! many U.S. firms recognize the importance of
continuing to improve quality, delivery,' and costs in order to
prosper in the 1990's.
·

Although the U.S. auto parts industry is gaining in competitive strength
through the increased implementation of certain quality·, delivery, and cost
strategies, data compiled from the Commission's producer questionnaire
indicate that many U.S. parts makers believe that all major countries
producing auto parts (with the exception of West Germany), held an overall
cost advantage compared with the United States with respect to 11 key areas
that compose the cost structure .of the indus.try .. u. S. ·producers indicated
that they held an advantage only in the-_cost· of fuel vis-a-vis _foreign
competitors (pp. 8-3 and 8-4).
..
At the same time, three-fourths of U.S. producers.believed that, overall,
they were competitive in U.S. and major foreign markets during 1982-86.
Certain production control techniques, suchas·statisti'cal process control,
just-in-time.delivery, and the Taguchi method (p .. 7-14) are being employed by
U.S. parts makers to attain world-class quality standards".
In R&D and
engineering support, the U.S. industry is taking advantage of increasingly
affordable computer software and hardware in··systems such as computer-aideddesign, computer-aided engineering, and artificial intelligence. Moreover,
the U.S. industry is striving to increase communication and process
standardization by means of commercial cooperative arrangements. In the.
marketing area, U.S. producers indicated their willingness to respond to
customers, provide better service, sign long-term· contr·acts, increase sales
inventories, and offer rebates and longer warranties (pp. 7-20 and 7-21).
Based on experience to date, U.S. suppliers manufacturing commodity-type
high-volume mechanical components will probably find themselves in a dee-lining
competitive position vis-a-vis other major parts-producing nations. U.S.
parts makers producing components with relatively high technology
requirements, or the need for flexible response to end user demand, could
produce products competitive with major foreign suppliers (p. 10-5).
o

U.S. auto parts producers have endeavored to maintafo global market
share through a variety of actions designed to enhance their '
competitiveness. In response to rising competitive pressures, U.S.
parts firms are increasing their level of foreign investment, as
well as their participation in joint ventures, mergers, and
licensing arrangements.

The structure of the U.S. automotive parts industry has become
increasingly complex in the last decade. The manufacture of auto· parts has
undergone a large degree of internationalization because of the activities as
both automakers and parts producers of the Big Three, the changing demands on
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parts suppliers, and the domestic conten~ requirements of foreign
governments. U.S. motor vehicle manufac~urers are· beginning to. award.
single-source, long-term.contracts to independent suppliers, and are forging
relationships with foreign motor-vehicle manufacturers to acquire both parts
and complete vehicles. The internationalization of motor vehicle and auto
parts manufacturing has enhanced the ·competitiveness of the parts
manufacturers. Further complicating the structure of the industry, the
large-scale introduction of electronics in automobiles has prompted new
companies to enter the field, and pressed established ·firms to respond to
changing demand. The competitive results of st~uctural change could leave a
U.S. industry composed of larger companies ~ade up of smaller, more flexible
units (pp. 3-1 to 3-7, 10-3) ..
o

Based on estimates derived from motor vehicle production and
registration data, world consumption of motor-vehicle parts is
estimated to have increased from $210 billion in 1982 to $305 billion
in 1986, or by 45 percent. In 1986, consumption of original
equipment parts is estimated to have been $244 billion, and
production of aftermarket parts, $61 billion.

World consumption of motor-vehicle parts i$ directly related to the
number of new motor vehicles' produced and,. the total number of automobiles,
trucks, and buses curr~ntly in operation. It is esti_mated that 70 to 80
percent of total world parts prod.tiction is used in. the assembly of new
automobiles, trucks, and buses, and the remaining 20 to 30 percent is destined
for aftermarket use. In 1986, the.United States produced almost 11 million
motor vehicles, or almost 24.percent of the total world production Cup from 19
percent of world production in 1982) (figs. Band C). The United States
accounted for an even higher percentage of total world registrations of motor
vehicles, with 172 milli~n vehicle registrations in 1986, or 34.8 percent of
the world total. of 494 million registet".ed vehicles (p. 2-2) '.
o

In 1986, North America (the United States, Canada, and Mexico)
accounted for over one-half of world automotive parts imports, up
from a37-percent.share in 1982.

Total world parts trade (imports) increased by 11n estimated 53_percent·
during 1982-86. Europe was the second largest market after Nqrth America,
accounting for an estimated 40 percent of the import total. The bulk of
imports into North America, the Far East, and Western Europe were
intraregional transactions. Developing ·country "imports deciined by an
estimated 50 percent during the period (pp. 2-2 to 2-4) . · · ·
o

Domestic shipments of automotive parts by U.S. producers rose by 62
percent during 1982-86 and consumption of the parts profiled in this
study increased overall by 78 percent. Both were outpaced by a
tripling of imports.

The rise in the value of domestic shipments of automotive parts during
the period, from $51.1 billion in 1982 to $83.0 billion in 1986, and the
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Figure B
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Source:
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Figure C
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Source:
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increase in consumption_of.p~rts to an estimated $93.0 billion in 1986 is
closely linked to 'the strong rebound in the automotive sector following the
economic decline of 1980-82. The parts producing subsidiaries of the Big
Three, collectively, accounted for 53 percent of total U.S. shipments in 1982
compared with 62 percent in 1986. Factory sales of trucks rose by 81 percent
to 3.4 million units, and passenger car sales increased nearly 50 percent to
7 .5 million units in 1986 .. ,_Apparent consumption of ·automotive parts rose at a
higher rate than domestic shipments during 1982-86, because of accelerated
growth in imports, which nearly tripled' from $6·. 9 billion in 1982 to
$18.9 billion in 1986 (pp. 3-2, 3-4 to 3-6)~
o

U.S. imi>orts of automobiles during 1982-86 increased by almost 125
percent, in terms of value,· and trucks increased by almost 97
percent during the same period.· The principal causes for these
increases include the effects of Japanese voluntary export
restraints and the ~emand for more luxurious automobiles and
lightweight trucks by U.S. consumers.

The combined total of U.S. imports of automotive parts and U.S. imports
of motor vehicles increased from $30.7 billion in 1982 to $71.8 billion in
1986, or by almost 134 percent. The average annual percentage increase for
autos/trucks and automotive parts during 1982-86 was 22 percent and 2.9
percent, respectively (p. 2-7).
'·
o . U.S. imports of automotive parts by the Big Three increased by more
'than' 100' percent during 1982-86, to $5. 6 billion; and imports by
Japanese automakers located in the United States more than tripled
from $486 million in 1984 to $1.6 billion in 1986.
The bulk of t.hese imports were from either wholly owned subsidiaries of
auto manufacturers or joint venture operations and were intended for original
equipment use. In 1986, the Big Three ·imported engines, valued at
$1.5 billion, and transmissions, valued at $1.0 billion, accord~ng to
respondents to the Commission's questionnaire. Increased sourcing offshore
underscores the growing internationalization of the motor-vehicle assembly and
parts industries (pp. 2-5 to 2-6).
o

The financial performance of the automotive parts industry was mixed
during 1982-86, showing a strong climb in net sales and fluctuating
profits.

The improvement in market conditions was reflected by an 88-percent
increase in net sales, from $59.5 billion in 1982 to $111.6 billion in 1986.
The ratio of net profits before taxes to sales rose from 6.7 percent to
12.5 percent during 1982-84, then fell to 7.5 percent in 1986. Capital
expenditures and research and development CR&D) spending averaged to about 3
percent and 2 percent, respectively, of net sales during 1982-86 (pp. 3-8).
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o There bas been a tremendous increase in 'the level of foreigrt. investment ·
in the U.S. automotive industry in recent years." The impact ·of :_.
Japanese investment on employment in the auto parts industry· has·
been a controversial subject;· however,· there are indications that·
such investment will represent an employment gain -in the industry.
There is intense competition among U.S. State governments to attract
Japanese and other foreign ~utomakers and auto parts firms to locate in their
States. Many U.S. parts makers claim that incoming Japanese firms will create
overcapacity in an industry that is forecasted· to have relatively slow rates
of growth during 1988-97. The effect of having auto parts produced abroad and
imported as opposed to producing them in the Unite_d States is to lower
employment in the U.S. parts industry (pp. 5-4 to 5.:..10) .. ··
o The U.S. auto parts industry is affected by a number of U.S. and ·
foreign government trade and nontrade policies. · U.s. industry
sources claim that unfair trade practices and·:n.ontariff barriers by
·foreign competitors serve as competitive impediments in both the
U.S. market and foreign markets.
The u.s.-canada Automotive Products.Trade Act· (APTA) of 196S is aimed at
expanding automotive trade between the two cou~tries'.; and the Japanese
Voluntary Restraint Agreement (VRA) provides temporary protection :tor the·u.s.
autoµiobile industry by limiting imports -from Japan. . The Generalized System of
Preferences (GSP) provides duty-free entry to certain products· (including
automotive) from designated countrie~. and t~e 806."30/807.oo tariff provisions
allow U;S. automakers to take advantage of lower costs abroad.by
.
internationalizing operations. 'Foreign trade zones CFTZ' s) are used for
warehousing, transshipment, further processing, and exportati.on of domestic
and foreign merchandise, and the market-oriented·, sector-specific (MOSS)
talks, which were concluded in August 1987, were principally aimed at
increasing U.S. auto parts sales.to Japanese automakers (p.·67"16). Nontrade
related policies of the·u.s. and state governments regulate and benefit ·the
u. s. automotive parts industry in the areas of research .and d_evelopment. tax.
safety, emissions, and fuel economy (p. 6-19). · ·
U.S. producers allege that the domestic parts industry faces unfair trade
· prac't ices affecting imports such as underpricing, dump fog~ subsidies, .
targeting, and counterfeiting. Nontariff barriers affecting u.s~ exports
include quantitative restrictions and similar specific limitations', ·strict
distribution practices, nontariff charges on imports, government participation
in trad·e, various standards,' and customs procedures and administrative
practices (p. 6-2).
·
·

0

Auto parts production is becoming increaSingly dependent on advanced
manufacturing techniques; thus, the machine tool, computer, and
robotics industries are developing a variety of· automated production
machinery.
\.

U.S. auto parts producers have respon_ded'. to competitive pressures by
increasing the level of automation of their production processes. In
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addition, new advances in material usage and the proliferation of automotive
electronics have stimulated the use of advanced manufacturing processes that
utilize numerically controlled machine tools, ·computers, and robotics. ·A
significant example is·the. plas'tics machinery industry . . Plastics are'becorning
increasingly prevalent in automobile parts; as a result, the U.S. market for
plastic machinery has grown from· an estimated $750 million in 1982 to about
$1. 7 billion in ·1986. ;. U.S. producers currently dominate in the various U.S.
markets for auto parts production ~achinery, and are continuing to innovate in
product design to maintain market share. ·Foreign producers, principally from
Japan and West Germany, have made significant inroads fo the U.S. market for
production machinery in· recent years (pp. 7-1 to 7-12).
o

Major u.s~ upstream supplier industries would. be affected by shifts .in
the level of competitiveness of the U.S. auto parts industry.

A number of U.S. industries are significantly affected by changes in the
output of U. s. -~de automotive parts .. The supplying industries most likely
affected by changes in the output of motor-vehicle parts are iron and steel
forgings ,and foundries. 'the ··aluminum ·and nonferrous· castings industry. and the
electrometallurgical products iridust.ry. · ·No other indu~try directly or
indirectly supplied more than 25 percent of its output to the l!lakers of auto
parts. This implies that no other industry (besides those listed above) would
experience more than a 12;5-percent drop in demand if the output of auto parts
were reduced by· one-half (pp. 9-1 to 9...:3).
Shifts in materials content in· passenger cars over the past .<.tecade
(carbon steel declined by 29 percent, cast iron declined by 17 percent, highstrength steel increased by 87 percent, plastics increased by 33 percent,-and
aluminum increased by 63 percent) occurred in response to the auto industry's
movement to produce lighter weight, more fuel efficient, better performing
vehicles and to reduce production costs (pp. 9-4 to 9-5).
o

The U.S. market for automotive electronics grew to $4 billion in 1986
and is expected to expand at about 10 percent annually.through the
turn of the century. · At present, the most widespread application
for automotive electronics is in engine management systems designed
to increase fuel efficiency and decrease emissions.
·

U.S. automakers began using electt"onics in the rnid-1970's to help achieve
the federally mandated fuel efficiency and pollution contt"ol regulations. The
regulations have become more stringent over the years, thereby.spurring
innovation in product·design. As novel applfoations develop, new .and.
sometimes exotic uses for electronics are being implemented for the s.af;ety,
comfort, and convenience of the d·r'ivei· and passenget"s. Examples of new
product innovations include electronically assisted brakes, suspensions, and
transmissions as well as more esoteric systems like navigational control,
heads-up display, and collision avoidance devices. The market for automotive
electronics is likely to grow as more high technology electt"onics producers
enter the market ·and electronic systems become increasingly commonplace. By
the year 2000, industry sources indicate that the average value of electronics
in an automobile may approach $2,000, (compared to about $525 in l986)·~ and
the entire U.S. market for automotive electronics will be about $14 billion
(compared to about $4.0 billion. in 1986) (pp. 11-1 to 11-20).
.
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INTRODUCTION
This report examines the factors affecting competitiveness in the global
market for automotive parts. ·It profiles the U.S. industry and major foreign
competitors and discusses the actions that U.S. firms have taken to become
more competitive in both the domestic and world markets. The report also
reviews the implications of structural changes for u:s. producers of
automotive parts.
Competitiveness of the U.S. parts industry is a much· discussed ·topic
because of the increasing level of imports and the recent decline in exports,
along with the rise in new U.S. parts production facilities established in the
United States by foreign firms. It has been said that competitiveness is an
idea that everyone understands, but no one can define or quantify. A
discussion of the concepts and determinants of competitiveness can be found in
app. D.
The U.S. automotive parts industry is currently undergoing a massive
restructuring process. The major U.S.-owned motor-vehicle producers are in
the process of decreasing their internal production of parts and outsourcing,
turning to both independent domestic parts suppliers and foreign-owned parts
firms. Concurrently, foreign-owned parts manufacturers are establishing U.S.
production facilities to supply not only Japanese automobile and truck plants
located in the United States and Canada, but also to compete with U.S.-owned
parts producers. Thus, while nonintegrated U.S. parts producers have an
opportunity to gain additional sales because of the increased outsourcing by
the domestic vehicle manufacturers, they also face increased competition from
offshore parts producers and from new foreign-owned firms in the United States.
As the world automotive industry expands its internationalization, so
will the parts industry. Joint ventures and/or licensing agreements between
companies located in different areas of the world have become a conunon method
of entering a country. In addition, these ventures have added an additional
source for components that may be utilized by both parties of the joint
ventures, or exported to a third country. Finally, .internationalization has
helped new industrialized countries, such as Korea, Mexico, and Taiwan to
become major sources of components, creating additional competition for U.S.
parts producers.
Other key issues facing the industry are the changing relationships
between management and labor, suppliers and purchasers, and business and
Government. U.S. management and labor are learning that it is to their mutual
advantage to work together, instead of maintaining an adversarial
relationship. The industry is also working much more closely with its
customers, especially in the design phase of components. Automakers are
increasingly demanding a product with "no" defects and delivered at a specific
time, so the relationship between the two has to be close. Finally, the
Federal and State governments are providing various forms of aid, both
financial and nonfinancial, to attract or retain the auto parts plants and are
working closely with both the vehicle and parts manufacturers.
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Manufacturing techniques, such.as material substitution, increased use of
robotics, and other new types of machinery, and new software concepts such as
artificial intelligence, have dramatically changed the parts industry. Parts
producers have also begun to employ many new management techniques and to make
large expenditures for new machinery and research and developfuent.
All of these issues, as well as many less important issues such as
nonlariff barriers and marketing policies, are thoroughly discussed and
analyzed in this study. In addition, seven specific automotive parts are
covered in detail in the final chapter of the report. These products are
autosound components, batteries, bearings, engines, shock absorbers, tires,
and transmissions.

CHAPTER 1.

MAJOR FACTORS DETERMINING COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES IN THE
GLOBAL MARKET FOR AUTOMOTIVE PARTS

The three major factors that d~termine the competitive p·osition .of··~n ...
automotive. parts manufacturer are quality, cost',, anq. the ability to del~-~er
components in a timely manner .. I f a part,s . supplier. cannot prov~de thes(.. three
factors in the world automotive market in. today's interna.tional environment,
the probability that this m~nufacturer· will contiriue:·operations profitably
into the next decade is marginal.!/ Virtually all major.world-class motoi:--:
vehicle manufacturers stress that these three criteria must eventually be met
by each supplier if the supplier and the vehicle-producer are to remain
.. competitive in the global "market f9r motor yehicie~ .. ;
There are many variables that lie behind the three major ~act9r~. Dur~ng
the last two years, the value of the dollar.has declined. substantially in
relation to the currency of many of our trading partners, making U.S. parts·
suppliers much more cost competitive. Other va~iables.are the costs of raw.
material; labor, capital, and utilities; government. regulatory policies;.
government trade policies; educationai levels of ~anagers and.production
workers; production practices .and ~echnoiogy. (e.g., robotics,.computer~aided
design, and numerically controlled machinery); and supplier/customer., relationships.
·
.

.

Price, Quality, and Delivery
During the Conunission's hearing on the automotive parts industry, the
president and chief executive officer of Nissan Motor Manufacturing Corp.,
U.S.A., testified that his company's procurement.pol,icy 11tas very
straightforward. "We source
the basis of three criteria: . quality, cost,
and timeliness of delivery,'' stated Nissan's president: Zi He continu.ed by
saying, "This means that the quality of parts American.companies.offer us,
must be as good as the quaiity we'.re getting from Japan or better, the. cost·
has to be lower, and we must be assured of timely delivery.'' 'J./ The vice
president in charge of General Motors' materials management staff said that
their new Supplier Assessment Program evaluates suppliers in areas o.f .quality,
cost, and delivery, as well as technology and management. ~_i He stated, '~It
is most important to think about suppliers in terms of the quality and the
cost of their products, rather ,than thinking of suppliers from a geographical
base perspective." 2_/
•.

on

The quality, cost, and delivery criteria are also well ~ecognized.by all
major U.S. automotive suppliers. The president of the Budd Co., a major
nonintegrated supplier of stampings, "!heels, brak.es,, f_ra,me.s, and ot~er

ll Arthur Andersen & Co., Cars and Competition, .July 1987, P: 7.
ZI Transcript of the hearing, pp. 162-163.
·
.~/ Ibid.
·!I Theodore G. Coutilish and. Michelle Krebs, "Takif1g, the ~ to S~pp,liers,"
Automotive News, July 27, ·1987, p. E2.
·
2.1. Ibid.
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associated auto products, warns, "Automotive suppliers that don't have a cost
competitive, quality image aren't going to be around over the long pull.'.' !I
According to Budd's presidP.nt, all ·Budd divisions are emphasizing quality
since there is a definite relationship.between quality and cost reductions.
Since vehicle manufacturers are seeking not only stable prices from their
suppliers~ but many times expect actual cost reductions over time for the
components they purchase, the auto suppliers must reduce ·costs while
maintaining quality levels.
While many world vehicle·manu"facturers have traditionally produced many
of their own parts through who"tly owned ·parts subdivisions, the trend in some
auto companies is changing. For example, the Ford Motor Company at one ti.me
p·roduced virtually a 1.1. of its own parts.· Ford now produces approximately half
of its own parts, while ·General Motors produces approximately 65-70 percent of
its requirements, and Chrysler pr<>"duces less than 30 percent. f./ However, all
three.companies have stated that their own subsidiaries no longer· will
automatically be selected as the ·-supplier of a new part; Each subsidiary will
have to bid against :outside suppliers ,and meet all ·criteria in order to supply
the speCific part. The vic·e president of materials handling for General
Motors summarized· the automaker's position on·outsourcing when he said, "We
must sort out the best places to get things done, to buy materials and
components at the most competitive cost, be they manufacturers outside of
G1:meral Motors or manufacturers outside of the country." ~/
Supplier/Customer· Relati.ortships
Relationships between automotive parts suppliers and their principal
customers, the vehicle manufacturers, vary widely throughout the world. In
some countries, the major parts suppliers are wholly'or principally owned by
the ·vehicle producers. In other countries, the suppliers are mostly
independently owned. Some vehicle manufacturers fully develop: a new component
and merely provide the specifications to the supplier. Other vehicle
manufacturers and their suppliers work·very closely together and jointly
develop new components.· In .the past, many auto manufacturer·s signed
short-term contracts with their suppliers (typically, 1 year 'in duration).
Others rtegotlated 3- to 5-year contracts. These· longer term contracts are
becoming increasingly commonplace. The number of component suppliers that
supply the identical product to the vehicle manufacturer varies from one to
more than five, depending on both the individual manufacturer and/or the
component involved ..
Currently in Korea, there are approximately 820 auto parts producers; 55
are classified as large producers, and the remaining 765 are classified as
small-to-medium-size producers. !I Of the large firms, all are either wholly
or partially owned by the Korean vehicle producers, and almost 700 of the

!I "Budd Bounces Back," Automotive News, July 27, 1987, p. E28.
Adkins, "Auto Suppliers Race· Into The Future," Dun's Business Month,
October 1986, p. 59.
'J_I Ira G. Black, "Out-Sourcing Gains Momentum," Automotive Industries, June
1982, p. ·9.
!J_I USITC staff interview with Korean Auto Industries Corp. Association, Seoul,
Korea, Apr. 29, 1987.
~/Lynn
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remaining 765 srnall.!.to~medi.um-size parts suppliers are affiliated with the.
vehicle manufacturers.·!/ ·rn_comparison, there are approximately 10,000· to
20;000 parts suppliers to the 10 principal Japanese vehicle producers in
Japan, with 500 of these suppliers corisideted primary suppliers to the
industry. ~/ However, unlike Korea, while the majority of the primary
suppliers are affiliated with the a~to producers, the small-to-medium-size
firms are not.
In addition,· whereas one, major aµtomaker' .in Japan has a dir_ect
relatlonship with. only 200. to 300 parts· makers,. General Motors of the United
States deals with approximately 3;500 4ifferent ,suppliers just for assembly
operations". 11 ·At an ·a:nnuai meeting of th~ American Die ..Casting Institute,
the principal staff engineer of 'the· research' department of Ford Motor Co.
mentioned that Ford.had'2,300 large volume.suppliers, but Toyota had only 250
large suppliers. f!/ According'to a report conducted by a Japanese consulting
group, the reason for the small number of Japanese companies with which direct
business is· conducted ·is'l?ecause of'the.pra~t.iceof ..unit ordering," as the
primary Japanese parts supplier is given. the ·r~spi:msibility of subassembly as
well: 2/ In addition, ·Japanes~. auto produ~ec:s tend to'.limit' the number of
parts 'suppliers'· for each individual part, unlike many U.S~ or .European auto·
producers . '
.: ,.:

Japanese automakers h~ve also tended tq have lo~ger contracts with their .
suppliers. With longer contracts and only one or two suppliers for each part,
the customer/supplier relationship tends to be closer. The two parties are
more likely to wotk out problems, a~d the suppliers know that they can plan
their future financial' and other'requirements .~uch easier knowing that they
don. t have to' renegotiate a :new contract each year: .
.

.

. :....

·1.·

' ... ,_·

..

.. . .

. European ·and U.'s. automal(ers have tend~d to adopt Japanese ,practices in
recent years·. The resuiting' trend to limit 'the' number of suppliers has
accelerated dramatically dur'ing the last 5 years. European manufacturers are
switching thei'r purchases 'cif ·pa'rts from multiple to dual or single· 'sour.ces .. A
professor .. of· operaUons management at· Boston University said that. single
sourcing was being·· attempted' in Europe by some auto comJ>anies, arid that, if. it
is successful, more wll:f' try tlie method. §_/ Also,' although the three major
u. s. motor-vehic ie· producers· (General Mo.tors, Fo,rd, and Chrysler) ·continue to
have a large number of primary and secondary suppliers, they have drastically
reduced the number of suppliers during the last 5 years.. Ford has announced
that although i t intends
to reduce' the.
number of suppliers. at the
. .
. overall
.
!I 1986 annual publlcation of the Kore.an Auto_ I~dus~.ries Corp. Association,
p. 33..
..
. '· ... '
. -.
.
~I The Structure of'· the Japanese 'Auto Parts Indus.try, Dodwell Mat;keting
Consultants, 1983; p. 3,· and .. The Relationship Between Japanese Auto and Auto
Parts Makers," Mitsubishi Research Institute, Inc., Feb. 6, 1987, p. 3.
31. Ibid.
·.
.
·Andrew Collier, "Die castetfs Must work Closely With the OEM's, .. American
Metal Market, Nov. 11, 1980, p. 14.
.
.
51 "The Relationship Between :Japanese . Auto and Auto Parts Makers," op. cit.?,
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6/ William Dullforce, "A Sin~ular Way to .Inc~ease Competitiveness," Financial
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same time, it will try to concentrate on a few new suppliers that can provide
better quality than some of the current suppliers. l/ General Motors, which
now has approximately 35,000 suppliers for all of its operations, hopes to cut
this number to less than 18,000 in the future. ll
State of Technology
Many of the basic technological developments for the auto industry
originated in the electronics and aerospace industries, whereas most of the
actual practical applications of the principles for the auto industry are
developed by the automotive manufacturers and their primary suppliers, or in
joint effort with technologically advanced industries. In some cases, the
major auto producers and/or their component suppliers either own or are
subsidiaries of electronics and/or aerospace companies.
Technology in the automotive industry can be separated into three basic
areas. First, the level and types of technology in the motor vehicle itself,
such as electronics usage or mechanical technology in the vehicle. Another
area of technology is the type of machinery, both hardware and software, used
in producing and designing the vehicle, as well as the type of machines used
in the day-to-day operations of the particular company. Finally, the types of
material used in the vehicle can also be used to help define the level of
technology in the automotive industry.
Most advancements in technology in the motor vehicle itself during the
last decade have been due to one.of four factors: (1) fuel efficiency; (2)
lower emissions, which decrease air pollution; (3) safety issues; and (4)
electronics developments. After the second worldwide petroleum crisis in
1979, virtually every auto manufacturer in the world began developing new
engines, transmissions, and other components which would increase the fuel
mileage of their automobiles and trucks. Efforts to increase fuel mileage and
lower emissions led auto manufacturers to further redesign ~heir engines. In
order to meet governmentally mandated safety regulations in most countries,
auto manufacturers again faced major challenges requiring even more
technological developments for their vehicles. Pressures to meet cost and
quality considerations have stimulated increased adoption of electronic parts
(see chapter 11).
In the area of manufacturing equipment, the automotive industry is again
one of the leaders in technology developments. The U.S. automotive industry
is the primary user of robotics, accounting for 50 to 60 percent of the world
market for robots. 11 Computer-aided design and computer-aided manufacturing
(CAD/CAM) is used extensively by the automotive industry, and manufacturing
automated protocol (MAP) is currently being pioneered by the automakers. !I

!I Joseph M. Callahan, "Ford's Looking for a Few (Good) Suppliers," Automotive
Industries, July 1986, p. 30.
~I Theodore G. Coutilish and Michelle Krebs, op. cit.
11 Competitive Position of U.S. Producers of Robotics in Domestic and World
Markets, USITC Publication 1475, December 1983, p. VII.
!I Roger Rowand, ·~GM Moves Forward on MAP in Three Truck Plants," Automotive
News, Aug. 10, 1987, p. 14.
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Some of the other highly advanced manufacturing ma~hinery. ~nd ~ech~iques used
by the world automotive industry include computer-integrated manufacturing
(CIM), automatic guided vehicles (AGV), machin.e vision, numerically· controlled
machine tools, and programmable stamping.
•..

t

• :•:

As autos and trucks have been required to become more fuel efficient and
at the same time have been built to last longer, new materials.have been
developed to meet these demands. Processes such as hot...:dip galvanizing and
electrogalvanizing have been developed by the steel industry_ to prevent metal
corrosion in body panels, making the vehicles l~st longer. !I In order to
lighten the vehicle to increase fuel efficiency, many .cast iron and steel
components have been replaced with aluminum, plastic, and other lightweight
materials. For example, in 1977, there were approximately 2,811 pounds of
iron, steel, copper, and zinc in the average U.S.-:built automobile ... This. ·
dropped to 2,278 pounds by 1987. ~/ Plastic and.aluminum.usage during the.
corresponding period, however, increased from 265 pounds to·368 pounds per
average automobile. ~/
. · ...
Kost of the new usage for aluminum has been in the engine and
transmission where it has replac~d cast-iron parts such as cylinder heads,
engine blocks, and transmission cases .. In some cases; aluminum has been used
in body panels to replace ~teel, but most of the substitut~on for ..steel in the
outer body· panels of vehiCles has been. plastic.. Au~omobiles . have used .pla~t.ic
for the front. and rear bumpers for a number 'o"f years, bu.t in some current
models, plastic is being used in hoods, suspension part;s, and even fenders ..
One U.S.-based plastics company has recently developed a new process that it
calls a low thermal mass mold. !I . Once this process is perfected, __ ,the plastic
component may be taken directly f.rom th.e mold and instal~ed.on t;.,he vehicle,
saving the manufac~urer ·up to SO percent· in the cost, of.. labor-intensive
finishing of parts made. by the current molding ·process;.
Exchange Rate and Other Internatio~al
Economic Considerations
Exchange rate trends have tended to alter world trading pat~en\s in Jhe
automotive parts industry, but have ri~t been as significant as many believe.
In virtually every case, there are. many factors that alter patterns .in auto
parts trade, but seldom does an auto supplier build a new produ.ctiori facility
in another country or outsource parts from another coun~ry based solely.on
currency trends. 5/ However, short-term fluctuations do-have an effect on
current pricing p~licies, and could a_lter trade between two· count.ries, until
the currency fluctuation pattern reverses.·
During the last 2 years, the U.S. dollar has declined substantially in
relation to many of the world currencies, especially the Japanese yen and. the
West German mark, and to a lesser· extent to th~t o_f. some. of the other. major.
!I Al Wrigley, °Katerial. Usage, .. Wards Automotive Yearbook, 198}, p . .29 .. 'f·
21 Ibid., p. 30.
'J_I Ibid.
, .<·
..•
~/ ••ouPont Develops· Blow Molding- Process For. <>Ut-o_f-th~-Mold. Clas~ A. Finish,"
Ward's Automotive Reports, Aug. 3, 1987, p. ·243.
2_1 Frank Gawronski, Sayonara to Parts Suppliers," Automotive News, Dec. 15,
1986, p. E6.
0
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U.S. automotive parts trading partners (seep. 8-10). This has caused an
increase in the price of parts supplied to U.. S. · automobile producers from
these countries, making U;s.· parts· suppliers more.price competitive. l/ It
h~s also caused many of the foreign parts producers_to change their
procurement decisions and product mix. ·£/
Some of the other major international economic considerations ' that affect
the motor-vehicle manufacturing inves.tment and· parts trade include inflation
and interest rates·, capital costs ·a~d availability. investment policies.
Government incentives and restrictions, debt levels, and political.stability.
For example, in certain Central and South America~ countries, inflation rates
and political stability are very important· factors rega_rding new or additional
investments in parts production facilities. In the Far East, most of the
countries are politically stable and have relatively little foreign debt
burden (with the exception of Korea), and also provide various financial
incentives for. either joine ventures or wholly owned production facilities by
foreign parts producers.
Labor Cost and Other

Labor~Related Fac~ors.

Another factor determining. the competitive positio~ of th~ U.S .. auto
parts industry is unit labor cost. Unit labor cost depends on wage rate and
labor productivity, where the latter also involves"labor/managernent
relatio~s.
Unfortunately, the·cornmission is riot able to present data on.unit
labor cost primarily because of difficulties in measuring labor productivity
for the large and widely diverse collection of auto· parts produced. However,
. - information ~as collected on wage rates (including fringe benefits) and
~ertain aspects of labor/management relations·. ·The substantial differences in
wage rates across countries, particularly between ~ndustrialized and
developing countries, are not· a reliabie indicator of differences in unit
labor costs because wage rates are generally correlated with labor
productivity, i.e., high wage countries tend to have high labor productivity.
Actual hourly compensat:ion costs in 1985 ·for production workers in all
manufacturing sectors for major manufacturing countries ranged from a low of
$1.22 per hour in Brazil to a high of $12.72 per hour on average in the United
States. 'J./ Hourly·compensation costs for production workers in.the motorvehicle and equipment manufacturing industry (SIC 371) for the 17 major auto
producing countries in 1985 ranged from a iow of $1. 73. p'~r hour in Brazil to a
high of $19.73 for the United States. !f All of these data include benefits,
which may be as little as 8 percent of actual hoµrly earnings in Mexico, to
over 90 .percent- of actual hourly earnings in some European· countries . .2_/
J. Hampton, "U. s·. Auto-parts Makers Get ~a Fighting Chance,"
Business Week, Dec. 1, 1986, p. 113.
..
£1 Phillip Burgert, "European Subcontractors Scrambling to Deal With Decline
in Dollar's Value," American Metal Market/Metalworking News, Nov. 10, 1986,

!/ William

p. 7.

11 Unpublished data prepared by the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Office of Productivity and Technology, February 1987.
!I. Ib~d .
.2_/ Ibid.
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Labor/management relations in the automotive parts industry vary
dramatically, depending on the country. Government policies in some European
countries make it very difficult to lay off or terminate employees, but in
other countries, the companies have much more control over the labor force.
For example, in the United States, many parts workers belong to the United
Auto Workers (UAW) Union, but the companies can.temporarily lay off an
employee, or even close a production facility, without getting the approval of
the U.S. Government or the union. Labor/management relations in some
countries are basically confrontational, yet in other countries, such as Japan
or Taiwan, they seem to be somewhat more cooperative.
Capital Costs
U.S. producer responses to the Conunission's questionnaire indicate a
belief that foreign parts makers face lower capital costs than do U.S. parts
firms. The measurement of capital costs is complex and the specific ways in
which capital costs may be higher in the United States were not indicated in
the questionnaires.
Market interest rates will vary across countries because of differing
expected inflation rates, tax policies, perceived political risks,
expectations of currency trends, and foreign exchanges and international
capital movement restrictions. Costs of capital faced by individual firms
will also depend on tax treatment of depreciation and new investment and
property income, perceived riskiness of the firm and/or its industry, its
ability to generate funds internally, and direct and indirect government
subsidies, among other things.
Other Competitive Factors
Some other competitive factors that influence the international
competitiveness of the automotive parts firms are cost of raw materials and
other input factors (e.g., utilities and transportation), regulatory
governmental policies (e.g., performance requirements and local content laws),
educational levels of workforce, and types of training available for employees.
While many countries impose few trade barriers to imports of parts, some
virtually exclude the importation of any ~utomotive parts. The United States
imposes virtually no trade barriers, and it does not limit U.S. investment by
foreign companies. Basically, parts imported into the United States must meet
the same safety and emission standards as parts produced by domestic
manufacturers, and no additional requirements are placed on the importer
except an average tariff rate of approximately 3.5 percent ad valorem. 11
Other countries, such as Brazil, allow relatively few imported parts into the
country, and require auto assemblers to purchase many of their components from
Brazilian parts producers. £!
Another related factor concerning a parts producer's competitive position
in a specific country is related to costs of resources. If a country has to

11 Estimated by the staff of the U.S. International Trade Conunission.
£1 USITC staff interview with officials of General Motors do Brasil, Sao
Paulo, Brazil, May 11, 1987.
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import most of its raw or semi-finished materials from distant sources, the
transportation and related ·costs may make the parts less price competitive if
the parts are then exported to a third country, or simply imported originally
into that country as a finished component. Some countries have very low,
sometimes subsidized, utility and fuel costs. Other countries or
states/provinces within a country are sometimes willing to pay fully or
partially a parts company's employee training expenses or other employment
expenses. All of these factors, along with other cost-saving benefits, may
entice either a motor-vehicle or parts manufacturer to produce within a
particular country.

CHAPTER 2.

GLOBAL AUTOMOTIVE PARTS MARKET
..
. ..
World Consumption

The Commission's estimate. of world con~umption of .both original equipment
and aftermarket motor-vehicle parts during 1~8.2-86 are shown in figure 2-..l,.
These estimates are based on questionnaire data collected by the Commission
from the domestic automotive parts industry, official data published by the
U.S. Department of Commerce, and interviews with foreign industry executives.
World consumption of motor-vehic.le par.ts increased each. yea'r during
1982-86. although the annual rate of i_ncrea.se varied from a high of 14 percent
in 1982-83 to 5 percent in 1985-86 .. World consumption of motor-vehicle p~rts
is directly related to the production of new motor.vehicles and. the total
number of motor vehicles in use. According to industry sources, an estimated
70 to 75 percent of world parts production is used in the assembly of new
motor vehicles. The remaining 25 to 30 percent. of auto parts are destin~d for
the aftermarket where they are utilized either for repair or maintenance
(e.g .• replacement body panels. spark plugs. and tires) or as acces.sories
(e.g., radios and wheels) ..
Figure 2-1
Automotive parts:

World consumption, 1982_-86

D ftftermorket
•Original
eq.ilpment

a
80
100
240
Source: Estimated by the staff of the U.S. International Trade Commission on
the basis of questionnaire data; official statistics of the U.S. Department of
Commerce, and foreign industry executives.
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Industry sources indicate that the United States accounts for
approximately 25 to 30 percent of the total world market for automotive
parts. This is due, in iarge part·, to the structure of our transportation
~ystem, which is geared to passenger automobile travel.
Additionally, the
United States has a large integrated highway system and reasonable gasoline
prices vis-a--vis other nations. Industry sources assert· that the United·
States is the largest unrestricted market for automotive parts in the world. l/
Although there are no reliable statistics published regarding the value
of world production of automotive parts, there are relatively accurate data
availab.le concerning total world vehicle production anCi total world
registrations of automobiles, trucks, and buses (table 2-1).
Table 2-1
Motor vehicles:

U.S. and world production and registrations, 1982-86
• 1'

Item

1982

Production:
United States
(1,000 units) ............
6,985
Total world
(1,000 units) .. : ......... 36, 113
Share of United States to
total world production
19.3
(percent) ... : ............
Registration
United States
(1,000 units) ...... ; ..... 159,509
Total world
(1,000 units) ............ 438,918
Share of United States to
total world
registrat.ions (percent) ..
36.3

1983

1984

-

1985

l.986

9,205

10,939

·11,652

10,909

39,755

42,057

44,779

45,694

23.2

26.0

2.6 .o

23.9

"'

i63,861.

166,496

11 169,500 11 171, 950

456,030

473,278

11 484,301 1/ 494,100

35.9

3,5.2 ..

35.0

34.8

!/Estimated· by the .staff of the U.S. International Trade Commission.
Source: Based on data published by Automotive News and by the Motor Vehicle
Manufacturers' Association.
The United States produced almost 11 million motor vehicles in 1986 or
almost one-quarter of the total world motor-vehicle production. In addition,
the United States accounted for an estimated 35 percent of all veh°icies
registered in the world in 1986.

11 Stateme.nt of the Automotive. Service Industry Association before the U.S.
International Trade Commission, Feb. 24, 1987, p. 7.
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World Trade Patterns
World trade in automotive parts increased from $26.1 billion in 1982 to
$39.9 billion in 1986, or by 53 percent. !I The data on world trade in
automotive parts are derived from United Nations statistics, although the
coverage of these data is not complete. Much of the expansion in this trade
was the result of the increasing internationalization of the automobile
industry, in both developed and a few developing countries. However, imports
of auto parts into many developing countries that do not have an established
or growing auto industry generally fell over the period.
North America
Imports of automotive parts into North America (United States, Canada,
and Mexico) more than doubled during 1982-86, as this area continues to be the
world's largest import market. North American parts imports increased from 37
percent of the world total in 1982 to 50 percent in 1986. · The share of trade
among the three North American countries as a percentage of total imports into
the region fell from 81 percent in 1982 to 70 percent in 1986. Thus, the
share of imports from non-North American countries rose from 19 percent in
1982 to 30 percent in 1986.
Shipments from Japan, Taiwan, and Korea more than quadrupled over the
period, accounting for 18 percent of North American imports in 1986, versus
a 7. 5-percent share in 1982. The United Kingdom trip led its shipments to
North America, and imports from France and West Germany almost tripled during
1982-86. The European share of imports into North America amounted to 10.5
percent in 1986, with West Germany and France accounting for 3.8 percent and
1.6 percent, respectively.
European Corranunity
The European Community (EC) is the second largest motor-vehicle parts
import market, accounting for an estimated 40 percent of world parts i.mports
in 1986. Until 1983, the EC led all regions of the world in imports of
automotive parts, but has since experienced a slower growth rate than the rest
of the developed world.
Nearly 90 percent of all EC parts imports are from EC member countries;
the Far East accounts for an additional 4 percent of imports, and North
America, 3 percent. West Germany is by far the largest supplier to the EC,
accounting for nearly 40 percent of total EC imports; France ranks second with
15 percent, and Italy and the United Kingdom each account for about 7 percent.
!I These data do not include all parts, but are based on Standard
International Trade Classification (SITC) item number 73289, which includes
parts grouped into three basic categories: body parts, major mechanical or
operational parts, and miscellaneous parts .. The body parts includes such
items as doors and bumpers; mechanical and operational parts include
transmissions, brakes, and exhaust systems; and miscellaneous parts consists
of hundreds of different items.
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Belgium is the largest EC automotive parts importer, accounting for 29
percent of the EC total. The principal reason that Belgium is the leading
importer is that it _impo_rts a large number of unassembled automobile kits for
assP.mbly and eventual re-export. The other top EC automotive. parts importing
countries are West Germany (19.3.percent), .the United Kingdom (18.3 percent),
and .France. ( 13. 3 percent). · Spain is the fastest growing European automotive
market (.GM and Ford .are increasing investment in Spain), with total parts
trade nearly doubling over .the period.
Far East
The Far East (Japan and Korea) was the fastest growing import market in
terms of percentage growth, increasing by 150 percent during 1982-86.
Although ~t accounted for.about 30 percent of world motor-vehicle production
in'1986, the Far East. accounted for only about 2 percent of world parts
imports.
In dollar terms, mo·st of the growth in trade in the region reflects
increased exports from Japan. Japan increased its proportion of exports
within the Far East from 30.3·percent in 1982 to 46.4 percent in 1986. West
Germany, the second leading supplier to the Far East, more than doubled its
shipments during 1982-·86, accounting for nearly one--fifth of total exports
into the Far East. Exports fC'om Australia increased fivefold, for a 4-percent
share; exports .fC'om Korea increased sixfold, accounting for 2 percent of all
imports into the Far.East.
Less

de~eloped

countries

Data for less developed countries (LDC's) as a group are incomplete;
however, imports by these countries are estimated to have fallen by 50 percent
during 1982-86 (principally because of economic contractions in many
.
countries). Brazil is the leading LDC that exported parts to other LDC's,
accounting for 3 percent of .the total. Japan was the leading exporting
countC'y to the ~DC's,.accounting for 28.9 percent of the total.
African imports·of automotive parts fell by over one-half during the
period, accounting for just under 2 percent of the world import totals.
France accounted for nearly 33 percent of the exports to this region, followed
by West Ge~any (15.4 percent), and Italy (13 .. 6 percent).
The share of world imports into the Middle East fell from 3 percent in
1982, to less tha~ 1 percent in 1986. Saudi Arabia accounted for one-third of
the_ import:total throughout .the period. The United States led all exporters
to the region, capturing 36.0 percent of the total. Japan and West Germany
followed with 23 . 9 percent. and 21. 9 perceri t, , respectively.
Imports into Latin American countries fell steeply over the period, and
accounted for just 1.5- percent of the world total in 1986. Intra-Latin
American trade accounted for an estimated 15.0 percent of the import total,
with Brazil representing one-half-of that amount. The United States was the
leading exporter to the region over the period, accounting for 27.5 percent.
France and Japan had 13.9 percent and 12.2 percent shares, respectively.
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Increasing Internationalization of :u.s. Automotive
Parts Industry
The internationalization of the· automotive industry has led to large
trade flows between the United States and several other countries. Prior to
the mid-1970' s, most automobiles were _designed and produced entirely by the
final assembler in the domestic ma.rket from locally produced components.
Today an automobile assembled in the United States may·have a Japanese-built
engine, French-built transmission, a wiring harness from Mexico, electrical
parts from Brazil, and a radio from Taiwan. 11
Off shore production and purchasing
u.s.-based moto~-vehicle pr9ducers have.been involved in the importation
and offshore production of automotive parts 'for decades. Initially, foreign
sourcing fulfilled a need for parts that were either·not produced in the
United States or were less expen"sive when purchased from foreign suppliers.
Eventually, however, u~s. producers e)cpanded foreign sourcing of parts for
different reasons, including local content and local production requirements
mandated by foreign Governments as a condition for forei.~n·sales.
'.
u. s; 'imports' of automotive· parts "by .the Big Three increased from
$2. 7 biliion in 1982 to $5.6 billion in 1986, 'or by over. ioo percent; imports
by Japanese-owned auto plants· lOcated in· the. United states increased from $486
million in 1984 to $1.6 billion in 19~6; and 'imports' by other U.S .. _importers
(truck manufacturers' mass merchandise.r.s ~ trading companies;· and other
independent purchasers) rose by 1.7~ pe~cent,. from $4_. 3<billion· in 1982 to
$11.8 billion in 1986 (fig. 2-2). Most .of these imports were uti_lized by the
motor-vehicle manufacturers for original equipment use, and a small portion of
these imports were for. the aftermarket .. In .addition, most of these parts were
importe~ from either wholly-owned subsidiaries of the auto manufacturers or
joint-venture operations. For example, in 1986, the Big Three imported
.
engines valued at almost $1.5 billion from Canada, Japan, Brazil, and West
Germany, and transmissions valued at over $1.0 billion from Canada, Mexico,
West Germany, Japan, and France.~/· These imports reflect the fact that both
the motor-vehicle assemblers and the automotive parts. producers operate on· an
international basis and compete in global industries.

11 U.S. International Trade Conunission, The Internationalization of the
Automobile Industry and Its Effects on the U.S. Automobile Industry, USITC
Publication 1712, June 1985, p. 2.
~I Compiled from dat_a submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.·
International Trade Conunission ...
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Figure 2-2
Automotive parts: U.S. imports by Japanese automakers located in the United
States (transplants_), the Big Three, and all other importers, 1982-86

Killion
dollars

112.000

I9.000
6.000

'.J", 000

0
Al I other
lnporters

Big Three
-_ .. ;

Japanese
t. ranep I ai t.e

1984
!I Withhe~d to avoid disclosure of ·business confidential information.
Source:" Compiled from data !;Ubmitted in response to questionnair;es of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Extent of increased imports of complete vehicles by U.S.-based manufacturers
l.

U.S. imports of new automobiles and trucks increased from .less than 1,500
units in 1947, !I to over 6 million new automobiles and trucks in 1986. £1
Kost of the automobiles imported in 1986 were from Japan, Canada, and West
Germany, and virtually all of the trucks were sourced from Canada and Japan.
The following tabulation, based on data derived from official Commerce
bacl~ mostly British sports cars•.:
according to ·usITC staff interview witti Richard ·wright,·automotive
writer/editor, _The Detroit News, Detroit, KI, Aug. 21, 1987.
£1 The U.S. ·Automobile Industry: Monthly Report on Selected Economic
Indicators, USITC Publication 1954, February 1987, pp. 2 and 4.

!I When returning military personnel brought
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statistics, shows the U.S. imports of automobiles and trucks for 1982-86 (in
thousands of units):

Item

. 1982

Automobiles ...... 2,926
682
Trucks ...... ~ ....
Total ........ 3,608

1983

1984

1985

1986

Average
annual
Eercentage
change,
1~86 over 1982

3,134
766
3,900

3,559
1,003
4,562

4,395
1,227
5,622

4,691
1,330
6,0?.l

12.5
18.2
13.7

U.S. imports of automobiles increased by over 60 percent and trucks by 95
percent during 1982-86, and the increase in both autos and trucks combined
amounted to almost 67 percent. However, in terms of value, these imports
increased at a much more substantial rate, as shown in the following
tabulation (in millions of dollars): 11

Item

1982

Automobiles ...... 20,195
Trucks ........... 4,130
Total ........ 24,325

1983

1984

1985

1986

23,394
4,531
27 '925

29,264
6,169
35,433

36,412 45 ,_301
7. 314 . 8,125
43,726· 53,426

Average
annual
Eercentage
change,
1986 over 1982
22.4
18.4
21. 7

U.S. imports of autos during 1982-86 increased by almost 125 percent in
terms of value, and trucks increased by almost 97 percent during the same
period. The principal causes for the much higher increase in value when
compared with the increase in units can be attributed to the effects of
Japanese voluntary export restraints (p. 6-9), which .led to the upgt·ading of
Japanese auto exports, and the demand for more luxurious autos and lightweight
trucks by U.S. consumers.
If the imports of automotive parts is added to the value of motor-vehicle
imports, the value of all automotive imports increased from $30.7 billion in
1982 to $71.8 billion in 1986, or by almost 134 percent (fig. 2-3). The
average annual percentage increase for these products for 1982--86 was 23.7
percent, with automotive parts showing the largest average annual percentage
increase of 28.8 percent.
ImEorts of motor vehicles by the Big Three.--During the last 25 years,
each of the three major U.S.-based auto manufacturers has imported complete
vehicles from Canada and Japan. i1 In addition to these two countries, one or
!I Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Conunerce.
~I These vehicles were imported by domestic auto producers from either wholly
owned or partially owned subsidiaries of foreign motor-vehicle manufacturers
and are conunonly referred to as "captive imports."

Figure 2-3
Motor vehicles and parts:
1982-86

U.S. imports of trucks, automobiles, and parts,
Billion

,,....-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--,aodollars

o Trueks

•Automotive ports

;) Rutomobl les

Source: Compiled from data s~bmitted in resp~nse to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission and official statistics of the U.S._ Department
of Commerce.
more of these producers has imported at least one automobile model from the
United Kingdom, France, West Germany, Italy, Mexico, or Korea during.the last
20 years (table 2-2). In addition, a recent United Auto.Workers study.
indicated ;that by 1990,' GM could import as much
11 percent_ of
.U.S.
models from either·wholly.:...owned overseas subsidiaries or joint ventures, and
both Ford and Chrysler couid 1mpott up to l7 percent qf each of their autos
sold in the United States. 1/ It should be noted that these estimates do.not
include imports froni'tanada-:- which would incr~ase these estimates, by 5 to 10
percent for each company.

a

its

All three m~j'or U.S.' automobile manufactu.r~rs imported automobiles from
Europe during the 1960'~ . and ~'arly 1970's, .although th.e total number was
relatively small in rel·a.tiOn to each company's domestic production. Virtually
all of the imports were subcompact models that each manufacturer used to
complete their model lines. Two major factors contributed to the decline in
the importation of automobiles from Europe by U.S. manufacturers. First, U.S.
manufacturers began producing competing fue~-~fficient subcomP,act models in·
domestic' facili'ties, and secondly, so~e o,f .the imported autos reportedly had
quality problems. 'l,_/
U.~. Industries," American Metal
Market, July 23, 1987, p. 14.
'l,_I US ITC staff· interviews with u. s: an,d ~u~opean automakers.

!I "1990!s Will Present Hard Choices for

". 1
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Table .2-2
Automobiles and trucks:
and Chrysler, 1982-87

gompany

: ·"'

U.S. retail sales .of vehicles imported by General Motors, Ford,

Average
artnual
cliange,
1987 ·over
1982
1983
1984
1985
l986
1987' l/ .. 1982 1/
__ _; _____ ;;.·_::.._ _____·.:..-"_;;...:..Units...:.-...:.----------:...------...:.·__ ..; __ .:_ ___ .:___
Percent

."

.--

....

General Motors
'535,000
3.2
547 ,570
650,-708 ·647;318
Canada z_t •••••
456,118 .· . 639. 991
·z?.,304
84,860' 160,·363 . 140. 000 . 44. 4
Japan .......••.
15,530
14,600
·27 ,000
20,000 .. 15,000
5,500
Mexico !I· ....
'-JS 000
Korea ..... ; •••
7-27 ,_933.. · 7·25,000
8. 7
·Subtotal •. ·. ;
655,521 .. 670,808
759, 178
478,422
Ford
544,551
581,379
560,'000 12.0
317,943
486,318
Canada 11 ...•.
318,510
32,967
S,657
Japan ....... ! • •
14,315..
15,000
8,.974
West Germany •.
25,000
Korea ..••.•..•
12 000
Mexico ....... .
595,694
612,000 11. 7
. 323,600
486,318
553,525
351,477
Subtotal •..•
. Chrysler
. ..
..
Canada 11.....
222,780
224,090
329.,158
342,462. 357,523
350,000
9.4
Japan,........
142,287
137,525. 143,01,6
175,530
2~.4,234
235,.000 10.5
Mexico l/.....
· 6,100
14,000
· '40,000.
60,000
subtota i . . . . ___
. 3;...;:6=5.......;..06"-'1'--·_3;;.;6;;..;;1'""'.""'6=15______4__7=8 2__1-'4-"""5'""3~1....~..;..99""'2---.-;,.6=11"""·....1-.5-...7_"""'6'--'4_..5. . . .o""'o"""'o'"""·........
12"'".'"""1"'---TotaL ..••.. · l, 1~4, 966 1, 340, 736 1, 635, 400 1., 844, 695 l ,;9351 ,;3~4 ·1,, 982, qoo 10. 7
.&.;;•

J..I Estimated by the staff of the ·u.s. ·Internati:onal Trade commission.·

~I Shipments of automobiles and· trucks· to· the United states· ·from Canadian assem~ly

plants.
~

'::

Source: Compiled from data published· by Ward's Automotive·,· Automotive News, and the
Motor Vehicle ·Manufacturers Association of the: United States,; except as noted.
In addition to imports of autos from Europe, both GM and Chrysler:have
imported autos from Japan during the last 10 years; All ·three U.S. producers .
imported ·lightweight pickup trucks from Japan beginnii_lg in the. early 1970.' s;
however, GM and Ford ceased importation of pickup trucks from Jap_an in .the
early 1980' s because each established. productiol). f~cilities for compact trucks
in the United States. Although Cht•ysler is cur~ently produclng a ~malle_r ..
.
pickup truck in the United States, it has continued to {inport a compact truck
from Japan.
During the last 2 years, all three u.s.-based auto'companles hav~ begun
sourcing autos from other countries as well. All three U.S.. ·companies:
currently import either autos or lightweight trucks from whoily.:..owned
subsidiaries in l_lexico .· !/ Both GM and Ford currentl~ i~ort autos from Kore.a
'

"t

·"

1/ GM will discontinue imports of a lightweight truck, its only_ vehicle
imported from Mexico, sometime in 1987 •. '· ·
·;
<

'·

:.
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into the United States, and Ford imports ·into Canada subcompact model from
.joint venture in. Taiwan---a model which may eventually be exported to the
United States. !/
· 1

a

Influence of imported vehicles on U.S. parts manufacturers.--While it is
. probably true, other things being the same, that an increase in the import
supply of complete motor vehicies will cause a loss in production and
employment in the domestic parts industry, there are several reasons why it is
·difficult to assess the ~agnitude of the effects with any degree of
pre'clsion. First, it is necessarY to know how many domestic Vehicles would
have been purchased by U.S. consumers had the supply of imports not
increased. For example, if foreign and.domestically produced autos and trucks
are not substitutable at all, then there. would be a minimal effect on
production of U. s. -built vehicles. .Second, since u. s. motor-vehicle producers
are incre:asing their offshore purcha~es' of parts, a certain percentage of the
content of ·u.s.-made vehicles that would have replaced these imported vehicles
would have been foreign. 'Third, many of the imported vehicles, especially ·
those from Canada and to a much lesser extent Japan and West Germany, contain:·
parts produced by domestic parts manufacturers. Thus, an increase in import
supply of. autos and trucks could cause an .increase in U. s. parts production ·
and employment if there were n.Q change in U.S. vehicle production.
0

Joint ventures and investments overseas

:,1_

.Just as the Big Three have all entered into joint ventures overseas and·.
have established foreign fac~llties, so haye independent al.ltomobile parts
. manufacturers. For example, Sheller-;Ryobi is a joint ve~ture l>etween Sheller
Globe u. s. A. ·and Ryobi of· Japan. ·sheller Globe, a large independent u. s .
. parts maker, indicates that its primary interest in forming the joint venture
was to tie up with a Japanese company, and to get into a new product line by·
using Ryobi's technology. Inexchange, Ryobi (which exports to several u.s ..
customers) sought to ease rising trade tensions and use a U.S. management team
in a domest.ic plant. i./. In addition, ·t.he ·four largest independent producers
(Borg Wagner, Budd, Rockwell, an'd. TRW). all have relationships with companies
in Canada and Europe, and all but Budd have ties to J~pan and Brazil. 11
Respondents report that U.S. producers were attracted to invest in Latin
America in order to reduce labor costs; investments in Europe were made in
order to gain access to high quality components; ·and investments in Japan were..
undertaken for· both of the reasons above. Ariother motive for. foreign
investment by U.S. auto parts makers is the ability to enter markets and gain,
market share in those countries, ·especially where local content requirements.
in motor-vehicle productton:. apply. ~I.
Industc·y sources indicate that U.S. automakers favor three countries as
product ion sites for parts- --Canada, Mexico, and Braz i 1. Canada, with
!I Interview with officials of ~or~ Lio Ho, Taiwan, Apr. 27, 1987, by USITC
staff.
'!::,! Louise· ·Kertesz, "She lier· Globe Strategizes ,'" Automotive News, July 27,
1987, p. E33.
11 Ward's ·Automotive Yearbook, 1987, Detroit, MI. .
fl_/ USITC staff interviews wi.th both domestic and foreign company executives
and independent automotive an~lysts.
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substantial capacity and advanced production technology, also .benefits from a
free-trade agreement that provides incentive for duty-free trade of
original-equipment parts (APTA, p. 6-7). Mexico and Brazil have proved to be
relatively stable low-wage countries whose workforces are capable of producing ·
quality components. U.S. automakers have sought joint ventures in other areas
as well, especially in Asia (table 2-3). In these joint ventures, U.S.
companies are able not only to lower production costs, but also exchange
knowledge of manufacturing technology to gain market access.
Industry sources claim that the increase in joint ventures is principally
due to increased international competition and changing political environments.
A spokesman for HEMA indicates that they are especially supportive of this
activity where the joint venture is an OE producer supplying both U.S. and
Japanese automakers; however, he expressed caution regarding certain joint
ventures when the U.S. firm was in a minority ownership position. !I
Table 2-3
Automotive parts:

Joint ventures by U.S. and foreign automakers, 1985

U.S. company

Foreign company

Country

General Motors

Tsuzu
Suzuki
Toyota
Daewoo
Hindustan
Hua Tung

Japan
Japan
Japan
South Korea
India
Taiwan

Ford Motor Co.

BMW
Hyundai
Otosan
Fiat.
Renault
Kazda
Lio H9

West Get'1nany
South Korea
Turkey
Italy
France
Japan
Taiwan

Chrysler

Mitsubishi
Peugeot
Kaserati

Japan
France
Italy

Arnerkan Motors !I

VAM
Renault
Kahtndra
Beijing Jeep

MP.xi co
France
India
Pe op le' s Repub lie
of China

!/Chrysler purchased American Motors in

August.~9~?;

Source: U.S. International Trade Commission, Internationalization of the
Automobile Industry and Its Effects of the U.S. Automobile Industry,
(investigation No. 332-188) USITC Publication 1712, June 1985.
1/

Interviews with MEKA officials, Wai;hington, DC, Aug. 14, 1987.
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U.S. parts producers r~sponding to the Commission's questionnaire
re.ported that their. total ci,lmulati~e dire~t investment abroad' for all foreign
affiFates in all countc-.ies e,ngaged in the ·production of ~uto parts rose by 55
percent from $3.1 .biilion in 1983 to $4.·9 billion in 1986 (table 2-4) .. To
date~· U.S. investment in Canada top,p~d the ~ist_at $1.3 billion l>Y 1986, and
U.S. investment in B,razil ..follp~ed .at $67-3.9 million ·the same year. The
largest increases were· rec.o~c;tec1 in Japl;m .-and .Italy;· U..s. direct investment.
abroad rose by nearly.· fourfo.ld ,in .'both countries during 1983..:.86.
Tab).e .Z-4
Automotive parts:

·.
U.S. d_irect investment abroad, as of Dec. 31 of 1983 and

1986 ·!/

Country of
foreign affiliate
Canada ............... ·~.·· ....• .. .

Brazil ....................... .
Urii ted Kingdom~ ..... ". .... ·.... .
Mexico ....................... .
Japan ................. ~.: ... ;.
France ........ ~ ............... .

West Germany .... : .............. .
Italy ........................ .
Spain ......... ~·················
Australia .................... .
All other countries .......... .
Total .................... .

Average annual change,
1983
1986
---1,000 dollars--769,767
538,953
' 578,105
.;I.9,7. 6.93
84,203
333,977
156,956
51,631
44,643
21,907
352 937.
3,130,772
I

1986 over 1983

Percent

1,346,643 ··, .20.5
6 7_3. 909
7. 7
544,065
-2.0
469,800
33.5
55.8
322. 785
319,438
--1.5
231,412
13.7
175,846
49.8
. ·117,204
38.0
85,747
56.9
575,989
17. 7
4,862,838
15.2

!I Reported in, U.S. dollars by questionnai.re respondents.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Respondents rated manufacturing costs, labor costs, net price, and
quality as the most important factors in their decisions to invest abroad:.
(both to serve the local market and to export) (table 2-5). Development costs
were rated as the least important reasons for such investment.
U.S. producers' total investment income from direct investment abroad
(i.e., return 9n debt and equity investment in foreign affiliates producing
auto parts) rose from $899.6 million in 1983 to $1.0 billion in 1986 (table
2-6). Total investment income from Canada and.Brazil amounted to $321.4
million and $19i.4 million, respectively, in 1986. Income from Brazil dropped
by 18 percent during 1983-86, whereas income from Canada and Mexico rose by 38
percent and 91 percent (to $90.5 million);'respectively, during. the period.
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Table 2-5
··
Automotive parts: Number of responses from 110
producers regarding t,he
importance of factors in their ~ecisions to invest abroad, 1983-86 !/
:..:·

u.s;

Item

l

Man,ufacturing costs ........... 2
Labor .costs ............ ·....... 3.
N~t pr~duct price ............ ~
3
Quality ............·.. ~·... . . . . . 4
P.erformance requirements ...... 8
Rel_iability of supplier ......... :· 8 .·
Technicai abUity of
.supplier .... ·" ........... .,· .• 11
Availability. of raw
.
materials ...........•.. • .... · 15
Transportation costs .......... 5
Availability of parts from:a
foreign plant ......... ; .. ~.:. 8
Utility costs ............. ; ... ·~ 11
_Development costs ..... ~ ...... ~ 32

2

5

.9

17
14
20
2031·
18.

7

31

2·
:. 0 '·

5
5

12
9

26
·28
. 20
22
23
'29;
14 •'

'• 29 '' :16
38
23

9

17 .·.
7

11 ,.,

35
18

9

9
17 . '

,36'
33
30
25
" 14
'14
13
11

11
9
8
2

!I Response "l" indicates no impc;>rtance; "5" indicates most important. ·
Source: Compiled from data su~itted in response to q1,1estionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table 2-6
Automotive parts: U.S. producers' total investment income from direct
investment abroad (return on debt and equity in foreign affiliates producing
auto parts), as of Dec. 31 of 19.83 and 1986
·
Countc·y of
foreign affiliate

1986
1983
--1,000 dollars-.;..

Canada ................ • ... : ... 232,988
Brazil ........................ 232,468
Mexico ...................... : ... 47 ,363
47,295
We~t Germany ..............•...
.France .............. ·........... 20,543
Italy ........................ .,. 20,853
United Kingdom ....•....... .,·... 22'126.
Venezuela ..................... 26 '726
Japan., .................... ~ ....

Spain .. ·..............•.........

Australia .....................
South Africa .............•...•
All other countries ...........
Total .... ·.~- ................

2,752
9,481
3,580
4,586
228,812
899,573·

321,405
191,437
90,473
73,760
48,612
. 44 ,455
. 41,498
47,154
20,925
24,220
5,19S
l,938
93~432

1,00'4,504 .

Average annual
change,
1986 over 1983
Percent
11.3
-6.0
16.0
24.1
33.3
28. 7
23.4
20.7
24.5
95.3
.13.1
-24.7
-25.6
. ~ 4 .·9

Source: . Compiled from data submitted in response to qu'estionnaires of the
U.S. Inter:national Trade Commission.
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Mergers, licensing, and other cooperative agreements
.·,,. ·: '.i

.•.

In recent .years·, .cooperative agreements ;in .the automotive parts industry
have centered on such high-technol.~gy sectors such as robotics. machine
..
- vtsiori, and artificial intelligence. 11 The major impetus behind these
high-tech ventures has been the rapid growth of automotive electronics and a
greater emphasis on electronics in ·the production of· auto parts:· As the ·
number of electrical circuits in a car increases (due to the substitution of
electri~al. and electronic systems for mechanical operations) automakers. an'd
auto par.ts producers are in greater need of .access to high-tech manufacturing
capabilities·.. One way they have achieved this is through mergers, such a~
GK's purchase of Hughes Aircraft and Chrysler's purchase. of Gulfstream
Aerospace. Simila~ acquisitions have been made by major auto 'parts producers
such as Eaton and Allied Signal, which have been active in.pursuing companies
with el,ectronics e>cpertise. These auto parts firms have developed foreign
relationships as well, ·through licensing of production overseas and investment
in foreign auto parts companies. Industry sources believe that these
.
arrangements will becom~ mor~widespread between, Japa~ese_and U.S . .firms. In
fact, U.S. producers responding to the Conunission~s.questionnaire stated that
technical cooper~tion agreements are necess~ry for certain U; s .. firms to avoid
technical obsolescence.: ; _Another industry source estimated that, . becau~e of
these agreements.: about 20 percent of the value of items sold to OE. au_tomotive
manufacturers by independent U.S parts producers are of foreign origin.

--11 The u.s. 'Automobile Industry, P,· 4o.·-.

CHAPTER 3.

U.S. INDUSTRY PROFILE

Structure of the Industry
The U.S. auto parts industry is extremely large and diverse with some
The products range.
from simple parts such as windshield wiper blades to complex units such as
engines. Most auto parts fall in the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)
3714 (motor-vehicle parts and accessories), but other relevant industries are
SIC 3465 {automotive stampings), SIC 3592 {carburetors, pistons, and rings),
SIC 3647 {vehicle lighting equipment), SIC 3691 (storage batteries), and SIC
3694 (engine electrical equipment). Koto~-vehicle parts and accessories
accounted for 68 percent of the total value of shipments of motor-vehicle
parts and stampings in 1984, followed by automotive stampings {18 percent);
engine electrical equipment (6 percent); storage batteries, and carburetors,
pistons, and rings (3 percent each); and vehicle lighting equipment Cl
percent), according to U.S. Department of Conunerce data. !I
15,000 firms producing thousands of different products.

The largest U.S. auto parts producers are parts subsidiaries of the three
largest U.S. automakers. According to data compiled from the Conunission's
questionnaire, the parts-producing subsidiaries of General Motors (GK), Ford,
and Chrysler {the Big Three) accounted for an increasing share of U.S.
shipments of auto parts during 1982-86 {table 3-1). In 1985, for SIC 3714, GK
had about 21 percent of the market, Ford had approximately lS percent, and
Chrysler had about 5 percent. In total, approximately 41 percent of sales by
U.S. companies were accounted for by the parts operations of GM,. Ford, and
Chrysler. ~/
In addition to the parts-producing subsidiaries of the automakers, there
are several large independent diversified auto parts producers that account
for significant shares of industry sales. Borg Warner, reported by Trinet to
be the largest publicly held independent parts supplier, produces engine,
transmission, and suspension components; complete transmissions; turbo
chargers; plastic parts; and other miscellaneous auto parts. Borg Warner's
share of the market in 1985 was about 3 percent. 11
The Budd Co., which had 2 percent of the market in 1985, produces body
stampings and frames, wheels, brakes, and plastic and plastic-related parts.
Rockwell International, which accounted for approximately 2 percent of the
market in 1985, produces axles, brakes, universal joints, electronic vehicle
management systems, plastic body panels, door and hood locking parts, seat
recliners, motors and actuators, suspension components, and other
miscellaneous parts. TRW, which also had a market share of about 2 percent in
1985, produces electric and electronic parts, electromechanical devi~es,

!I 1986 U.S. Industrial outlook, U.S. Department of Conunerce, January 1987, p.
36-11.
21 Market Share Report, SIC 3714, Trinet, Inc., 1986.

11 Ibid.
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Table 3-1
Automotive parts: Shipments.of U.S. auto parts by subsidiaries of General
Motor~, Ford, and Chrys lei:;, 198_2-~6
Average
annu~l

Item

.1982

The Big Three's
shipments
(billion dollars) ........ 26 .9
Total shipments
(billion dollars) ....... 51.1
Ratio.. of the Big
Thr_ee' s shipments
to.total shipments(percent) ............... 52.6

1983

1984

1985

1986

percentage
change,
1986 over
1982

34.5

41.9

52.4

51.4

17 .6

61.6

75.2

84.5

83.0

12.9

56.0

55.7

62.0.

61.9

Source: Comp~led fFom data submitted· in_ response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade-Conunission.
piston rings, ball joints, power steering systems, steering gears and
linkages, hydraulic motors, suspension assemblies, seat belts, valves, and
other miscellaneous parts. l/
Ta~en together, these top four independent suppliers accounted for almost
10 percent of the market for SIC .3714 in 1985. Combined with the subsidiaries
of the Big Three automakers, the top seven suppliers accounted for over 50
percent of the market ·in 1985. According to Trinet, other diversified
suppliers with at least 1 percent of the 1985 market included Eaton (1.9
percent), Fruehauf Corp. (1.6 percent), Allied Signal (1.5 percent), Arvin
Industries (1.3 percent), and A 0 Smith (1.0 percent).

T_he Bl!reau of the Census also publishes concentration ratios for the auto
parts industry. The 1982 Census of Manufactures indicates that 61 percent of
U.S. producers' shipments for SIC 3714 in 1982 was accounted for by the top 4
firms, 69 percent by the top 8 firms, 77 percent by the top 20 firms, and 85
percent by the top 50 firms. The differences between the Trinet market share
estimates and the Census Bureau concentration ratios are due, at least in
part, to a difference in coverage. However, both sources describe an industry
with a small number of large- and medium-sized diversified auto parts
producers; each accounting for a significant portion of the total market, and
a large number of smaller producers, each accounting for less than 1 percent
of the market.

11 Market Share Report, SIC 3714, Trinet, Inc., 1986.
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Auto· parts producers tend to be concentrated in the Midwestern and North
Central States. Parts producers supplying auto assemblers must increasingly
locate near assembly facilities in order to minimize transportation costs and
facilitate coordination with automakers' just-in-time (JIT) production and .
inventory schedules (see p. · 7-15). However, parts makers supplying the
·:
aftermarket have little incentive to locate near the assembly sites and are
scattered across the country.
Du~ing 1982-86, an increasing number of Japanese-owned parts firms
manufacturing a wide variety of products set up production plants in the
United.States (see chapter 5 and app. G).

Degree and Type of Integration
GM, Ford, and Chrysler are all diversified companies producing automot~ve
and nonautomotive products. Industry sources estimate that currently GM
produces 70 percent of its auto parts requirements in-house, Ford is estimated
to produce ·about 50 percent of its needs and Chrysler about 30 percent. The
Big Three are both diversified across industries and vertically integrated in
the motor-vehicle business (producing components as well as end products).
Their· investment strategies include both diversification and less vertical
integration; for example, when GM purchased Hughes Aerospace and Electronic
Data Systems and entered into a joint venture with Fanuc, it began
consolidating parts production. (GM's decision to invest in these
high-technology enterprises was based both on the profitable 'financial·
performance of these companies and the possibility of future exchanges in
manufacturing expertise and technology.) 11 Chrysler has also been scaling
back parts production while concurrently purchasing nonautomotive companies
such as Gulfstream Aerospace.
Industry sources indicate that U.S. automakers' goal of a decrease in
vertical integration is designed to take advantage of new manufactur.ing
techniques such as flexible manufacturing and JIT production. In addition,
U.S. auto producers believe that independent U.S. and foreign suppliers have
comparative advantages including lower wages, better technology, lower energy
costs, and lower raw ma.terials costs. The most significant tradeoff is a
decrease in control. There is some indication," however, that U.S. producers
are beginning to follow the Japanese auto producers' lead by obtaining equity
interest in parts suppliers to increase their control and still be able to
avail themselves of the suppliers' comparative advantages.
GM plans to increase outsourcing by about 10 percent. In order to
achieve this goal, GM is sending out purchasing people and engineers to both
independent and captive suppliers to determine whether or not they have a
long-term future with the company. GM's objective is to assess systematically
the strengths and weaknesses of suppliers and of fer advice for improving cost
and quality. It also plans to reduce its base of suppliers to only the most
capable. This reassessment could mean a reduction of up to 40 percent of its

11 USITC staff interview with Delco Electronics officials, Kokomo, IN, July
17, 1987.
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existing suppliers, said the manager of supplier relations for GM's BuickOldsmobile-Cadillac powertrain operation in Lansing, MI. it
According to an analyst for Solomon Brothers Inc., for every si.ngle.
percentage point of change in GM's mix of captive-to-outside purchasing~
independent suppliers will have an opportunity to acquire up to $450 million
in new business. At present, GM's outside suppliers account for about. 30
percent of the company's parts, subassemblies, and materials business. An
increase to 50 percent would mean about $8 billion in new business. M9reover,
U.S. automakers are moving toward purchasing contracts up to 5 years or more
in duration; thus, the actual value of new business would be several times the
estimated $8 billion figure. 'l:/ The increase in new business reflects a
reshuffling of business from the Big Three to independent suppliers, rather
than a net increase for the parts ~ndustry as a whole.
Independent parts suppliers are significantly less vertically integrated
than the automakers. The degree of diversification of many of these companies
is fa~rly significant. Many are subsidiaries of firms that participate in a
wide variety of industries. Borg Warner, th~ leading independent auto parts
supplier, had net sales of $3.4 billion in 1986. Of that, 34 percent was
automotive related, _31 percent was chemical_ and plastics related, 32 percent
was accounted for by protective services, and the remainder was information
services. ·11 Rockwell International had net sales of $12.3 billion in 1986,
of which 13 percent ·was automotive related, 45 percent was accounted for by
electronics and aerospace, 34 percent for electronics, and the remainder was
miscellaneous industries. TRW had net sales of _$6.0 billion in 1986 with
automotive parts accounting for 39 percent, electronics and space systems
accounting for 56 percent, and other industries accounting for 5 percent.
Budd Co., the second largest independent auto parts supplier, had net sales of
$1. 2 billion in 1986. Budd is the only. supplier of the top four independents
that is concentrated in the automotive market. !I
Domestic Market:
Original-equipment and replacement markets
The U.S. market for automotive parts increased from $52. 3 billion _in 1982
to $93.0 billion in 1986, representing a 77-percent increase overall, as shown
in the following tabulation: ~/

!./ David Barkholz, "Suppliers Hold ·Their Breath As GM Teams Rate Operations,"
Automotive News, July 6, 1987, p. 46.
'l:/ Al Wrigley, "Massive Auto Supply Outsourcing by 1995: Delphi,"
Metalworking News, Mar. 23, 1987, p. 29.
11 Million Dollar Directory, Dunn and Broadstreet, Parsippany, NJ, 1987.
!I Standard and Poors Corporation Records, New York, NY, 1987.
~I Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Year

Value 11
ffiITion dollars)

1982 ...............
1983 ...... •.• .... · ...
1984 ...............
1985 ...............
1986 ...............

52.3
63.8
80.3
90.5
93.0

There are two basic market segments for motor-vehicle parts--the original
equipment (OE) segment and the aftermarket. Producers in the OE market sell
their products directly to vehicle manufacturers, either for assembly into new
cars, trucks, and buses, or for dealers' service operations. Aftermarket
manufacturers generally supply replacement parts for sale to independent
repair facilities or the general public. i1
In part because of warranties on new cars, replacement parts are
generally purchased from the OE vehicle dealer until motor vehicles are about
3 years old. After the vehicles are older than 3 years, owners generally
purchase replacement/repair parts from aftermarket facilities. These .time
periods vary, however, tending to be longer for imported motor vehicles. ~/
Additionally, extended warranties have also changed these time periods by
shifting demand for certain parts to OE vehicle dealers.
Motor-vehicle parts distributed in the aftermarket traditionally.were
sold from the manufacturer to warehouse distributors and jobbers !I that would
then sell them to retail sales and service outlets.· Since the 1960'~;
however, mass merchandisers have been directly purchasing certain "fast
moving" parts from.producers and selling them under private labels. These
parts include high-turnover products, such as spark plugs, mufflers, filters·,
and shock absorbers. Recently, there has been a great deal of overlap in
distribution channels as nonautomotive .retailers, such as department,. grocery,
and drug stores, have begun to carry a wide variety of automotive items. This
trend, along with the growth in jobbers and national auto parts service
specialists, has contributed to a significant consolidation of the aftermarke.t
distribution process for motor-vehicle parts. ~/.
"
In addition to these changes in the ·distribution channels, technical
advancements in vehicles have led distributors to stock.a broader inventory.
The increased market share of imported autos has also added to the need for a
wider array of parts. The average number of replacement parts now maintained
by a distributor serving the aftermarket is well over 80,000 items. ~/

!/ It should be noted that many time series in this study are in nominal value
terms; thus, they do not necessarily indicate real (quantity) trends since the
trend could be caused by a price increase.
it U.S. Department of Conunerce, A Competitive Assessment of the U.S.
Automotive Parts Industry, March 1985, p. 3.
~/ Ibid.
!/ A jobber typically operates a chain of automotive parts stores under a well"
publicized private name.
·
'·
~/ U.S. Department of Conunerce, The U.S. Automobile Industry, 1984, December
1985, pp. 53-54.
6/ Ibid.
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lndustr'Y

U.S. producers' shipments
The value of U.S. producers' shipments of ~utomotive parts rose by 62
percent from $51.1 billion in 1982, to $83.0 billion in 1986, as shown in the
following tabulation: l/
Shipments
(billion dollars)
1982. "." .......
1983 ......... ~··. '.
1984 ...............
1985 ...... •· .......
1986 ............ •·

51.1
61. 6
75.2
84 .5
83.0

The 1:?teadily rising _shipments of automotive parts dur~ng the early 19ao•s is
largely. attributed .to the improved health of the domestic autom.otive industry
following the 1981-82 economic· downturn. As the production of automobiles and
light truc~s increased from approximately 10 million units in 1984 to abo~t.
11.6 miliion units in 1985, the value of shipments of automotive parts
shipments increased proportiop.ately._ As the 1986 produc.tion level of .aµtos
and light trucks dropped to 11 million units from 11.5 million units in 1985,
so the. value of shipments of domestic auto parts declined slight).y.
When compared wi~h the gross national product (GNP), both U.S. shipments
and U.S. imports of automotive parts show a higher rate of growth during
1982-,86. The average annual·percentage increase for GNP during this period
was 7.6 percent, while the increase for U.S. shipments and U.S. imports was
11. 6 percent. and 26 ..6 percent •. respectively.
Imports
Total imports of automotive parts almost tripled from $6.9 billion in
1982 to $18.9 billion in 1986 (fig. 3-1). The ratio of imports to consumption
rose during the period, increasing irregularly from 13.3 percent in 1982 to
20. 4 percent in 1.986 as shown. in the fol lowing tabula ti on: ~/
· Ratio of imports
to· consumption
(perc_ent)
1982. . . . .. . . . . ... 13. 3
1983 ........... ·.13 .1
1984 ........ ~ .. 17 .4
1985 ........... 17 .o
1986 ........... 20.4

11

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Cornmi~sion ..
~/ Ibid.
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Figure 3-1
Automotive .·parts:

U,_s. imports anct apparent consuinption, 1982-86
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Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to quest'ionnaires o:.. ... m::
International Trade Commission.

u • .,.

.. . . U.S. auto. producers responding to the Commission's questionnaire reported
lower pu_rch.a.se.pr.i.ces, better ability to meet specifit:ations, intracompany and
affilia~~d company.transfers, and greater willingness to supply required
volu~es as the principal reasons.for their imports during 1982-86 (table 3-2).
Exports.
According to data·compiled from the Commission's questionnaire, the value
of U.·s. exports of auto parts increased by 6.2 percent, from $5. 8 'billion in
1982 to $9.4 billion in 1985, thett dropped off to $8.9 billion in 1986, as
shown in the following tabulation: !I
Year

Exports
(billion dollars)

1982 .. ~ ....
1983~·~ .....
1984 ......· ..
1985 .......
1986 ..... ·..

5. 8
7.1
8.9
9.4.
8.9

!I Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires or the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table 3-·2
Automotive parts: U.S. producers' ranking 11 of factors that were the·
principal reasons for their imports, 1982-86
Item

Ranking

Lower purchase price (delivered) ...... . 1
Shorter delivery time .................. 11
Engineering/technical assistance ....... 7
Favorable terms of sale. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.
Favorable exchange rates .............. . 8
Reliability of supplier ............... . 5
Intracompany and affiliated company
transfers on a basis:
Competitive with unaffiliated finns .. 3
Ability to meet specifications ........ . 2
Willingness to supply _required
volumes.............................. 4
Ability to supply metric sizing ........ 11
Quality ..................................· 7
],_/ Ranking numbers range from 1 to 11, number 1 indicati.ng the most important
reason for importing and number 11 indicating th~ least important reason for
importing. Some factors were ranked equally in importance.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
The world motor vehicle industry's procurement of parts on a worldwide
basis and its participation.in joint ventures nave significantly altered U.S.
trade flows in automotive parts. According to the U.S. Department of
Commerce, Canada (where the U.S. auto producers have assembly operations) ·was
the most important foreign market for u.s . ...:.made automotive parts, receiving· 66
percent of total U.S. exports in 1986, compared with.60 percent in 1982 (table
3-3). The U.S. trade balance with Canada, however, shifted from a surplus of
$1.9 billion to a deficit of $840 million during the period (fig. 3-2). U.S.
shipments to Mexico accounted for 13 percent of total automotive parts exports
in 1986 and 10 percent in 1982, with a similar trend in the automotive parts
trade balance. Other significant export markets.during.the 5-year period
include~ West Germany and the. United Kingdom.
Financial experience of U.S. producers
Reflecting an upswing
automotive components, net
to $111.6 billion in 1986,
Although the industry as a

in production and improved pricing levels for
sales climbed steadily from $59.S.:billion in 1982
an increase of 88 percent (fig. 3-3). 11
whole remained profitable throughout the period

11 Some producers were unable to separate net sales of parts from overall
operations, thus net sales are greater than the shipments.
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Table 3-3
Automotive_ parts and accessories: U.S. exports of d_omestic merchandise,
imports for consumption, and trade surplus or deficit, by specified trade
partners, 1982 and 1986
{Million dollars)
1986

1982

Trade partner

·U.S.
U.S.
exports imports

Canada .......... 6,383
4,525
Mexico ... -......• - 1,115
648
227
507
West Germany ....
United Kingdom ..
196
- 189
128_
1,822
Japan ...........
51- 310
Brazil ..........
All other ....... 21542
lal09
Total ....... _10,642 .9, 110
Source:

Surplus
U.S.
or <deficit> exports

u.s.

1,858
467
(280).
7
(1,694)
(259)
11433
1,532

·-9·,411
2,253
1,427
476
4,505
h6
- 2 .412
21,200

8,571
1,735
2~6

226
225
99
11917
13,039

~mports

Surplus
or (deficit)
(840)
- (518)
{l,161)
(250)
(4,280)
(617)
(495)
(8,161)

--

Compiled from offic.ial statistics of the U.S. Department of-·- Commerce.

Figure 3-2
Automotive parts and accessories:
partners, 1982 and 1986
Million
dollars
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Source:

Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.
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Figure 3-3
Automotive. parts: ·U.S.. ·producers' total net:
return on.sales, 1982-86
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Source: Compiled from data .submitted in r.espori.i;e to que_stionnaire.s 'of ·the U.S.
International Trade Conunission.
''
1982-86, net operating profits fluctuated widely. From a low of $4.0 . billion
in 1982, net operating profits_ l_ll.()t;"~: ~ha_n __dou1:!led to $10. 8 billion in 1984,
then declined gradually. to· $8. 3 Qil:Hon in 19,86. (Net· operating ·profit- was

calculated by subtracting general, selling, and administrative expenses from
net sales; thus, the net profit data do not inciude taxes paid on that income,
nor has depreciation or amortization been subtracted from the total.) U.S.
automotive parts producers' return on sales ratlos·paralleled the trend in net
profit throughout the period as shown in the following tabulation: l/ ·
Return
(percent)
1982 ........... 6. 7
1983 ...... ·: .. io. 1
1984 ......... 12.5
1985......... 9 .3
1986 ......... 7.5

11

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires.of· the U.S.
International 'l'.rade Co~iss.ion ..
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(The fluctuating level of profits can be partly attributed to the accounting
pro·cedures . of producers, many of whom provide· data only as intracompany·
transfers to their parent corporations.)
Financial data for U.S. parts makers not affiliated .with GM, Ford, or,
Chrysler (i.e., independent), differ from that reported in the totals above.
·Independent producers' net sales increased annually during 1982-86 to $52.6
billion, and their net profits fluctuated upward to a pe.ak of $2. 5 billion in
1986., reflecting the shakeout that saw many small parts firms cease operations
in 1986 (fig. 3-4). Independent parts companies' return on sales rose from a
low of 3.8 percent in 1982 to a high of 6.1 percent in 198~. as shown in the
following tabulation: !I
Percent
1982 ...............
1 ~83 ~ ........... ~ .
1984 ... •.• : . . . ... . . . .
1985,............ : . •. .
198.6 ....... ·•......

3.8
4.8
6 .l .
3 •9
4 .8

According to respondents to 'the Commission's questionnaire,·net sales of
U.S. producers' automotive parts operations located outside of the United
States rose steadily by 44 percent overall to $19.0 billion in 1986 from
$13.2 billion in 1982 ·(table 3-4). Net operating profits for these operations,
however, more than doubled to $1.4 billion.
Changes in capacity
Respondents to the Commission's questionnaire were asked to indicate the
amount.of automotive parts capacity that would be added to or subtracted from
present levels because of changes planned during the next 3 years in domestic
production facilities. Responses indicate a greater overall degree of
expansion of manufacturing capacity compared with planned reduction.
Expansions are planned to occur principally through adding to existing
·facilities, foUowed closely by renovating or restructuring existing
·facilities. Constructing new facilities, reactivating closed facilities, and
purchasing new facilities were not deemed viable options by most of the
respondents.
·
Reductions in capacity were, for the most part, planned as permanent
actions, through dismantling operations, selling plants, or other permanent
contractions. 'Anticipated capacity changes in each of the seven automotive
parts areas profiled, as a percent of current capacity levels, is shown in
figure 3-5.
!I Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
·International Trade Commission.
~

..
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Figure 3-4
Automotive parts:
profit, 1982-86

U.S. independent producers' total net sales and total net
Billi.on
dollars
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Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
international Trade Commission.
Table 3-4
Automotive parts: Financial data for U.S. producers' automotive parts
operations located outside of .the United States, 1982-86

Item

1982

Net sales
(less discounts,
returns, and prepaid freight)
(million
dollars) ..... 13,244
Net ~perating profit (million
662
dollars) ......
Return on sales
5.0
(percent) .......

- 1985

Average
annual
change,
1986 over
1982
Percent

1983

1984

13,406

16,218

17,680

19,037

10.3

971

1,496

1,411

1,420

21.1

7.2

9.2

8.0

7.5

1986

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Figure 3-5
Automotive parts:

U. s. producers' planned capacity level changes, 1986-8.9
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Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Capi.tal expenditures
Capital expenditures for facilities and equipment for the production of
automotive parts in the United States declined from $f;7 billion in 1982 to
$1.5 billion in 1983 before climbing 87 percent to $2.8 billion in 1986 (table
3-5). In 1983, the lowest level of capital expenditures, was closely tied to
the decline of passenger car production in 1982· (to less than 5 million units).
Producers responding to the Commission's questionnaire indicated that the
subsequent increase in capital expenditures in U.S. facilities reflects the
rebound in the auto industry, the ongoing effort to economize on expensive
labor, and overall awareness by U.S. producers that manufacturers with le.ss
modern plants will suffer the effects of increased foreign competition. Thus,
the automotive parts industry has increased its efforts to employ more
advanced manufacturing techniques through the installation of new machinercy
and equipment, and to improve facility utilization with the goal of lowering
overall production unit costs and improving productivity. The average annual
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Table 3-5
Automot~ve

parts: U.S. producers' capital expenditures in the United States, and
by foreign country, 1982-86 l/

Item

Average
annual
change,
1986 over
1982
Percent

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
------------------1,000 dollars-----------------

United States .... 1,656,822
47,667
Canada ...........
8,359
Japan ............
39,161
United Kingdom ...
16,212
Mexico ...........
31,350
Brazil ...........
26,535
West Germany .....
12,121
France ...........
6,318
Italy ............
Taiwan ...........
All other ........
150 1 520
Total ........ 1,995,065
United States as
a percentage
of total
world ..........
83.3

1,478,574
63,139
40,492
40, 977
8,898
22, 961
25,042
11,994
7,280

2,424,943
210,295
14,747
49,078
17, 225
35,782
32,281
15,491
15,557

105 1 519
1,804,876

'82.2

2,622,908
507,249
106,470
89,754

148.186
2,968,585

89,638
47,761
3l,733
14,949
45
176 .581
3;710,300

2,782,159
200,944
126,651
100,077
94,529
80,407
51,586
42,686
. .· 13,056
107
256.116
3,748,318

82.2

71.0

74.5

2~,212

13.8
43.2
. 97 .3
26.5
55.4
26.5
18.0
37.0
19.9
14.2
17.1

!/ Reported in U.S. dollars by questionnaire respondents.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in
International Trade Commission.·

~esponse

to questionnaires of the U.S.

increase in capital expenditures during the period 1982-86 amounted tol4
percent. Capital expenditures in U.S. facilities as a percent of net sales
amounted to 4 percent over the period of 1982-86.
However, several respondents to the questionnaire noted that changes in
the Fed~ral tax law in 1986 ~nd the resulting loss of investment tax.credit
will make. it less likely that many new plants will be built. Moreover, a
number. of respond~nts stated that the lo~ wages paid to workers in Korea,
Taiwan, and Brazil could not be matched with increased investment in capital
equipment and the resu,lting price competition would make it difficult for many
U.S. firms to star~/ continue. recapit.alization efforts.
·
U.S. producers' capital expenditures in domestic facilities declined from
83 percent of their total world expenditures in 1982.to 74 percent in 1986 .
. The decline in investment in .domestic. facilities and the almost tripling of
investment in foreign-based facq.ities is representative of the shift by U.S.
ma~ufactur~rs to offshore production:facilities.
Reasons given by U.S.
manufacturers for thi!? .trend include low~r labor costs, lower cos.t of
production fac~lities because of the v~lue of foreign currency relative to the
dollar, and joint ventures in manufacturing and technology.
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According to respondents to the Conunission's questionnaire, Canada
reportedly received the largest influx of capital expenditures, rising from
$47 ,_7 million in 1982 to $200;9 million in 1986, representing a threefold
increase (fig. 3-6). Japan received a fourteenfold increase in capital
expenditures, from $8.4 mil.lion in 1982 to $126.7 million in 1986. The United
Kingdom received.the third largest amoµnt of expenditur~s from U.S.
manufacturers of automotive parts for production fadl.ities and ·tooling, with
a 1 1/2-fold increase from $39.2 million in 1982 to $100.1 million in 1986.
Other countries in which U.S. automotive parts producers made direct
investments include Mexico, which experienced a fivefold increase to
· $94.·. 5 million, Brazil, which received a 1 1/2-fold increase to $80. 4 million,
and West Germany, which doubled to $51.6 million.
"Figure 3-6
Automotive parts:
1982-86

U.S. producers' annual foreign investment, by countries,
Million
dollars
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,A-~~~~-~~~~-----~-~----J525
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Source: Compiled from data· submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Conunission:
Research and development
Respondents to the Conunission.'s questionnaires reported that research and
development CR&D) expenditures on pure research, developing new or improved
products and manufacturing methods, and on testing new rnaterials·produced in
domestic automotive parts facilities increased steadily to $2.l billion in
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1986. a 63-percent increase over the 1982 level (table 3-6). During the same
period. R&D expenditures co~itted to U.S.-owned facilities in foreign
countries increased to $282 million in 1986. or by_99 pe~cent. U.S.-owned
firms' expenditures on R&D ·of domestically produced automotive parts as a
percent of their total world expenditures rP.mained fairly stable at
approximately 90 percent throughout the period 1982-86 . . The average-annual
increase in R&D amounted to 14 percent during 1982-86.
Table 3-6
Automotive parts: U.S. producers' research and
United States and abroad. 1982-86 !/
·

Item

devel~pment

expenditures in.the

l982
1983
1986
1984
1985
------------------1,000 dollars- . --------------

United States ..... . 1.269.035
United Kingdom .... .
31.099
West Germany ...... .
21.108
France; ........... .
13.861
Canada ............ .
10.262
Brazil ............. .
6.514
58,836
All other ......... .
Total ......... . 1,410. 715

1.354.846
27.810
21.872
13 .112
12.735
5.884
55,696
1.491.955

1.596.968
28. 719
21,473
14,048
22,181
6.458
78.332
1.768,179

1.641,754
31.606
24,28t
16,936
23,092
7,260
100,849
1.845,778

2.073.774
54.104
35.234
29.598
26.191
8.513
128,567
2.355.981

Average
. annual
change.
1986 over
1982
Percent
13.0
14.9
13.7
20.9
26.4
6.9
21.6
13.7

!I Reported in u. s. dollars by questionnai.re respondents.
Source: Compiled from data ·submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Conunission. ·
The·increase in R&D spending in the United State~ parallels the 68percent rise in capital investment in domestic facilities .over the period.
Respondents indicated that efforts are being made to engineer, build. and test
new products through computer processes such as computer-aided-designicomputeraided-manufacturing (CAD/CAM). and to eval'uate new materials and production
methods that will result in better performance and reduced manufacturing costs.
U.S. producers reported that facilities in the United Kingdom received the
. largest overall spending on 1986. amounting to $54.l million. up 74 percent
from the 1982 level (figs. 3-7 and 3-8). Respondents indicated that plants in
West Germany received the second largest amount of R&D expenditures. amounting
to $35.2 million. an increase of 67 percent over the 1982 level. Production
facilities located in France and Canada also received increases in R&D funds.
.
The increase in R&D spending on foreign-based facilities reflects an
increase in j oi.nt ventures with industrialized and newly industdalized
countries.· Producers responding to the questionnaire indicated that
automotive parts producers engage in joint ventures in the area of R&D to
spread the risk and cost of development.
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Figure 3-7
Automotive parts:
1982 and 1986

U.S. producers R&D spending in major foreign countries,
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Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Figure 3-8
Automotive parts:

U.S. producers' R&D.spending in foreign countries, 1986
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Source: · Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U':S.
International Trade Commission.
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Although R&D expenditures as a percent of net sales in the United States
remained. relatively constant at about 2 percent over the period during
1982-86, the Japanese Auto Parts Industry Association (JAPIA), claims that
Japanese parts makers invest in R&D ·at
higher rate (about 3 percent in 1986)
than U.S. firms. 11 Furth~r,,. a U.S .. industry source stated that U.S.
suppliers must increase R&D:--related spending to re--engineer and test parts if
they are to meet the requirements of and increase sales to· Japanese-owned
automakers.

a

U.S. employment, hours worked, and wages
Total U.S. employment in the automotive parts industry, as reported by
questionnaire respondents, climbed steadily, rising 21 perce~t between 1982
and 1985 to 610,570 persons, before declining .by 3 percent to 591,638 pe~sons
in 1986 (table 3-7). Paralleling the trends in emp.loyment, the number of
hours worked rose by 35 per~ent from 736 million to 996 million hours during
1982-85, and then declined by 4 percent to 953 million hours in 1986.
Table 3--7
Automotive parts:
1982-86

Item

:Nu~ber

of-U.S.

1982

Number of
employees:
504,580
All persons ....
Production and·
related
445,344
workers ......
Han-hours
worked
736,171
(1, 000 hours) ..
Wages paid
(1,000 dollars) .. 9,007,879

man-hours worked, and wages paid,

em~loyees,

1983

1984

1985

1986

Average
annual
percentage
change,
1986 over
1982

537,045

596,283

610,570

591,638

4.0

459,352

554,96~

563,334

554,117

5.5

828,849

969,518

996,185

952,794

6.6

10,6 71,047

14,125,443

15,453,365

16,400,786

16.2

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Conunission.

The gradual rise in employment in the automotive parts sector from the
low recessionary levels in 1982 reflects a recovery in the auto industry,

11 Inlerview with JAPIA officials, Tokyo, Japan, Apr. 20, 1987.
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which generated increased activity in related indust~ies. Respondents to the
Col11Il\ission' s questionnaires allege that much of the recent decline in ·
employment levels can be attributed to increased imports. Other industry
sources indicate that ·the slight decline in employment during 1985-86 partly
reflects increased efforts by U.S. suppliers to incorporate labor saving
equipment.
A comparison of hourly wages and compensation paid to production workers
in the automotive parts industry and hourly wages and compensation paid in all
·operating U.S. manufacturing establishments indicates that production workers
in the automotive parts industry are receiving wages above the average for
U.S. manufacturing establishments, as shOWJl in the follo~ing tabulation:

1982 ..... ' ...... .
1983 ............ .
1984 ... : ...... ·.. .
1985. ·.. '" ·~ ..... .
1986 ............. .

U.S. automotive
parts workers !F

Workers in all operating
manufacturing establishments £1

$12.24
12.90
14.57
15.51
17.21

$11.50 . ' '

. .·

11.97
12.40
~/ 12.82
'}_/ 13.09

!I Compiled.from data submitted in response t.o questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Conunission.
~I Compiled from unpublished data of the u.s~ Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics.
·
'J/ Estimated.
Automotive parts workers hourly wages have increased by 41 percent over the
5-year period, where all workers' wages rose by 14 percent 9ve.r the same
·period (fig. 3-9). The average annual .percentage change amounted.to 9 percent
for u. s. automotive parts workers and 3 percent for workers in'· all operating
manufacturing establishments.
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Figure 3-9
Automotive· parts: Index of U.s:· automotive:p~rts workers' wages "to ali'U.S.
manufactuLing
wages, 198.2-86
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Source: Compii~d · fr:om data submitted in ·response to. question~aires; of the U.S.·
International· Trade Commission and from unpub.l.ished data of the U.S.
Depa~t~en~ of Labor.·

CHAPTER 4.

MAJOR FOREIGN COMPETITORS

Major foreign competitors of the U.S. automotive parts industry are
Canada, Japan, Mexico, and West Germany. In recent years, however,
competition has increased from Brazil, Korea, and Taiwan, as well as from
other newly industrialized countries.
Brazil
Industry structure.--The Brazilian automotive parts industry, established
in 1957, consists of some 2,000 firms. About 600 of these are located in the
Sao Paulo region, close to the auto assembly facilities of Ford, Gerieral
Motors, and Volkswagen. 11 A number of Brazilian auto parts producers are
subsidiaries of U.S.-owned parts makers, the majority of which established
operations in Brazil to supply original-equipment parts to the major Brazilian
auto .assemblers. However, many of these U.S. -owned firms have s ~nee
established export progra~s. Many did so to take advantage of the incentives
of the BEFIEX program. £1
The Brazilian automotive parts industry employs about 30,000 workers
(fig. 4-1). Average wages, including fringe benefits, vary between U.S. $3.60
and $5.20 per hour for skilled workers and $1.85 to $3.16 per hour for
semi-skilled and nonskilled employees. Although the typical employee works
8 hours a day, 5 days a week, many production workers work 6 days a week. }/
In general, overtime during working days carries a SO-percent premium, and
Sundays and holidays carry a 100-percent premium up to a total of 8 hours a
day; above 8 hours, the premium rises to 150 percent. Principal fringe
benefits provided by certain major companies include a Social Security-type
pension plan administered by the Government of Brazil, government medical and
dental services, accident insurance, a termination pay fund, sick pay,
maternity leave, yearly vacations, and uniforms and other accessories needed
for specific work categories. Additional benefits provided by certain firms
include. free medical, hospital, dental, and medicine services beyond that
which is provided by the government; subsidized transportation; and subsidized
meals. !I
Brazilian automotive parts producers' capital expenditures for new plant
and equipment increased irregularly from $271 million in 1982 to $400 million
in 1986 as shown in the tabulation on the following page. ~/
Most Brazilian parts makers devote less than 3 percent of sales to
research and development (a ratio similar to that of the U.S. industry and
!I USITC staff interview with General Motors do Brasil officials, Sao Paulo,
Brazil, Hay 11, 1987.
£1 Ibid.
}/ USITC staff interview with Cofap officials, Sao Paulo, Brazil, May 13, 1987.
!I USITC staff interview with U.S. Department of State officials, Sao Paulo,
Brazil, May 11, 1987.
~I Report from the U.S. Consulate, Sao Paulo, Brazil, June 1987.
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Figure 4-1
Automotive parts:

·Brazilian .hourly and salaried employees, 1982-86
Number
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Source:

Report from the U.S. Consulate, Sao Paulo, Brazil, June i987.

Year

Value
(Killion
dollars)

1982'.. ·.. ·......•........
1983 ..........•..•.....
1984 .........•.........
1985 ............... ·......
1986 ....................

271
189
232
254
400

many foreign industries). 11 Industry sources state that Brazilian
subsidiaries of multinational corporatfons benefit gre'atly from the transfer
of technology from parent companies.
According to industry sources,·the unpredictable nature of the Brazilian
economy makes future capital investment projections difficult_: High real ·
interest rates during January-June 1987, for example, made financing new
investments extremely expensive.
Industry sour.ces also indicate that
investment incentives are inhibited by Government-enforced price controls on

!I USITC staff interview with Sindipecas officials, Sao Paulo, Brazil, Kay 12,
1987; and USITC Publication 1950, report on The Effect of Developing Country
Debt-Servicing Problems on U.S. Trade, Karch 1987.
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domestfo sales. ll ln ·addition to the high co.st of c'apital ·and the cyc_l(cal
demand in the Brazilian market, exchange rate trends ·have had a negative.~·_
impact on the international competit"iveness of· Brazilian auto _parts
··
producers. Despite these problems, industry sources stated that Brazilian
parts producers are expected to invest in new plants and equipment at a steady
rate in order to remain competitive in the global ·market. Most investment is
carried out via commercial lending. Bond issuances or stock issuances are
also commonplace. The.National Development Bank (BANDES) is the principal
Government of Brazil source available for financial lending to auto parts
producers.
Brazil's large foreign debt has resulted in'a growing trend toward "debt
for equity swaps" by·u.s., European, and Japanese banks.~/ The exchange
takes place when a creditor bank offers Brazili'an Central Bank paper at face
value for Brazilian cruzados, then assumes an equity position (with a partner)
in a local firm. With an increasing number of swaps planned for the
automotive parts sector, it is likely tha~ U.S. firms' equity interest in the
Brazilian automotive parts industry will grow in the near fu'ture.
Domestic market.--The Brazilian domestic market for automobiles is about
1 million vehicles per year, amounting to about $5.5 billion. The principal
purchasers of automotive parts are Brazilian automakers. The four largest,
which account for almost all domestic production, are subsidiaries of Ford,·
General Motors, Volkswagen, and Fiat. 11
Brazilian production of automotive parts climbed by 27 percent during
1982-:-86 to $6. 5 billion in 1986 ·(table 4-1). ·About 60 percent of d-Omestic
production is for the OEM market. Capacity utilization rate$ increased from
71 percent in 1982 to 84 ,Percent inl986;
Table 4-1
Automotive parts:

Brazilian production a,nd cap·acity utiiiiation:, l982-86
~

Item

1982

1983

Production (billion dollars) .... ·s.1 · · 3.8
Capacity
utilization (percent) ......... 71
70
Source:

R~port

.. ; .ii:.•.

1984

1985

1986

Average
annual
percentage
change,
1986 over
1982

5.9

5.6

6:5

6.3

78

80

84

4.3

from the U.S. Con_sulate, Sao ·Paul_o, Brazil, June 1987.

ll US ITC staff interview with Siridipecas officials, Sao· Paulo, 'Brazil ,···May 12,
1987; and USITC Publication 1950, report on The Effect of Developing Country
Debt-Servicing Problems on U.S. Trade, March 1987.
£1 US ITC staff inte_rview with U.S. Department of' State off'icials, Sao Pal,llb,
Brazil, ·May 11, 1987. ·
··
·
. ·
"}:
11 USITC staff interview with Sindipecas officials, Sao Paulo;.Brazil, May 12,
1987.
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Trade.--Approximately 200. Brazilian manufacturers export automotive parts
tQ more than 100 countries. Brazilian exports 11 of automotive parts rose by
li4 percent (fig. 4:-2) during the period to. $1.5 billion in 1986, as shown in
the following tabulation:
Year

Value
(Million
dollars)

1982................
700
1983 ............ ! • • •
800
1984 ................. 1,300
1985 ................ 1,400
1986 ... ·............. 1,500

Figure 4-2
Automotive parts:

Brazilian production and exports, 1982-86
Billion
dollars

1982
Source:

1983

1984

1985.

1988

Report from the U. S . Consulate, .Sao Paulo, Brazil, 198 7 .

Exports to the United States, the largest export market, ranged from 37
percent of total exports in 1982 to 60 percent in 1984 and 1986 (table 4-2).
Exports destined for Latin American countries fell during i982-86, largely
because of declining economic conditions ·in that region. £1

11 Report from the U.S. Consulate, Sao Paulo, Brazil, June

·1987.
8.4 percent according to USITC Publication
1375, Report on Investigation No. 332-141 on Transportation Costs of U.S.
Imports, April 1983.

£1 Transportation costs amounted to
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Table 4-2
Automotive parts:
parts, 1982-86

Major export markets for Brazilian-produced automotive
Annuaf
average
change,
1986 over

Market

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
----------------1,000 dollars----------------

United States .... 243.0
Italy .•. ; ........ 79.7
West Germany ..... 78.4
Argentina ........

418.0
79.9.

763.9
125.2

45.6

59.4

808.6
162.0
65.6

870.0
145.0
72.3
72.5

1982

Percent
37.6
16.1
-2.0
12.3

Source: Estimated from the report from the U.S. Consulate, Sao Paulo, Brazil,
June 1987.
U.S. industry sources claim that .the Government of Brazil has undertaken
programs that restrict the importation of automotive parts while developing
local industries and strategic sectors to conserve foreign exchange reserves.
For example, Brazil limits imports by levying high tariffs; Brazilian tariffs
for automotive parts range from 8 to 205 percent ad valorem, with the tariffs
on most products ranging between 25 .and 90 percent Cthe average U.S. tariff
rate for parts is 3.1 percent). In addition, there are important surcharges
(extrapolated from the tariff· ·rate) on imports of certain products. Tariffs,
along with the relatively high transportation costs between the United States
and Brazil, !/ render most U.S.-produced parts nonprice competitive in the
Brazilian market. ~I
·
In addition to high tariff rates, import licenses are mandatory for most
automotive parts. Licenses are issued by the Foreign Trade Department of the
Banco de Brasil (CACEX). An important facet of obtaining import licences is
the fact that the Brazilian "law of similars" can be used to limit imports of
products that are already manufactured in the country. Although there are
many exceptions to this rule, the application of any specific exemption from
this rule is not automatic and is subject to negotiation between the . ·
Government of Brazil and the importer. However, it should be noted that there
is a duty drawback system commonly used by Brazilian pa.rts makers that permits
the Brazilian Government to suspend or reimburse import duties and other taxes
on certain imports when they are used in the manufacturing of a product for
export. ~/
Government programs.--The Government of Brazil has initiated several
noteworthy programs to encourage domestic .competition, promote alternative
fuels, control automotive emmissions, and stimulate exports. A 1979
Government of Brazil decree restricted new parts making projects by Brazilian
auto assemblers. However, these limitations can be relaxed if a particular
!I Ibid:
~I Report from the U.S. Consulate, Sao Paulo, Brazil, June 1987.
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automotive part is not produced by a Brazilian firm. This decree has had the
effect of stimulating an increase in ,the number ,of independent pr,0ducers. !/
Brazil has a special program to promote the development of an
alcohol-burning engine. - The research that led to the development of this
engine was the result of a joint effort by the Government of Brazil and auto
manufacturers. The Brazilian Government has also announced controls to reduce
auto emissions; thus, there has also been research efforts aimed at reducing
alcohol engine emissions .. £1
- The BEFIEX program is the most important Government of Brazil program for
encouraging exports of automotive parts. ~EFIEX is a contractural agreement
between the Government and a speciHc manufacturer. Under a BEFIEX contract,
a firm can receive exemptions from import duties as well as a d~rect rebate,
bas~d on the percentage of local value added, of the industrial products tax
(IPT). In exchange for these incentives, the firm commits to a certain level
of exports over a_ period of time _(typically _10 year~). The value of imports
receiving tax benefits is typically a percentage of the value of exports ·
pledged. II For example, in exchange for $300 million of imports that receive
tax benefits, a firm might commit to $800 million of exports. Auto parts
manufacturing subsidiaries. of multinational firms account for approximately
one-third of all BEFIEX contracts .. Potentially, if a firm did not comply with
its contractual obligations, strict financial penalties could b~ enforced.
However, in practice~ if~ firm is unab~e t~_comply, a contract· is typically
renegotiated with the.Government .
. Another.less' frequently us~d gover~ent p!:;-ogram, Resolution 68 of the
"Conselho Nacional do Comercio Exterio.r" · _(CONCEX), permits. the Fore.ign Trade
Department of the Bank of Brazil (CAGES) to draw upon· the resources of the
Fundo de Financiamento ·a E>cpbrtacao CfINEX) t.o provide financing for exports.
Financing can be extended to exporters or· foreign importers. Exporters can
receive financing for up to 85 percent of the value of the merchandise. !I
Canada

\.

Industry structure .'--There are over ? , 000 firms producing automotive·
parts in Canada, employing some 84,000 persons. They are generally
categorized as captive suppliers of major automobile assemblers (all of whom
are foreign owned), in~ependent foreign-owned coml>anies,' and in~ependent
Canadian-owned comp.anies. In-house original equipment pa_rts (e.g., engines
and transmissions) produced by the major auto assemblers accounted for about
40 percent of total Canadian i>'roduction in 1984-85. ··Industry sources report
that Generai'.Hotors (GM)· manufactures approximately 70 percent of its auto
parts in-house, Ford approximately 45 percent, and Chrysler about 25
percent. 2_/
!I USITC staff interview with U.S. Department of State officials, Sao Paulo,
Brazil, Hay 11, 1987.
£1 USITC staff; interview with u-.s. Oepartment of State officials, Sao Paulo,
Brazil, Hay 11, 1987.
'J.I Ibid.
!I Report from the U.S. Consulate, Sao Paulo, Brazil, June 1987.
2_/ USITC staff interview with officials of the Canadian Automotive Parts
Manufacturers Association, Toronto, Canada, Apr. 30, 1987.
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Other Canadian suppliers range from large multinational companies to
small jobbers. According to industry sources, approximately·20 multinational
suppliers account for about 25 percent of total original· equipment
production. About 500 other firms account for most of .th~. rest. The center
of the industry is located in Southern Ontario, and the bulk of production is
destined for export to the United States. l/
According to industry sources, the largest independent autoparts
manufacturers in Canada include Canadian-owned firms such as Magna
International Inc., Woodbridge Group, A.G. Simpson, and ABC Plastic Moulding;
and U.S.-owned firms like Budd Canada Inc., Hayes-Dana Inc.; 'Kelsey Hayes
Inc., Rockwell International, and TRW Canada. £1
There has been a noteworthy increase in'irivestment in 'the Canadian'
automotive industry in recent years, :resulting in additional ·capacity of up to
700,000 automobiles by 1992. Industry sources indicate that recerit
investments include (1) $3 billion investment by GM to expand a truck plant in
Oshawa, Ontario; (2) $300 million Honda plant in Alliston, Ontario, creating
additional capacity of 80,000 units annually; (3) $400 million Hyundai
facility in Bromont, Quebec, resulting in an additional 250;000 units, ··'(4)
$500 million Toyota plant in Cambridge, Ontario, with new capacity of 50,000
to 100,000 units annualiy; (5) over $1 billion ·"investment' by AMC Renault 'in
Bramalea, Ontario; and (6) $700 million GM.,..Suzuki joint .. venture in Ingersoll,
Ontario, with an annual output of ·20,000 units· a 'ye:ar. ·~:I Many foreign:.:owned
automakers invested in Canada because the average Canadian assembly plant wage
cost is nearly U~$8 per hour less than in the United s·tates ... !/
·
Domestic market.--The total Canadian market for automotive parts was
about $13 billion in 1984 (table 4-3). The market is expected to reach
$20 billion by 1989, reflecting a compound growth rate:of .nearly 10 percent in
nominal terms. 51 Shipments, imports, and exports ·are all· p·roj ec·ted to expand
during 1986-89 Cfig. 4-3). The principal cause of.this anticipated·growth is
continued economic expansion, which is providing for increase'd vehicle u'sage
and an increase in the number of vehiCles per capita. The·can'adian originalequipment market accounts for about 75 percent of industry consumption; the
aftermarket accounts for the remaining 25 percent.
The three major end users of -automotive parts in Canada are the originai-·
equipment manufacturer (OEM) (mot'or vehicle assemblers'); the aftermarket, and
commercial fleet operators. The major auto assemblers: purchase about 85
percent of Canadian auto parts output. The principal end user: of replacement
parts is retail trade for the consumer market, which includes retail service
stations, new car dealers, and auto parts and' accessories outlets. About 50
percent of the retail trade in aftermarket products i's conducted through
service stations. With longer warranty-periods, new car dealers are"'offer.ing
more servicing facilities and are increasing their, sales of 'auto parts.

11 Ibid.
£1 Ibid.
31 Country Marketing Plan, Post Commercial Action Plan, Canada, 1987, p. 1.
!I Ibid.
~/The Coopers & Lybrand Consulting Group,.Report on the .Canadian.Automotive
Parts, Accessories and Services Equipment Market, Sept.. · 24, 19.86 ." pp. 6 arid· 9.
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Table 4-3
Automotive parts and accesso~ies and automotive service equipment:
net apparent market, 1984-89

Canadian
Average
annual
change,

Item

1984

1985

1986 11

1989 11

--------:-----Million dollars----·- - ----Automotive parts and
accessories:
Net apparent market .......... 12;665.0 14,495.0
Original· equipment share·.. 10,765.2 12,320.7
Aftermarket share ..... ;.;. 1,899.8
2,174.3
Automotive service
equipment:
is.5·
Shipments .......•..... ·.• ,· .. ·.
19.7
Imports .................. ~ ..

45~2

E>cports !/ .............. ~ .....
7.5
Net apparent market ... ; .....
53.2
Total net apparent marke~ .•... 12,718.2

79.7
7.8
91.6
14,586.6

1984-89

Percent

16,220.0
13,787.0
2,433.0

20,080.0
17,068.0
3,012.0

12.2
12.2
12.2

21.2
81.7
8.1
94.8
16,314.8

24.0
84.3
11.4
96.9
20,176.9

11.6
16.9
11.0
16.2
16.2

!I Estimated by The Coopers· & Lybrand Consulting Group.
Source: Statistics Canada, Manufacturing Division, External Trade Division
Industry Estimates, The Coopers & Lybrand·consulting Group.
Canadian owners of imported autos go to dealers for service about twice as
often as U.S. auto owners, because i t is perceived that an imported auto
.
requires specialized repair knowledge . . The dealers typically install imported
components provided by the manufacturer .. In 1984, there were 47 major mass
merchandisers with approximately 1,700 outlets, which accounted for nearly 30
percent of the. sales of af~~rmarket products. Demand in this sector should.
remain strong through 1990 1_as the aftermarket
continues
.
.
. to expand. !I
.

The third major end users--eommercial fleet operators--describes service
or manufacturing firms with their own .vehicle fleets. Demand .. for vehicles in
this market is gradually contracting; thus, parts for trucks and buses will
not be in high demand.
·
Trade.--Because of the Automotive Products Trade Agreement {APTA), which
provides duty-free tt"ade between the United States and Canada in origi.nalequipment auto parts {p. ·6-7), the United States is the major supplier of auto
components to the Canadian market. In 1985, the U.S. import share of auto
parts was about 90 percent, whereas Japan accounted for less than 5 percent.
Canadian imports fr.om Japan, Korea, and Mexico will continue to grow as sales
of automobiles from these countries continue to expand.

1/ Countt·y Marketing Plan, Post Commercial Action Plan, Canada, 1987, p. 3.
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Figure 4-3
Automotive parts and accessories:
1984-86 and 1989 11

Canadian shipments, imports, and exports,
Ki. llion
dollars

A-------~----------~------------------,30,000

10.000
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1984

1985
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11 Data for 1986 and 1989 estimated by the Coopers & Lybrand Consulting Group.
Sources: Statistics Canada, Manufacturing Division, External Trade Division.
Industry estimates, The Coopers and Lybrand Consulting Group.
Canadian imports of aftermarket parts from the United Stales currently
enter Canada at a duty of 9.2 percent ad valorem, whereas original-equipment
parts enter duty free. Imports from "developing countries" such as Korea and
Mexico enter Canada at a rate approximately two-thirds of the rate levied
against "developed countries" such as the United States and Japan. Canadian
Customs also requires that all auto parts shipped to Canada meet certain
import mandates such as bilingual labeling in French and English and metric
sizing.
Government programs.--The Canadian Government provides aid to the
Canadian automotive industry to develop process technology through the Auto
Centre for Automotive Parts Technology. During 1984-86, the Centre aided some
700 firms,· and provided approximately 10,000 person days of training. Firms
receiving loans from the Centre can be eligible for partial deferral of
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principal and interest payments for up to 3 years.
firms have received such loans. !I

To date, about 50 Canadian

France
Industry structure.--There are approximately 350 companies in France that
produce automobile parts, employing approximately 108,000 persons. During
1986, five of the largest French auto parts suppliers.were either sold to, or
entered into joint ventures with foreign companies. Valeo, the largest French
auto parts producer, with 1985 sales of about $1.3 billion, was taken over by
Carlo de Bendetti, the manager of the Italian firms Olivetti and Fiat. De
Carbon, France's leading manufacturer of shock absorbers, with 1985 sales of
$27 million, entered into a joint venture with Delco Products. Allinquant,
France's second largest producer of shock absorbers, was sold to Fichtel and
Sachs of West Germany. Katra, with its two equipment subsidiaries, is
negotiating a joint venture with Fiat·of Italy. Renault and Bendix recently
formed a joint-venture subsidiary (Renix) for the production of electrical and
electronic auto parts in France, £1
Domestic market.--Apparent consumption of auto parts in France decreased
from $7.2 billion in 1983 to $5.2 billion in 1984 before increasing to
$7.0 billion in 1986 (table 4-4). About 53 percent of the market was
accounted for by the OEM. 11
Table 4-4
Automobile parts: French production, exports, imports and apparent
consumption, 1983-86

Year

Apparent
Production
EXPorts
Imports
consumption
--------------·-Ki 11 ion dollars------------- - -

1983 ...............
1984 ...............
1985 ...............
1986 ...............

9 ,245.
7,222
7,097
9,430

Source:

5,063
4,518
4,396
5,904

2,995
2,468
2,558
3,468

7, 177
5,H2
5,259
6,994

Ratio of
imports to
consumption
Percent
41. 7
47. 7

48.6
49.6

The Department of Commerce Post Commercial Action Plan of France.

France's automotive parts market ranked fourth worldwide in 1985, after
the U.S., Japanese, and West German markets. It is expected to grow at an
·average annual rate of 3 percent through 1990. The expansion of the parts
market is reportedly due to the aging of the French automobiles, new
regulations in France controlling the sale of used cars, new EC regulations
regarding pollution controls, a general trend towards increased comfort,

ll Ibid.

£1 Report from U.S. Embassy, Paris, France, April 1987.

11

Country Marketing Plan, Post Commercial Action Plan, France, 1986, p. 17.
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.quality, and safety in automobiles, and new demands for·fuel efficiency.!/
Import penetration, which reached almost 50 percent iri 1986, is expected to
grow by an additional 3 percentage points by 1990.
Sales of selected automotive parts in France fluctuated.upward by 29
percent during 1982-86 t.o an estimated $6. 8 billion in 1986 (table 4-5).
Sales of chassis equipment showed the highest average annual incre~se, rising
from $2.6 billion in 1982 to $3.6 billion in 1986.
Trade.--Exports of auto parts increased by 17 percent ·during.the period
1982-86 to $5.9 billion. The United States was the pr~ncipal export market,
followed by the EC countries .. The growth in exports in 1986 was primarily
related to increased foreign activity by a French-based automaker. Imports of
auto parts increased from the 1982 level by 16 percent to $3.5 billion in 1986.
Table 4-5
Automotive parts:

Item

French sales of selected products, 1982-86
.'

1982. ·1993
.1985
1984
1986
-----------Mi 11 ion dollars--- - -· --·-·---

Electrical equipment. ........
915
Engine equipment ......... ~ ...
765
Chassis equipment ............ 2,565
Body equipment ...............
870
Tooling for motors and
garages ....................
150
Total .................... 5,265
Source:
1987.

Average
annual
change,
1986 over
1982
Percent

871
715
2,587
806

i,008
840
2,954
882

858
824
2,643
755

1,082
952
3',564
1,068

·8.6
5.3

130
5,109

126
5,810

103
5,183

144
6,810

-6.6

4.3
1.9

1.0

Estimated from the report from the U.S. Embassy, PariS, France·, April

Imports from the United States rose from $317 million in 1983 to $550.million
in 1986. The increase in imports from the United States and other countriesis largely related to an expansion in the transfer of technology. i1

!I Country Marketing Plan, Post Commercial Action Plan, France, 1986.
~I

Country Marketing Plan, Post Commercial Action Plan, France, 1987, p. 5.
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Import duties on selected automotive parts entering France range from
about 5 to 14 percent ad valorem; the valu·e-added tax ranges from almost ·19
percent to 33 percent, as shown in the·following tabulation: !I
. Import duty
Bearings: iron, self- ·
lubricating, and porous ... 4.9.
Shock absorbers. . . . . . . . .. . . . . 8 . 2
New car tires............... 5.8
. Car radios with speake~s .... '14.0,

Value-added
tax
18.6
18.6
18.6
. 33.3

Government programs. -·-Although the industry does not receive direct
Government assistance, the Government is nevertheless present through the
nationalized automaker, Renault. Industry sources indicate that there is some
discussion of changing ·Renault's legal status from '.'state agency" to
"nationalized company." The change may be one step towards the company's
privatization.
·
·
·
Japan ·
Industry structure.--There are over 10,000-producers of automotive parts
in Japan employing some 600,000 persons. Approximately 8,000 of these
producer.s are small firms having 29 workers ·or less, about 1, 300 are
medium-sized firms having 30 to 99 workers, and about 600 are large companies
having 100 or more workers. i1
Kost Japanese auto parts producers are affiliated with one of the 11 ·
Japanese automakers. Kost of the auto prod,uc~rs are linked to larger networks
of Japanese cqmpanies representing a wide range of industries. These n~tworks
are known as "keiritsu" industr.ial groups. Th~ keiritsu structure links firms
in different industries to form conglomerations· of companies. ·The keiritsu
structure is an interweaving of companies through equity exchanges,
interlocking directorates, intra-group financial commitments, joint R&D
·efforts, and membership to exclusive management councils or clubs. The
.objective of these groups is to work collectively:· to increase total group
sales. and employment. Member companies generally. have a strong tendency to
purchase from other member· companies; this structure makes it difficult for
.potential outside suppliers (domestic or foreign) to sell to companies in the
group. ~/

!I According to an April 1987 report from the U.S. Embassy.
~/ The Structure of the Japanese Auto Parts Industry, Dodwell Marketing
Consultants, 1986, and Stephan B. Wiclcman, "The Character and Structure of the
Economy," Japan: A Country Study, ed. Fredericka Bunge (Washington, DC: The
American University, 1983), pp. 141-196~
11 The Structure of the Japanese Auto Parts Industry, Dodwell Marketing
Consultants, 1983.
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There are six major keiritsu groups in Japan. At the core of each is a
major Japanese bank. 11 Tied to the bank and to each other are such diverse
operations as raw material producers, manufacturers of inter.mediate and final
products, and service providers such as trading companies, insurance firms,
shipping lines, construction companies, and other ancillary service
providers. In 1984, these six groups accounted for almost 18 percent of net
profits of all Japanese businesses, almost 17 percent of total sales, over 14
percent of paid-up capital, and almost 5 percent of the Japanese work-force
(fig. 4-4). ZI The groups and their affiliated auto producers are Mitsui
(Toyota Motor Co.) ~./, Mitsubishi (Mitsubishi Motors), Sumitomo (Toyo Kogyo,
commonly known as Kazda), Fuyo (Nissan), ii Sanwa (Daihatsu), ~I and Dai--chi
Kangyo (Isuzu Motors). Other Japanese auto producers are associated with
smaller, less organized industr.ial groups such as Suzuki Motors, part of the
Tokai group. The largest Japanese auto producer that has no apparent group
affiliation is Honda Motor Co.
The Japanese auto producers, together with their affiliated auto parts
producers, are typically large enough to be considered "kP.iritsu" style
groupings. ~I The major auto producing groups are the Toyota group (includes
Daihatsu Motors and Hino Motors through equity interest), the Nissan Group
(includes Fuji Heavy Industries Group and the Nissan Diesel Group through
equity interest), the Toyo Kogo Group, Honda Motors, Mitsubishi Motors, Isuzu
Motors, and Suzuki Motors.
Japanese auto producers rely more heavily on noncaptive suppliers than
U.S. auto producers. The U.S. average for outsourcing of parts by automakers
is 50 to 55 percent; for Japanese automakers, the average is about 75 percent.
The auto producers typically set up associations of their parts suppliers
known as "Kyoryokukai" to enhance cooperation and solidarity. Although the
recent trend has been towards a slight relaxation of group ties, members of
these associations typically sell most of their output to their one,
affiliated auto producer. Parts producers are usually very specialized, and
produce only one or two types of parts. On the other hand, each particular
automobile part used by an automaker is typically produced by several
companies within each Kyoryokukai, so that the auto producer bas multiple
suppliers, thus encouranging competition in price and quality. II
The Toyota Motor Co., Japan's largest auto producer (with 3.7 million
vehicles produced in 1985), bas 220 primary auto parts suppliers and over
1,000 secondary and tertiary suppliers. Toyota bas formed two auto parts

ll Henry C. Wallick and Mable Wallick, "Banking· and Finance," Asia's New
Giant, How the Japanese Economy Works, ed. Hugh Patrick and Henry Rosovsky
(Washington, DC: The Brookings Institute, 1976) p. 294.
ZI Kasaichi Hiogarni, "Industrial Groups," Japan Economic Yearbook, 1986.
~I Toyota is a significant grouping unto itself and only loosely connected to
the Mitsui Group.
!I Nissan is also a significant group unto itself and only loosely connected
to the Fuyo Group.
51 Toyota has equity interest in Daihatsu.
61 Industr.i.al Groupings in Japan, Dodwell Marketing Consultants, 1985.
ll "The Relationship Between Japanese Auto and Auto Parts Makers," prepared by
Mitsubishi Research for the Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association, 1987,
and USITC staff interview with the Ministry of International Trade and
Industt·y officials, Tokyo, Japan, Apr. 20, 1987.
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Figure 4-·4
Keiritsu groups: Structure of the six Keiritsu groups and their role in the
Japanese economy, 1984.
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supplier groups: Kyoho-Kai and Eiho~Kai. Toyota's· equity interest in its
affiliated suppliers ranges fL"om 1. 4 percent to 60. 4 ·percent, with the average
around 25 to 30 percent. Toyota has a 14:6 percent interest in Daihatsu,
• Japan's ninth largest automaker (with 1985 production of 579,000 vehicles),
and a 10.4 percent interest in Hino Motors, a leading Japanese tt."uck
manufacturer (with 1985 production of 69,063 vehicles).. Daihatsu Motors has
approximately 140 primary suppliers, and its parts asso.ciation is called
Daihatsu Kkoyu--Kai. Hino Motors has some i2o primary suppliers that form the
parts association Hino Kyoryoku~Kai. l/
The Nissan group is comprised of Nissan Motor Co. , Nissan Diesel, and
Fuji Heavy industries. Nissan Motor Co., the second largest Japanese auto
producer (with production of 2.5 million vehicles in 1985), has about 160
primary auto parts suppliers and some 800 secondary and tertiary suppliers.
Nissan's two supplier associations are Takara-Kai and Shoho--Kai. Nissan
Diesel has 60 parts suppliers that form the association Nissan.Diesel
. Yayoi-Kai. Nissan Diesel produced 36,351 true.ks and buses in 1985. Fuji
Heavy Industries, which ranked eighth in vehicle production in 1985 with
584,384 vehicles, has a total of more than 700 suppliers that are-divided into
three Kyoryokukai's: Gunma Kyoryoku-Kai, Kyoryoku-Kai, and !Sesaki
Kyoryoku-Kai. '!:._/
The Toyo Kogyo group, which ranked third in production of automobiles in
1985 (with almost 1.2 million vehicles), has some 250 primary suppliers that
for.-m two supp lier associations, Yoko-Kai and Toyu~Kau.
Ki tsubishi Motors, the
fourth ranking Japanese auto producer in 1985 (with almost- 1. 2 million
vehicles), has 340 primary parts suppliers that form the Kashiwa-Kai
association. Honda, ranked fifth in 1985 (with production of slightly more
than 1.1 million vehicles)-, has some 400 to 500 suppliers, but does not have
them grouped into supplier associations like the other major auto producers.
· Suzuki Motors has some 101 primary suppliers grouped into the Suzuki Kyot;yoku
Kyodo Kumiai auto parts association; In production, Suzuki was ranked as the
sixth largest Japanese auto producer in 1985 (with production of 781,901
vehicles). Isuzu, the seventh largest Japanese producer of automobiles i~
1985 (with 587,015 vehicles), has 279 primary suppliers grouped into the Isuzu
Kyowa-Kai parts association. 3/
·

Even though there seems to be some movement in Japan to relax the
relationship between parts producers and automakers, each parts supplier is
still heavily dependent on purchases from the patron automaker. This whole
concept of industrial grouping along the lines of the keiritsu structure has
caused problems for foreign producers trying to penett."ate the Japanese
market. !I

11 World Motor Vehicle Data,

1987, Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association;
and The Structure of the Japanese Auto Parts Industry, Dodwell Marketing
Consultants, 1983.
~/ World Motor Vehicle Data, 1987, Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association;
and The Structure of the Japanese Auto Parts Industry, Dodwell Marketing
Consultants, 1983.
'}_I Ibid.
!/ Indicated from responses to Commission questionnaires. ·see also Rodney
Clark, The Japanese Company (New Haven,· CT: Yale University Press, 1979) pp.
73-87.
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The Japanese Auto Parts Industries Association (JAPIA) has about 300
members who account for appt'oximately 80 percent of industry production. !I
Most member companies have dir.ect transactions with major automakers ...JAPIA
members' production increased by 50 percent during 1982-85 to $49.1 billion in
1985 (table 4-6). Production ·of· original equipment.' parts increased at a .·
faster rate than did production of aftermarket products; production for export
rose by 131 per.cent to $3 billion in 19~6 (fig. 4-5). The total number of
employees increased from 280,000 in 1982 to 329,000 in 1986; the number of
production workers r.ose by 14 percent during 1982~86 to 199,000 in 1986. In
addition, shipments and R&D expenditures increased during 1982-86, as did R&D
as a percentage of sales (table 4-7).
Table 4-6
Automotive parts:

JAPIA members' production and employment, 1982'--86
Annual
average
percentage
change,
1986 over

Item

1982

1983

1984

1985

1982

1986

Tot~l

production
Cbi.11.ion dollars) .......... .
Employment:
Production workers (number).
Office workers (number) .....

38.8

43.3

49.1

!I

10.7

173,912 1.74,317
105·, 737 113,412

182,192
112,930

192,105
125,943

198,702
130,269

3.4
5.4

32.7

!/ Not available.
Source:
~

\

Report from the U.S. Embassy, Tokyo, Japan, March 1987.

!

1/ USITC staff interview with JAPIA officials, Tokyo, Japan, Apr. 20, 1987.
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Figure 4-5
Automotive parts: JAPIA members' . production of original equipment parts,.
aftermarket parts, parts for export, and ratio of parts for export to total
production, 1982-85
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Report from the U.S. Embassy, Tokyo, Japan, 1987.

Table 4-7
Automotive parts:

JAPI~

members' sales and research .and development expenditures,

1982-85

Average
annual
percentage
change,
1985 over
Item

1982

Shipments (million dollars) ....... . 37,692.4
Research and development
expenditures (million dollars) ...
893.4
Ratio of research and development
expenditures to sales (percent) ...
2.4
Source:

1983

1984

1985

1982

37,900.2

42,435 ..1

47,413.6

5.9

920.7

1,06·8. 9

1,233.8

2.4

2.4

2.5

2.6

2.0

Report from the U.S. Embassy, Tokyo, Japan, Karch 1987.
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Most of the larger Japanese parts makers spend a larger percentage of
sales on R&D than do smaller firms. Larger firms may also focus more on
development of new materials rather than mechanical improvement of motor
vehicles. In addition, Japanese parts firms are also spending R&D funds on
the development of electronic instruments for automotive use. 11
Domestic market.--The Japanese market for automotive parts i.ncr:eased
irregularly from $33.2 billion in 1982 to $45.0 hi.tlion in 1986, or by 36
percent (table 4-8). By far the largest purchasers of autoparts are the
Japanese automakers.
Table 4-8
Automotive parts: Japanese shipments, exports, imports, and apparent
consumption, 1982-86 ·
App11rent.
consumption

Years

Shipment's
Exports
Imports
---------------Killion dollars-~-------------

1982 .......
1983 .......
1984 .......
1985 .......
1986 .......

37,692
37,900
42,435
47 ,413
54,524

11

4,607
6,384
7,369
9,003
·10,000

150
295
379
375
•491

33 ,235 .
31,811
35,445
38,785
45,0:J.5

Ratio of
imports to
consumption
Percent
0.5
.9
1.1
1.0
1.1

11 Estimated by the staff of the U.S. International Trade Commission.
Source:

Shipments, report from the U.S. Embassy, Tokyo, Japan, March 1987.

Japanese automakers claim that they purchase parts in terms of price,
quality, delivery, and other terms irrespective of national or corporate
origin. 'l:_/ According to Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI)
officials, the central characteristics of these procurement policies include
the following:
(1)

Emphasis on the role of parts makers in parts development and
design. In many cases, when a new part is developed, the automaker
will join the parts supplier in designing the part. It also
frequently occurs that an automaker will give a parts supplier a
general idea of the part and then the supplier will do the actual
design and development work.

(2)

Emphasis on applying the "just-in-time .. delivery system.
"Just-in-time" means producing the exact volume required, when it is
required, with minimal defects. Just-in-time permits a flexible
response to market demand, and reduced costs through sharply reduced
inventories.

11 Report from U.S. Embassy, Tokyo, Japan, March
~/

1987.

USITC staff interview with JAMA and JAPIA officials, Tokyo, Japan, Apr. 20,

1987.
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(3)

(4)

Emphasis on developing capabilities for model changes. Japanese
automakers introduce mod.el changes every 4 years; it is· imperative
·that parts makers develop the appropriate parts quickly and at a
competitive price.
·
Efforts by Japanese automakers to import parts and local procurement
of parts. For example, Japanese automakers have improved in-house
parts import organization, including the establishment of import
promotion teams and sponsored seminars and m1aetings to explain parts
purchasing policies and procedures. !I

Seven Japanese automakers have built, or are planning to build auto
assembly facilities in the United States; their total output should
approximate 2 million units by the mid-1990's .. At present, about 150
Japanese-based parts makers have set up manufacturing plants in the United
States; according to·an "internal report by the U.S,·Department of Commerce,
approximately 300 Japanese-owned parts firms will locate in the United States
by 1990 (see Japanese foreign direct investment in the United States, p. 5-1).
Japanese parts makers also have factories in about 36. other countries
(e.g., the United States, Taiwan, Korea, Thailand, Malaysia, ,and Indonesia).
Japanese auto producers are evaluating the possibility of .impo·rting auto parts
from such neighboring countr.ies to bafance the effects of the rising yen;
Such strategic reassessments are affecting the long-term planning of Japanese
automakers, with obvious repercussions for Japanese parts makers_. For
example, industry sources indicate that Japanese p~rts firms are reducing
capital expenditµres in anticipation of continµed sluggishness in the Japanese
market. ~/
.
'
.
Industry SO\lrces claim that Japanese- automakers have a:s·ke·d. certain
suppliers to participate ·in foreign purchasing ,by ma~ing ·investments,
.
providing technology, and building up production systems suitable for labor
skills in countries that ensure the same level of product technology as in
Japan. Moreover, further restructuring in the Japanese parts industry is
evidenced by some second-tier automakers moving to create new tieups in parts
sharing: For example, in 1986, Mitsubishi Ko~ors Corp. and Kazda Motor Corp.
agreed to share about 15 parts, chiefly electrical;· in add_ition, four Japanese
truck producers began a program to-~hare standardized parts in medium- and
heavy-duty trucks. '1/ . '
· ·
'
·.
·

!I USITC staff interview with MITI officials,. Tokyo, Japan, Apr. 20,,1987.
?I Report from U.S. Embassy, Tokyo, Japan, Karch 1987.
'J/ Frank Gawronski, "Sayonara to Parts Suppliers," Automotive News, p~c. 15,
1986, p. ~6.
..
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Trade.--According to JAPIA, Japanese exports of all automotive parts rose
from $4:5 billion in 1982 to $8.2 billion in.1985~ as shown in the following
tabulation:
Exports 11
(Million dollars)
1982 ..............~ ......... .
1983 .... ·..........· ... ~ .... .
1984 ...................... .
· 1985 ......... •.• .. ~- ........ .

11 Publication of

t~e

4,518.
5,831
·1 ,353
8,200

Japan Auto Parts Industries Association.

During 1984-85, the bulk of Japanese exports (47 percent) went to North
America, followed by Europe (11 percent) and Southeast Asia (9 percent)
(figure 4-6· ·and 4-7, table 4-9).
Japanese imports of automotive parts have increased from $150 million in
1982 to $491 million in 1986 (table 4-8). As a share of the market, imports
have increased irregularly from 0.5 percent iri 1982 to 1.1 percent in 1986.
The largest source of such imports in 1986 was the United States ($145
million) followed closely by West ~ermany ($142 million).
Government ·programs .---In an effort to address the growing U.S. trade
deficit with Japan in automotive parts, provide U.S. parts makers greater
access to the Japanese market, and promote better understanding of the role.of
the keiretsu system, in May 1986, the Japanese Government and the· united
States Government agreed to add auto parts to the so-called market-oriented
sector-selective (MOSS) talks, a higher level forum than previously accorded
auto parts talks (see description of MOSS talks, p .. 6-16). ·
Korea
Industry structure.-:...lndustry sources indicate that about 800 Korean
parts makers manufacture about 200 major automotive parts, principally tires·,
batteries, engine parts, shock absorbers, bearing caps, rearview mirrors,
brake pistons,· combination lamps, cooling fans, control cables, body
stampings, pumps, parking brake levers, and tube connectors. The bulk of
Korean parts are manufactured by Korean automakers, or by diversified
producers that produce auto parts along with other products~
·
Prior to 1985, Korean automakers produced mostly for the Korean market,
exported little (predominantly to the Middle East), and imports were tightly
controlled. Beginning in 1985, however, exports of automobiles to the United
States and Canada increased dramatically. Total auto production expanded
rapidly and growth in the Korean automotive parts industry expanded
accordingly. 11

11 USITC staff interview with Korean Government officials, Seoul, Korea·,·
Apr. 29, 1987.
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Figure 4-6
Automotive parts:

Japanese exports by major markets, 1982

~~rope

Nort.h Amer i cG

Al I other

Source:

The Japanese Ministry of Finance.

Figure 4-7
Automotive parts:

Japanese exports by major markets, .1985

Europe

North America

.,

Source:

·., ..

The Japane.~e Kinistry.,.,of Finance.
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Table 4-9
Automotive parts:

.Japanese,
. ....expor.ts
. ,, . ..by .mar.kets., 1982-85
.
'. !I
(In thousands of dollars)

Market

Fiscal year ending Mar. 31-1982
1983
1984

1985

East Asia......................
376,846
5':32,ni(·
555,558
593,686
Southeast Asia.................
690,4'70
740,287 ,,..
678,878
773,285
Kiddle East....................
476,765.
525,881'
523,482
545,884
Europe. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
:629, 373_
7.3,9', 361
.. : 786, 184
1,035, 248
North America ................... 1;228·;14.8
2-,49:1',0~3:·. ·3,333,348
4,402,472
Central America................
175,476
l97,260
261,461
293.,570
south America..................
·159.; 812
145,4,52 ... 125,482
129,588
Africa.........................
~55,122
482~316
419,619
370,955
Oceania........................
284,973
.373,490
493,280
578,116
Communist countries ............ ~~1_3_0.~,1~2~3-----~_-_1~5~6~·~3~7~6~~.-=;1~9~4~,8~0~8--~----=2~8~0~,~4~9~7
Total ...................... 4,607,111
6~384,478 ·.·7,369,105
9,003,304
0

!I The Japanese fiscal year ends Mar. 31.
Source:

The Japanese Ministry of Finance.

Korean parts makers are increasing their emphasis on R&D. For example,
Hyundai is focusing on the development of high-end it~ms for the Ex~el model
such as engine screw terminals, rollback springs,· steering' assembl~ies; and ·
air-conditioners. Daewoo reportedly is producing knuckle carburetors and
aiming to export more advanced components through its affiliated companies ..!I
In addition, 3Z Korean t~~h~ology agreements were formed ';ith ·foreign·
firms in 1986, up over 40 percent from 1984. The bulk of such agreements
(about 75 percent) were with Japanese firms, and the rest were split between
the United States and West Germany. Ten joint ventures were formed in 1986;
an example, Kando, established Halla Climate...Control Co. to produce oil
coolers and compressors for radiators i~· a 5'01so j oin.t venture with Ford Motor
Co. ~I
. "
Labor disputes at Korean parts making facilities. durin~ August 1987
i.nterrupted supplies of parts to Korean automakers. Korean. parts workers have
been seeking higher wages and ref~-ese~tation in company .management. Labor
uprisings could force Korean automakers· to reexamine their parts procurement
procedures. Problems with timely"supply could force:.'Korean auto prod(i'cers· to
consider alternate sources of parts. II

!I "Auto Parts Industry," Korea Buyers Gui-de, p. 68.
USITC staff interviews with Korean automakers and Korean Government
officials, Seoul, Korea, Apr. 29-Kay 1, 1987; and "Auto Parts Industries,"
Korea Buyers Guide, p. 69.
II USITC staff interview with Korean Government officials, Seoul, Korea, Apr.
29, 1987.
~I
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Domestic madcet.--Kor:P.an production .of complete automobiles rose fc-om
162,SOO vehicles in 1982 to 601,000 units· in 1986 (930,000 units are projected
for 1987) (fig. 4-8). Korean exports of complete automobiles increased from
20,284 vehicles in 1982 to 306,000 unlts in 1986 (600,000 units are projected
in 1987).
Trade.--Korean exports of automotive parts followed export sales of
finished vehicles, rising from $68 million in 1982 to an estimated
$247 million in 1986 (table 4-10). Dur.ing.1986, Korean exports were shipped
to 130 countries. The most prevalent items included bearings,·car stereos,
gears, leaf springs, and radiators. !I Total sales .of Koreap automotive parts
Table 4-10
Automotive parts:

Item

Korean sales, exports, and

~mports

1982-86

1985
1986
· ----------~---Miilion dollars-.-·-=---------1982

Sales ............ 783
Exports.......... 68
Imports ......... .

. 1983

1984

949
74

1;155
108
331

. 340~

1,379
149
301

2,272
!I 247

Average
annual
change, 1986
over 1982
Percent
30.5
38.1
£1 -2.9

!I Estimated.
£1 Average annual change, 1985 over 1983.
Source:

Report from the .U. s. Embassy, Seoul, Korea, March 1987.

rose from $783 million in 1982 to $2.3 billion in 1986. Korean imports
decreased from $340 million in 1983 to $301 million in 1985, and were
pr.i.marily from Japan, reflecting the working r.elationship between Korean and
Japanese producers. £1
Korean imports of auto parts are dutiable at tariff rates ranging from 5
to 60 percent ad valorem and require an import license issued by a Korean
foreign-exchange bank. Requests for licenses generally have been approved
without delay, unless the product was restricted under Korea's Official Trade
Plan covering the period July 1, 1986-June 30, 1987. Imports of regulated
item8 were permitted under the plan only if approval was granted by the Korean
Automobile Industc-y Cooperative Association (KAICA). Certain auto parts
products were restrict.ed under the plan as follows: internal combustion
engines, pumps for liquids, and other parts·and accessories, except those of
tractors for agricultural use. However, the restrictions on these.items were

!I "Auto Parts Industry," Korea Buyers Guide, p. 68.
£1 USITC staff interview with U.S. Embassy officials, Seoul, Korea, Apr. 29,
1987.
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Figure 4-8
Automobi.les:

Korean production and exports, 1982-87
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Source:

Repor.t from the U.S. F.mbassy, Seoul, Korea, 1987,
·I

lifted P.ffective July l, l qs7, Ul}der the Go~e·rnmen.t of Kon~:-i • s h1p~rt
liberalization plan. 11
. Government F-rogra~s.·. - · The Go·vernment of Korea has .instituted a 5-ye~r
localization program, under which eff.orts are made 'to increase domestic ·
production of imported products. The localization program has two key goals:
(1) to restructure Korean industries; i.e., to shift from simple assembly to
more complex production; and (2) to improve i~ternational competitiveness and

11 Reporl ft·om U.S. Embassy, Seoul, Korea, March

1987.

reduce the bilateral trade deficit with Japan (Korea's principal source of
auto parts imports). 11
Both large and small Korean firms are participating in the local
production program. For example, Lucky is planning to produce engineering
plastics such as PET, PBT, polymer, nylon, a~d ABS; Kolon has completed its
production facilities for engineering plastics; Dongyang Nylon has developed ·a
fire-retardant nylon resin; Hyundai Cement and Daehan Ink Paint are gaining
expertise in the production of engine parts; and Pacific Development plans to
manufacture reinforced plastic components for gears and gear boxes. 2/ Under
the program, about 1,800 auto parts and components (estimated value at $1.1
billion) that are currently imported will be localized during 1987-91. In
1986, 78 Korean firms manufactured 111 products (valued at $58 million)" under
the plan; in 1987, 380 items are targeted to be similarly produced.
The Government of Korea has also developed a Korean Industrial Standard
(KIS) that is adapted from similar foreign systems--e.g., Japan (JIS), U.S.
(U.L.), and the guidance of International Standards Organization (ISO), and
the International Electrotechnical Conunission (!EC). At present, over 7,000
items in the KIS are classified into 15 categories. The central aim of the
KIS marking mandatory system is to ensure safety control. 11
Mexico
Industry structure.--The Industria Nacional de· Autopartes (INA), a
Mexican trade association, categorizes approximately 105 Mexican producers of'
automotive parts. The INA reports annual sales of $2.0 billion in 1986.
Following the Mexican economic crisis of 1981-82, production levels of
nearly all manufactured goods in that country declined to about 50 percent of
their previous levels. The automotive industry was particularly affected,
since major manufacturers had been expanding capacity in anticipation of a
growing domestic market .. Production of automotive parts, however, fluctuated
upwards during 1982-86, reflecting the slowly recovering Mexican automotive
market (table 4-11).
Total employment in the Mexican motor-vehicle industry increased by 2
percent to 234, 000 in 1986. (table .4-12) . · · Although the minimum wage rose in
terms of the Mexican peso during 1982-86, because of ·the peso depreciation it
fell to about US$1. 00 .. Highly skilled maintenance and technical workers
received approximately US$3.00 per hour; however, the majority of workers were
compensated at approximately US$l.OO per hour. Total hourly wage and
compensation for the automotive industry declined during the period by 42
percent to an estimated $1.48 per ?our in 198~ (table 4-12) ..

ll USITC staff interview with Korean Government officials, Seoul, Korea, Apr.
29, 1987.
"Auto Parts Industry," Korea Buyers Guide, p. · 69.
11 Report ·from U.S. Embassy, Seoul, Korea, March 1987;
~I
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Table 4-11
Automotive parts:

Mexican production of selected products, .1982-86

1985
1983
1984
1986
1982
----------------1,000 units----------~-----

Item

3,103
Batteries ........
5,700
Bearings .........
Auto sound
components:
AH radio receivers without
tape players ....
274
AH/FK stereos ·
without tape
players ...... .- .•
3Q
AH/FM stereos
with tape
,6
players .........
Shock absorbers .....
!I
Tires ...............
!/

!I Not available.
~I

Average annual
change, 1986
over 1982
Percent

Average annual

chang~.

2, 798
5,250

3,616
5,050

3,611
7,750

3,636

!/

~/

2.0
7.9

128

116

148

!I

~/

-14.3

12·

17

10

!I

~/

-23.9

'5

7

!/

12
4,214
10,381

~I

3,300

3,800
9,173

19.5
3.6
-1.8

!I

9,861

!/

'J_I
!I

1985 over 1982.

'JI Average annual change, 1986 over 1983.
!I Average annual change, i 986 over 1984. ·
Source:

Report from U.S. Embassy, Mexico City, Mexico·, March 1987.

Table 4-:12
Automobiles and automotive parts:

·Mexican employment and hourly wages, 1982-86

Item

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

Total employment ·
(1,000) ........ .
Hourly wages ..... .

228.3
$2.55

206.4
$1.97

204.3
$2.56

209.0
$2.39

234.0
$1.48

Source:

Average
annual
change, 1986
over· 1982
Percent
0.6
-12. 7.

Report from U.S. Embassy, Mexico City, Mexico, March 1987.

During July-August 1987, the Mexican automotive industry was
labor disputes. On July 1, 1987, 10,500 workers at Volkswagen de
initiated an 8-week strike, which ended with the company granting
wage increase. !I (The inflation rate in Mexico for 1986 and 1987

affected by
Mexico
a 78-percent
was

!I USITC staff telephone interview with staff of Automotive News, Sept. 24,
1987.
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estimated at about 140 percent annually.) Production of 1988 models was
delayed because of powertrain and sheet metal component shortages caused by
the strike . .!I
Ford Motor Co. of Mexico has noted significant improvement in the quality
of parts provided by Mexican suppliers. According to Ford's Director of
Supply and Planning Policies, the average quality rating of Ford Mexico's
suppliers has improved by approximately 50 percent in the past 18 months.
Additionally, some 45 Mexican suppliers sold approximately $344 million worth
of mater~als to Ford of North Americ·a iil ·1986. £:.I
Despite the downtu.rn in the Mexican market for auto parts during
1982-86, one sector of the industry, the maquiladora program, has prospered
in recent years. Established in 1965, this program allows for in-bond
production, and relaxes Mexican foreign investment restrictions, allowing for
100 percent control of maquiladora operations by foreign companies. The
principal proviso is that virtually all production must be exported. The two
most significant reasons for companies locating assembly operations in
maquiladoras are low wage rates and close proximity to the United States. The
labor rate in maquiladoras is typically less than US$1.00 per hour.
Currently, over 90 percent of the maquiladoras are located along the border.
By the end of 1985, there were about 735 maquiladoras, employing over 200,000
persons.
Although the industries that are represented in maquiladoras vary widely,
typical articles produced include products which are highly competitive in the
U.S. market, have an easily segmented production proce·ss, and are
comparatively labor intensive. Automotive wiring harnesses, for example, are
assembled extensively in maquiladoras, with General Motors, Ford, and Chrysler
all having maquiladoras producing these parts (e.g., General Motors has about
six such firms). In addition to the Big Three, almost all of the U.S.-based
independent producers of wiring harnesses operate in maquiladoras. Other
automotive products produced in maquiladoras include autosound components,
seat belts, automotive electrical articles, engine parts, radiators, steering
wheei covers, brake pads, and seat belts.
Domestic market.--Sales of new motor vehicles in Mexico fell sharply,
from about 470,000 units in 1982 to less than 275,000 in 1983, and then
climbed slowly to about 400,000 in 1986. 11 The heavy drop in sales and
production of new cars had' a strong impact on Mexican auto parts production,·
which fell from $1.2 billion in 1981 to less than $1 billion in 1983. ii
Offsetting the decline in demand from motor-vehicle producers was the steadily
rising demand for auto parts in the replacement market. Additionally,
Government measures designed to restrain imports protected Mexican auto parts

.!I "Mexican Police Turn Back Striking VW Workers," Automotive News, Aug. 24,
1987' p. 52.

£:.I Stephen Downer, "Mexico to Cut Auto Parts Tariff to 303 from 403,"
Automotive News, July 13, 1987.

11 World Motor Vehicle Data Book, Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association,
Detroit, KI, eds. 1.982-87.

ii Report prepared for the U.S. Department of Commerce by Batres, Valdes,
Wygard y Asociados, s.c., Mexico City, Mexico, November 1983.
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producers and the import penetration ratio fell from almost 30 percent in 1982
to less than 10 percent in 1983. !/ According to industry officials, greater
emphasis has been placed on production for ·export because of Government
pressure and the depressed state of the loG~l economy. Industry sources
estimate that of the 500,000 cars and truc~s that will be sold in Mexico in
1988, one-half are destined for export.
Trade.--Complete data for Mexico's imports and exports are not available.
However, since the United States is by fa~ Mexico's largest trading partner,
official U.S. trade statistics can be used as an approximation. U.S. imports
from Mexico increased from $648 million i~ 1982 to $2.3 billion in 1986, or by
almost 255 percent. Much of this increase can be attributed to an increase in
the use of maquiladora facilities by U.S. base.d producers. U.S .. exports to
Mexico increased from $1.1 billion in 1982 to $1.7 billion in 1986, or by
55 percent. This increase is also due to an increase in maquiladora activity.
According to the Director of Industrial Relations for General Motors de Mexico,
because of the falling value of the Mexican .peso, Mexico "could replace Korea
as a components supplier. It has the raw materials, cheap labor, (and) market
adjacency to the United States."~/
Car and truck assemblers are required to earn at least 50 percent of the
net foreign exchange needed to cover their foreign-exchange budget by
exporting automotive parts manufactured domes'tically (parts used in finished
autos and trucks can be included in this 50 percent). A maximum of 20 percent
can be earned by the export of automotive parts from maquiladora operations ..~/
Imports by Mexican parts firms or Mexican.auto assemblers are controlled by
import licenses issued only to appro.ved companies. The Mexican Government
currently levies a 40-percent import duty on all parts imported by automakers,
which is scheduled to be reduced to 30 percent by October 1988. !I
~overnment programs.--The most significant Government of Mexico policy
affecting automotive parts operations is the Automotive Decree of 1983. The
two major components of the decree affecting the automotive parts industry· are
local content and balance of trade requirements. Th~ minimum local content
requirement in 1987 for Mexican-produced automobiles is 60 percent, and ranges
from 60 to 90 percent for trucks and bus.es. Moreover, Mexican parts makers
are required to adhere to a similar 60 percent local content minimum; fµrther,
they are mandated to average 80 percent local content across their entire
range of their product lines, including those for direct exports. ~/ Mexican
auto parts firms (nonmaquiladora) are restricted to 40 percent foreign
ownership by the Government.

1/ Ibid.

ll Stephen Downer, "Mexico to Cut Auto Parts Tariff to 303 from 403,"
Automotive News, July 13, 1987.

'JI Stephen Downer, "Mexico to Cut Auto Parts Tariff to 303 from 403,"
Automotive News, July 13, 1987.

!I Report from U.S. Embassy, Mexico City, Mexico, Karch 1987.
51 Stephen Downer, op. cit.
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Industry structure.--Automobile productiQn and automotive parts
production are major industrial sectors in Spain, with six firms ·engaged in
the production of automobiles, and about 1,000 more engaged in the production
·of automotive parts. Although Spanish parts makers' net sales fell by 19
percent to $3.2 billion in 1985 from the 1982 level, capacity utilization
remained steady at about 74 percent during 1982-85 (table 4-13).
Table 4-13
Automotive parts: Spanish capacity utilization, net sales, total workers,
production workers, wages, capital expenditures, and research and development
expenditures, 1982-85

Item

1982

Capacity utilization
(percent) ...........
74.5
Net sales
4,007
(million dollars) ...
All workers (number) .. 90,676
Production workers !I
(number) ............ 69,800
$4.42
Hourly wages ..........
Capital expenditures
(1,000 dollars) ..... 160', 285.
Research and development expenditures
(1,000 dollars) ...
59.6

1983

1984

Average
annual
·percentage
·change,· 1985
over 1982

1985
~I

11 ·-0.2

3,350
89,156

3,265
!I 3,235
87 ,65*3· l/ 86,185

-5.2·
_:i.3

68,650 .
$3. 76.

6 r, 496
$3.61

66,362
$3.69

. -1.3
-4;4.

98 ,601 .

78,805

-21.l

73.0

134,009

74.0

49.4

~I

~I

!I Estimated by the U.S. Embassy, Madrid, Spain.
~I

11

Not available. ·
Average annual change, 1984 over

Source:

~982.

Report from the U.S. Embassy, Madrid, Spain, February 1987.

Ford and GM are two of the four largest automakers in Spain. Foreignowned firms in the Spanish automotive parts industry accounted for 56. perc:ent
of Spanish sales during 1982-83.
The number of production.workers employed in the Spanish automotive parts
industry decreased from an estimated 69,800 workers in 1982 to 66,362-in
1985. Average hourly wages for total industry workers declined from US$4.42
in 1982 to US$3.69 in 1985. Aggregate capital expenditures decreased by 51 ·
percent to $78.8 million in 1986.
Industry sources report that the Spanish automotive industry is not
highly advanced with respect to technological development and depends to a
great extent on the transfer of foreign 'know-how, foreign investment, and

4-3.0

imports of strategic parts. Because most major parts manufacturers in Spain.
are also subsidiaries or affiliates of large, multinational corporations, very
lilLle R&D for the automotive parts industry is undertaken in that country.
Development e>cpenditures by Spanish· automotive parts·firms ·totaled about
$50,000 annually. ·J/ ·.
·
·
·..

'

...,.

Domestic market.--Renault~ Talbot-Peuge·ot, Citroen, Ford-, _GM', and
Seat-Volkswagen are the six maJor Spanish car mariufac_turers'. Together_, their
production of passenger carS- rose' fr~m· 927 ,'500 in 1982 to about 1. 2 million in
1985. Spain has become Europe's most significant source of subcompact
passenger cars; exports as a percentage of production rose from 53 percen_t in
1982 to 62. percent in 19~5. Motor-vehicle production of all types. is .
projected to- increase sign.ificantly from· 1988 to· 1990. ·Apparent c9nsumption
of pass~nger vehicles rose about 8 percent 'during the period.
·
The aftermarket for automotive parts is more--important·in Spain than in
other western'European nations because of the age of the automotive stock
(about thre~·:fourths of all cars and trucks are over 5 years old). ~/
Spa~ish consumption of automotive parts is expected to grow substantially
duririg 1988-90. to about . $8 billion, more than twice the 1985 level.
·~~
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J
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Trade.--Spanish domestic content provisions require that 60 percent of
the valu~ of the parts used t9 ~nufacture a car mus~ be made in Spain.
Except for these requirements, industry sources report no other nontariff
barriers, e.g., quqtas ._and li~enses affecting imports of automot;;ive pa~ts. 11
Since 1972, Spain has been.a m~mber of Europe's automobile and automotive ..
parts production system, where· each country produces c'ertain parts and exports
the parts t;;o other European co~ntries for lo~al ve}licle manufacture. E)cports
account for ·about 26·p~rcent of a~l Spanish parts pro~uction and are. shipped
almost solely to EC count.des; ·!I' In 1984 ·and 1985 ~ Spanish imports and
exports of automotive parts ang equipment were virtualiy identical, at about
$1.3 billion.
·
·
Government programs.--The.Government .of Spain 0¥11S minimai shares in
cerLoin Spanish parts firms though the National Institute of Industry (a ·
state-owned holding company).· ··Moreover, the Spanish Government h.as made known
its desire to divest itself of thos~ ~hares in recent years. The Government.
provides funding for projects in the automotive parts field through
its Center for Industrial Technology and Development.
Taiwan
Ind~stri struc·ture :-.:.:The 'l'.aitiian T~anspo~tation vehicle M~nufacturers
Asi::ocl'ation '(TTVKA) estima"tes that ·there are over 2,000 .'Taiwan firms prod~cing
automotive parts. ~/ Most of these firms are small in size,.with 70 perc~nt

!/ Repo'rt
from
the·
U.S.
'd
:
. . .
£1 I b 1 •
11 Ibid.· ·:
.. :

·Einba~s'y; Madrid," ~pain,
.
. '
.
.

February
1987.
.,.,

.
4/ Report- froin ·the U.S. Enlbas·sy, Madrid-, 'Spain, Feb·ruary 1987.
~I Interview with officials of the Taiwan Transportation.Vehicle Manufacturers
Association, Taipei, Taiwan, Apr. 27, 1987 .
.'
1·

:

capitall.zed at less than $1.5 million each. Industry sources state that only
seven firms produce. original equipment· parts; !I ·
.Prior to 1985, Taiwan authorities provided incentives for foreign
.
. automakers to construct assembly plants in.Taiwan by creating import barriers
and. l.evying a 70-percent. domestic·. content.· requirement ~:m the auto assemblers
in order to. develop the-Taiwan automotive: parts industry~ By year end 1986,
eight auto assembly plants were est,:ablished in Talwan, including a joint
venture with Ford, five 'joint ventures with· Japanese. automakers·, and two
technical cooperation agreements--one with a French· firm and one with a ·
Japanese company.
. ,. ·
In March 1985, Taiwan began a new auto industt"y development plan. Taiwan
authorities indicated. that a new plan was ins.titutedbecause the Taiwan auto
_parts. industry had become hlghly fragmented; with many small parts.firms
supplying each· of the·· eight auto assembly plants. These small parts makers
· were unable to produce· original equipment products; they produced lower
value-added partS for the Taiwan aftermarket. The new auto plan is targeted
at·encouraging. competition. in the.industry.by lowe~ing the domestic content
· r.atio to 5_0 percent and lowering import duties on auto parts from about 70
percent to SO percent •. ~/ In addition, foreign investment was encouraged {no
local equity investment is required for auto parts projects·,· 5-year. tax
holidays, ·duty-.free. impocrt of :machinery,· and exemptions' from export
performance rat.ios). ·.Moreover, ~xp()rt~rs are able t,:o get 180 to 360-day
export loans from· the EXIH .Bank of Taiwan.·
·
·
. ··-

.. . ..;

. ...

.

.. :··

..

The 'fTVMA has about 344 member companies, . almost one.;.third of which
produce 'elec_trical parts for cars. · TTVKA industt"Y· da.ta are presented in.
table 4-14.
;' r i .•
. . ..
~

.

. ·Th.; Ministry. of Economic Affairs· (MOEA) estimates that. Taiwan's auto
parts output grew at a·cotilpound annual rate of 17 percent during 1975-86,
r~oching $769 -~ill~<m. in 1986 ~ ~ost pf the growth occurred' during 1975-80,
When.output. rose.35 percerit-.annually;_ Taiwan pt"oduction of selected
automotive·parts.is presented in table 4-"15.
Taiwan parts makers have concentrated on l9wer value products; e.g.,··
tires, jacks, iight buibs, sound and environment equipment, and other basic
electrical items. 'J./ · The Industrial. Economics Research Institute surveyed 177·.
of the largest Taiwan suppliers; the Institute's t"eport shows the following
product mix {table 4-16)~
·
. Tlte power .".train/tires category is. largely tires that accounted for
approximately 69.percent, or $108 million, of the total production in .1984 by
the 177 firms. The other ~ajor product in this group was rear axle·
assemblie~, with output valued at. $20 million in 1984.
Wiring· systems ($70
million in 1984) were the largest item in the relatively low-tech electrical
categot"y; batteries. and lights wet"e the nE:ixt most· ·important items with 1984
outputs of $16.8 million and$10.6 million, respectively. Seats {$23 million

!I lntet"view with officials of t:lie American Institute in Taiwan CAIT), Apr .
. 27' 1987.
· 'I=_/ USITC staff interview with .the Al;T , . Ta.ipei, Taiwan, Apr. 27,. 1987. ·
'J.I Interview·'wi'th the .American ·Insl:itute :fo Taiwan; Taipei, Taiwan, Apr. 27,
1987.
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Table 4.,-14
Automotive parts:
December 1985

TTVMA members' ·capital, employees, and ti.ms, as of

Item

Capital'
·Million dollars.

54

Engine parts and fittings: ...... 151
Electrical parts
for engine and body .......•..• 250 ·
Body ......................•....... 219
Power train, ·steering, and
brakes .......... ·· .....·... , . ~ . • . 129
Body decoration .......... ~ •. ~.:.
8
Rubber and plastics ............ ; 11
Other parts ............. : ....... 22
Soucce:

Firms
?iumber

:Number.

. 40, 785

103
68

9,594
'"

46
14
.. 15
44

8,682
i', 548
1,875
2,454

Report from American· Institute in Taiwan, ·Taipei,
Taiwan, March 1987.
';.
.

Table 4-15
Selected automotive parts:

Taiwan production, 1976 and

1982~~.86

•·:

Item

1976

Tires (1,000 pc) .........
911
Tubes (1,000 pc) ....... ;. 1,005
Bulbs (millions) .......... 65.7
Batteries (1,000 pc) ....•
794
Jacks (1,000 •et) ........
lFI
Source:
1987.

1983

2.2.20 ·.
1,834
163.1
3,023
4.•.928

2,984
2,332
302.4
3,,·919
5,234

.1984
3~753

4,818
328.7
.

4~102

4,081

1985
4,236
5,646
436.0
·4 ,336
3 ,332'

1986
5,382
6,580
559.3
.5,534
3 ,60~ .

Report from the Amet"ican Institute· in Taiwan,. Taipei, Taiwan, March

Table. 4-16
Aulomotive parts:
products, 1982-84

Taiwan production, of 177 major auto ,parts
{In mil Hons of dollars)
1982
1983.:

Item

Eniine parts ............. . 37
Power t;.rain/ti~es ........ . 1,51
6
Steering._ ...... "" .... : ... .
10.
Suspension.~······ ....... .
Brakes ....... : ... ·... '. . ; ... . ,12
Electrical ............ ~ .. . 81
Body ..................... . 72
Accessori~s .............. . 59
Source:
1987.

1982

Report from the

Amer~can

39·
·13i
8
14
14
.115

e·a

72

fi'rms~

by

i984
. 47
1,56
8

15
17'

148
96
84

Institute· in Taiwan, ·Taipei, Taiwan, March
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in 1984) were the most import,ant item. under body parts, followed by safety
glass ($17 million), and ·instrument panel assemblies ($13 million). Jacks
($30 million) accounted for 36 percent of the accessory group, followed by .,.,.
air-conditioners ($16 million).
·
Foreign investment has been an important factor in the development of
Taiwan's automotive parts industry. Many Japanese suppliers located
production operations in Taiwan in order to meet Taiwan's domestic content
requirements. A 1985 survey by the Industrial Economic Research Institute
indicated that of the 177 factories it surveyed, 67 had some kind of technical
cooperation with foreign fi~; covering 88 :products. Of the 88.products,
three were made by subsidiaries (two Japanese and one American), 28 by
cooperative ventures having foreign.equity investment, and 57 on a "pure"
(i.e., nonequity) technical .cooperation basis. Of the product total, 74 were
with Japanese finns and· 6 were' with U.S. companies. !I However, many Japanese
firms concentrated investment in relatively unsophisticated products and
restricted the transfer of :technology with respect to certain products; Thus,
these technical coopera~ion arr~ngernents
were often assembly-type operations.
.
.
Industry sources indicate .that. ·the above situation is changing at
present. Japanese parts makers ·,are reported to be it'lcreasing technical ·
cooperation arrangements and emp~asizing the production of top·quality .
Taiwan-produced products in ·respon~e to the· appreciation of the yen.
Japanese-owned firms may ship the.se Taiwan-produced auto. parts to. Japan for
OEM production of autos, or ,for third-country export.
·
;

:

~omestic

market.--Taiwan producfion of passenger cars, a significant
market for Ta~wan auto parts, grew from about 130,000 units in 1982 to just
under 16.0, 000 units in 1985. However, apparent consumption of auto parts in
Taiwan fell from $581 million in.1982 to $391 million in 1986, or by 33
percent. The fall in apparent consumption was principally due to
significantly increased exports, as both domestic production and imports of
aulo parts rose by about 25 percent in Taiwan from 1982 to 1986.
Trade.--As Taiwan's auto production stagnated between 1983-85, Taiwan.
parLs makers began to increase exports. Total export:s of automotive parts
rose by 145 percent to $710 million in 1986. Exports have increased from 48
percent of production to 92 percent during 1982-86, as shown in figure 4-9.
The bulk of the growth in the Taiwan automotive parts industry
in the electrical, body, and accessories segments. In l984, export
most of the products in these three groups ranged between 55 and 69
output. Export ratios for groups such as engine parts, power train
tires), and steering systems were lower---averaging about 20 percent
output. These products are typically used by the eight Taiwan auto
for production of autos destined for the Taiwan market.

has been
ratio~ for
percent of
(including
of
assemblers

In 1985, parts .and accessories· accounted for the bulk (about 70 percent)
of total Taiwan exports; auto electrical parts and rubber and plastic products
accounted for about 15 percent and 11 percent, respectively (table 4-17).
!/Report.from the AIT, Taipei, Taiwan, March 1987.
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Figure 4-9.
Automotive parts: . Taiwan production a.nd exi)orts, i982-86
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Report from the American Institute in Taiwan, Taipei, Taiwan, March

1987.

Table 4-17
Autoyµot.ive parts: Percentage distribu.tion of Taiw:a:n exports among product
categories, 1982-85
Item

1982

Rubber/plastics ......... ! • • • ~ • • • • • 10.1
.8
, parts ........ • ......... ·.......
7. 7
Power trainand parts .............
Electrical par.ts ...... : ......... .-.· 22.3
P.cces_sories ....................... 57 .8
1.3
Instruments .......................
Total ......................... 100.0

~etal

Source:

1983

1984

1985

. 10.8
.8
4.5
17.8

10.3
.4
3.9
19.4
64.9
1.1
100.0

10.9
.5
3.2
15.0
69.1
1.3
100.0

6~.9

1.2
100.0

Report from the American Institute ip Taiwan,. Taipei,

T~iwan,

March

1987.

A TTMVA report indicates that Taiwan exported $54~ million of auto parts
in 1984. Products with export values of over $1 million are presented in
table 4-18.
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Table ·4-18
Automotive parts:

Taiwan exports, 1984
(In millions of dollars)

Item

1984

Accessories for motor vehicles ................ ·1i6.5
Parls of motor vehicles ................ ~.; .... 115.3
Jaclcs . ..................... ·.... ~ . • ...... · .. · . · · . 62.2
Wir.ing harnesses ......... ,' .. ! ••. , • • ·, • • • • • • • • ; ! • • 58.5
Car sound equipment .............. ; ..... ~·~ ....... ~ .. . 54.3
Tire and tire products.'..... ~• ............. ~ .. 49.8
Engines and parts: · ·
· ·
Complete engines .... • ; ..........•.. ~ . . . . . . . .
6. 7
Engine .Parts......... ·.... ; ........ ; .. : .. . . . . . . . 4 ... o
Pistons and:pins ............• ~:~; ......... ·..
4.2 .. ·
Inlet, exhaust valves ....... i • • • • • • • • · • • • • , . _ ....
1.....; .....
6..,..:_·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. -Subtotal, engines and parts ......... ~ . . . . . 16. 8
Auto· bulbs .. ~ . ·.....•............ ·...... ,. ·; .. ·· . . . " ·15, 5
Motor electrical lighting equipment.; ....... ~.. 11. l
Electrical signaling.equipment.:..............
7.4
DC electric fans ....................... ;.; ..... ·..
5.9
Wheels ...•.............. ; ....... ·~ .......... ·.. ~ .... · .. 5.8.

·.Instruments ....... ',· ... ·... ·......... ·· i .' .-.-; •.•• , •· •·••
5·. 2
Body parts ....... ;.•· .... ; ..•. ·... ·..... ·:· .... ;;· 3,'2
Radia_tors . ............. ·. -. .. ·~ ............. ~ . ~ . ~· . 2 ...~.
Brakes, ,par~s ...... . :......•. ~ .. ~- ..... ~ ·.. ~ ... ·~... · .·2.0.
Cables ... ~············· ....... _.· ...... ·.·,, .. ·..... ·.... ~.;.
i·.~.
Air filters .............. ; .... ; ......... ·... · ... ~.
1.2 -.
Auto air-conditioners ........ ~ ................ ,
LO
All other . ....... :· ...... ~ ........ ·.... ~ . ·...... ~ .. ~ .. _·,_1.....
0.....
·....
8_ _ _ _ _ _.....__ _ _ _ _ __
Total . ....... ·..... .' .. -~ . ~ .. -. ..... ~ .... ~ ... ; . ·... 5.46 ~ 0
Source:
1987.

Report from the American Institute in Taiw.an, Taipei, Taiwan, Karch

Taiwan exports of certain automotive parts (including. shock absorbers~
rods and axles, chassis frames, transmission shafts, un.iversal joints, brake
systems, gears, steering racks, auto and manual transmis'sions', and.·
miscellaneous parts) are shipp~d predominantly to the'United states.· The
United States received about.66 percent (by value)
Taiwan exports o~
automotive parts in 1986; declining slighting from· 67 percent· in 1985, but up
markedly from 42 percent in 19.82. Saudi Arabia, -7apan, Australia, Canada,
Nigeria, and Singapore each absorb about 2 to 3 percent of. exports,. whereas
other exports are scattered among an additional 50 countries. 11·

of

About so percent of Taiwan imports of automotive parts are used in
domestic auto assembly plants. The TT~ estimates that Taiwan imi>orted.about
.$332 million of auto parts in 1986, comparedwith $267 million in 1982·.· ,.

!/ USITC staff interview with TTVKA officials, Taipei,

Taiwan~

Apr. 27, · 1987.
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Principal imports included automatic and manual transmissions, brake syst~ms,
cylinder blocks, and carburetors. Japan and the United States are the.largest
suppliers at about 80percent and 6 perc~nt~ ~espect'ively. lf
· In July 1987, Taiwan author'ities announce'd that tariffs on imported
components would be reduce4 from 3S percent to 20 percent, and the SS-percent
·tax on most built-up imported cars· would be· cut by ·about one--t:hfrd. U.S.
industry sources claim that these moves were taken to reduce Taiwan's.large .
balance of payments surplus" and to offset.further prote.ctionist.moves·against
taiwan. !:._/
:.· .
.

.

.

:

~

Government programs.--The Taiwan authorities.have establish~d.inspection
and safety standards for 33 safety-critical automotive parts that.are .
.
characterized as "strategic components" (e.g .• bearings. camsha~ts. cylinde,r .
heads, connecting rods, disc brakes, and vacuum boosters). Taiwan producers
manufacturing these products are eligible to receive tax-holidays and certain
R&D aid. Taiwan authorities have also taken .definitive steps to -~edu.ce
counterfeiting and trademark infringements. 31 The chief, means of· crackdown
. in these areas . include . increased inspections~and .,the enfo,rcem~nt of severe
criminal and monetary penalties for convicted counterfeit~r~.
·,
The United Kingdom
Industry structure.--Tl:lere are currently ab~ut 300 major manufacturers: of
automotive components in. the United. Kingdo.m, _in ad:ditiol'\ to. approxim_ately
2, 000 small- to medium-sized companies. During .1_982.-:86, _about. 28 Bri Ush
parts makers ceased operations, and 18 new finns be_gan a~to parts · r , · .,
production. !I
The British automoti~e parts industry employs about 27S,OOO _workers. The
average wage per week is US$232 after taxes·, excluding fr.inge benefits. 5/ ·
- Fringe benefits for production· workers inclu.de free. membership to privat;_
health programs. subsidized meals. and subsidized travel 'to' and from work.
,..

•

•

•

·,

.

'

•

•

.

:

.'

•

•'

I

,,

.

'

'

•",.

./.

~

· ...Industry sources estimate that investment in new plant and equipment in·
the British auto parts industry during 1987--92 will exceed $160 million. The
British Society of Motor Manufacturers and Agents indicated that about
$16 miqion is spent on. R&D annual~y. §_/ "...
,, . . . .
'

...:

•'."'··;.

. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

•'

.·

..

=~ ·"'The b~ited K'i.ngdO~·. s aut~m~bile.·_ inaustn: experi~n~e:d • signi~icant ..
structural changes during 1977-87. )'l\e~e c'1anges have had. a major impact on:
the united Kingd'om'• s parts ~kers. ~- Automakefs 'have -reduced the number' of
vehicle'moc1els~·thus,· the nurnb~r· of differenLpart;..s has. been r~d~c~ci'..
'1

•

•

l/ Ibid:

•

... ·- •
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!:_I USITC' staff: telephone iriterv.ie~.· with' A~toinotive News offieials, Au~": 2S,,

1987.
31 USITC staff interview with TTVMA and BOED officials, Taip~i. Taiwan,
Apr. 21, 1981 . - · · · · ·. · · -· - .
. , . · _ :· · · ~ · .
!I 'Report ·from.u.s. Emba~sy, Lond:ot)., England, .May 1987..
~/Ibid:··~
. . . - . . . . · .·
..
6/ -Report from the U,S. E~bassy, London,_ England, May 1987 .

...
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Domestic marltet.--Automakers in th~ United Kingdom are reexam1n1ng ·their
parts procurement procedures: Automotive parts for ·different models are.
.
increasingly purchased from. the same source, resulting in a·trend'towards the.
in-house purchase of certain products by many automakers. The trend. toward"
greater conunonality in auto parts is projected to reduce demand·for most p~rts
by 70 percent during 1987-94, according to industry sources. !/
•.

·Ford and General Motors (which· trade under the names of Vauxhall and
Bedford. in the United JCingdom) are Significant factors .in the United Kingdom
market. Ford is the market leader in the United Kingdom, and Vauxhall occupies
second place. Botlt firms. have their owri parts-making operati_ons~-F.ord trades
under the name ..Kotocraft.. arid Vauxhall under the name ''Kopar ...
Based on information obtained from a Kay 1987 report of the U.S. Embassy,
in London, it is estimated that the total market for automotive parts was ·
$12. 7 billion in 1983, as shown in the following tabulation:·· ...
Value
..
(million dollars)
Automotive parts:
Domestic production ............ ; 8, 034. 0 .
Imports ......· . ; ........... ·..... ·. .8, 186·, 4
Exports ............. ·.....• ·.·· .. ~·.. 3,486 .. 8 .·.
Net apparent .market ............ 12,733.6
The automobile accessories £1 market stood at $409 million: .
y-alue
imillion dollars)
Automotive accessories:
Domestic production.· ......... . 388.5
Imports ...... ~ ..· .. ; : ......... . 123.1
Exports ................. ; ........ · 102.3
Net apparent market .......... . 409.3
The service equipment market amounted to $100 million, as shown in the ·
following tabulation:
Value
cmruion' dollars)
·Automotive service equipment:
Domestic production ......... .
Imports ...................... ..
Exports ....................... .
Net apparent market .•........

130.5
"35.0
65.5
100.0

11 Ibid.
II.This product grouping consists of mechanical and operational parts
consisting of·hundreds of different items.
:

.~
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; ·. ,Uni~e.4 .Kiri.gdom p~rt,~ ·ma}cers' sales ·gene.rally _,increased duri~g. ,.1_982-86
(table ~:-:-19) . .:· P..lth!)_ugh :United Kingdom ,par:ts .maker.s' sales. of ..certain products
decre~~~d during l982~86.
Table 4-19
Automotive parts:

United Kingdom sales, by products, 1982-86
.·I.

'·'

:: . •··

!. . ,

;,

, Un millions of. dollars)
:

!'

•'

Item

.\

1983,

.· 1982

Knock-down sets for cars
vehicles .......
. and.
. . commercial
.
'
. .
Chassis.frames· and parts
thereof and chassh without·
engines for commercial

. ·:

vehicles . ............._. •.. ~ ..... .

51. 7

p~.rts ~

+-·

\

'·'

. . 132.0.
• ...

72.0
'.

1.,

·.

46.0

43.0 '

'

43.0

113.3

. 254.0
·6.0
59.0
16.0
67 .·O

205.0
9.0
73.0
12.0
83.0

248.0
10.7
132.0
14.7
96.0

452.0
353.8
401.0
.... ·. ,• .. • .. ,. .297.4.·: .236.2 :•: .. ·293.0

387.0
267 .o

409.3
333.3

87 ..0
152.0

90.0
158.0

85.3
181.3

434.0
81.0
331.0
92.0

451.0
75.0
331.0
106.0

490.7
78.7
430.7
125.3

91.0
27.0

95·.0
36.0

, 109.3
. ·29.3

57.0

88.0

129.3

46.0

50.7

955.0

1,082.7

Sheet metal·. (hoods,· doors,
etc.) including.panels
for vehicles ..........•...• ...
Fenders and fender overri4e~s ..
Muffler systems and parts, ..... .
Coils, suspension»springs ..... .
Oil filters ......... -;'-;;_.-.. , ..... .
Miscellaneous engine
components ................... .
Gear boxes and

1986 l l

1985
•1r;

205.3
182.2
.
. 9.2
10.5 ..
71.1
63.7
21.4.
17 .8.
69.8 .
64.2

Radiators, complete and
radiator blocks ....... ·...... .
82.9
75.0
Steering gear and _parts. ·...... .
166.1
160.6
Axles and ·half-shafts,
.. .
propeller shafts, and
universal joints and.· parts, ..
552 ..1.
4.77.8·
Wheels and parts .............. .
88.1
84.2
Brakes and parts ....... ; ...... .
383.0
361.3
Clutches and parts ............. . . 121. 4.c. ; . 103. 2
Shock absorbers, independent
suspension units, and
dampers , and parts ............· .
112 ... 9
105.0
Motor-vehicle seats, complete
9.0
6.8
Motor-vehicle safey belts,
complete ...................... .
57 .6
66.8
Locks for motor~vehicle
trailers ·• s·emi-tra'.i1ers.
caravans, and freight
·24.7
containers ........ ·'· ... . . . . . . .
28. 8
Certain parts and accessories
(including radiator grills,
fuel pumps, fuel t~nks,
tipping gear complete, and
parts of heaters):.·.-..... :· ... 1,028.0
943.1
~

. j .•

873.0

!I Estimated by the staff of the U.S. International Trade ,Commiss1on•.
Source:

Report from U.S. Embassy, London, England, Hay 1987, except as noted.
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Trade.--There are Tio significant barriers t.o the import of automotive
parts,. accessories, and services equipmerit' into.the United Kingdom. Imports
.arc, however, subject to a value-added tax of 15 percent ad valorem. The
United Kingdom experienced a trade deficit of $4.7 billion in auto parts in
·1983, with.the value of.exports nearly one-half of imports,·which stood at
$8 .. 2 billion.. The. trade' deficit .for automotive accesories ·amounted .to $21
million in 1983~ with. imi:iorts totaling $123 million. Automotive service
·equipment' expet~enced _a trade surplus of $31 million.
The.bulk of Motocraft•s--and Mopar's production is sold in· the United·'··
Kingdom market. Exports to developing countries account for about 18 to 25 ·
percent of sales; there are no signif ican.t exports to the United States. U.S.
· firms account for about«l2 p~rcent of total Unit'ed Kingdom·. imports of ·
automotive parts. Howeve·r,. this share of the market is notably higher if
. manufacturing activi:ties of the U.S. companies in both Europe and the Unit.ed
Kingdom are considered.
.
Government programs-~The United Kingdom Government has a policy of
.. encouraging. qualified firms to ·invest· -in the United Kirigdom. The Government
. offers grants. low-interest loans. tax :incentives over limited periods. and
ready-built factories and warehouses. Many U.S. parts firms are located in
.. in~ustrial dev.elopment ·:.. areas iri w1'ich non-EC taxes are waived. There are a
number of legal restrictions regarding the production and distrib.ution of
: p~rts--mainly_ repUicement. components. British parts makers are concerned that
independent firms are copying their systems without paying royalties. The
United Kingdom Government is also devoting increased attention to improving
quality of parts· in· the British· market. In addition, exclusive arrangements
between importers and vehicle producers are regarded as questionable practices
and may soon be subject to United Kingdom Government antitrust action.
The United Kingdom Government maintains programs that encourage parts
to.export. For example, representatives of the Department of Trade and
Industry and the Exhibitions Division of the Central Office of Information
reserve space at most major trade shows throughout the world. Producers
receive subsidized space, travel~ freight, and hotel arrangements. Depending
on the·size and'location of the show; subsidies can range .from 15 to 100
percent of the total cost. U.S.-owned firms located in the United Kingdom
also qualify for these incentives .

~kers

.

;

West Ge·rmany: ·
,!nC,ustrY structure.:.:..-1,t is ·estimated tl}at there are about 400. companies
thal produce automotive patts in We~t Germany, employing approximately 222,000
persons. !I. :west German· parts producers have developed a strong position
throughout the relatively operi market of the European Community (EC). The
largest German autornakers--Audi/Volkswagen, Mercedes-Benz, and Bayresch
Motorenwerke ·(BMW)_, have Gerinan:...based arid foreign parts manufacturing
facillties. In' addition, Robert Bosch "cmbH and Knorr-Bremsen have established
sales· and manufacturing facilities throughout Europe and in the United Sta'tes.

1/ Report prepared for the
Germany,' April 1984.

USI'~C

by Mark Woodbridge GtnbH, Kunich, West
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GM (through its subsidiary, Adam Opel AG) and Ford bo~~ have significant.
manufacturing facilities iri West Germ~ny for passenger cars and automotive
parts.
. ' .
German automakers have long maintained a reputation for sophisticated _'
engineering and high performance in their vehicles. They have created·a.high
standard for auto parts dependent ·on long~term supplier reiationships .and· :
quality . .!/ Although the automotive electronics sector ·ha~ not. reached the:'.; ...
same technologically advanced level in.West Gerinciny as is.available in the
United States, German autosound components.are con~idered to be among ~he best
in the world.
Domestic market.--The West German market for. automotive parts· increased
from $6. 2 billion in 1984 t.o about $9. 8 billion ·in 1986 (table 4-20) .. The
market is pr'ojected to. exj>and at about 7 percent a year thro.ugh _1989.
Table 4-20
Automotive parts: West Qe-rman. production, totai impor_ts, · impQrts from the
United States, export's•. and corisump.t,ion, 1984.:..8~ and 1.989
.,

(In

Item

millfons of dollars}

i984.

Production ....•.......... 9,209
Total imports .......... .'. 1, 758
Imports from the
United states .......... . 140Exports .................. 4,751
Consumption ............... ~.216

1985

1986 11

1989 21

10 ,067 .

14,059
2, 775

17 •. 709
' 3 ,495

. -~09
7 ,077
9,757

8,913
12,290

1,:9~7

249
5,067
6,987.

r.

l

":

2~3

]) Estimated.
'!:_/

..

., ·.

Projected.

Source: Documents supplied by the U.S. Consulate, St~ttgart, West Germany,
May 1986.
Trade.--Total imports rose by 56 percent from $1.8 billion in 1984 to
about $2.8 billion in 1986; imports from the United states increased by 49
.
percent to $209 million in 1986. During 1984-86, U.S. firms increased exports'
of brake pads, fuse boxes/parts, and d~stributor coils. During 1985, France
and Italy were the top sources of West German imports;.however, the· ~a:rgest
percentage increases in imports have been from the Benelux countries and
Japan. ?:_/
..
.
Tariffs imposed by West Germany on imports- of non-EC auto parts yary from
5.7 percent ad valorem for electrical equipment up.to as.much as 20.8 percent
ad valorem fo~ bus and tr\.lck chassis.

!/ Ibid.
'!:_!

Documents supplied by the U.S. Consulate, Stuttgart, West Germany, Kar 1986:
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Government programs.--Although the EC was formed to reduce trade barriers
among member countries, France, Germany and the United Kingdom have all
introduced measures to protect their domestic automobile industries from
foreign competition. Since 1981, for instance, the West German Government has
persuaded Japanese automobile companies to limit their share of the German
market to 11 percent. Additionally, the German Government requires that many
automotive parts conform to special technical and electrical safety
standards. German Federal law requires that trucks and buses be subject to a
rigorous annual inspection; passenger cars are tested every 2 years. Because
of a growing problem with air pollution, the West German Government has
mandated the incorporation of catalytic converters in future automobiles sold
in tha~ country and is planning to restrict the sale of leaded gasoline.

CHAPTER 5.

INVESTMENT IN U.S. PRODUCTION FACILITIES
BY FOREIGN PRODUCERS
Overview of the Industry

Recently, there has been an influx of Japanese motor vehicle and parts
manufacturers building production facilities in the United States. By
1990-92, eight of Japan's nine automakers will have installed capacity to
manufacture up to 1.8 million vehicles annually (table 5-1). The principal
reasons why the Japanese have set up these new facilities are because of
restraints on Japanese auto exports to the United ·States, threats of domestic
content legislation, and the decline in 'the value :of the u:;s. do'llar· relative
to the Japanese yen.
·

.

,

In January 1987, the Japanese Government annou~ced that it was extending
its automobile voluntary restraint agreement (VRA) (see p. 6-9) for the ·
seventh straight year, thereby limiting the number of cars that the Japanese
automakers can export to the United States. Since these exp.ort restraints
only apply to cars and certain utility vehicles that have be·en produced in
Japan, many Japanese auto companies have built, or are building,' vehi.cleassembly plants in the United Stat~s. l/
The United Auto Workers (UAW) and U.S. parts manufacturers have proposed
enactment of domestic content laws: which would require a specific percentage
of U.S. content in automobiles produced by both fore.ign !ind .domestically,,-owned
auto manufacturers in the United States. Although it passed· the House .of
Representatives twice (in 1982 and 1983), the Senate never considered it.
Domestic content legislation, if passed, would limit the amount of auto parts
that automakers located in the United States would import. At the same time,
domestic content requirements coul~ encourage more foreign-owned parts
producers to establish U.S. operations.
As a result of the move of Japanese automa~ers to the United States:there has been an increased incentive. for Japanese auto parts firms to move to
the United States. -Japanese auto manufacturers located in the United States
claimed they were having difficulty procuring parts from.the U.S. companies at
the price and quality they sought. _Thus, many Japanese parts makers .that were
exporting parts to the U.S.-based Japanese automakers believed that they would
be better able to supply them if they also located in the Un~ted States. '!JIn addition, with the threat of domestic content legislation·, Japanese firms
making auto parts would have a better chance to continue to supply these firms
if located in the United States.

!/ Some of these assembly plants have been joint ven'tures with existing United
States auto companies, such as New United Motors Manufacturing, Inc; a joint
venture of General Motors and 'Toyota, and others are wholly owned by Japanese
vehicle manufacturers, such as the.Nissan facility in Tennessee.
~/ US ITC staff interview with U.S. · Department of Commer._ce off ic ~als, July 22,
1987.

Table 'i-1
Auto11K•bi Jes:

Japanese aulomaker's in the United States

----------------------------------------------·-···---·----------·--·------·------------------Company_!!!.!!!!_________ _

Date open

Location

___

ca~.

Tnu .. stme!'t_ ____ o_J~Mnt
-----

Products·

"ii lion_ dollars
Honda of America 11
l'lanufacturing Inc.·

Nov. '82

l'larysvi lle; OH

360,000

61S

3,600

Accord, Chic
Honda

Nissan l'totor
l'lanufacturing Corp. U.S.A.·

June '81

S•yrna, fN

265,000

9o;o

1,000

Sentra, Pickup
Nissan

New United ,.otor
l'lanufacturing Inc ..

Dec. '84

Free1110nt, CA

250,000

4o;()

2,SOO

Toyota/GI'!
lllova, FX16

Toyota "•.•tor
l'lanufacturing U.S.A. Inc.

Spring '88

Georgetown, ICY

'!:_/ 200,000

800

3;00()

Toyota
Camry

l'lazda "°tor
l'lanufacturing U.S.A. "Inc.

Fall '87

Flat lh>ck, · ,.:t

'!:.I 24e;ooo

'.iSO

:1,soo

'l'laZda
'626,

"ltsubishi/Chrysler
,.otors Corp.

Fall '88

Bloomington, ·IL

ii

240,000

700

2,900

D'iamond-Star
HZX hatchback

Fuji/Isuzu
Automotive Inc.

Fall '89

Lafayett;e; IN

~./

240,000

600·

l.000

Subaru-Isuzu
Leone,
P'up/Trooper

~stang

IV

vi

I

l'J

±_I l. 79S ,'ooo

Total United States

.4,S6S

_lT!ii"'soPi:-ember 1987.-Honda announced that-Ti:--w1ll build a second U.S.- assembly 11lant in Ohio.
begin in February 1988 and ·production will begin in August 1989.
'!/ Pr·o jec ted.
Source:

~utomotive

Industries, June 1987.

21,SOO
Construction on the $380 million facilfty will
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.. Exchange--rate changes haV'e also had ·an effect on both the purchasing of
parts by auto firms ·arid· the fe~isipility of Japanese parts makers' decisions to
move production to the United States. The fall of the dollar and the
expectation that it will remain near its current level has reduced much of the
·traditional price advant'age found in purchasing auto parts from Japan, by both
domestic and Japanese companies' located in. the Unit,ed States.
Effect· of Foreigrt Direct Investment. on Employment
in the Automotive Parts Industry . ·
The iropact of· Japanese direct·· investment in the United States on
employment in the U.S. automotive parts industry has been the subject of much
' recent controversy. .. Some have argued that incoming foreign firms will create
overcapacity in' an· industry where forecasts project relatively_ low growth·
rates during the next-decade. 11 In· addition, 'a major claim directed at
japanese parts makers already located in the United States is that th~y are
not producing the' parts in U.S. plants, but instead are importing m~ny of the
components and only assembling them in the United States, thereby reducing
U.S. employment in .the auto parts industry. 1:,/
Others have argued that.the· increase in ~oreign investment will stimulate
the U.S. au'to parts i11dustry. · The increased competition will ·increase .
eff;ciency in productio11, and as a result~ the ·u. s. parts manufacturers will
be better able to comp~te in the ~orld market . . A study sponsored.by the CATO
Institute argues that ."the. presence of lower..,cost Japanese auto parts .
suppliers ... makes .the 'auto parts _industry more competitive...
Lower .cost
.. ,p~rts will hold down the cost of· American-made automobiles, which will make
them more competitive in international markets." 3/ The effect would be to
increa~e employment in the industry, since demand-for U.S. automotive parts
would increase.
.
.
.

.

As a, meat\'s of exploring .thes_e i.ssues the Commission ~taff. have studied
information provided by independent consultants, State governments, city.
governments, foreigri govet"nments; .'the u. s. Department of Conunerce ( Conunerce) ,
industry trade assodations, and· a wide variety of published ·sources on
·'foreign-owned autc;>motive parts manufacturers that have located in the United
S·tates, or are planning to :do SQ. The .staff contacted hundreds of firms and
compiled a comprehensive listing of approximately ?60 forelgn-oWned parts .
companies located in .~he Un1 te.d States; . d~ta_iled information on these firms is
presented in appendix G.
·
. .
\,.
'Commerce rep.orts employment in the u. s. auto parts industry in 19_87 to be
about 721, 000 workers .. The Gommission estimates. that about 81, 000. workers, are
employed by foreign-oWlled parts producers or foreign-owned finns involyed in

11 In discussing the attempt of state governments to attract foreign
investment, John Peters, in a study done for t~e Foreign Comme.rcial
Service-Osaka, comments that " ... the excess capacity generated (by foreign
auto parts companies moving to the United States) may well smother local
Ameri'can manufactu.rers,"· P·.. 1. lie ·goes on to say Japanes.e parts firms
currently operating or now building in the u. s. will expand or build new u. s.
product ion ·f ac i 1 i t·ies even if it means overcapacity, " p. 3.
2,f US ITC staff interview. ~if.h ME!oJ,A of.ficials, Washington,. DC, Aug. 12, 198 7.
11 Pcsthearing submission by the CATO Institute, pp. 14-15.
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joint ventures in the·United States. Of· these, about 26,000 are employed by
wholly owned Japanese automotive parts makers and· about 5,000 are employed by
joint ventures between U.S. and Japanese .firms. 11
Japanese parts firms have located in the United States mainly to ·supply
Japanese automakers that have built plants here. ""It seems clear that- Japanese
investment in U.S.-based auto parts production has expanded net U.S. auto
parts employment.. As explained below, parts produced. in the United States
largely substitute for those that would otherwise·have been imported,
mitigating any job losses in the parts industry caused by Japanese output of
vehicles ~n ttie .United States which compete with· u .s.. ..;.made· vehicles; ·
It wot,1ld not be surpi-ising if, as.Japanese parts producers develop . more
first-hand familiarity with .the U.S. market, they begln· to compete in the U.S.
aftermarket and possibly in the.OEM's as well. To the extent that their
employment expands to supply these markets in compeUtion with u.s.-owned
producers, these would not be net· increases but would' be at· the expense of·
employment by U.S. parts producers. It is not possible to estimate to what
extent that may be true of the current 31,000 jobs.
Assembly of imported parts in the United States.:--lt. was· not feasible to
coltect data needed to investigate-concerns about.the extent to which Japanese
parts. firm5 in the United States may be importing components and raw materials
and a~sembling them here. Sucl:l a· s.tudy ~ould. require an analysis of each auto
part. However, if the amount of U~S.-prod~ced components use4 is lower.for
u. s. -based 'Japanese parts makers than f.o~
s. -owned ,parts 'firJUS' i t would .
lessen the positive itUpact that incoming Japanese investment-has on employment
in the industry.

u.

Technology and employment.--A number of respondents to the Commission's
questionnaires indicated that incoming Japanese auto parts firms may use more
sophisticated production technolog~es,' the effect' of which would :be, at best,'
to reduce the number of jobs gained ,by production of parts substituting for
imports. ·At worst, more efficient Japanese. producers might nee~ fewer workers
thari those displaced, to the extent that their parts substitute for parts
produ'ced by U.S.-owned domestic plants .. lt is difficult to determine the net
_effect of technology on employmentin a givel) indu~try._ Mot:eover, productivity
gai~s in-U.S.-owned plants, whether lat_'ger or -smaller thari those in Japaneseowned plants, may be a main reason for o~s~rved decline iri the u.s. auto parts
industry employment in 1986. However, productivity gains .from technology
usually permit not only reduced labor inputs, but also usually reduce
production costs, which, if passed along, can stimulate a~t;.o production, and
thus expand production of auto parts. A determination of the net employment
effect, depending oµ ~hich of these counteracting for.ces -i.s strongest, is also
beyond the scope of this s'tudy.
Factors influencing substitutability
Testimony ·at Commission hearings. and _staff. plant ~isits and interviews
support, but cannot conclusively document, the argument, that the initial

11 Estimated ,by the staff of the U.S. International Trade Commission, based on
company-supplied information and information from the U.S. ·Department of
Conunerce. ·
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impetus for Japanese parts plant investments here has been to supply
U.S.-based Japanese automakers. Progressive appreciation of the yen against
the dollar since these investments began-would further enhance the attractiOn
of U.S. -based substitution for imported parts from Japan. These indicatio~s-,
point to the likelihood that ·to date the greater effect of these comparatively
new investments has been to·substitute for.imports and to produce net gains'to
U.S. employment in the parts indus·try. ·
The following section elaborates factors which determine substitutability ..
and underscores the numerous advantages that U.S.-based Japanese parts
producers have in substituting for· parts imports from Japan. These advantages
do not preclude that Japanese parts makers may create future U.S.-based
capacity aimed at· competing for the U.S. aftermarket and U.S.-owned OEM
purchasers; to that extent· they will make further employment expansion at the
expense of U.S.-owned producer employment.
. ..

:

However, determination of U.S. employment levels is obviously not
dependent solely on Japanese auto parts producers. These current Japanese
areas of' advantage can also be read as areas where progress by U.S. firms to·
meet the competition_ will increase their capabilities to substitute
.
particularly for·auto parts iml>'ort's from Japan, and to make net additions to
U.S. ·auto parts industry ·'emp-loyment. in that way. Other chapters of this
report detail progress of·U.s.-auto parts firms in some of these areas.
Substitutability in demand
There are many' ·factors that determine product substitutability. One
important factor is quality. 'In addition, there are several other factors of
particular ·importance in the auto parts industry, such as the ability to
participate in the resear·ch and-·design of the parts, ability to provide just-.
in-time service, and the effect of established purchaser/producer relationships
(see description of the Japanese ketritsu system, pps: 4-12 to 4-14).
It is difficult to obtain an aggregate measure of the quality of auto
parts because of the diverslty in types of parts. A part-by-part analysis of
quality differences would be preferable, but the diversity of the industry
would require the collection of'such·a mass of data as to be impractical.
However, it is possible to obtain important information about the quality of
U.S.- and Japanese-made.auto parts from the Conunission's questionnaires,
interviews with representatives from all of the major automotive companies.
published sources, and test'imony at the hearing.
Quality was listed as one of the primary considerations affecting buying
decisions of auto assembly firms purchasing the seven specific auto parts
covered in the Commission's questionnaire. For example, New United.Motor
Manufacturing, Inc. (NUMMI) initially found their "reject rate for American
parts was six times that of domestic (Japanese) parts." !I U.S.~based
Japanese automakers claim that after much assistance to U.S. plants_ with
1-;-.
education and training, the ·defect rates are now about equal for·u.s.-owned
producers selected as qualified suppliers. £!

!/ Transcript of the hearing, p. 142.
ll Ibid.
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Differences in supplier relationships. between U.S.- and Jap~nese-owned
firms give rise to sever;:al.other factors of particular importance in the
automotive indu.stry that influence the substitutability of auto parts. One
factor is the degree of willingness and ability of auto parts fiti'ns to engage
in some of the research and design involved in producing a given auto part.
There are many reasons why this difference exists. Historically, U.S.
automakers performed all of their own research and design. They then gave the
parts firms the performance specifications of the part to be produced, and the
parts maker produced it. In Japan, on the other hand., the automakers require
the parts firms to be involved in the research.and design of the desired
parts. As a result of this struct!Jral difference, Japanese auto assemblers
moving to the United States have found it difficult to find U.S. parts
manufacturers that can take a general idea or design for an auto part, and
from it create a final product of acceptable quality as rapidly as the auto
manufacturer requires. A representative .from Honda said .that his company is
having major difficulty in fi.nding firms that can produce the type or quality
of parts Honda needs.. !I.
;.

Some U.S.-owned auto part~ firms have been able to make this adjustment
with the assistance of the auto companies. NUMKI's General Counsei and
Corporate Secretary te~tified bef.ore the Commission that NUMKI is helping to
restructure U.S. parts makers that are. willing to make these changes. £1 In
addition, U.S. parts firms are increasing their in-house research and design;
one company representative said that the only way a U.S. parts firm wi.11
survive in this increasingly competitive industry is if the U.S. firms can
develop the capability to perform part of the research.,and design. 'J./
The ability to provide just.,..in-.time delivery (see p. 7-15) .is another
fac.tor of increasing importance in, the . ind1.1stry. This is the ability of a
parts supplier to deliver required .quantities when needed, with minimal
defects. -This allows the auto -manufacturer to lower its inventory costs.
Just~in-time delivery is a practice that Japanese automakers have been using
for some ti.me and thus t.he u .. S.-based Japanese manufacturers are experienced
with this system.
U.S. firms are moving toward this system, but many of the domestic parts
manufacturers have little experience with.it. The Big Three hav~ made
commitments to just-in-time.delivery, but are proceeding with caution, as it
is critical for its· success that the auto,par.t be delivered on time, and not
be defective . . Chrysler's program, set up 3 years ago, mandates that vendors
must gua:ra_n~ee quality·, .consistency, and meet the production schedule. !I In
addition, before Chrysler contracts for just-in-time delivery, the parts
manufacturer must go through a training program to aid in the implementation
of the program. 2_/
!I USITC staff telephone interview with Honda officials, Marysville, Ohio,
Aug. 10, 1987.
~I Transcript of the hearing, p. 143.
11 Arthur Andersen & Company, Cars and Competition: Management Challenges,
August 1987.
.
!/ USITC staff telephone interview with Chrysler officials, Aug. 12, 1987.
2_1 Ibid.
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A ·location close. to the assembly plant is also important· for ·.just-~p--time
delivery to be effective .. k parts company has a natural dis~dv,an_tage i t it
·
does not have facilities near an assembly plant for which it is producing_ a
part, especially if shipping costs at"e a major factot or whe~e ju~st-in_:·fime
service is expected. This is a critical issue for NUMMI sin'ce it is not
located near most auto parts· production. !I' NUMMI ·has found that. purchasing
parts from east of the Rocky Mountains can be more expensive.than bringing
· them in from Japan or Mexico. 'l:_I
Shipping costs are more important for a low-cost part than for a
high-cost part .. The consulting firm Booz-Allen & Hamilton, Inc .•.estimates
that shipping costs· for an average 'part (whose price.ranges from$30 to $40)
is generally between 4 and 7 percent of·the cost. If a p~rt .is.more
expensive, i.e .• $100 or more, the percent of transportation costs to .the
total price is lower. · Given that, shipping costs will ·be a greater barrier in
the decision to import.small items such as shock absorbers than for large_
items such as engines. As a result, if a parts firm is unwilling to relocate
close to t.he plant, at least for the more expensive i~ems, the aut_omaker is
more likely to import.
·
·
New Japanese parts firms entering the United· state~ have' a~ advantage
over U.S .. parts firms since they can locate close\ to th~ new assembly plants
without employee termination or relocation costs, whereas for a U.S.-based
firm, having to relocate from an existing United States 'location is often
difficult and may not be feasible ·financially.
Another important· factor in choosing an auto parts· ~~pp lier is the :
·reliability of the supplier. The existing relationship that a~ ,automobile
company has with its automotive parts suppliers, based on years.of experience
in deaiing with a company, provides valuable information about supplier
reliability. Since there is alway.s an inherent risk involvec,1 in dealing with
an unknown entity, firms, in general, tr:-y to work With companies :With Which
they have an established relationship. Indeed, in 'both the pur.chasers'
·
questionnaire and in inter:-views with rep~esentatives.or' ·Japanese automakers,
this was one of the most frequently Cited reasons as to why they decided .to
purchase from U.S. -based Japanese comparlies. In spite o.f this advantage to
existing suppliers, however, automakers have been willing to con~ider new a
sources.
....
•'

~.

Japanese auto assemblers located in the United States have been
purchasing many of their auto parts. from Japanese parts suppliers·, whether
based in Japan or in·the United.States .. Given the importanc~ of product
quality, as well as the uncertainty involved in dealing with a new: firm,. it
has been logical for Japanese auto producers to confract with firins with which
an established relationship ali-eady exists. One u. ·s. auto producer _suggested
that Japanese automakers, in an attempt to rec,1uce risk and uncertainty as a
result of dealing with all new suppliers. were encouraging Japanes.e parts
firms to locate production facilities in the United· states. ~/

!/ NUMKI is located in Fremont, CA, and .most automotive parts production is
centered in the Midwestern United States.
USITC staff· telephone interview with NUMMt officia+s, August ·1987 ..
11 Comment in response to questionnaires of the u.s. International Trade
Commission.

?:_/
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. This discussion indicates that there are several important differences
between the products .of U.S. - and Japanese-- owned parts makers. There bas. been
a lower defect rate for parts from Japanese parts firms, whetheF imported or
produced in the United States .. Japanese parts companies have more ,research
and design experience and engineering staff than do U.S.- owned parts -makers.
Japanese parts companies have had much more experience in providing
· 1_
just-:-in-time delivery. Japanese parts firms have an existing relat.ionship
with Japanese automakers,· minimizing the risk and 'uncertainty _associated ·with
dealing with a new supplier.
·
In sununary, this discussion of substitutability,suggests that the two.
groups CU. s. and foreign parts producers) do. p.roduce _· differ~ntiated products,
although the degree of differentiation is narrowing. Thus, the absence of .the
U.S. -based Japanese parts firms will_ gener_ally imply .an i11:crease ~n impQ_rts.
·.'

Union Relations and Workforce _Manageme.nt
Along with the controversy surrounding the impact .of foreign investment
on employment in the U.S. parts industry, the advent of Japanese parts firms
locating in the United States has raised_que~tions regarding uniqn relations
and trends in workforce management. . For exanip.ie ,· union and management often
have conflicting views regarding Japanese_:.style management systems.
.
Automakers increasingly feel that greater fl~xib_i'lity in work.rules is
essential for survival. In contrast, union members are often opposed. to these
systems because team production arid reduced classifications often' curb
transfer and seniority rights. A spokesman fo~ t.he UAW stated that he is not
opposed to new work rul.es and team productlon method·s if the.re is a sti;-uctut"al
prob fem 'at the plant, however, he adds that management: pra.ctices J!UlY b~· .a~
·fault as well. !I
'·
·
· · · ·
··
·
· · "
Most Japanese automotive plS:nts in the United Slates are not unionized,
whereas all of the U.S. assemblers ar'e. Honda and ·Nissan opet'ate without
unions as will the new Toyota plant. NUMMI is a UAW plant, and the new Ma~da
J>lan't. also w_ill be organized by the UAW .. J~panese investors favor the.·
·
Midsouth region in part to avoid union strongholds. These plants operate with
reduced managemen_t leveis, team productioi:i, a~d flexible work rules .. ·However,
industr'y sources indicate that the UAW may have to agree to nontradit;ional
labor practices in order to unionize Japanese-owned firms.
.
Host Japanese parts suppliers located- i.n the United states .and mqst ·
smaller domestic part~ producers operate. with.smaller iocal unions or none at
all. However, the· component divisions. of GK, Ford, and Chrysler are organized
by the UAW. Ford executives said that.:a major ·obstacle to competit~veness.was
the need to pay automotive wages though competing in industries 'such as steel,
paint, and electronics. For. example, _Ford Glass has hbor costs of $27 an
hour, while two of its major domes't'ic; ·c'orilpetitors are Japanese join't. ventures
(A. P. Teclmoglass ancf United' LN Glass) paying _workers ~ppr~ximately $12 an
hout'. ~/
·
·
!I USITC staff interview with UAW officials, Washington, DC, july 1987 ..
21 USITC staff interview with Ford officials, Washington, DC, July 1987.
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GK officials indicate that 54,000 of GM's parts workers make items other
automakers buy from outside companies. About 120,000 of GM's hourly workers
are employed by its parts-producing divisions. GK' s president says GK wilf~;
have to pay parts workers competitively with outside suppliers or the
automaker will reduce some parts operations in addition to the stamping and
assembly plant closings it announced in November 1986. 1/
In an effort to close this wage gap, some parts makers are experimenting
with two-tier wage systems. This system (conunonly used in Japan) involves
paying lower wages.to component plant en\ployees than to assembly workers and
basing pay .on seniority. An example of a two-tier contract is an agreement
neg9tiated in 1984 between the international union of Electronic Workers and
GK Packard Electric Division. The company promised current workers at the
Warren, OH, plant their jobs for life, but the local union was forced to
e.,~
accept a·multitiered wage system where new workers start out earning 55
percent of the amount that veterans are paid and reach parity after 10
years. ~/ However, it.will be increasingly difficult to initiate widespread
application of such a plan in the United States; for example, the UAW resolved
in its 1987 collective bargaining convention to reject two-tier agreements.
Union priorities are shifting to employment security rather than wages,
work rules, and working conditions. (Permanent employment and flexible work
rules are regular features of some large Japanese firms; however, the Japanese
supplier industry is made up of smaller firms that are typically not on a
permanent employment system·.)
Employees in the automotive component sector won a major job-protection
promise in September 198-7,·when the UAW reached a tentative labor agreement
with Ford Motor Co. ~I The key provision in the contract is a guaranteed·
employment program designed to protect the jobs of Ford's 104,000 UAWrepresented employees over the next 3 years. Part. of the provision limits
Ford's ability to outsource the production of automotive components through
the use of non-UAW domestic and foreign labor. (On October 12, 1987, the UAW
overwhemingly approved a new three--year contract with GK that was patterned
after the Ford agreement.)
Much has been made of the management techniques employed by
Japanese--owned automotive firms. located in the United States; The key ideas'·
of the Japanese---style participative management system are team production,·
flexible work rules, and delegating responsibility to production employees.
Employees are trained to do several.jobs in one work ·area instead of doing one
job on the assembly line. The team can coordinate its tasks in an effort to
keep pace with robotics and computer processes.
The idea of production teams can be extended to include groups in all
areas of the plant. For example, input from research, design, production
engineering, and marketing personnel can be combined to enhance development
efforts. These flexible work rules and reduced job classifications broaden·

!I "If UAW Strikes, It's Apt to be GM;" Washington Times, Sept. 8, 1987.
'?:/ Jacob Schlesinger, "Job Guarantee Contracts are Becoming Kore Common," The
Wall Street Journal,- June 29, 1987, p. 6.

'JJ Warren -Brown, "UAW Flush With Success, Turns Attention to GM,·" The
Washington Post, Sept. 22; 1987, p. E3.
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the scope of individual jobs and allow employers to ·reassign workers whP.re
they are most needed. In cont~ast, in so.me U.S. labor contracts, job
classifications are very narro,w, requiring the use of many workers to complete
a given process. ·11
Work~r input is ·especially important. in quality control. For example, in
continuous quality control systems workers are expected to catch problems at
their own stations. It may also b~. advantageous:for management to share
marketing goals, sales targets, and.other corporate strategies with workers in
order to give them a ·better idea of the goals and achievements of the firm.
· Traditional management is not always willing to give up this kind of power and
responsibility, but .in· order: to make participative systems work, management
must modify_ its practices as well. The President and Chief Executive Officer
of Nissan Koto.r K~nufacturing U.S.A. said "the key to making participative
management work is giving responsibility to the line worker. ·Management must
trust the employees enough to give them responsibility. Without that trust,
the system won't work. A participative style· is a bottom up style in which
the p.eople ;,it the . top give up sof!le con~rol of the process- and concentrate
instead on managing the people." ?:_/

State Incentives
There is increasing competition between U.S. State governments.to,attract
Japanese automakers and auto parts firms to locate in their States. A
spokesman for the Automotive Parts and Accessories Association CAPAA) claims
tll.~t the Japanese Ministry of International Trade.and Industry is
orchestrating wit~ Japanese parts.firms as to which firms-will open production
facilities in the United States. "J./ State governments offer incentives in the
form of reduced taxes, iow interest lo.ans, assistance in site acquisition,
site improvement, road improvement, English instruction for Japanese workers
and their families, and.worker training programs. In return for financial
incentives, St'ate governments hope to increase their tax bas.e, gain jobs,. and
promote economic development., A summary of the financial support offered to
Japanese auto assemblers in the United States is given in table 5-2. -The
actual cost, however, is frequently much higher than the original estimate due
to unforeseen expenses. Data in the table also do not-take in~o account
various indirect benefits such as tax incentives ·and lower interest payments
on tax exempt industrial development- bonds. -For example, for the State of
. Kentucky, the actual cost of its financial support for the Toyota plant could
be_ as high as $325 million over 20 years. !I
The Kentucky-Toyota deal is illustrative of the effe·cts of a transplant
assembly facility on a State economy. According to a Kentucky State
Government official, a. study by the University of Kentucky indicates that
there.are.direct, indire.ct, induced, and derived- effects on the local economy
as a resuft of Toyota's presence in Kentucky. ·Direct effects are the spending
and en\ployment of Toyota and its suppliers. Full employment and·production
!I USITC staff interview with Kentucky and Ohio State Government officials,
Washington, DC, August ~987.
?:_/ "Runyon Eyes Component Work," Automotive News, June 8, 1987~ p! 46.
i1 USITC staff interview with APAA officials, Washington, DC, July 28, 1987.
!I USITC staff interview with Kentucky State Government officials, Washington,
DC, August 1987.
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Table 5-2
U.S. State support -for' U.S. plants of Japanes¢ automakers·
Japanese investor:

s'tate'

TYpe of financial support
:

·.

~·

·.Value
Million
dollars

.

'Kentucky Total support
Toyota Motor
Site acquisition
($800 million planned_ invest- site improveinen~_
ment; plant to be completed in.
1988 and to-employ 3,ooo·
Techn·oiogy cente·r c<?ristructi9n
Worker training.
-workers)
Road imp,,rove~ent

Illinois Total support
Mitsubishi Motor
Road improvement '
(joint venture with Chrysler;
- site. ~cquisition
$500 million planned' investment; plant to be completed in·
Water sy!;tem improvement
Worker training
1988 ·and to employ 2,500
·
workers)
.
Mazda Motor
(joint venture with Ford;
$450 -_million J>lanned
investment; plant to be
completed in 1987 and to
_employ 3 ,500 workers) _

.

io.o
~3.0

47.0
'83.3
17.8
11.0
14.5
40.0

.

Michigan -- Total support
Worker trainiQg
__ Road improvem~nt
_·;
Low interest loans for site __
and sewerage improvements·
Loans to small municipalities
Federal subsidy
- .
- .Railway imp~p.vem~n~
'

125.0
15.0
20.0

·j.

52.0
19.0
4.0
20.0

.5
1.0

7.5

....

Nissan Motor
c$450 million plan~ed irivest-ment ($745 million actual).;
plant completed in, i983; ., - .'
planned empioyment of 2,600 ·workers ( 3, 100 ac t.ua,t )')

Tennessee Total support.
Worker.training
_Road. improvement-_

Honda Motor 1/
($250 million planned invest.:..
ment ($490 million actual);
plant completed in 1982;
planned employment of 2,000
workers (3,300 actual))

Ohio

19.0
7.0
12.0

Total support
None announced, but some
believe $22' miili~n was-.
provided in subsidies

!I In _September 1987, Honda announced that it will build ·a second U.S~. auto
assembly plant in Ohio. Starting in-August 1989, about 1,800 emi>loyees will
produce 150,000 cars annually. No announcement was made regarding State
'assista_nce _for th~ .new plant.
. .
Source: Takeo Miy_auchi, "Th_e, Man Who Lured 'J.'..orota to Kentucky," The Economic
Eye, ·March 1987, pp. 23-27.
· ·
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levels will be attained by 1990, at which time, 3,000 employees will produce
200,000 automobiles annually. In addition, 21 new Japapese automotive-related
plants will employ :approximately 3 ,. 500 wo.rkers in the. State.. Governor Martha
Collins of Kentucky added that Toyota ·also has $600 million in contracts with
suppliers in other States creating more u.~. employment. Indirect effects
·result from· expenditures by. Toyota and· i.ts suppliers. Induced effects are
... felt as employees of Toyota and its suppliers spend their earnings in
Kentucky. Derived effects are additions to the economic service base
generated
by construction and the startup
.
.
. of Toyota and its suppliers. !I
~

The study estimates ·~hat when the plant is· bperating at' full capa.city and
its effects are multiplied th~oughout the economy, ~5 ,s'20 jobs will be created
·.and. an additi'onal $3 ;·792 mflllon· in output and $768 ·million in annual earnings
·will be generated. · Tax revenues. to the State are calculated to be
. approximately $633 million after 20 years. 'l/
Supplier f irrns also receive financial incentives to locate within a. State
or community. As an example,· the State of Ohib,.Department,.of D~velopment.
reported that froin January 1983.to May 1984, it.offered $8 million in.
financial support:. ~to foreign-owned parts firms. :tn return,. 22 foreign firms
invested approximately $244 million in Ohio, and employed approximately 2,800
workers. Currently, 18 of the 22 foreign-owned automotive-related firm5 in
Ohio are Japanese transplant companies. As a supplier's location is dictated
--·to an extent by the location of :·the assembly firm, incentives to supplier'
firms have less impact.on investment decisions. The competition bec<?mes one
of c~ty versus city andpossibly"between two or three states rather than many
States. ·~/
.Opponents of incentives question whetherU.S.-owned ·companies that choose
to invest in a specific location are given the same treatment as foreign-owned
companies. A spokesman for·the State of Kentuc}cy said that financial
incentives are determined on a case-by-case basis regardless of country of
or1g1n. Ford• s new truck assembly plant: in Louisville received $13. 3 million
for worker training; $1.7- ·million in road improvements; anc;S $10(), 000 in'
··drainage assistance .. This was· a much smaller package than ·the State offered
to the Toyota plant in Georgetown, principally because. of ittie greater
.
infrastructure development needs of Georgetown. Stat:es d~) . pffer specialized
programs that are not applicable to u.s.-owned firms ·such~~ English language
courses for Japanese families in the United States. !I
·
Finally,, a.spokesman for the. U.S. Treasury Departm¢nt:questions the
overall effectiveness of incentives, stating:
.
,.....::..
.

!I- ,usITC staff interview with Ken~ucky State government .off ~ciats,, Washington,
DC,.· August J..98 T. ·
~J Ibid.
~/ USITC staff interview with Ohio State government officiats,·washington, DC,
August 1987.
~J USITC staff interview with.Kentucky State.government officials, Washington,
DC, August 1987.
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"It ~Y appear to be ludicrous where a foreign producer receives an
incentive to .build .a plant while a d0mestic competitot with. excess
capacity is not in a position to use such an incentive. we doubt that
these incenti.ves ar~ very effectlve in attracting it}vestment and jobs to
· the United States. A recent study by the Internaticm.al Finance
Corporation suggests that thiS type of competition ~n providing
incentives-simply shifts the.location of production aijd jobs between
states."!/

!/ Hearing before the House Committee on Small Business, Washington, DC,
July 22, 1987.

CHAPTER 6.

BARRIERS TO TRADE AND U.S. GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT
Barriers to Trade

Industry sources claim that unfair trade practices and nontarif f barriers
by their leading competitors serve as competitive impediments in both the U.S.
market and foreign markets.
Unfair trading practices affecting imports
The Automotive Servi~·e Industry Association (ASIA) alleges that the u. s.
parts industry faces u·nfair trade practices such as underpricing, dumping,
subsidies, targeting, and strict distribution practices. 11 The Motor and
Equipment Manufacturers Association (HEMA) and ASIA also allege that the 1965
U.S.-Canada Automotive Products Trade Agreement CAPTA) (see p. 6-7) puts the
U.S. industry at a competitive disadvantage. ASIA claims that Canadian
motor-vehicle manufac"turers supported by the Canadian Government have
''
extensively increased their Canadian vehicle and original-equipment component
production and exports. ASIA alleges that "other provisions protect Canada
from potential U.S. dumping practices." '!:_/
HEMA claims that counterfeiting (see p. 6-17) is a common form of unfair
trade. 3/ HEMA claims that the production of cheap imitations of U.S.
product; by foreign manufacturers has become a low-risk, high-prof it
business. In addition, ASI°A cited the failure to mark country of origin,
·neglecting to properly identify the manufacturer, and the unauthorized use of
proprietary part numbers as other forms of unfair trade practices. !I
During 1986-87, the Commission considered a number of unfair trade
complaints involving automotive parts. Final affirmative antidumping
determinations were made in cases involving imports of tubele~s steel disc
wheels from Brazil (investigation No. 731-TA-335) (Final), tapered. roller
bearings and parts th~reof, and certain housings incorporating tapered rollers
from China, Romania, Hungary, Italy, Japan, and Yugoslavia (investigations
Nos. 731-TA-34i-346) (Final), and certain forged steel cranks~afts from West
Germany·and the United Kingdom (investigations Nos. 731-TA-351 and 353)
(Final). In addition, a·final affirmative countervailing duty determination
was made in a ease involving imports of certain forged steel crankshafts from
Brazil (inv. No. 701-TA-282 ·(Final)).
At a hearing held by the House Committee on Small Business on July 21,
1987, the Undersecretary for International Trade at the U.S. Department of
·conunerce (Commerce) suggested that Japanese auto parts manufacturers are
dumping their products in the U.S. market. He explained that the
·
administration would prefer that U.S. parts makers formally request an
investigation. On July 28, 1987, Auto International Association, a trade

11 Transcript of the hearing pp. 90-91.
!I Ibid;, p. 90.

.

11 USITC staff interview·with HEMA officials, Washington, DC, Aug. 26, 1987.
!I Transcript of the hearing, p. 91.
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group of parts importers, indicated that they may file a dumping complaint
against Japanese automakers ·"for their alleged underpricing of parts in the
U.S. market." !I (As of.NovemJ:>er 198_7, no such complaint has been filed.)
Trade barriers to exports
Because of the importance of exports to the automotive parts industry,
free and fair access to foreign markets is critical .to the U.S. industry's
international success. Despite ,bilateral and multilateral agreements
providing a framework for free trade.in automotive parts, U.S. producers
cpnsistently ass~rt that numerous countries .have ~rected
nontarif f. ba.rriers in certain overseas markets. Control of distribution
networks through the use of tightly regulated "authorized" captive outlets,
quotas·, unreasonable standards arid specifications,. exhaustive inspection and
approval techniques, and discriminatory tariffs are examples of the serious
~arriers to U.S. exJ>orts of automotive parts. ~/
I

•

•

•

. .. .~

U.S. producers responding to the Commission's questionnaire alleged that
restrictions such as licensing requirements, qut»tas, export restraints,
embargos, and exchange controls are most prevalent in certain South American
countries (table· 6'-1). Res.trictive business practices and discriminatory
purchasing were alleged to exist in Japan and Korea. · Local content
requirements, price regulations, and nontariff charges on.imports were
frequently mentfoited as barriers f_or U.S. producers when exporting to Mexico,
Brazil, and Canada. Problems with.counterfeiting of U.S. auto parts has also
emerged as a significant concern ·of U.S. exporters, especially in Taiwan,
India,, Singapore, Hong ~ong, Korea, and Thailand .. ~/
..

Many' of the barriers mentioned above have been encountered in countries
that have a motor-vehicle lnqustry, or' are attempting to develop such an
industry. For example, the execut.ive _vice president of Maremont Corp. claimed
that Japan has followed.an "infant industry" approach to development in the
automotive parts industry; that is~ "Japan built up its automotive fodustry
until it reached
l~vel of world con\petHiveness· by ensuring that vehicles
could not be imported ·nor could U~S .. parts ·fit'ItlS participate to any
signif'icant degree in the Japanese automotive market."_ He added, •'.in the
· ti.s., we have a relatively open market for vehic~es and parts. In Japan, this
has not always been the case, and indeed it is not the case today.•• §_I Other
noted examples of countries using no_ntariff measures . (NTK' s) to protect
so-called infant industries are Mexico', Brazil, Korea, and Taiwan. Other
countries, particularly in South America, have enacted embargoes and currency
restrictions in respo~se to their severe international debt crises.

a

!I Richard Lawrence, "Official Suggests Japan Dumping Auto Parts in U.S.," The
·Journal of Commerce, July 23, 1987...
.
~I Appendices to the statement of the President, Automotive Parts and
Accessories Association, Inc., presented ~o the U.S. Internati9nal Trade
Commission, Feb. 24, 1987.
.
11 Statement of the president, Automotive Parts and Accessories Association,
Inc., before the U.S. International Trade Commission, Feb. 24, 1987.
!I Transcript of the hearing, pp. 80-81.
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..

-~.·

Category

countrrCies>

Quantitative restrictions and
. ,
similar specific limitations: ·
. Licensing requirements .....· ... •.• ..... Colombia.
Mexico
Vene#Jela
Brazp

Percentage. of· .
total respondents

1
••

23
20.

19
19.

·Quotas ... ... ~ .....· ........ -. .... ; .._.........
:
Veriezuela

M.exico
..
Embargos .......... ·......... ~~ .. ·....._. ~ •. Mexico
Export restraints ........... ~· ........ . Brazil
Exchange .and other monetary
or financial controls ......,., ... • •..•.. Venezuela
Brazi:J.
Mexico·
Canada.·
Maximum/minimum
.. ·
price regulations .........•......... VeneZ\l_ela
Mex;ico
Argentina
Local content requirements ... ; ,.•...... Mexico
Brazil
Venezuela
. .
Korea.
Restrictive business
practices··:· ............... ·....·... _~~ .... . Japan
Korea
Mexico
Discriminatory bilaterai .
agreements ................... ., ... ·......• . West, Germany
France
Discriminatory sourcing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J~pan
...
ICo~ea
Brazil
Nontariff charges on imports:
Border taxes .................. ;.,., " ..• .. ." ..Mexico
Canada
Port and statistical taxes .... ,.. . . . . . . . Canada
Venezuela
Brazil
Nondiscriminatory use and
excise tax~s and
.
registration fees ... .,....• ...•... ..._. . . . . West Germany
Discriminatory excise taxes,
government controlled
insurance, use taxes, and
commodity taxes ..................... Brazil
Israel
/•-

~.

6
5
5
7.

..;27
17
15
. 15
,

3

2 '

....2
33
18
·13
1,0

20
.9
6

., 3. :.
3
16 .. ·
,. 3
3
.lS.·
8
2.
2

2. ·
2

3
2
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Table 6-1
.... Automotive' parts·: Non tariff· barriers. e><Perienced: by· U. s .· producers in foreign
markets, by countries, 1982-86--Continued
.

,
Category
.

.·

~

.

Percentage of
total respondents

Countr1Cies)

Nontariff chal".ges ·on imports--·Con~
Nondiscriminatory sales tax .... ·. . . . . . . Canada.
Discriminatory sales·tax ....• ; ........ Mexico
Other taxes and fee.s .......• . ·. . . . . . . . . . Australia
Canada
Government participation in trade:':
Subsidies and other aids, . ·..•: . /;; . ... • Japan·
BrazU
Mexico
.
. .
Venezuela
State trading, government .
monopolies; and
exclusive franchises ..... ;·:.• ....... . Venezuela
Hungary
Mexico
Romania
Trademark, patent, and other
intellectual property laws.
which discourage imports ..• " ........ Mexico
Government procurP.ment ......... ; ~... . . . . ·Iraq
Iran
Standards:
·
Health and safety standards .. ; ........ Australia
Product content requ~rements, •........ Mexico
••

J

2
2
2
2

14
8
8·
·7

5

5
3
3

.•

,.

2

3
3
1
·1
2
2

Korea
Processing standards .......... ·.. : ; . • .. Venezuela
Japan
Industrial standards ..·,.··'·.·... ,..
Japan
Requirements on weights and ·measures .. Japan
., ..

Labeling and
.
container ·requirements .... , .......... Canada·
Mexico
Marketing requirement~.,.: ..... ·..... ; ..... Canada
Packaging re-quirements, •.... : . ~ '· : . ~ • . . . Canada
Japan
Trademark ptfoblems ............ ·,.;··.• ... ·Taiwan
!

.,

••

Brazil

;

.

Customs ·procedures and
administrative practices:
.
Antidumping practices ....... :., ...... . Spain · ·
West Germany
Customs valuation .... ·...... ,· ......... . India

Bradl ·. ·

..

··s

Brazil

......

)

3
2
2·
1
l
3
2

2
2
·3

3
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Table 6-1
Automotive parts: Nontariff barriers experienced by U.S. producers in foreign
markets, by countries, 1982-86--Continued
Category

Country(ies)

Consular formalities .................. United Arab
Emirates
Kuwait
Saudi Arabia
Documentation requirements ............ Japan
Canada
Brazil
Mexico
Administrative difficulties ........... Japan
Venezuela
Merchandise
classification problems .•........... Japan
Regulations on samples, returned
goods, and re-exports ............... Venezuela
Colombia
Countervailing duties .................. Brazil
Japan
Israel

Percentage of
total respondents
6
5

5

3
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
1
1
1

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
More than any other country, Japan has been accused of erecting barriers
to U.S. auto parts exports. Specific actions consistently noted by U.S.
companies include alleged unfair links between Japanese suppliers and Japanese
automakers, unreasonable delays in negotiations for contracts, difficulty in
obtaining the information necessary for bids, unreasonable engineering or
design standards, and frequent product modification requests.
According to Commerce's Assistant Secretary for Trade Development, the
primary barrier to U.S. auto parts sales to Japanese vehicle manufacturers are
not Government barriers, but rather the traditional family-like manufacturersupplier relationships that exist in Japan (see description of the Japanese
keiritsu system, pps. 4-12 to 4-14). He claimed that these relationships
apply not only in the Japanese market (estimated to be·a $50 billion market),
but also at the new Japanese vehicle assembly plants in the United States. He
adds that these ties "have effectively precluded many U.S. suppliers from
participating in this huge, fast-growing market." !I The difficulties
encountered in trying to penetrate the Japanese market have recently prompted
political negotiations (see KOSS talks, p. 6-16) to improve the situation.
However, several U.S. manufacturers argue that the Japanese vehicle producers
are not serious about buying U.S.-rnade parts, but are showing interest only
because of pressure exerted by both the Japanese and U.S. Governments. £1

!I Transcript of the hearing, pp. 6-8.
£1 "Counterfeit Parts: A $3 Billion a Year Industry," Automotive Parts
International, Dec. 30, 1986, p. 6.
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Japanese automakers stress that their purchasing decisions are made
strictly based upon price, qu~lity, and delivery. !I ·They state that U.S.
firms must be equal or better than their Japanese competitors with respect to
these three criteria. £1 Nissan's president states that national or corporate
origin is·of no consideration to Nissan.in choosing suppliers. He emphasizes
that th~ notion that so-called family relationships "dictate their sourcing
decisions is, to be blunt, ridiculous." He adds that Nissan cannot afford and
could not survive by basing thei~ parts procurement decisions on noneconomic
criteria. ~/
JAMA denies that Japanese. automakers operate under a "cozy" system in
making their parts pu~chasing decisions; rather, JAMA describes the system as
dynamic, interactive, and competitive. JAMA officials add that Japanese
automakers welcome all competitive suppliers, Japanese, U.S., and others as
long as they are able to meet the vigorous competitive requirements of the
system. !I
The Competitive Enterprise Institute (CEI), a private research group,
rejects claims by U.S. parts firms that noneconomic barriers are their primary
impediment to sales to Japanese automakers. For example, Honda of America
stated that it terminated its contract with one U.S. plastic parts supplier
when the latter failed to adequately supervise the performance of its
employees after Honda itself had identified the workers responsible for
defective parts. CEI claimed that not one U.S. industry representative at the
Commission's hearing attempted to:offer a specific counterexample that might
have demonstrated real noneconomic bias; that is, a case where a domestic firm
was truly competitive on a specific part (in terms not only of price, but of
reliability, delivery flexibility, and other factors) and yet was unable to
obtain a contract. ~/
Additionally, the Conunerce Undersecretary noted that at the July 21, 1987
House Committee hearing,. unfair trade practices may not be the primary cause
of U.S. producers' inability_ to sell to Japanese automakers. He also stated
that certain U.S. parts makers seem "uninterested or incapable of supplying
the Japanese." The. Undersecretary explained that during the MOSS talks
Conunerce received only 10 complaints (of unfair trade practices) that we· could
act on." He added that Commerce had received more instances from the Japanese
"of American companies falling short on quality."~/
Other foreign government officials claim that their countries will
to make efforts to promote the importation of U.S.-produced auto
parts and U.S. investme~t in their-~ountries. For example, Korean Government
continu~

!I USITC staff interview with JAMA officials, Tokyo, Japan, Apr. 20, 1987.

£! USITC staff

interv~ew with officials of Toyota Motor Co., Toyota City,
Japan, Apr. 23, 1987.
~I Transcript of the hearing, p. 162.
!I Transcript of the hearing, p. 197, and.USITC staff interview with JAMA
officials, ~okyo, Japan, Apr. 20, 1987. ·
~/ Posthearing brief, Competitive Enterprise Institute, pp. 1 and 2.
~/ Geoff Sundstrom, "Hot Time on the Hill, Parts Trade Sparks Lively
Exchange," Automotive News, July 27, 1987, p. 67.
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officials and Taiwan authorities indicated that-restrictions on imports of
automotive parts from the United States are being liberalized, and-companies
in Korea and Taiwan are being encouraged to form joint ventures and technical
cooperation agreements with,U.S. firms. !/.
U.S. Government Trade Policies
The principal Government trade policies that have affected the U.S. auto
parts industry are the u.s.-canada Automotive_ Products Trade Act of 1965
CAPTA), the Japanese Voluntary Restraint Agreement (VRA),.the Generali,zed
System of Preferences-(GSP) program, the 806.30/807.00 program~ the
implementation of foreign trade zones (FTZ's), and t~e market-oriented,
sector-specific (MOSS) talks~ These policies.differ considerably in their
focus. The APTA was aimed at expanding automotive trade between the United
States and Canada, and the VRA was intended to provide temporary protection
for the U.S. automobile industry by reducing imports. The_GSP _asf;ists less
developed countries to expand· their export industries; and t~e 806. 3-0/8_07. 00
tariff provisions make it easier for domestic manufacturers to
internationalize parts of their operatio·ns to take advantage of · lower costs.
abroad. FTZ's were initially envisioned for warehousfog _an'd/or reexporting_
foreign goods. The MOSS talks are aimed at eliminating alleged import
barriers in the Japanese market for U: s .-made automobile parts-.
U.S.-Canada Automotive Products Trade Act
Prior to 1965, the extent _and nature of the trade between the Uni.ted
States and Canada in motor-vehicle parts and.the production in- Canada of
motor-vehicle parts were greatly influenced by the t11riff structures of the
two countries. The Canadian tariff sche.dule for automotive pa_rts was designed
to encourage the manufacture of inotor veh~cles and parts in Canada, and did so
in several ways. First, the basic most-favored~nation (MFN) tariff' rates of
Canada were quite high for complete motor vehicles (17;5:percent ad valorem)
and parts (17.5 to 25-percerit ad valorem). The tariff encouraged Canadian
production and discouraged imports of' moto'r vehicles anc:1 parts. Second, for a
large number of articles generally us.ed in the production of motor vehicles,
the basic tariff rate would not apply! ArtiCles would be entiti."ed to
duty-fc-ee entry if they wec-e· of a class or kind not made in Canada and wec-e imp.orted by a Canadian producer of motor vehicles meeting a certain, Canadian
content requirement.
'
At the same time, the -Can'adiatl" mot.or-v.ehicle industry could not competitively expoc-t motor vehicies to the. United States_ because of the
relative inefficiency of the cari.adi'an industry, coupled with the_ duty of ~.5
percent ad valorem imposed by the United States on. imported- vehi-cies. The _
inability of Canada to offset its increasing defic~t it) automotive trade with

l/ USITC staff interviews with Korean Government officials and Taiwan
authorities, Seoul, Korea, and Taipei, Taiwan, Apr. - ii ~nd 29, 1987_.
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the United States led·to the ad?ption of an export incentive (duty-remission)
plan in Canada. 11
The full impact of the duty-remisslon plan upon automotive trade between
the two countries was not immediately apparent. Net direct investment ··
expenditures on plant and equipment in Canada by the Canadian affiliates of
General Motors, Ford, and Chrysler increased substantially after the
duty-remission plan became effective.
U.S. industry sources claim that before the impact of the duty~remission
plan on automotive products trade between the two countries could be fully
assessed, the U.S.-Canadian agreement was signed by President Johnson and
Prime Minister Pearson on January 16, 1965. Fundamentally, the APTA ~bligates
each of the contracting parties to accord duty-free treatment to imports' from
the other party of specified motor vehicles and parts for use as original
equipment in the manufacture of such motor ·vehicles. ~/
The obligation of the United States to accord duty-free treatment to
imports from Canada applies to the following automotive products. First, it
applies to motor vehicles, with the exception of certain "special-pur}:>ose'.'
vehicles, such as .electric buses, three-wheeled vehicles, and motor vehicles
specially ,constructed and equipped for special services and functions (e.g.,
fire engines). 1/ Second, i t applies·to parts (fabricated components) for use
as original equipment in the manufacture of.the specified motor vehicles, but
does not apply to replacement parts. In addition, trailers, tires, and tubes
are specifically excluded. !I Third, the products of Canada specified in the
agreement must meet a requirement that they contain no more than a certain
percentage of "foreign" content (the content of materials produced in
non-North American countries (i.e, in other than the United States or
Canada)). 2_/ .For any article, the measure of such "foreign" content will.be
the percentage of the appraised customs value of the.article upori entry into
the United States accounted for by the aggregate value of such imported
materials contained in the article. ~/
!I In November 1962, the Canadian Government init'iated a program .of duty
remissions; or tariff-rebates to stimulate automotive products exports. Under
the plan, duties were remitted on imports of motor v~hicles and originalequipment parts to the extent that a company increased the Canadian content of
its exports of all automotive products during a specified time period.
~/ The Government of Canada implemented the agreement in Can.ada through two
Orders in Council Establishing Duty-Free Treatment (P~c·.- 1965-99 and P.C.
1965-100, The Motor Vehicles Tariff Orders of 1965) and simultaneously ·
te~inated the duty-remis'sion plan.
(Canada has since initiated another
duty-remission plan that covers imports of certain non-APTA vehicles.) The
Government of the United States implemented the agreement with the signing of
the Automotive Products Trade Act of 1965 on Oct. 21~ 1965, applying duty-free
treatment retroactive to Jan. 18, 1965.
11 USITC staff telephone interview with Department of Commerce official, Aug.
12, 1987.
!I Ibid.
2_1 For the purposes of the APTA, Mexico is not considered to be part of North
America. ·
~I USITC staff telephone interview with Department of Commerce official, Aug.
12, 1987.
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In 1986, auto parts accounted for $22.l billion in two-way trade between
the United States and Canada and favored the United States by $3.3 billion
(table 6-2). However, the large trade deficit that the United States has with
Canada in complete vehicles is greater than the U.S. surplus in parts. The
overall Canadian trade surplus registered a balance of $1.1 billion in the
first quarter of 1987. !I
Table 6-2
Automotive parts: U.S.-Canadian trade in auto parts, 1984-86, January-March
1986, and January-March 1987
(In millions of dollars)
January-March
1984
1985
1986
1986
Item
1987
U.S. imports from Canada .... 8,728
U.S. exports to Canada!/ ... 11,924
Trade balance ............... 3,196

9,347
13,100
3,753

9,411
13,083
3,672

2,407
3,277
870

2,624
3,282
658

!/ Derived by using official Canadian Government statistics.
Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Conunerce
and the Canadian Government.
A free trade agreement was reached in October 1987, between the United
States and Canada that would eliminate all tariff and nontariff barriers
between the two countries within 10 years, beginning January 1, 1989. The
agreement permits APTA to be retained, eliminates replacement parts tariffs
over 5 years, and addresses concerns of U.S. automakers by disallowing foreign
auto companies from assembling cars in Canada using Canadian auto parts, then
shipping duty-free to the United States. ~/ Additionally, the agreement
establishes a bilateral panel to assess the state of the North American
automotive industry and to propose public policy measures and private
initiatives to improve the competitiveness of the industry in domestic and
foreign markets. The trade agreement must be approv~d both by Congress and
the Canadian Parliament. 11
·
Voluntary export restraints
Japanese automobile exports are currently restricted in virtually every
major industrialized country of the world. !/ U.S. restrictions were imposed
!/"Decision to Be Made Soon on U.S.-Canada Free-Trade Agreement and on Future·
of the Auto Pact," Automotive Parts International, July 3, 1987, pp. 2-3.
~I See appendix K for elements of the U.S.-Canada Free Trade Agreement
pertaining to automotive trade.
11 USITC staff telephone interview with Office of the United States Trade
Representative official, Aug. 13, 1987.
!/ In 1969, Italy was the first major automobile-producing country to restrict
Japanese automobiles. The United Kingdom followed with restraints in 1975,
France did in 1977, and West Ger.many in 1981.
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in 1981 following an unsuccessful escape clause case. 11 Following numerous
meetings with U. s. Government officials, 'the Japanese Ministry of
International Trade and Industry (MITI) announced on: May 1, 1981 a VRA on
Japanese auto exports ~o the Un~ted States. The MIT! stated that Japan's car
el<Ports to the United States would be reduced by 7.7 percent for the Japanese
fiscal year of April 1, 1981, through March 31, 1982, from those in the
previous fiscal year. The VRA, in effect, reduced Japan's U.S. exports sales
from the 1980 level of 1.82 million units to 1.68 million units. The MIT!
indicated a second year of restraint would be considered after observing 1981
U.S. market performance. At a later date, the Japanese announced that exports
to the United States of vehicles such as four-wheel-drive station wagons and
jeep-type vehicles would be limited to 82,500 units, and exports to Puerto
Rico would not exceed 70,000 units.· Thus, total Japanese exports of autos and
the above types of vehicles to the Un.ited States and Puerto Rico for the
Japanese fiscal year 1981 were set at 1,832,500·units. There were no changes
in these restr~int levels during ~he next two Japanese fiscal years (1982-83).
In November' 1983, the Japanese Governm~nt announced that it would
increase its voluntary ezj>ort limit from 1.68 million to 1.85 million
automobiles during its fiscal year 1984. In addition, it a~so announced that
the four-wheel-drive and jeep-type vehicle limit would be increased to 90,848
units and exports to Puerto Rico would rise to 77,083 units. Thus, the total
number of Japanese automobiles (excluding automobile trucks but including
jeep-type vehicles and exports to Puerto Rico) exported to the United States
and Puerto Rico increased to 2,017,931 units, or by 10 percent.
On March 1, 1985, the President announced.that the United States would
not ask the Japanese· Government to renew the VRA for 1985. On March 28, 1985,
the Japanese Government told' the administration that it would li~it annual·
(fiscal year) auto exports to the United States to 2.3 million units. This
represents an increase of about 25 percent over the previous year" s quota of
L85 million. The restraints ·were extended at the same .level of 2.3 million
units in April 1986 l!lnd 1987. '!:_/
In October 1987, the MIT! indicated that Japanese vehicle manufacturers
may reduce car shipmen.ts to the United States by 10 percent in 1988. During
1981-86~ the quantity.of Japanese exports"of autos to the United States
closely followed the voluntary export limits. Japanese industry sources state
that most Japanese automakers will not meet their 1987 quotas, and that a
reduction in exports may only be a political gesture to the United States. ~/

11 In June 1980, the Uni.ted Auto Workers Union filed a petition for relief

from imports under sec. - 201 of .the Trade Act of 1974 with the u. s.
International Trade Commission (USITC). The Ford Motor Co. subsequently
became a co-petitioner~ On Nov. 10, 1980, the USITC·determined that impo~ts
of passenger automobiles were not being impor~ed into the United States in
such increased quantities as to be a substantial cause of serious injury, or
threat of serious injury, to the domestic industry (see Certain Motor Vehicles
and Certain Chassis and Bodies Therefor, USITC Publication .1110).
'!:_/ .. Automobile Industry: Who Will Survive?" Tokyo Business Today, April 1987,
p. 45.
~/ Geoff Sundstrom, "Japan Considers 103 Gut ~n '88 Auto Exports to U.S.",
Automotive News, Oct. 12, 1987, p. 2.
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Generalized· System of Prefererices
The GSP program was initiated on Januai-'y 1, 1976 (autho.rized under the
Trade Act of 1974), for a 10-year period. The authorization' ~as _.r.enew~d . :'
through July 4, 1993, by the Trade· and Tariff Act of 1984. Currently, there
are over 3,000 categories of articles eligible for GSP. !/ Approximately 115
of these categories are applicable to motor vehicl~s and parts.
The GSP provides preferential duty:--free entry to certain products fr:om
designated developing countries. As of June 1, ~987, 141 ~ountries were
eligible for GSP treatment.·?:.! The imported, article must be shippe~. directly
from the beneficiary count!='Y to ·the United Stat~s without J>aS!jling through the
territory of any other country. ~/ However, under the statutory competitive
need provisions, a country loses GSP duty-free treatment for a product if its
shipments of ·the product in the preceding calendar year equaled or .. exceeded 50
percent of the value of total U. s. imports of the product. exceeded .a, certain.
dollar value ($71.4 million in 1986).
·
Imports
$457 million
percent (see
1987 to $454
1986.

of automotive parts 'und'er GSP provisions rose stead-ily .from·
in 1982 to $516 million in 1986, representing an increa.se of 13
app. H). Imports increased by 19 percent during January-September
million, from $381 million during the corresponding period of
'
. '
'
. ~..
'
'. ' .'
' .'
'

Mexico ranked first ·in ·1986 imports of ·auto. parts under GS.P,. with $118
million, representing 23 percent of totat CSP imports, nearly doubling the
1982 level of $60 million ... Tempered and laminated glass were. the: princip,al
auto parts, imports of which doubled to $48 million in 1~.86. from the. 1982
level. Parts of engines and' air· conditioning parts· were a'is.o major import
items.
Brazil was the second largest source of duty-free automotive.parts
imported under the GSP, accounting 'for 19 perc~nt of GSP. imports in 1986, or
$98 million. This represents ·a decrease of 49 percent compar~d with the 1982
level of $191 million. Parts of piston..:.type .internal combustion engines were
the primary auto parts product, imi)orts of ·which amounted t,c:>. $58 mi.1.1.ion in .
1986, representing an increase of nearly 50 percent compared with the 1982
level of $39 million. Other major import items include artic.l.es for make and
break circuits, and electrical parts.
· . ·.
Taiwan ranked third in GSP imports in 1986, with $95 mllli.on,
representing· a 6-percent dee line· over ·the level of .imports.· in 1982. Tires
were the primary auto parts product, imports ·of which amounted to $16 million
in 1986, representing more than an eightfold increase compared with the 1982
level of $2 million. Electrical lighting equipment and parts of piston-type
internal combustion engines were also sizable in terms of imports.

!/ U.S. International Trade Conunission, A Guide to the U.S. Generalized System
of Preferences (GSP), July 1986, p. i. .
.
.
'l:_I U.S. International Trade ·Conunission, ·Tariff Schedules of the United States"'·
annotated 1987, ·Supp. I, USITC Publication 1910, Jurie 10, 1987.
USITC staff telephone interview with Office of the United States Trade
Representative official, Aug. 13, 1987.

~I
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Korea accounted for 14 percent of total U.S. imports of aut~molive parts
under GSP provisions in 1986; or $73 million, up 185 percent over the level of
$26 million in 1982;. Principal. auto parts include radiators, which rose
sevenfold from the 1982 level to $6 million in 1986, and electrical equipment
and parts, including motors and lighting equipment.
Tariff Provisions 806.30 and

80i~OO

Tariff items 8-0~.30 and 807.00 are included in schedule 8'of the Tariff
Schedules of the United.States Annotated. Under provision 806.30, articles of
metal (except precious metal) that have been manufactured, or subjected to a
process of manufacture, an.d then retlJrned to the United States· for further
processing are subject to·duty only on the value of the foreign processing.
Under item 807. 00, imported art.icles assembled in foreign countries with
fabricated components that were manufactured in the United States are subject
to duty upon the full value of the imported product less the value of the
U.S.-fabricated components contained therein. No further processing in the
United States is required for articles imported under tariff item 807.00.
However, imports cannot be accorded partial exemption from duty under more
than one of these tariff items. !I
Automotive importers make extensive use of 807.00 provisions. In 1985,
the largest single product imported under item 807.00 was motor vehicles
impqrted primarily from Japan, West Germany, Sweden, and Korea. However,'
unlike most 807.00 imports, which are labor intensive and manufactured in less
dev~loped countries, motor-vehicle production is capital intensive and
generally.takes place in developed countries. Therefore the actual portion of
the i.mported automotive product that is duty free tends to be quite small. ~/
Motor-vP.hicle imports under tariff item 807.00 contained an average duty-free
portion of less than 5 percent during 1982-86.
U.S. imports of auto~otive parts entering under 807.00 provisi~ns rose
gradually from $762 million in 1982 to $3. 2 billion in 1986, representing an
increase ·of 326 percent (see app. I). Imports during January-September 1987
totaled $5.4 billion up from $2.3 billion during the corresponding'pP.riod of
1986, representing an increase of 132 percent.
·
Mexico accounted for 60 percent of U.S. auto parts imports in 1986, or
$1.9 billion. Piston-type engines accounted for almost one~third of imports,
totaling $578 million. Ignition wiring sets and radios make. up most of the
remaining .imports. West Germany accounted for 10 percent of U.S. imports of
auto parts under the 807.00 provision, with imports amounting to $310 million
in 1986.

!I U.S. International Trade Commission, Imports Under Item 806.30 and 807.00 of
the Tariff Schedules of the United States, 1982-85, USITC Publication iq20,
December 1986, p. 1-1.
~/ Thid.
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Foreign-trade zones
FTZ's were authorized by the ForP.ign-Trade Zones Act of 1934 (19 U.S.C.
81a et seq.). !I The act authorized a Foreign Trade Zone Board to grant to
private and public corporations the privilege of establishing and operating
FTZ's. Although the act did not define the term, an FTZ was envisaged to be a
segregated area located in or near a customs port of entry that would be
secured through Customs supervision. An FTZ was to be considered outside the
customs territory for purposes of the tariff laws, but still subject to other
laws applicable to public interest, health, and safety. Since the area within
the FTZ was "foreign~;, goods entering the FTZ were not subject to formal
customs entry requirements. It was expected that FTZ's would be used
primarily for warehousing and transshipment, or for minor processing and
subsequent exportation, thus encouraging transport activity and reducing
administrative burdens connected with the use of bonded warehouses and the
processing of drawback claims. ~/ Manufacturing and exhibition in FTZ's were
prohibited by the 1934 act. In 1950, the act was amended (Boggs Amendment) to
permit manufacturing and exhibition in FTZ's. The amendment was designed to
eliminate administrative difficulties in deciding whether or ·not proposed FTZ
operations constituted "manipulation" or "manufacturing"--the former operation
being permitted since 1934.
A further change occurred in 1952 when the Boar.d amended its regulations
to authorize "zones for specialized purposes" (special-purpose subzones) in
addition to "general-purpose zones" created by the original act. The
essential distinction between the two types of zones is that the individual
subzones,_ in practice, are used by only one firm, whereas there is no
limitation on the number of firms that can operate in a general-purpose zone.
Subzonee were estabt;Rhed to aeeiet companies that were unable to relocate to
or take advantage of an existing general-purpose zone. In 1980, custom's
valuation practice was changed so that.all costs incurred within an FTZ are
excluded upon entry from the appraised value of FTZ merchandise.
Foreign-trade subzones have become increasingly i.mportant in the U.S.
auto industry since Volkswagen started production at the first auto assembly
subzone in 1979. Now there are more than 20 subzones in the United States
where automobiles or automobile parts are assembled. This trend reflects the_,.
increase in international purchasing of automotive parts, the opening of
foreign-owned auto assP.mbly plants in the United States, and the advantages
afforded by FTZ's to assembly operations using importe4 parts.
U.S. imports of automotive parts through FTZ's rose tenfold, from
$225 million in 1982 to $2.6 billion in 1986 (see app. J). Such imports
increased by 64 percent, from $1.8 billion during January-September 1986 to
$3.0 billion during J~nuary-September 1987.
!I Kuch of the following background ·information on FTZ's is taken from The
Implications of Foreign Trade Zones for U.S. Industries and for Competitive
Conditions Between U.S. and Foreign Firms, USITC Publication 1496, February
1984.
~I Statement of Emmanuel' Celler, hearings on H.R. 3657, Kar. 6 and 7, 1984,
pp. 4-i6.
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Japan accounted for 70 percent of total imports of auto parts through
FTZ's in 1986, or $1.8 billion, up from $41 million in 1982. Piston-type
engines and .parts, transmissions, and articles for making-and-brea~ing
circuits composed the bulk of these imports.
Mexico .was the second largest source of.auto parts in 1986 with 13
percent of the import share, accounting for $343 million in 1986, up from
$28 million in 1982. Piston-type engines and radios are the principal auto
parts products imported.
Brazil ranked third as a supplier of imports in 1986, with 7 percent of
the import share, totaling $181 million. Radios and piston-type engines are
the major products imported.
Because FTZ's are not considered to be within the U.S. customs territory,
shipments into an ~TZ from foreign sources are not considered imports, and
shipments fro~ the United States to an FTZ are considered exports from the
united States. It is at the time goods are shipped from an FTZ into the
customs territory.that they are considered imported into the United States and
are subject. to the tariff laws.
There are special rules governing tariff treatment ac.cording to the u. S.
or foreign origin of the goods or their components and whether or not
"privileged" status for the articles has been claimed and granted. In its
regulations, customs regulations, refer to the. four status categories as-(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

domestic status merchandise,
privileged foreign statu~ merchandise,
nonprivileged foreign status merchandise,
zone-restricted st~tus merchandise.

Products entering the U.S. customs territory after assembly in an FTZ or
subzone can be assessed duty rat.es in several different ways in order to
obtain the most favorable duty treatment on all parts and components
incorporated into the finis.bed pr.oduct. When the tariff rate on a component
used in assetqbly is lower than the rate of the finished product into which it
has been incorporated, it is to the advantage of the importer to request
privileged foreign· status for the component. For example, a company
assembling automobiles in an FTZ would be required to pay a duty rate of 2.5
percent ad valorem upon an auto's entry into the U.S. customs territory, but,
if granted privileged s~atus, the company could declare the value of items
such as certain cast-iron parts at their duty-free entry rate. Having claimed
privileged status confers the lower tariff rate of duty upon the component
value of the product, even when it has been altered in production or assembly.
Another way companies can pay duty on shipments from FTZ's into the
United States is by entering parts and components as nonprivileged foreign
status merchandise. This is more clearly tqe .favorable option when component
tariff rates are high.er than that of the finished produc't. Such is the case
wi"th many foreign automobile parts and components, such as engines, tires, and
cassette players. In this case, the duty paid on the value of such parts is
not their normal, higher rate but rather the lower automobile rate of 2.5

·6-15
percent ad valorem .. '.This inverted taT'i ff structure exists for other products
as well. especially for electronic goods.
During July 1987; the Commission staff interviewed Ford .Motor Co.
officials at Ford's FTZ subzone assembly plant in Lorain. OH. In fiscal year
1986, Ford's Lorain plant shipped the highest value of (nonprivileged) foreign
parts of any FTZ subzone in.the United States. Three ·models are assembled at
the plant--Thunderbirds,·cougars. and Econoline trucks. No ·nonprivileged
foreign parts (with ·the exception of some audio equipment) are used in the
assembly of Cougars, Econoline trucks. and certain Thunderbirds, although
these models are assembled·in the.subzone. ],/
·
The following nonprivileged foreign parts are used in the assembly of the
Thunderbird Turbo model: i1
. 1)

A 4-cylinder turbo engine is made by a Ford subsidiary in Brazil.
The engine block is produced in Brazil and the engine is assembled.
there and entered under TSUS item 807.00. About one-half the customs
value of these engines consists of the value of u.s.-made parts.

2)

Automatic transmissions used with turbo engines are made by a Ford
subsidiary in·France.

3)

A 16-inch aluminum wheel is made by Reynolds aluminum in Italy. A
Ford representative said that no 16-inch aluminum wheels are made in
·the United States·.

4)

An antilock brake system.is made by Alfred Teves in West Germany.

In addition. Ford officials. explained that audio equipment·assembled in a
Ford FTZ subzone in Lansdale. PA·. partly from parts made in Brazil. is
installed in some. of the vehicles assembled at the Lorain plant. This audio
equipment is transferred from.the 'tansdale-subzone to Lorain without entering
the U.S. customs territory.
Norfolk and Baltimore are the main ports of entry for the nonprivileged
foreign parts used at the Lorain plant. The parts arrive as containerized
cargo. The containers are shipped to the subzone by rail and/or truck.
Among foreign parts used at Lorain. but entered as privileged domestic
merchandise. are plastic engine fans from Japan and coil springs from
Germany. A Ford representative said that such items were not worth entf.~ring
as foreign parts because the duty rate differential was too low. or because
the value of the parts and consequent duty were too low. The costs of
monitoring such items required by FTZ regulations were greater than the
potential savings from entering these items as privileged or nonprivileged
foreign merchandise. A Ford representative said that Ford would still use the
·same foreign-made parts without FTZ benefits.
!I USITC staff interview with Fo'rd officials. Lorain, OH, July 1987.
i1 Ibid.
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In August 1987, Chrysler Corp. requested that the U.S. Department of
Commerce impose domestic content requirements on all users of foreign-trade
s4bzones, limiting the definition of domestic content to the actual value of
domestically produced parts and .components. 11 The definition would apply to
shipments of automobiles leaving FTZ' s. Every auto as.sembly plant in the
United States.is either currently in a subzone, or has an application
pending. Chrysler indicated that domestic manufacturers.are placed at a
competitive disadvantage re18tive to foreign auto transplant companies that
enjoy· FTZ benefits of up to $40 per vehicle produced.in the subzone, compared
with Chrysler whose benefits from its FTZ operations are worth approximately
$5 per vehicle. Chrysler's request was filed.as part of the public.record on
the application of Toyota Motor Manufacturing, U.S.A., for a foreign-trade
subzone in Georgetown, KY, where Toyota is building an automobile assembly
plant.
·
Market-oriented,

sector~specific

talks

On January 2, 1985, President Reagan and Prime Minister Nakasone agreed
to begin a series of negotiations to uncover and eliminate ail barriers to
U.S. exports to the Japanese market. ln~tially, the talks, c.al led
market-oriented, sector-specific, or KOSS talks, focused on teleconununications,
forest products, medical equipment, and pharmaceuticals. £1 In response,
however, to the large and growing trade d.eficit between t:tie United States and
Japan in auto parts, a new set of negotiations .was ·initiated in Kay 1986. The
goal of these talks' was to increase U.S. auto parts. sales to Japanese
carmakers while fostering long-term design, engineering and supply
relationships between U.S. suppliers and Japanese orig.inal-equipment
manufacturers.
U.S. parts manufacturers have reported increased receptivity to their
marketing efforts with Japanese firms in both the United States and Japan as a
result of .the KOSS talks. These talks concluded during August 1987; The
major results of these negotiations included: 11

11

(1)

a voluntary Japanese data collection syste~ to track both short-term
sales and provide leading .indicators of the development of long-term
business relationships (in Japan and in the United States) between
U.S. parts firms and Japanese a1:1tof!\akP.rs;

(2)

an official notification issued in July 1987 by the Japanese.
Ministry of Transport to end discriminatory treatment of
foreign-produced parts during Japan's required periodi~ vehicle
inspection;

(3)

a list of purchasing representatives in Japanese
use of U.S. parts suppliers; ·

~~to

firms·for the

Geoff Sundstrom, "Chrysler Seeks Content Requirement for Subzone Vehicles,"
Automotive News, Sept. 7, 1987, p. 3.
'!:_/ "Nakasone Pledges Further Market Access Efforts In Meeting With Reagan,"
Japan Economic Institute Report, Jan. 11, 1985, p. 1.
~I Unpublished documents supplied by the U.S. Department of Conunerce.
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(4)

the exchange of case studies of actual commercial transactions
between U.S. and Japanese firms, which identified both generic
problems and factors for success. In several cases,
misunderstandings were resolved; and

(5)

Japanese Government and private industry backing for trade promot~bn
actions· and events including the Indianapolis seminar (~y 1987),' ·
the opening of an auto parts industry office in Japan (June 1987),
and the Tokyo Motor Show (October 1987).

Trademark Counterfeiting Act of 1984
U.S. parts makers may·seek redress regarding packaging and marking
counterfeiting through the Trademark Counterfeiting Act of 1984. The law
provides for Federal criminal penalties against persons who intentionally deal
in goods and services that they know to be counterfeit. Individuals convicted
under the law can be imprisoned for up to 5 years or fined up to $250,000;
corporations found guilty can be fined up to $1 million. For second
convictions, fines and/or prison terms are even more severe. 11
However; industry sources declare that there are sti.11 a large number of
firms producing, distributing, and retailing counterfeit products. According
to a spokesman for Automotive Parts International, counterfeit components a're
often of inferior quality and have cost·u.s. firms annual sales losses
.
estimated at over $3 billion. The direct loss of U.S. jobs.is projected to be
120,000 workers. it
.
Although a: large number of products are counterfeited, the most common
include oil, air, and gas filters; sparks plugs; radiator and gas caps; ·engine
belts; brake cylinders and linings; body stampings; cooling fans; tapered
roller bearings; suspension and steering parts; and ignition p_arts. Taiwan is
most often cited as a source of counterfeits; other countries also commonly
named are India, Singapore, Hong Kong, Korea, and Thailand. Taiwan in~ustry
sources indicate that production of counterfei.ts began in the 1970's when the
country's rapid economic growth surpassed an outdated legal system wherein
trademarks were of little importance. ~/ However, the Taiwan Government has
recently enacted legal reforms directed at closing loopholes that have
permitted counterfeiters to thrive. !I Counterfeit parts may oe packaged in
boxes that closely resemble those of the legitimate product and are often
mistaken as the genuine article.· Most counterfeits allegedly are purchase_d by
independent U.S. middlemen, rather than by domestic representatives of the
foreign exporter. Obvious violations of U.S. law occur when foreign parts are
being falsely marked with the logo of well-known manufacturers. ~/

11 Trademark Counterfeiting Act of '1984, P.L. 98-473, 98 Stat. 1837, Title 2,
1501 et seq., Oct. 12, 1984.
·
A $3 Billion a Year Industry, .. Automotive Parts
International, Dec. 30, '1986, p. 7.
.
11 USITC staff interview with the Taiwan Transportation Vehicle Manufacturers
Association, Taipei, Taiwan, Apr. 27, 1987.
·
!I USITC staff interview with Taiwan authorities, Taipei, Taiwan, Apr'. 27,
1987.
!j_I .. Counterfeit Parts: A $3 Billion a Year Industry, .. Automotive Parts
Internat i.onal, Dec. 30, 1986, pp. 6, 7.
?;/ .. Counterfeit Parts:
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Export promotion and financing
Like other major -indu_strial nations, the United States .offers a variety
of export promotion programs to assist dome_stic business in selling their
products abroad. The U.S. Department of Conunerce (Commerce), International
Trad~ Administration (ITA), organizes overseas conunercia1 exhibitions of
dome.stic products and .conducts trade missions, catalogue shows, and sales
seminars. Recently the Office of Automotive Industry Affairs of Commerce,
sponsored Autovak (Amsterdam, March 1987), Automotive Parts and Accessories
(Seoul, April 1987), Automechanica (Mexico, June 1987), and Automotive
Products & Services (Sydney, July 1987). 11 This agency also collects and
publishes information on new business opportunities abroad and assists U.S.,
firms in competing for major foreign projects. Worldwide, Foreign Commercial
Service CFCS) personnel in U.S. Embassies work with the ITA· in pursuing export
opportunities for U.S. firms. ?J The FCS will frequently identi-fy products.
that wi 11 sell in tl1e international maFketplace and then encourage and assi.st
manufacturers in their efforts to seek overseas customers.
The Foreign Sales Corp. (FSC) program is a11 .example of a U.S. tax
deferral system. that benefits domestic exports. 'JI The FSC program (which
replaced a similar program called the Domestic International Sales Corp.
(DISC) on Jan. 1, 1985) allows firms to establish special. subsidiaries that
can. exempt a portion of their export i.ncome from Federal income tax. The
purpose of this p~ogram, according to U.S. Government officials, .is to
increase exports. Although the U.S. automobile parts industry is not· a
primary user of this arrangement, it, like all U. S·. exporters, is eligible for
benefits.
The Eximbank of .the United States provides direct loans, loan guarantees,
and loan insurance to public or private foreign banki; to finance ~J,.S.
exports. Table 6-3 illustrates Eximbank suppor~·for automobiles, trucks,
buses, and parts during fiscal y~ars 1982-86 and October 1, 1986-March 31,
1987 .. The ~ot~l suppo_rt given the automotive produc.ts area has declined
significantly during the 5-yP.ar period. Whereas approximately $42. 8 mlt Hon
in loans, $91. 4 million in guarantees, and $565 .. 9 mi.llion in insurance· was
extended for the motor-vehicle and parts industry in 1982-86, total annual
suppo~t .fell:bY over 83 percent during the period. Eximbank assistance
amounted to only $4.5 million during October 1, 1986-March 31, 1987. In
fiscal year 1982 automotive.parts~- support constituted 57 percent of Eximbank
support for the motor~vehicle industry, co~pared with 38 percent in fiscal
year 1986. Egypt, Colombia, and Israel were some of the countries that
received assistance during 1986 .. ~/.

11 USITC staff interview with officials of the U.S. Depar.tment of Conunerce,
Office of Automotive Industry Affairs, Washington, DC, July 16, 1987.
The FCS Program was enacted as part of the Tax Reform Act of 1984.
i1 U.S. Department of Commerce, International Trade Administration, Serving
American Business, April 1983, p. 2. These export promotion.activities are
available.not only for the U.S. automotive parts industry, but also to any
domestic firm interested in exporting its products or services.
!I USITC staff interview with,officials of the U.S. Eximbank, Washington, DC,
July 1987.
~I
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Table.6-3
Eximbank authorized suppot"t for U. s. exports of automobiles, trucks, buses, and ·
parts, fiscal years 1982-86·, and Oct. 1, 1986-Mar. 31, 1987

Program

1983.

1982

1984

--~----------------1,000

Discount loans ll ... ; ..
Medium-term credits ....
Financial guarantees ...
Medium-term insurance ..
Short-term tnsurance ...
Total 'J../ •••.• ;,',, ••

27,832

12,259

'!:_/

'!:_/

· 30,361
100,611
165.515
324,319

24,804
38,282
92.200
16 7·,545

'!:/

1, 772
20,688
6,216
67.800
96,476

· Oct. 1, ·'-Average
1986annual
Kar. 31, change,
1987
1982-86
1986
1985
Percent
dollars---~-----------'!:_/

'!:_/

60
1,393
2,695
53.010
57,158

873
14,173
4,539
34.900
54,485

'!:_/
'!:_/

'!:_/
'!:_/

'!:_!

-17.3
-53.9
-32.2
~-=·36. 0

48
4 1 450
4,498

ll In 1982, the discount loan program was replaced by the medium-term credit
program.
'Not:.available.
i1 Kay be overstated because of the funding of certain exports under several
programs ..
~I

Note. --These data are the· authorized amount of export financing. · The actual
export value of the· automotive products supported will generally be higher.
Source:

Export-Import Bank of the Un~ted s~ates.
Nontrade Related Policies

The _U.S. automotive parts industry benefits from and is regulated by a
variety of nontrade related. policies of U.S. and State governments. These
actions are ·sponsored by a· number -of agencies· including. the U. s. Department of
Defense, .the U.S. Department of Commerce, the U.S. Department of Labor~ the
U.S. Department-· of Transportation, the U.S. Department of Energy, and the
Expo.rt-Import Bank (Eximbank.). Assistance is provided in the areas of
research and development and tax benefits. Government regulation of safety,
emissions, and fuel economy also effects the automotive industry.
Research and development
.The·U.S. Department of Defense has extensive research and development
(R&D) programs oriented·.to manufacturing technology. The Manufacturing
Tecl:mology. (ManTech) Program is a . broad-based, production-oriented program,
the goal of which is to improve production·methods to lower procurement
costs. The ManTech frogram will not buy capital equipment, but will provide
.. seed money .. for projects .·for which feasibility has been demonstrated.
ManTech results are frequently distributed to industry through the
Manufacturing Technology Journal, the National Technical Information Service,
the Defense ·Technica·l Information Center, and end-of-contract briefings. !.I

!I "Potential Fund Shift Stirs Some Concern About ManTech," American Metal
Market, Kar. 21, 1983, p. 3A.

,~-,~
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Although the ManTech projects tend generally to concentrate on the particular
needs of individual weapons systems, some work is done in areas that apply.to
·motor vehicles and all manufacturing. These include advanc~d auto engines,
composite parts, and new fabrication techniques. However, u.s. Department of
Defense sources note that there was little difect benefit to individual
automotive projects from the ManTech Program during 1982-86. !i
Production and financial assistance
The U.S. Government does not provide direct production subsidies.or
grants to manufacturers. of automotive parts~ However, tax benefi.ts, avai.l.able
to all U.S. industry do·provide some measure of assistance in .R&D and capital
investment.
The Economic Recovery Act of 1981 (ERTA) amended the·u.s. tax code in
1981 to provide businesses with a tax credit of is percent of the actual
· increase in R&D expenditures over a 3-year base period. Other provisions of
the ERTA in the area of R&D include a cocyorate charitable deduction for used
R&D equipment £1 and. revised rules pertaining to deductions allocated against .
U.S. source income. i1
The ERTA also provided other tax incentives to spur new investment in
production facilities, such as the safe-harbor leasing rules, which allowed
firms in a financially precarious situation to sell their unused tax
credits. However, since the ERTA's enactment in 1981, the U.S. Congress has
put new limits on the investment tax credit, repealed increases in ACRS
benefits scheduled for 1985 and 1986, abolished safe-harbor leasing as of
January 1, 1984, !I and eliminated the investment tax credit altogether in
1986 ..
State governments have also recently become involved in promoting
industries, including automotive parts. s·everal states use incentives. such as
exemptions from State and local taxes for specified periods, tax-exempt
revenue bonds, site acquisition and improvement.assistance, worker training
programs, and low- interest· loans and grants,. to enco~rage domestic and
foreign producers to locate production facilities in their jurisdictions (see:
pp. 5-10 to 5-13).
Other policies and assistance
Trade adjustment.assistance for employees and firms is authorized by
title II, chapter 3 of the Trade Act of 1974 . . The Trade Adjustment Assistance
(TAA) Program assists employees in situations where increased imports of
foreign-made products have contributed importantly to their l<?SS of jobs. To
ensure that the benefits go to such workers, the law r.equires· the U.S.

!I Data provided by Dr. Lloyd Lehn, U.S. Department of Defense.,. July 23, 1987.
£1 26 u.s.c.A: 170 (e) (West 1978 and Supp. 1983).

i1 26 U.S.C.A. 861 (Supp.· 1983).

4/ Richard·!. Kirkland, Jr., "Taxing the Business Lobby's Loyalty," Fortune,
Oct. 18, 1982, p. 144.
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Department of Labor to determine whether or not imports contributed
importantly to job reductions in a particular company or subdivision of a
company. Labor makes this determination in response to petitions from workers
that have been laid off or threatened with layoffs. If the Department of
Labor decides that imports were an important factor, it certifies the affected
workers in that firm as having group eligibility for adjustment assistance.
The TAA provides cash benefits called "trade· readjustment allowances"
(TRA), training, job search and relocation allowances, and other services of·
employment. !I The automobile and automotive parts industry have been
significant users of the TAA Program. Table 6-4 indicates major parts sectors
that have filed for assistance. During 1982-June.1987, there were 1,561
investigations conducted by the Department of Labor in response to petitions ·
by workers in the automotive industry for trade adjustment assistanc~.. Of .
these cases, 355 were certified (affecting 380,124 workers), 22 were partially
certified (affecting 9,328 workers), 1,101 were denied (affecting 187,236
workers), 81 were terminated by the petitioners (affecting 3,788. workers), and
2 petitions were withdrawn (affecting 2,913 workers).~/
The TAA Program also authorizes financial assistance for certified firms
in the form of direct and guaranteed loans. This program is admiriistered.by
the Department of Commerce. In addition to the 'financial assistance, this·.
program provides technical assistance to firms, including (1) guidance and
preparation of certification petitions; (2) general diagnosis of a firm's
problems and its opportunities for recovery; (3). examination of specific
problems recognized by a firm's management; and (4) .indepth assistance· to ..·
firms in carrying out their adjustment proposals. This program provides
technical assistance to a variety of trade-impacted industries to help them
deal on an industrywide basis with problems and opportunities.concerning ..
marketing, management, export promotion, production operation, anci
technological innovations. Table 6-5 shows the trade adjustment.assistanc,e
cases submitted to Commerce during the period. Of the 22'petitions, Commerce
certified 16 firms for assistance; the remaining 6 ffrms withdrew their ·
requests.
Regulations and standards
The U.S. Government is actively involved in regulatory policy affecting
the motor-vehicle industry. The three primary categories of regulation cov~r
emissions, fuel economy, and safety. The Environmental.Protection Agency
(EPA) and the U.S. Department of Energy administer.emission and fuel economy
standards (which have been set by Congress·), ._and the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration (NHTSA) of the U.S. Department of Transportation has
responsibility for motor-vehicle safety.
The Motor Vehicle Pollution Control Act of.1965 gave the EPA authority to
regulate automotive emissions beginning wi.th model yea~ 1968; originally,
only carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons were controlled. However,'.in:1973
1/ USITC staff interview with officials of the U.S. Department of ·Labor, Trade
Adjustment Assistance Program, Washington, DC, 1987.
~/ Ibid.

Table 6-4
Trade adjustm<•nl assistance for automotive parts workers, by SIC codes, 1982-86
Number of
·.~-1.£.£.ode.! ________ ___£,[_<?!.!!JE..t..L.!l__ _______-1!..'!!iti<!!!.L
3011. ............. Tires and inner tubes...
141·
3069 .............. Fabricated rubber
89
products, not else-·
where· classified.
3465. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Automotive stampings .... ' 224
3592 ............. , Carburetors, pistons,·
52
rings, and valves.
3647 .............. Vehicular lighting
112
equipment.
3691 .............. Storage batteries.......
20
3694 .............. E.lectrical e.quipment
92.
for internalcombust ion engines.
3714 ............ ·.. Motor-,·vehicle parts and
831
accessories.
Total ........ :
1,561

Partial
Certifications
certifications
Numbe.r___ ~;k;;:s Number::..._~rs ·
54
25

27,427
3,040

24
10

10,658 . 4 ..
l, 6f?6

891

21

10, 788

618

3

35

269
7,960

183

318,376

8

1,897·

. 580

355

380,124 22

9,328

1,101

I7'"'lh~;;g-;.~upings may- include some nonautomotive products.

Note:
Source:

Data may underestimate number of workers.
U.S. Department of Labor, Trade Adjustment Assistance Program.

8

,2

5,922

Deniais
Terminations
N~mbe;;:-=-""'i.iork'!!:s ·___Numbl!r · Workers
79
59

19,198
3,716

186

40

4

1.25

16,493
4,174

10

355

2

11

83

6,828

6

1,146

17 .
·57

l, 720
9,'512

125,595

59

2,151

187. 236

81

3,788

Withdrawals·
Num_?er Wor_kers_ _
12

.-

2,901
2

2,913

----------------------------·------CJ\
I
N
l'J

Table 6-5
Trade adjustment assistance for· ·motor vehicle and automotive parts
manufacturers, ·1982-86, and JanuarY:-June 1987
Number of
cases

Year

Disposition·
Certified Withdrawn

1982 •.....

4

4

0

1983 .•. ·.·.•

s. '

2·.

3

1984......

6

6

0

1985 •.•...

3

3

0

1986 ......

2

0

2

2

1

1

Total. 22

16

6

·,:

Products
Trailers, truck
bodies .. ignition
parts, stampings,
springs, and wheel
co.vers.
Stampings, springs,
· carburetors, .
· plastic parts, and·
seat covers.
Seat 11nd wheel
covers, trucks,
carburetors, and
' miscellaneous
... .
parts ..
Truck bodies, tires,
, and miscellaneous
·parts.
Electrical switches
.and engine parts ..

Locations of firms
Michigan, Iowa,
New York, and
New Jersey.
New Jersey, Iowa,
California, and
Illinois.
Massachusetts,
Illinois, New York,
Pennsylvania, and
Wisconsin .
Ohio, Virginia,
and North Dakota.
Indiana and Oh lo. ,_::::

Jan.-June ·,
1987

!' ·

Seat covers and
fasteners.

Michigan and
California.

!I Estimated from U.S. Department of Commerce data.

Source: U. s-~ · Department of Commerce, · International Trade Administration, Office of
Trade Adjustment Assistance. ·
restrictiot\s on nitrogen oxide, as well as further reductions in carbon
monoxide and hydrocarbons, were put into effect. These standards were last
amended by the Clean Air Act of 1977. Most recently, public pressure has been
put on Congress and the EPA to tighten tailpipe pollution and to control
gasoline vapors at the filling station. J/ A Senate bill under consideration
in 1987 would mandate vehicle inspection/maintenance programs in all
geographic areas that are'unable·to attain required levels of air quality.
The EPA opposes this proposal,·favoring larger onboard canisters and lowering
the volatility of gasoline.~/-·
Under the Energy:Policy 'and· Conservation Act; automotive manufacturers
are subject to minimum average fuel economy standards: These regulations!
!I "Environmental," 1987 Ward's Automotive Yearbook, Wards_Communicatioris,
Inc., 1987, ·p.- 22.
·
~../ "EPA Opposes Senate Proposal to Tighten Emissions Rules,'' Automotive ·uews,
Aug. 3, 1987, p. 16.
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called Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards, cal~ulate fuel economy
averages for domestic and imported automobiles .. l/ ·Table 6-~ lists CAFE
·
requirements for passenger automobiles and light trucks. .'the· .fuel-eccnomy. .
requirement will remain lit 26 .o miles per gallon for model Y'e.ar 1987 and
increases to 21. 5 miles per gallon for light trucks.
Table 6-6
Automobiles and light trucks:

Hodel
Year

Automobiles
Average of
domestic
standards

1978 ...
1979 ...
1980 ....
1981. ..
1982 ...
1983 ...
1984 ...
1985 ...
1986 ...

18.7
19.3
22.6
24.2
25·.o
24.0
24.9
25.6
26.5

CAFE standards, model years i978-1986

Average of
import
standards

(In miles 2er gallon2
Light triacks
Average of
Industry
domestic
standards
standard

Average of
import
standards

27.3
26.1
29.6
31.5
31.l
31.9
31.5
30.9
31.4

18.0
19.0
20.0
22.0
24.0
26.0
27.0
27.5
26.0

20.8
24.3
27.4
27.0
27.1
26.6
26.4
26.2

l/

17.7
16.8
18.3
20.5
20.7
20.6
20.6
21.5

·11

l/

!I There were no CAFE requirements for light trucks ·prior to model year 1979.
!I Not available.
Source:

Industry
standard
17 .2
~/

!I
17 .5
19.0
20.0
19.5
20.0

·,,

1

National Highway Traffi c Safety Administration.

The maximum fuel economy levels take into account technological
feasibility, economic practicab,ility, the effect of other mo.tor-vehicle
standards on fuel consumption.. and the need' of the nation to conserve .
energy. !/ If a manufacturer does not meet the requ~red standards,
substantial penalties must be paid. The fine for noricompli·ance is based on a
$5 per vehicle penalty for each tenth of a mile shortfall from the CAFE.
standard. 11
The National TraffLc arid Motor Safety Act of. 1966 ~uthorizes·NHTSA to
issue safety staridards·for new motor vehicles and equipment. All automotive
1/ Under the law, a domestic manufacturer must have at leas.t 7,5 percent North· ·
American content in order to be included in the domestic fle~t. otherwise that
particular automobile is conside.red an iMported model. The.'Jptent of this
provision was to keep U.S. manufacturers from importing small°, fuel-efficient
models in order to meet the CAFE standards, while continu.ing .to produce only ·.
larger, fuel-efficient models in the Unit.ed States and Canada..
· ·
£1 "Fuel Economy Act," Automotive News Market Data Book 1976, Craine
Conununications, Inc., .1976, p. 70.
·
·
11 "CAFE ·standards, .. 1985 Wards Automotive Yearbook, Wards Communications,
Inc., 1985, p. 16.
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products manufactured or imported for sale ln the United States must comply
with these requirements. Safety regµlations pertain to tires, vehicle and
manufacturer· identHicat"ion numbers,.seat belts, bumpers, and theft
prevention. Motor-vehicle manufacturers are also required to notify
purchasers of any safety-related defects, an~ to make certain consumer
information is available to the pu?lic. !I
Industry's view of the role of the U.S. Government in structural change

u.s; industry sources claim that it has been a difficult endeavor to get
the U.S. Government to recognize the competitive impediments they face.
Industry trade associations believe the U.S. Gove~nrnent should have a better
understanding of the restru'cturing of the U.S. industry; for example, they
cite the U.S. Government's role in the KOSS talks as a helpful and necessary
intervention. In addition, several U.S. producers responding to the
Commission's questionnaire reported that the U.S. Government's intervention in
aiding Chrysler Corp. in the late 1970's permitted many u.·s. suppliers to
survive the 1980's.
The Automotive Parts and Accessor~~s Association (APAA) believes that the
U.S. Government should ask the Japane~e Government to reinstate the principles
of the 1980 nonquota Orderly ·Mark~·tirig Agreement (OMA) on auto parts trade.
According to the APAA, the principi'es of the OKA ljltated that U.S. exports of
parts to Japan were to increase from $·105 miUion in 1980 to $300 ~illion in
1981 and to follow with significant increases in purchases each year thereafter
(U.S. exports of auto parts to Japan. totaled $225 million in 1986). However,
when the Japanese voluntary restraint agreement (VRA) (see p. 6-9) on auto
exports was inaugurated on' April 1, 1981, the ·APAA claims that Japan
unilaterally reneged on its parts purchasing commitments. ~/
Industry trade associations also want the U.S. ·Goverri.ment to address the
U.S.-Canada Automotive Products Trade Agreement (APTA) (see p. 6-7) in the
U.S.-Canada Free Trade Agreement negotiations. The APAA claims that duty-free
access for shipments of original ·equipment parts allowed under the APTA has
become a selling point to 'newer Japanese s~ppliers ,to Canada. ~/ The
Automotive Service Industry Association also objects to Canadian use of a
duty-remission program wherein an automqtive manufacturer can receive a
remittance of a portion of t~e duty paid on imports if it buys some components
for Canadian assembly from domestic companies. !/ Al~hough foreign auto
manufacturers have not yet made extensive use of the duty-remission program,
the APAA believes that it could of.fer attractive incentives to foreign-owned

!I U.S. Department of Transportation, National Highway Transportation Safety
Administration, "Information for New Manufacturers of Motor Vehicles and Motor
Vehicle Equipment," September 1985,.and "Safety," 1987 Wards Automotive
Yearbook, Wards Communications, Inc., 1987, p. 23.
~I Transcript of the hearing, pp. 113-114,. and interview with APAA officials,
Washington, DC. July 28 ~ . 198 7.
··
11 Transcript of the hearing, p. 117 ..
!/ Posthearing brief, Automotive, Service.Industry Association, pps. 1-2.
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firms that are considering locating in Canada. !/ According to a professor.at
the University of Maryland, "if Canada does not eliminate the duty-remission
program, a U.S. countervailing duty case on Canadian_ exports o~ Asian cars
seems probable by the early 1990's." ~/
Respondents noted that in many other countries revenue is generated by
either the sales tax or the value-added method. U.S. suppliers said that by
using this method, exports to the United States are not taxed by their country
of origin. Domestic parts makers claimed that becaus.e U.S. firms are taxed on
income and foreign firms are taxed on value added, it creates cost
inequalities that result in a c~mpetitive advantage for foreign suppliers.
Other respondents cited a wide range of U.S. Government policies that put
U.S. parts makers at a competitive disadvantage. Environmental, safety, and
product liability and wor~ers' compensation concerns, as well as changes in
U.S. tax laws that have eliminated the advantages of using U.S. surplus
equipment as equity in joint ventures with foreign companies were all noted as
obstacles to _u.s. competitiveness.
During May 27-28, 1987, Senator Dan Quayle (R-IN), Senator Richard Lugar
CR-IN), and the U.S. Department of Commerce (Commerce) sponsored a seminar for
U.S. parts firms on how to s~ll parts to Japanese automakers. Several
representatives of Japanese auto producers explained to U.S. parts makers what
they expect from their suppliers in the Japanese procurement system. For
example, U.S. suppliers were told that they must reach a level of near zero
defects in their JIT deliveries. A Mitsubishi Motor Corp~'s purchasing
official said that if a defective part were found in a sample inspection, the
whole delivery would be shipped back to the supplier and a.representative of
the U.S. firm would be asked to go to Japan and discuss the source of the
problem with Mitsubishi's quality c_ontrol engineers. In addition, the
official said that if a defect is attributable to a supplier, then expenses
incurred in correcting the problem are to be borne by the supplier. 'J_/
In.May 1987, Senator Quayle introduced legislation that would require the
Secretary of Co~erce to.appoint and chair a special advisory committee on
auto parts trade with Japan. The panel, ·which would.be .compri~ed of industry,
labor, and Government leaders, would be.charged with monitoring auto parts
sales data, reporting to the Secretary on barriers to Japanese markets,
counseling him during consultations on auto parts trade issues with the
Japanese Government, and reporting to Congress annually on developments of
Commerce's auto parts sales-promotion program. !I
Representative John LaFalce CD-NY) introduced three auto parts-related
bills in August 1987, and Senator Paul Simon CD-IL) and members of the
congressional auto parts taskforce also are planning to introduce bills in the
final months of 1987. One of LaFalce's bills (H.R. 3212) would require that
!I Transcript of the hearing, p. 123.
~I Paul Wonnacott, U.S. and Canadian Auto Policies in a Changing World
Environment, July 1987, p. 28.
'J_I "U.S. Partsmakers Learn How to Sell Auto Parts to Japan at 2-Day
Conference," Automotive Parts International, June 5, 1987, p. 6.
!I "Legislation Introduced to Increase Sales of U.S.-Made Parts to Japanese
Automakers," Automotive Parts International, June 5, 1987, p. 7.
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vehicles assemQled in foreign trade zones (see p. 6-13) which contain less
than 80 percent U.S. content on a value-added basis be charged the duty
normally assigned to auto parts, which is a higher rate then the duty charged
for autos. Furthermore, autos produced in foreign trade zones by foreign
automakers in the United States that exceed 20 percent foreign content would
be counted against the quota of the home country of the foreign company. In
addition, Representative LaFalce has introduced a bill (H.R. 3211) that would
eliminate TSUS items 806.30 and 807.00 (seep. 6-12) and a bill (H.R. 3210)
that would prevent Commerce from using U.S. taxpayer money to sponsor trade
conferences promoting programs such as the Mexican maquiladora program.
Finally, Senator Simon is considering a bill to require automakers to disclose
the level of foreign content in all cars, and the congressional auto parts
taskforce may further advocate legislation to eliminate any tariff breaks for
foreign parts assembled in cars that are then sold domestically. !I
Government policies viewed by the U.S. industry as obstacles
to international competitiveness
There are a number of U.S. Government policies and regulations that the
domestic industry perceives as hindering the U.S. automotive industry's
international competitive,ness. Foremost are general economic policies
resulting in high interest and dollar exchange rates. Also inclu.c1ed are more
specific policies such as µ.s. tax laws; environmental, health ~nd safety
regulations; and antit111~t laws.
According to indus~ry sources, the U.S. Department of Labor's
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) has numerous regulations
that affect producers in the areas of worker safety and health, noise, metal
fumes and dust, and other emissions. Also, the industry must comply with
environmental regulation~ regarding air and water pollution imposed by the
EPA. U.S. companies are also subject to numerous State regulations, which,
according to industry officials, may exceed Federal standards. A majority of
the U.S. automotive parts firms that responded to the Commission '.s
questionnaire cited Government safety regulations as adversely affecting· the
competitive position of the U.S. industry. U.S. firms view such requirements
as hindering their competitiveness, because many foreign manufac~urers do not
have to adhere to thes~ types of regulations or bear their assoc.iated costs.
Also indicated as adversely affecting U.S. manufacturers are U.S.
antitrust laws. The un~~rtainty caused by their interpretation and
application can make collaborative ventures too complicated, ti.m~ consuming,
and expensive. However, proposals have recently been discussed to remove
unwarranted regulatory obstacles to joint ventures between U.S. ~~ufacturers
in the R&D area.

!I "Congressional Ire Over Outcome of KOSS Talks to Lead to New Bills," Inside
U.S. Trade, Aug. 21, 1987, p. 8.

CHAPTER 7.
..

.

MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUES AND TECHNOLOGY
-

.

The production of auto par-ts in the United Sta_tes is in~reasingly
dependent upop the development and implementation of new m~nuf acturing techniques and technologies, as domestic producers se_ek to improve their products with respect to price, quality, design, availability, and· . ·
serviceability. · u. s :· producers are utilizing sta~e-of-the-art manufacturing
processes using highly automated machinery and equipme_nt developed ,in~house,.
modeled from other manufacturing industries, and developed by outside hardware
and software vendors. New manufacturing processes and techniques are enabling
the U.S. parts industry· to improve its international competitive position;
according to industry sources ..!/ .
Machinery used to produce auto-pa~ts are numerous and vary according.to
the. type .of part being produced and the raw material. used•· Metals. account for
the bulk of raw material used in auto parts production, followed by plastic,
which is steadily growing in usage. Other materials used in automotive parts
production are rtibber (used in tires, engine electrical uses, and pedals) and
nylon (used in tires, wiring, seat covers, and exterior uses). The following
sections present a description of the production processes used to manufacture
parts. from these materials, industries developing new machinery, as.-well as
innovative technology currently, in use.
·
Metals
Steel, iron, and aluminum parts comprise, .by weight, about three_._fourths
of the total components in a typical passenger vehicle (seep. 9-4). 'f:_I: The
production of metallic automotive components is dependent on both the
machinery used in the production and forming of-metals, and:machin~ tools that
stamp, cut, weld, and othet"Wise perform finishing operations.
Material forming
Virtually all au-tomotive parts made of metal are formed originally by
material forming operations such as casting, forging, and -!3tamping. ·. Exc.ept
for small castings that are ready for.use after forming operations,'mostautomoti_ve p~rts undergo further finishing pro.cesses...
Casting
Casting is a manufacturing process by which liquid metal is poured or
injected into a mold cavity, .allowed to cool and solidify, and· then released

!I U.S. Department of Commerce, 1987 U.S. Industrial Outlook, pp; 36-10.
?:_/ Al Wrigley, "Substitute Materials Gain More Ground in '86 Models,•• 1986
Ward's Automotive Yearbook, ad. H.A. Stork (Detroit: Ward's Communications,
Inc. , 1986) .
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from the mold for finishing and use. 11 Casting is a widely used method of
manufacturing metal products because it affords the producer significantly
larger operations, in termS of product size, constituent materials, surface
texture, complexity of design, and shape than other metal- forming methods
such as metal forging and stamping. Casting remains an important means of
producing auto parts.requiring precisionand intricacy of design (e.g.,
rot.ors,. suspension·brackets, and en~ine blocks).
Sand casting, the simplest and the most widely used cast.ing process,
accounts for more than 90 percent of all metal poured. Nonsand casting
methods include plaster-mold casting, investment casting, permanent-mold
casting, and die casting. Each of these methods has its particular advantages
~nd disadvantages with regard to dimensional accuracy,. surface quality,
complex configurations, size and weight limitations, tooling costs, and other
criteria.
Forging·
Parts that experience high levels of stress in end-use, such as axles,
rods, and structural parts, are produced by forging. Machines controlled by a
variety of methods and using either continuous pressure or intermittent
h~lllltlering are used to forge these metal parts.
Controls c~n be sophisticated
and computer-gutded or can be manually operated through ievers and switches.
There has been some development of cold-forging methods, but most auto parts
continue to be forged at high temperatures to facilitate shaping. Generally
the heated piece is inserted into a die or mold, and. is ·.worke.d until it
conforms e~actly to.the desi,red specifications. This method, called
impression die forging, accounts for the bulk of automotive parts
produced through forging. £1
Stamping
Most ·automotive stampings ar.e created by placing metal ~lanks into
performed dies and applying either .mechanical or hydraulic .pressure. A recent
study indicated that, of all companies classified as belonging to SIC 364
(Metal Forgings and Stampings), over one-third owned hydraulic presses and
over three-fourths owned mechanical presses. 11 Unlike forging, which can
alter the chemical properties of metal, stamping merely alters the shape of
the raw material without· affecting its structural capabilities. The stamping
of an automotive par.t is :usu~lly accomplished in one motion, with the finished
product being immediately ejected. In some operations, presses simultaneously
punch or cut the metal blank during the shaping process. The advantage of
producing auto parts with presses is that a wide var.iety of metals can be
used, a large number of shapes can be produced, and there are no seams or
joints to weld.

11 Certain Metal Castings, USITC Publication 1849, June 1986.
USITC staff telephone interview with officials of the Forging Industry
Association, June 1987.
11 American Machinist, 1983 Survey, McGraw-Hill, New York, NY.
~I
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Machine tools
The machine tool industt·y is str:"ongly .. linked to production of metal ·
automobile parts. Expenditures by the· motor-vehicle and equipment industries
for new· machinery reached·· $7: 5 ·billion· in 1981, fell to $2 billion in 1983,
and rose to an estimated $4 billion 'in" i986. · 11 Machine tools accounted for· ·
the bulk of these expenditures:as manufacturers worked to modernize production
and update technology. and des'ign·
.......,to ·increase . their· competitiveness.
.
Machine tools used· in· automobile p~rfs production fall into three main
categories: Cl) material removal· (e.g·., cutting, shaping, drilling,·
grinding); (2) assembly· (e.g.,: welding;· riveting; soldering; painting);· and
(3) ·inspection . an:d testfng . .. ·. · · · · ·

Material removal
The largest category .bf machine tools. in use is represented by materiai
removal apparatus. '!:./ Whereas.; originally all such' machinery· was guided.
manually, during the 1960's· and-1970's', engineers developed numerically ·
controlled tools'whose movements are guided'by instruction from either a.
punched card or, more recently, by computer tape. In the production of parts
and assemblies for automotive use, numerically controlled machines have become
especially important for the manufacture and machining of engine components
such as pistons, cylinders, and valves. The precise fit of such pieces is.
central to the function and proper operation of the engine over an extended
period of lime . . similiar:leve.J'.s':ic;f.,uniformity and precision are necessary for
structural components~ such•· as!;the' chassis,; axles. and suspension systems.
AssemblY
Machine tools used to assemble body parts ·for·motor vehicles are
generally ·owned and operated by t·he;maJor :automakers.· The welding and
soldering of assemb.lies and coriiponents a;re 'directly related to ·the final shape
of an automobile, :bus. or truck ·and i is thus likely t:o be controlled by the
original-equipment manufacturer. Exceptions to this.are the assembly of
motors and transmissions, both of which require significant amounts of
welding, jointing, and ·painting.':· Significant percentages ·of these prodlkts
are outsourced in order to ma.rlage 'capacity and "output· levels of motor-vehi'cle
manufacturers.
;···t.

Heating, ventilating, :·and ··air-cond~itioriin·g equ'ip'ment, braking systems,
radiators. alternators. and other ·under-the-hood :'components also require the
use of assembly tools. 'Industrial power· handt·ools such as ·welders and·
screwdrivers are espec'ially important :.iri the more labor;....intenSive operations·.·
.

~

~·

;

·Equipment~ by Major ·Machine Tool
....,
Consuming Industries, 1947 ·to 'Date,-" The' Economic Haridbook of 'the Machine Tool ··.c;,
Industry 1986-87, 1987, National: Ma'chine Tool Builder's Association, McLean,
VA, p. 18·.
: .. ~ .... ' l . . .
'!:_/ "Machine Tools in Use," The Economic Handbook of the Machine Tool Industry,
1986-87, p. 266.

11 "Expenditures for New Machi'nery:·an'd
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Inspection and testing
Before any automotive part can be used in motor-vehicle assembly, the
manufacturer must be s·ufficien.tly convinced of its performance, durability,
and overall quality. Since the early 1980's, automakers have been under
increased pressure· to demonstrate the efficiency and reliability .of cars,
trucks, and buses. This pressure is a direct result of competition from
well-built, lower priced imports, which have caused U.S. companies to
emphasize quality as well as cost in the market place. This emphasis on
quality has in turn put tremendous pressure on automotive parts makers to
guarantee that their products are durable, function well, or add to a
vehicle's efficiency .. Traditional mechanical and electromechanical testing
machines have not proved to meet the new demands of parts consumers, and are
largely being supplemented with and supplanted by computer-aided tools.
As a result, car makers and their parts suppliers have spent hundreds of
millions of dollars in recent years purchasing computers and software that
·test more and more aspects of different parts and components. Although
sophisticated diagnostic tools are principally geared toward measuring the
quality of automotive electronics'· they are also important in the testing of
dimensional tolerances, stress loads, and performance.characteristics of metal
compone~ts.

Machine tool industry data
Key statistics of the U.S. metalworking machine tool industry declined
signifi_cantly during 1982-~~. U.S. producers' shipments decreased -irregularly
from $5.7 billion in 198~ to an estimated $4.4 billion in 1986, or by 22
percent (table 7-1). Overall, U.S. exports decreased during 1982-86 but
appeared to begin a recovery in 1984. Apparent U.S. consumption followed a
similar trend, decreasing ~rom $6.l billion in 1982 to $4.4 billion in 1983,
before generally increasi~g thereafter to $6.1 billion in 1986. u.s imports
of machine tools decreased from $1.5 billion in 1982 to $1.1 billion in 1983.
before rebounding in 1984 ~nd increasing thereafter to $2.5 billion in·l986.
As ·a share of consumptiqn, imports increased every year during the period from
24.3 percent in 1982 to 4i.l percent in 1986.
About 600 major fi~ produced machine tools in 1982. Although there are
no official.statistics. indicating the number of firms operating in 1987,
industry sources state that because of mergers and acquisitions, there -has
been a reduction in the number operating. Employment in the industry in 1982
was already low compared to historic levels, at about 85,000, and fell even
further to about 69,000 in 1983. As the industry began to show small signs of
improvement, employment ~o~e to about 72,000 in 1986. The average hourly
earnings for production workers in the machine tool industry rose from about
$9.83 in 1982 to about $10.80 in 1986, or by 10 percent. l/
Production and demand in· this industry are cyclical in nature. This has
caused labor problems, as training periods for skilled workers tend to take
longer than the d~ration of an_ upswing in demand. Younger production
employees, generally the first to be laid off in slack times, have migrated
!I U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employment and
Earnings. 1982-86.
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Table 7-1

Met~l cuti.ing· ·and-.fonning ma.chine tools:· 'U. s. ·pro_ducers' shipments, eX-ports
of dom~stic merchandise;'imports.for. consumi:>tion, and apparent.consumption,

1982-86
Ratio of.'
imports·; .to
··
Apparent
Year· ···
~hipments · 'Exports·
Imports
c·onsumpticin
consumption
_: __ _:. ____ _: _________ ..:.-.:Milliori dollars:....'__ :...._..:.:...:..:.J._:'- . ··Percent
.
1,026
6,163
1982 ..........
5,689
1,500
24.3
4,419
24.7
1983 .........
4,023
697
1,093
744
5,440
1984 .........
4,521
1,663
-30.6
1985 ............... ' 4 ,920
778
33.8
2.• 111
!I 6,259
. 8_30.
1986 .......... · .-·z•
11 4;426
2,510
'6,
106
!I
41.t
. . ··
. . ..
·...

.'

•

•

I

Produ·cers •

~~

!I Estimated by tlie staff ·of the u·.s. ·Internationd Trade

CommiS.si,on~

:~tr

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce,
except as noted.
away fr_Qm. thi's indust-~y. As technological advances change: the manufacturing
proces~ ~ .fewer 'skili!ed'. ope'rators performing tra~Hional ·jobs 'will b'e needed in
the futu~e:
·
,.
· ,
- .

.i ...

In M~fch 1~83,the National·Ka~hin:e Tool.Buildet:s' Association petitioned
t_he ·s.~c~~tary _of the U-;·s. Departm~nt . of comrn~rce to impose quotas on imports
of· ma'ch.in_~-~tools:under se.ction 232 ·of the Tr~de EXpansion Act ·of 19'6·2~ ·The.
President inst;.e~d sought Vtiluntary· Re~traint· ~r~ements (vRj.•'s)' '_in-May. of "1986
with four supplying "co4ritril:is . (Japan, West Gehnany/·Taiwarr, arid Switzerland).
The tYJ>es of machines restHcte4'under these agreementi;;inelude ·machining
centers, lathes, milling machines, and punching 'ancf'sheeririg··machines;· ".!I
Plastics
A small .but .. growing;'element:_o{'the automotive i~dus_try :is the use of
now account~ng f_Qr about 7 percent of the average·'passenger vehicle,
by weight ""Cse~ p·: 9-10>. ~i _Plastics' have tr~ditionally been used· in the ·
mariufactµr~: of P~rts', conunonly in e~truded 'pl~stic ·wir~ 'Cal?ings and in the.
passenger comj>artment wliere they replaced wood~ "text'ile; ·and metals ih. ·.
dashboards, seats;· arid. steering wheels .. :The use of "piastics "in th~·-·engine· has
become more pervasive in recent years in tubes, hoses, tanks, and other parts,
especially as requirements for efficiency and emission controls have become
more stringent. · These new developments have arisen: as a··result ·of the
~isco'\fery9f,composite plast~cs, whicl) are similar to alloy metals in their
ability to· perform fUnctioris 'ri.o't possible wHh si.inple materials\ I>iastic
COmPQSites have been: introduced in body panels, engine components~ and
.· ,.....
pla~tics,

...:
U. S: Industrial OUtlook, 198.7" ..
-._.;
1986
2/ At Wrigley, •··subst'Hute Materials Gain' Kore Ground ·in' • 86· Kodeis • .~- _
_ ti/::
.,
Ward's Automotive Yearbook, ad. H.A. Stork (Detroit: Ward's Communications,
Inc.~ 1986)~
•
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st~c.tural assemblies in recent years, with some plastics industry officials
pre4icting the use of tpe p~astic structural components by 1~90, ·.and perhaps
lat~r an all plastic·sup~rstructure.

According to one industry source, motor-vehicle and equipment

:man~facturers cur~ently account for about 230. of .14,800.U.S~ plastics·

processing plants. ii. 'The two firms· with the largest c;>utput !:>f all plastics
itlantifacturing in the United States are General Motors~ witil iJ plants, and .
Fot"d Motor Co., with two piants.
·Production processes
The principal nuinufactµring processes for plastics include injection.
molding, pressing or rolling, casting, and extrusion. Developments in
injection molding have arisen with the new composites used as- alternatives to
steel and alu.minum.
Injection molding
By far the largest consumption of·plastics for producticm of
motor-vehicle parts is for use with injection· molding machin,ry. These
.machines take plastic material from a hopper; pass it throl,lgb aheating
mechanism until it becomes molten, and then force the liquid into a mold
cavity with a plunger or ram. After the plastic has cooled (generally less
than one-half a minute) the mold. is opened and the formed part is-removed.
The automotive industry processed between 900 million and 1 billion pounds of
plastic with injection-molding machinery in both 1985 and 1986. Parts
produced in this manner are principally.nonstructural, such as knobs,
switches., caps, gaskets, housing, grilles, and a myriad of other small and.·
medium-sized pieces and components.
The most recent development in auto parts production in the plastics
industry has been in reaction injection molding CRIM). This process takes
advantage of many of the procedures of injection molding but t'equires the use
of two or more separate plastic substances that react when injected
simultaneously into the mold. Hardening or curing:is th~n. achieved
chemically, and products of. this process are harder, more stable, .. and able to
withstand higher stress and heat than other plastics. ·.These .composites are
being rapidly developed as alternatives to steel and aluminum in bumpers and
fenders, while use in structural parts is s~Ul largely experimental.
Pressed or rolled plastics
Pressed or rolled ~lastics are another .important source ot" ~otor-vehicle
parts.
this process the unworked plastic is chemically or mechanically
treated until it. ach.ieves a slightly fluid state and is then ·forced through
calenders (rollers) into uniform sheets of material. Then, several sheets of
different materials. ~re run through the calenders again.to create a layered or
coated sheet, from which patterns can be cut and pressed or sewn into various

In

11 The Rauch Guide to the U.S. ·Plastics Industry, Rauch A,ssociates Inc .. , 1986.
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components. Covers. for all padded interior surfaces and fabrics for exterior
use on roofs are produced in· this manner.- Automakers· processed about 100 · ·
million pounds of pressed or :rotled plastics in 1985. !/
Casting
For plastic' components destined for use in e~gines and other uses
involving high stress or heat·~ the castin'g· method is used. Similar to the
casting of metal, the casting of plastic parts takes place with the aid of
machines that insert material intc;>_performed'molds until it.cures into a
solid, either through cooling o~ heating and pressing. Typical plastic items
produced through casting· are ro~s ~ -~ubes, and small geaps.
Extrusion
Another significant process in producing plastic auto parts is the
extrusion method. This method, like"inJection molding, requires th~t unworked
plastic be heated to a fluid state at which point it is forced through an
opening. In the extrusion process, it is the shape of the orifice (die) from
which the material flows that creates the desired form of the final product,
which is cooled irninediafely arid·:~tC:etched onto a conveyor belt;' Almost all
plastic-encased wire used· in ..motor v~hiCles iS coated in this ~nner; other
important products Of thi~ method are ''trim ·and ~Olding for door:s', Wind~WS, and
other frames. General Kotors·is 'the.largest plastic extruder in the 'United
States, where automotive use -of such mat.erials was estimated ·at- around 100
mill ion pounds in 1985. ~I
·: ., ' ·
.. -·

Plastics machinery industry data
The U.S. plastics processing machi:nery industry experienced growth during
1982-86. U.S. producers•· shipments in'creased by 61 percent, ·from $870 million
in-1982 to $1.4 billion in 198'6 ·ct:.ai>'le 7-2>~. u:s. exports of such machines·
experienced fluctuations within a narrow.range durfog 1982-86, amount'ing ·to
$299.o million in 1982 and.$304.2 million ·in i986. · ti.s. imports of plastics
and rubber working machines increased steadily from $179.1 million in 1982 to
$574.9 million in 1986, and increased as a share of apparen't u;s. consumj)tion
from 23. 9 perc.ent ·to 34. 4 percent during the per.iod.
·'
The types of processing equipment manufactured by firms in this industry
range widely; thus it is difficult to determine a particular cause for swings
in demand. The demand for machinery used to produce plastic consumer-related
goods such as plastic packaging~ 'household· furniture, and plastics for
motor-vehicle use is closely related to the economy overall, and especially to
consumer income and spending·~ . Demand for machines used in the· production of
industrial plastic goods follows ::a dtffe_rent cycle,' and is more' dependent upon
interest rates, economic forecasts;: al).d the- substitution of plastics for.
metals in manufacturing.
'
.,.

11 The Rauch Guide.
~/Ibid.,

p. 209.

<_.
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Table 7-:2
Machines used for molding.or otherwise forming rubber or.plastics articles and
parts thereof: U.S. producers' shipment.s, exports of domestic merchandise,
imports for consumption, and apparent consumption, 1982-86

Year

Producers'
Apparent
shipments 1/ EXPorts
Inn:>orts
consumption
______ .:__·-----Million dollars------------------

1982 ..............
1983 .........•...
1984; .......... ·....
1985 .............
1986 .............

: 870.0
1,000.8
l,2'43.6
1,292.6
1,400.0

.!/ Estimated by the staff

299.0
206.3
249.7
269.3
304.2

of

179.l
189.1
338.1
420.0
574.9

750.1
983.6
1,332.0
1,443.3
1,670.7

Ratio of
imports to
consumption
Percent
23.9 .

19.2
25.4
29.1
34.4

the U.S. Inter.national Trade Commission.

Source: Cpmpile~ from offi,cial statistics of ,the l:J.S. Department of Conunerce,
except as rioted. ·
Although statistics rf)iating to t;he ~umber of companies producing rubber
and plastics-working mach~n~s are not available for 1986, the number of such
firms. in 19~4 was approxi~~ely 15CL About· .80 percent of those firms in 1984,
were. exclusively engaged 'in the mariufac.ture of "plastics-working machinery. 18
percent were exclusively engaged .in the manufacture of rubber~working
.
machinery, and about 2 percent were producing both types. The industry
producing plastics-working machinery is not highly concentrated with about 30
firms accounting for 65 percent of production.
Establishments in this industry are concentrated in the Northeast
(Massachusetts, Connecti~ut, New York, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey) and in
Ohio. The vast maJority of rubber-:working machinery proc!µction is in Ohio.
Companies with plants producing rubber- and plastics-working machinery ·range
from several large, high~y. c,iiversifi.ed companies with annual sales of over $1
billion to small single pl~nt firms ~ithannual sales around $250,000.
. In .1986, the three largest categories of plastics-wo.rking machinery
produced in the United States were injection-molding machines, at 58 percent
of the total, single screw machines, with 15 percent, and blow-molding
machines at 14 percent ...
Robotics Industry
One of the most importa~t advances in auto· parts manufacturing· in the
last 10 years has been in the field of robotics. Initially> conceived as an
answer to labor problems, many automotive planners in the early 1980's sought
to install robots extensively in plants for a wide variety of functions.
Experience quickly showed that robots were far too limited in their abilities,
and far too ekpensive to purchase and install, to be used indiscriminately on
production lines. Nevertheless, U.S. auto producers have become the single
largest customer of the robot manufacturers, having installed roughly 10,000
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robots. by 198,6. 11 In fact. tl?-e larg~st producer of robots for automotive
appii~ation is GMF ;·which was· formed by a joint venture between General Motors
and F~n~~. a 'J'ap~nese ·~obot m~I\ufacturer; ·
·
·.;
Operations
.·.•. ·A_

study of. th~ robo-ti~s i~dustry published by the Conunission in 1983

li_st~d
or' robots; classified by end use: 'l:/
. .
. the 'following
. .· ca'tegod'es.
. .
.;

Spot welders.--Spot welders are resistance devices capable of joining
metal articles through the use of a low-voltage. high-current power
source.
Arc welders.--Arc welders are devices capable of joining articles of
metal through the use of an electrode in the presence of an inert gas.
·coaters.~-:-Coaters are spraying devices that apply paint. lacquer. or

ot:her liquids to articles requiring surface treatment.
Assemblers.--Assemblers are devices.utilized to fit or joint together
· manufactured articies. to make a subassembly or completed product.
These operations are usually accomplished through the use of screws and
nu-ts.
rivets. pins;.. or similar fasteners.
·
.. ··
.

Material handlers.--Haterial handler~ are devices used to move arid store
materials and parts during various stages of production.
Metalworking apparatus.--Metalworking apparatus are metal-removing
· deviCes ~ such as latt;ies ~- mills. boring machines~ punch presses. and
drill presses.
· "
·
'
Loaders/unloaders.--Loaders/unloaders are devices used to supply and
remove parts or material from other machines (metalworking machines.
mqlding ~pparatus.. an~. so for~h) which perform the manufacturing
..0peratiori.
· ·
..
.
'.
Other.~-"Other" fnclud.e~ devices fitting the definition for robots. but

not desc.ribed above. Such devices may be combinations of robots listed
abov~ C>r other t'ypes of robots for measuring. inspection. and testing.
•...

r

~

It is estimated that U.S. automotive companies spent about $200 million a
year in 1985 and 1986 .on robots. ~/ In their current stage of development.
r~bots have proved to be most.valu~ble in spot welding of automotive parts.
The___unique ability of a 'robot t1:> endlessly perform a precise and repetitious
operation requidng relatively_ little dexterity has lent itself well to the
welding o_f auto 'body parts. in t~~se'op~rations it is not so _much the

11 Lori Valigra. "Users ·closely Defining Robot Use." Manufacturing Week. Apr.·
20 •. 1987.• p. 22.
'
·:·
'l:/ Inve.stigaf.iori N9· 332-155. USITC publication 14~5. December 1983.
~I Valigra; op. ·cft.,._p. 26;
. .f

: ·.

·.····

1..:.10

manipulation of the parts. but rat}ler the movement .of 'the ,_spot" welder around
the part to the proper location for welding that allows a fc)bot. to be used· .. ' '.
In other operations,· such as machining, it is.necessary to adc:i "machine
vision," which allows the robot to "see" the part and detect the progress of
the job. For that reason, the installation of a robot in an auto part
assembly operation can be costly. According to research done .at the
University of Michigan,. the price of the robot itself often accounts for only
one-half of the ev'entual outlay necessary for installad.ori, considering such
factors as programming, tooling, and assembly line reorganization (table 7-3) ..
Table 7-3
~obotic's

portion of total system cost, 1985, 1990, and 1995
(In percent)

System

1985

Machine tending ................ : .·. . 50 ·
Material transfer .................. 50
Spot welding ..................... ·.. 50
Arc. w_elding ..........• . ·....· ..... '. ; . . 50
Spray painting and coating. . . . . . . . . 60
Processing ........................ ·. 40
El~ctronics assembly ............... 30
Other assembly ................... ; . · 35
Inspection .........• ." ........ • •. ·... · 45·
Other ............ ,· ..... ·· : . . . . . . . . . . 50

1990 l/
40
50
'' 40
50
60
35
33

1995 l /
40
50
41
45.
60
4"(>

34

36

.30

40
35

38
30

:,

!

!I Estimat"ed by the staff of the'Uriiversity· of 'Michigan.
Source:

University of

Michigan~

Robots used for assembly are "the most prevat~nt in ·ove~aii·manufacturing,
but are not as important in the production of motor-vehicle p~rts. Some
products that d.o lend themselves to robotics assembly are englne components
and eiectrorii~s. Otherwise'· robots are impo;rtant in tes_ting find inspecting
auto parts, especially for mechanical apparatus and in the tr~nsfer and
handling of parts between manufacturing operations;
·
·
Robotics industry data
The state of the U.S. robotics industry 18 difficu1t to ascertain because
of the lack of complete statistical se~ies in many _areas ~ncf .1>ecause different
sources defin~ robotics in different ways, s·o that comparability between
sources is tenuous. u. s. Department of Commerce ·data for U.S.: imJ>orts of '
robots was first available in 1983, and official statistics on U.S. output
were not available until 1984. Such sources. showed an increase in imports·,
principally from Japan, from $15 million in 1983 to. $171 million in 1986, and
an increa.se 'in producers' shipments from $143 million -in 1984 to $317. 7
million in 1985. Manufacturers of robots have not made· significant p.rofits in
recent years, and several companies hav~ gone ou~ of business. The number of
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robots installed in factories ·a.round the country has increased over 200
percent from about 6, ()00 units in 1982 to 20, 000 uni ts in i 986. New orders .:.. .
for ro~ots. fell in .1.985, however, and it is estimated that 1986 unit shipments
were .down about 15 percent. . ThiS has driven some u. s. producers to move part "
or
of their operation~ outside tl:ie Uni.ted States to low-wage countries.

all

One largely unanticipated area of growth for robotics producers bas been
in customizing and adapting their macbin~s to customers' existing
man_µfacturirig lines~ Industry sources estimate that purchasers of robots ..
spent between $300 million and $400 m.iliion in 1985 on programming, customized
machinery (e.g., .~art~ and. conveyor belts), and other items directly· related·
to the integration of robotics ~n manufacturing. These services, however·, are·.
generally provided in full .by. only 'the largest robotics producers. Many of
the largest customers also· have in-house staff to guide the purchase and
installation of robots.
·
·
Wber~as ~he overall market for robotics is projected to grow by about 2() .
percent· annually over the next five· years; foreign manufacturers·appear poised
to capture an increasing 'share' of domestic sales.
..

.· computers
The ability: of rnanufactur~rs to design, engineer, and produce motor- .
vehicle parts is increasingly dependent upon the use of computers.· In recent
years. development~ in this area have. centere'd on the use of computer-aidec,1design and computer-aided-manufacturing CGAD/CAM) systems (see p. 7-"-20). ·
CAD/CAM systems ar~ espec.ially useful.'in drafting auto parts designs and
implementirig them with greater cont.rol. The design and accuracy of production
requirements are achieved 'with greater precision through the use of computer
graphics, modeling; 'and simulation techniques. The cost of the hardware for a
typical CAD/CAM system bas ·decreased from about $400,000 in 1980 to around
$250,000 in 1987. !/.
'
.
Computers have become essential in coordinating flexible manufacturing
systems, statistical quality control, inventory management, and a variety of
other production related tasks as well as nonprodu2tion related tasks lilc:e .
personnel management, financial analyses, and marketing research. As·
comi>uters increase in power and memory and' decrease in cost and size,
computerized planning .and control capabilities.in the manufacture of auto
parts are becoming available to' more .and more firms ..
The major.manufacturers of automobiles, buses, and trucks have spent
billions of dollars in the last 10 years on data processing machines from· the
most sophisticated, such as the one ·purchased by Ford Motor Co. in 1985, which
cost $8 million and is capable of more than 100 million calcuiations per
second, to the thousands of smaller, simpler microprocessors costing only a
few thousand dollars. ~./
·

!I U.S.·Industrial outlook, 1986, p. 21-6.
~./ Ward's Automotive Yearbook, 1986 ,. p. 25.
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Manufacturing Systems
In .the manufacture of motor-vehicle parts, as well as .in overall
manufacturing, there have been important developments ·in recent years that
deal more with the way materials are moved, s'tored, and manipulated than with
the actual operations performed. Manufacturers have sought new means of
reducing costs, improving quality, and increasing efficiency of production
through greater use of.computers and advanced manufacturing processes.
Primarily, this has meant the creation. of work "cells," where groups· of
interconnected or coordinated m_8chine tools have been arranged to perform a
particular operation or series of operations .. These cells are often managed
through computer-integrated-ma,nufacturing (CIK) ·systems that assist in the
flow of materials and ensure that machines have the proper equipment to
perform the required operation (see p. 7-18). This central control·, when
connected to the entire ·manufacturing cycle, allows for better use of
machines, materials, and labor. Known as a flexible-manufacturing-system
(FKS}, this system has bee~ considered the key to automation in
manufacturing. In SO'[\\e FKS configurations, automatic guided vehicles (AGV's)
are employed to retrieve materi8ls from storage and transfer them between
machines. !/
The use of FKS in the manufacture. of automotive parts is currently
restricted to operations where human handling of materials is made difficult
because of size and weight, especially when steel sheets are the materials.
Increa~ed automation of this 'type, .though attractive to planners, i~itially
:i'nvolves large capital outlays for machine tool.s, conveyer belts, and computer
equipment. The smaller.independent manufac:turers of automotive parts have not
had sufficient capit&:l resources . in recent years .to invest in:FKS~ On the
other hand, major automakers have included FKS .in .their ·~reindustrialization"
' programs that. sta~ted .i.~ earnest in late 1984 and are ·still in progress.
General Motors has.been.a ieader in promoting these advancements, having
ilivested heavily in automation at plants such as its Saginaw Division axle
facility, which is designed to operate at times without human supervision.
Coinpetitive

Facto~s

Affecting Industries Producing Machinery
· for Auto Parts Production.
. '

.

'

.

The most significant .industries producing machinery for. auto parts
production are the· metal-working machine tool industry, the plastic- and
rubber~working machinery industry, and the robotics· industry. All three
industries in the United States face significant competition in the U.S.
market from foreign .. producers,
principally from Japan and. West Germany.
.
.
. In general, the competitive fact9rs that influence the sale of these
types of machines are technology, performance, availability, traditional
supplier ~elationships, price, and servicing. U.S. producers have advantages
in' many of these areas, especially in technology, availability, and
traditional supplier relationships. West German producers are noted for
machines of high-performance technology, and Japanese-made machines are also
known for performance, technology, as well as availability.
1/ Al Wrigley, "U.S. Manufacturers Reap Dividends of Manufacturing
Technology," Ward's Automotive Yearbook, 1985. ·
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.. ·_ .. ~inc~ b:
produc'ers .. iiave,. tnan~--«~o~-~tit:i.ve ·a~vantag-~s ;_: irui1istry,. sour~e~.
· have indicat·ed that the most: irilportant f_!ict<fr 'tha~ has~. a_ll_ow~d forei~n. .:. ·
pro4ucers to increase their. u_. s .. market share·: ·has been: price~ Repoi:'ted_~y, ·
. much of the pri"C:e adva~tage of _foreign pr9d_µ~ers. was. achiev~d 'd~e to th~. hig~
level of the dollar that· exis·ted .for several years.· With. the· recent· decline ·
i~. the value of the d~llar in.relati~ri to.m.any f~r~ig~_currencies, industry
sources ,e><P~~t that u.s~ producer:s ~~1i:·regain s()me of the rtlarke~;.sh~re .that
·was l9st. ·
·
·
·
·· ·

s..

...-r~d~~
logy
. .. .
.. ..an4 ..'K8nageptent
. ..
...:

'·

.

~

~

Tb~ a~tomoti~e ~ndustry,'.is i~· ~he. p~o·c~ss -~ o( u~dert.~~lng·.-~$j9~- prog~~- .
to improve the qµality ~nd reliability of' its -procSuct~ •. !ind .'tQ_'incr~aS,e its .....
production flexibility and efficiency .. · Automatihri. and integration are
..
· considered. the keys. t9 . re~u~ing labo,: .·and. material costs, improving quality, .
. speeding. product. int~oductions ~ a~d . improv1ng, customer se~ic~: -~ ' :A-µ~on.tobile
manuf a~tuFers · ar;~ now :requj.ring. fr;om. many.' of .their supplier~ netit systems sue~ ..
as computer-aided-!iesign (CAD): statistical process col,itroi; (SPC), ·an~. . .
.
just-in-time (JIT) inventory; .Sucb'()perations require extensive cornini.inication
·
·
· witl:lin company operations and between· companies. .

. u. $. parts firms are inc~easingly impiementing technique~'' d~velOped 'l>y- :.
Japanese firms that are,a~med at simplifying tllt! design and_pr;o4u~tion process
·by using an integrat~d ·o~gan.iza.t(onal ~tructure. :At t~e same ·t.~me; m8.ny _'(J.s.
firm&·are alSo working to incorporate ·cIK, which electronicatly.integra~es : .
marketing, desig!l, 'manufacturing, ·(?.~dering, · an~)n~entory ~yst~.' ...Alth<?ugh ·
there is no formal def irii ti on Qf CIM, 'the 'conc~pt is now being·: applied as the.
means to electronicaUy share irtformation on ··both' iln':inter..:. and') intra-comP,a:ny.
basis·;· ··
·· '·· ·
·.
. · .
'
·. ; · .· '·· "'
· · ·: ,:_ · .. ·.·
!:.'.·

Sta?ldardlz~tion 'of-automated. systems· .Cto ai16~ .commi.tnication' b~th within·
and betw:een companies) is the first.maj.Qr obstacle bettig .. faC:ed.~by.:the · '. · '.' ·
. i~dus~ty. Industry soui:c~s ind~c~te··_that coQperatio,ri. between ;~n~fa~t~rers .ii(!
their a~t~~t,s to. standardize ·~u~omatio~ ·is ·the ·k~y. for su~cies_s... 9f t~e.-.iri~u~try
as awhole.
JapaneseMethods and the U.S. Automotive Industry
Focus ·on Quality
'
Ir(fnterv.iews, automobil~ iridu~try. p~rt~ a~d n\a~eriats. b~Y;~rs ~~ated that
price is the ·main c·riteria for a purchase.' 1 1r'· 'At thE(.same 'time,· they stated ·
that company .policy. puts
priority
quaiity as. the 'sttategy '-to 'd6mpete ' ..
against foreign engineered. automobiles; . In an Arthur''Aiici~t'Sen arid ·c(;~·' ~ltrvey
-c)n lhe auto~otive industry, improved quality was named as ·a inajor 'a~tion. the ;
· industry .cc;>uld take to incr~as~ · worl4 competi ti ver:les_s. · -~/ :... !11· ·this · c;ontext, ·:
quality goes· beyond product· charac"teristics; it includes imJ;tove~ent;s ;in. . . .
productiQ:n efficiency and _the lowering. of. costs.. Quality ha~· be.en ;defined :as

a
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li USITC staff interview with U.S. automobile manufacturers ..
Artiiur. Aride~sen & Co., ·Ca~s. and -Competition: Kanag~ment 'challenges, July

ll

1987, p. 24.
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any cost of manufacture <>r service

~hat

would.not have been incurred had the

pro~uct been built and supplied exactly· right tbe first tline . .!I Many .a,ee ..
this emphasis as. simply. getting back. to al.ready. known fundam~ntals .... In . , .

addition, U.S. business leaders are studying the success of. Japanese
m8riuf a,cturing methods as a model, for their own .organizations': ..

. . u~s: occupati,on forces introduced. ~tatistical· quality tech~iques. in Japan
following World War II. Their· motivation was· not only to assist the Japanese.
rebuilding effort, but to. improve on the poor, unreliable quality of Japanese
equipment. ~/ In the 1950's, two Americans, w. Edward Deming and J.M. Juran,
pioneered the direction
moder:n Japanese quality and process control
techniques in seminars' and ·speeches to Japanese btisiness leaders. Japanese
~nagement.embraced these methods arid perfected them.for use in their; own
o~ganizational structures. The goal· of Japanese automobile·manufacturing,
b~came quality,. with the ultimate objective of zero defects. 'J/
.·' . '•

of

In tl)e l~SO's·, U.S. automobil.e manufacturers reportedb. used. many of., ..
these same quality control techniques .. At presert~ ,° w,\tl~· incr,easing .. .
,
competitive pressur;es, GM, Ford, and Chrysler now recognize quality no~_.jus.t
~s a product
characteristic,
but as an organizational
framework.
.
.
.
.
.
'.
'
'

'

Statistical process control

·~·

1;

As.an. initial step to improve quallty, U.$ .. automakers ar~ exerting.
pressure on parts manufacturers to use the factory floor quality techniq~e
called SPC. SPC is a continuous quality measure, used t 0 .mo.nito.r the
prpduction process and detect any significant nonconformanct;i from ··.
predetermined product standards and specifications.
.
· ' For 'example, a machine operator may periodically sample a part, measure
its weight or diameter and graphically plot obtained values. If the part is
found to deviate from a set range of. tolerances, tl1e appropriate mae:hine:_or
proce'dure is then adjusted to bring the part into tolerance. 'f:his
..
preventative function is in contrast .to traditional·
inspe,ction metho.4s. to
identify d.efectiv.e parts .. · One rep.art s~ggests that a·typicat u .. s. factory
spends 2o to is percent of it's operating budget to find and fix mistakes,
which ~PC is-meant to prevent. !I

u.s ..

The Taguchi method
.

.

..

Whereas. SPC can ensure a part mee.ts specifica.t·ions, it. does not: a~dre~s
the quality of the part (or manufacturing proce£!S) in.terms.of ~es~gn. or.
function. The ultimate s<?al of quality improvement. is to numufactur.e, a pay:t ·
·with. an in~erent quality 'that is not su'scepUble t.o the. maf).ufacturing process
fluctuations that necessitate sec.
·

.!/ J. Campan.ella arid f .J. Corcoran, "PrinCiples of Quality .G9sts.," Quality,;
Progress, April 1983, ·p .. 17.

~/.Kaoru Ishikawa, translated by David:,. Lin, What· is Total Qualit~ Control,

Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1985, ~ .. 15.
. . :. .
3/ The concept of "Zero defects" was a.ho originated in the United ~S.tates in
the early 1960' s.:
. .
!/ Otis Port, "How to Make it Right the First time,". Business Week, June 8,
1987, p. 132 ..
~

. r.

J
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The Taguchi method., 'originated .bY Genichi Taguchi of Japan. simplifies
widely used "design of experiments" techniques by allowing engineers to ·find .
those few variables most susceptible to unwanted product or process variation.
out of the possible hundreds or even ·thousands of variables that might
otherwise require testing. With crucial variables identified. engineers can
then run fewer experiments. refine areas found to be most susceptible to
variation. and more assuredly change or add variables in formulating part
design. The Taguchi method. used by many large Japanese parts firms. has not
yet been widely accepted ·within the u.. s. parts industry; however. the American
Supplier Institute.· a creatio.n of the Ford Motor Co .• now offers seminars on·
the Taguchi techniques. !/
Quality functional deployment·
For Japanese firms~ the concept of quality extends to product
conception.· One respondent to the Commission's questionnaire indicated that
"up-front planning is·where the Japanese beat us." Quality functional
deployment (QFD) addresses this nee~ by.using market research to serve as a
blueprint for product ·dev~lopment.
Using QFD. data on purchaser pref~rences dictates part specifications.
This information is then translated into tabular form, matched against how the
company can best achiev·e these specifications constrained by technical
·
considerations. Clearly presented in this way. QFD can be especially useful
in "systems as complex as automobile design because it allows a large
organization to react quickly and with a single purpose in developing products
that meet the· ever changing needs of the market." 'l:_/ This contrasts with
traditional purchaser surveys in the United States which measure satisfaction
after production. customer'satisfaction is considered by the industry as the
top measure of world class quality performance. ~/ The Ford Motor Co. is
encouraging suppliers to use QFD. with Kelsey Hayes and the Budd Co .• already
implementing the method. !I
Just-in-time
Although usually thought of as an inventqry cost control method,
inventory (JIT) is a management ph;losophy dependent on product
quality. Successful JIT requires delivery of the neede.d automotive parts, in
the proper quantities. at a specified lime: With such precision. the delivery
of defective parts will delay. or could stop, vehicle assembly. For this
reason, many analysts see improved quality as a motivation to use JIT.
Keeping a large inventory is simply a way to· cover quality shortfalls in what
the industry calls "just-in-case" stockpiling.
just~in-time

!/ According to Institute brochures. the American Supplier Institute was·
created in 1981 as "a nonprofit organization dedicated to quality management
and the competitive improvement of U.S. industry."
~I Lance Early. Automotive Industries. July.1987, p. 21.
~/Arthur Andersen & Co., Cars and Competition:
Management Challenges, p. 7.
~/ .John McElroy. "For Whom Are We Building Cars?." Automotive Industries, June
1987, p. 69.
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To facilitat:e JIT, Japanese firms emphasize materials handling. The
production process is organized"so that parts and materials may automatically
move, as needed, to the proper point in the assembly line. In general, the
JIT philosophy is tq eliminate all activities that do not add value, thereby
simplifying the production process and exposing those areas of wa~te that may
delay the JIT_ p~oduction schedule.
JIT also le.ad_s to closer integration betwe_en suppliers and automotive
manufacturers, as supplier quality and reliability are vital. Instead of
negotiating specific unit contracts, long-term agreements are signed
stipulating quality requirements, delivery schedules, and price.
Although the vehicle manufacturers and certain large parts suppliers are
enthusiastic about JIT, most suppliers are only following the new methods in
an ad hoc way. Automobile manufacturers are receiving an estimated 70 percent
of their high value-added parts just-in-time to the assembly line. However,
industry sources state that an ·overwhelming percentage of those claiming to
use JIT are !llerely delivering to the schedules of their customers, and not
actually following a similar production pattern. A survey by the Automotive.
Industry Action .Group (AIAG) asserts that between 1981 and 1985 "there has
been little real implementation of Just-in-time in the. internal manufacturing
operatiotls of automotive suppliers." !I Arthur Andersen & Co.'s Delphi Survey
found that 60 percent of vehicle manufacturers believe that automotive
suppliers viewed JIT as a way of tran~ferring costly inveptories to them. ~/
industry representatives involved in implementing JIT for their firms
indicate that achieving the japanese model in practice is not necessarily the
goal of their programs. 11 They see the contribution of JIT.as simply
providing a framework for an awareness of wast~ and the elimination of
unnecessary costs. From this perspective, JIT is more of a specific
management tool, and not an organizational philosophy.
Japanese focus on flexibility
By accounting for customer preference and controlling quality from.
product design through manufacture, a firm strives for "total quality control"
(TQC). According to industry sources, it is the cooperation involved in
focusing the entire organization on a single tcnown goal, through the use of
techniques such as the Taguchi method and QFD, which is credited with giving
Japanese automobile manufacturers a product development lead time of 2-1/2 to
3 years ye~sus the 5 years it takes U.S. vehicle manufacturers. !I
. Industry s~urces state that Japanese firms maintain a clear vision of
manufacturing objectives. In the 1960's, quality was the primary goal. As
quality became assured, dependability, then cost reduction were emphasized.
Now the goal is .on ·flexibility. ~I Reducing lead times to respond more quickly
!I AIAG. Five Year Survey of the Automotive Industry.
~I Arthur Andersen & Co .• p. 8.
11 USITC staff interviews with parts producers.
1_/ John KcElroy. "For Whom Are We Building Cars," Automotive Industry, June
1987, p. 69.
~I USITC staff interview with Professor Robert Hall, University of Indiana
School of Business.
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to changing demands of the market i.s considered. vital. in meeting global
competition.·. The underlying rea.so11 for. JIT is to. contim~ously. impfove
.response to. changes in the marketplace _.wi.th minimuin' waste.: !.i -..
Tactics to eliminate idle processes, such as s.implffie~ tool changeover
procedures, now halt production for only minutes, instead of hours. .For
example, in metal stamping shops replacement die~ are kept on specially
designed carts. so that the used dies can. be pushed out of the press as new
ones are pushed in.?:_/ At the same time, Japanese f~rms are willing to make
large strategic capital investments t~ enhance flexibility .. · Japanese firms
use robots extensively; moreover, Japanese engineers.take full advantage. of
the programability of robots .to. quickly change product. mi~ in response to .
changes in consumer demand, a~d to acco~odate model·changes,without extensive
·. plant shutdowns and !"etooling. '1/ ·The Japanese are reported,ly. the majo~. users.
of flexible machine tools in the world .with an estimated :40 perce~~ ·.of the.·
world's total.·!/
Japanese methods in the U.S. auto industry
"

According to many automobile analysts, impl~menting JIT a~~ ·.otll.er .
Japanese manufacturing methods.requires profound changes.in labor-management
and management-management relations, which are. no.t forthcoming in current. U.S .
. business culture.~/ Implemeriting the Japanese style of management means.a .
.·breakdown in the corporate hierarchy so that all. employees .
focused tow:ar4 '
a . cpmmon goal.
··
,·, ·
...

are.

A beginning engineer in Japan may first serve the company on the factory
floor, then in manufacturing engineering, and finaliy'in product design'''
engineering. This is in contrast to the .emphasis on professional specialists
found in .the United States, Western·Europe, and the Soviet.union. A product
·.designer in· t.he United states wili probably have little knowledge ot:..how a ·
design or subsequent change in that design will affect . the mariuf'actu~irig
· process. !I ·
·
·
·
·
·
Factory workers in Japan are enco·uraged .to make contributions and advi~e
on process improvement. LI · Empfoyee involve~nt necessarily increases .under
SPC, .QFD, and JIT. ·In JIT; workers may be involved in the <?rdering process .by
means of .·monitoring inventory control cards, ·and SPC requires workers to . . .
constantly measure the precision of the production process.. Experience with
computers, statistical methods, problem solving,,.and increased ~nterpersonal
conununication skills ·characteriZe workers under Japanese managementmethocis:

!.I William A Sandras, ·Jr., ·"Just in Time. and Total QUality Control," ...
Productivity Centers InternationaJ.,. Johnstown, Cq. . ·
·
·
·
?:_! USITC staff interview with executives of Japanese automotive man~facturers
~J~~.
.
'J/ Jeffery Bairstow, ·"Automated Automaking," High Technology, August 1986, p.
25~
.
!/"Survey, The Factory of the Future,'~ The Economist, Kay 30, i9.87, p. 12.
2/·USITC staff interviewwith.parts.producers.
!I Ibid.
ll Ibid.
I

.
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_Consultants indicate that, some U.S. managers are resisting the Japanese
method. of increasing the responsibility of worke_rs'. ·. l/ Although U. s;
·
companies can be taught. to follow Japanese techniques, it may be impossible,
at least in the short term, to implement them fully without corresponding
changes in corporate culture.
U.S. Manufacturing
Computer integrated manufacturing
The success behind J~panese automobile manufacturing has been called a·
"three legged stool." 21 Two. of, the legs, automation and quality, ·are being
vigorously pu'rsued by
firms through increased spending and additional .
. training. The third leg, the Japanese assembly line worker, cannot be simp'ly
bo\,lght or taught. Althou·gh many U.S. firms are applying selected Japanese
techniques, the requisite loosening of organizational structure to allow
widespread human integration in the design and manufacturing processes and a
team concept among workers is largely absent in the u. s. •automobile industry~.
The Delphi survey found the "biggest obstacles to improving quality in
µ. s.. -produced J>arts are ~nagement pract~ces and employee attitudes." ~1

u.s:

.... ·' Communication between machines,. or c:rM, may. be a str.ategy better, su'ited'·
to u;s. organizations. Integrated machines lack. the mobility of'workers: and
the_re~ore, thE!" corporate structure and .divisions of u. s. f·irms can be1 · · ·
•
preserved using CIK. Moreover, sources indicate that the United States leads
the world by perhaps two years or more in the development of the computer and
telecommunications software. necessary for. CIK. ·!/
':=.
The parallel ~u~suit of Japa~ese methods and·CIK will converge into a''·:·.
manuf a'cturing 'solution unique to. the United; States, one which may be more
eff.ective than· following either track alone ... For instance; when applying the
JIT philosophy. of eliminating waste and. simplifying. the production :process, ·
source·s· ·report that· the ability to identify those areas that can most
· .., ··
effectively be automated is enhanced.
The.re iS no formal definition. o.f .CIK, as it may apply to· computer
coordfoation of a single task, or ~ore ideally,, complete computer integration
between·"the factory floor, engineering, .. corporate. offices, customers, and
supp Hers. The linkage of these di verse function's is data. Dr. Joseph
Harrington, Jr., in his book Computer Integrated- Kanfa~·turing,· first ·· ·
enunciated. CIK by· saying ·~every atom of the manufacturing process can be
· ·
expressed as data. 'In the ultimate analysis, all manufactu.ring can be_ seen as
a. continuum." ~/ · CIK integrates already established and (u-ture, "islands· of ·
automation"; ·Japanese methods are usually. inclµded as "islands" to·. be tied· in·
as part of ~IM.
·.
:.

.. ,
~I Jeffrey Bairstow, ·"Automated Automaking," High Technology, August 1986, p:
26.
..
~I Arthur Andersen· & Co. , Cats arid Competition: Management Challenges; :·P. · 24.
!I USITC ·staff interview with parts producers.
51 "The Promise of .CAD/CAM," Industry Week, Kar. 23, 1987, p. 50.

l/ Ibid.-
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The high cos~ of the neces'sary .hardware. software. and implementation of.
CIK are forcing. companies to- ,instit.ute i~ ~n a gradual fashion. CIK is ·.
·. ·
currently being appU~d in the 'following manners: ·
1)

Inside to outside: Integration between suppliers and customers for
the passing of information such as on-line ordering, or reports on
quality ratings of delivered parts.

2)

Beginning to end: Development and sharing of data from product
desigQ, planning, .and eng.ineering to manufacture.

3)

Top to botto~: Coordination. of data flow from top management to
middle management and between departments, including the flow of
i~formation from the factory floor:. upwa,t;d. !I

As with Japanese me,thod.~, Illl:'Ch .of. the focus on CIH involves linking
design, analysis, and manufacturing .en,gineering functions. · The .increasing
power and decreasing cos.ts of computer hardware, combined with advances· in
computer software ~are.merging engineering functions into what General Motors·
calls. "simultaneous engineering." ?:_/
MRP II
Man~facturing resource planning (MRP II)· is a computer-based planning··
tool some consider a step ah~ad o_f Japanese quality control and JIT production
schemes. i1 It is one management technique. sources say the Japanese have .
much to lea~ from the United
.
. .States.
. .. .
t

~

.

'

Originally conceived .in the i960's as Material Requirements Planning,·or
MRP, the logic. of the SY:Stem asks·:
(1) What are we

g~ing

to make?

(2) What does it take to .make it?
(3) What.do we have?
(4) What do we have.to

get~

!I

As a company builds a data bas~ through MRP II software, calculations are
then made on casli in/cash out~ equipment needs, labor needs, and when to
change·tooling. ~/ ·simulation can then be used.to answer "what if" types of
questions, given already stored parameters ~nd data.
!I Jeffrey.Zygmont, "Manufacturers Move.Toward Computer Integration," High
Technology, February 1987, p. 28.
?:_! "MRP II: Managing a t{anufactt.iring Company," ~ndustry Week, Kar. 23~ 1987;
p. 44.
31 Ibid.
!t Ibid ..
~I Richard J. Schomberger, World Class Manufacturing, 1986, p. 186.
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MRP II is.considered a vital management control tool for CIH. However,
as u·. S. firms begin. to adopt. ~IT, there is some co'ritroversy as t() the role of
MRP II. JIT is a pull system, where a firm reacts only when there is customer
demand; whereas production is planned in MRP II, or "pushed." The prevailing
attitude is that the two can be complimentary. MRP II provides a master
sche~ule and pl~nn~~g mec~anism, and JIT,is.the execution of that plan. 11
CAD/CAM/CAE
Unlike CIM, CAD, CAM and computer-assisted-engineering, CCAE), are
established well defined engineering tools. Use of CAD/CAM/CAE is generally
considered ·a.n integral.first
step
in' starting a CIM.system.
.
.'
.
.
.

'

'

CAD replaces the need for manual drafting by creating a graphical
representation of a product from inputted geometric data, which can then be
printed. CAD systems allow easy modification of a drawing, ~nd storage for
later retrieval and manipulation.· In this way', product ·design ·does not· have
to be' recreated .by .diff°erent departments as was prevfously the.case. Therefore,
the engi.,neeri'.ng of. the"prod~c.t is coo~dinated, faster and more precise.
• • I

'

•

'

Beyond the pictorial representation on the computer screen, data defining
product characteristics can.be subjected to engineering calculations. For
instance, finite element analysis can be applied to mathematically determine.
the stress point in the product's structure, thereby eliminating some later
prototype test;,ing. Such analysis also aids in the selection of appropriate
materials for product composition. companies u1:1ing CAD report.design time may
be redu.ced
·- up to so percent and testing reduced by. one-third. ~I ·
..
'

'

From CAD, a CAM program may be generated in minutes to run numerically
controlled machinery. Whereas CAD use is widely used by the U.S. automobile
industry, particu'larly with the advent' of inexpensive microcomputer CAD
software, CAM is still a few years away from widespread use. 3/
CAD is a requirement from U.S. vehicle manufacturers to certain
suppliers. The increasing design responsibility of suppliers adds importance
to the exchange of product data between supplier and customer: CAD meets this
need by encoding necessary data for transfer by either magnetic tape or
telephone lines. However, standards need to be further developed so that
different CAD/CAM systems can conununicate with each other. !/ Other uses of
CAD often cited by questionnaire respondents include plant layo.U:t and tool
design.
CAE includes SJ\alytical ·t:ools ·s~c~ as the Taguchi method and finite
element analysis.,· but is quickly expanding into the use of simulat~on and
artificial intelligence. By using CAD/CAM/CAE, U.S. firms are attempting to
design the product correctly from the beginning, by finding the optimal design

11 Dou.glas Williains, "JIT ·vs.

·MRP: The Ptlsh Pullers Call a Truce," Automotive
Industries, July 1986, p. 30.
~/"The Coinpetitive Edge iri-Brake Development," Automotive Industries,
December 1986, p. 93.
11 USITC staff interview with the CAD/CAM project Chairman for the Automotive
Industry Action Group CAIAG).
!I Ibid.
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to imi>rove the inherent quality of the product. CAE speeds up the engineering
process, and eliminates much of: the time-consuming. and. -expe~sive trial:-and-:- .
error steps of prototype building and design, possibly reducing development
costs and testing-time by.a factor of 10. ],/ .However,· savings areoften
reduced as many companies insist on using traditional testing methods to
verify the validity of CAE results.;Simula·tion
Whereas finite element analysis largely·applies to testing an individual
part, -the'.increasing emphasiS on building modular systems has focused ··
·attention on·compUter system modeling. Equations of ·motion, which previously
required weeks of skilled analysis, can now be· quickly generated and solved by
computer software. Sirnt1lation of the system under ·various conditions and .
·using different 1froduct variables :allows the testing of more design
possibilities, and eliminates several iterations of prototype design and
testing.· By animating the results of the simulation, engineers can actually
~atch the be.ha'Vior of ·a .system ·model using coniputer graphics.
:

t'

''•:

i :.

•!;

Computer simulation' is'· also be~oming a popular method to organize the
increasing ·c:omplexity"on the factory.floor, and to simulate'produetion·runs
under varying speeds and product mix, thus optimizing the production
process. '1=/ This is becoming particularly important with the.complexity of.
CIK. · Again, animation can· be used .to watch tbe factory .in action. ·Personal.
computers and. relatively. inexpensiVe ·software are making ·simulation :a reality
. for many _·firms.
·
Artificial intelligence
-··some ·View ·artificial intelligence· CAI) as perhaps .the "most. important
ingredient for -the realization of true CIM." 'J_/. A branch of. AI,,.1 expert
system9 ,- is. computer software that uses reasoning techniques and .knowledge
gained ·-from human experts to solve problems.· - ·
·
· . :··
, .
Expert systems programs are based on "if-then" rules that· logically
progress through an application to obtain a solution. The information
co'l'lec·ted •in ·an expert· system· can be continually broadened .and updated as the
knowledge·Of·employees and ex-employees becomes a corporate asset. The uses
.of AI ·are just being exp lo red but already include: · financ.ial advisement, part
design, process control, and robot maintenance. Expert system programs can.be
developed inexpensively and by nonprogrammers using· "expert system shells·."
This user friendly off-the-shelf software allows the simple development of
custom expert systems. Ford Motor Co. is considered to be the automotive
.industry leader in -expert -systems. !I
.:-· -;

!I Dave Zola, "Computer aided engineering· said to· cut product development·
time, cost 90 percent','·' Automotive News, June 23,. ·1986·~ .p: 30.'
-'/._/ William G; Wild~- Jr~ , and Otis Por.t, "This Video Game ; is. Saving •.
Manufacturers Millions," Business Week, Aug. 17, 1987-.. p: 8·2. ·
'J/ George H. Schaffer, ·American Machining and' Automated Manufacturing, August
1986, p. 84.
. .
!I Dwi.ght B. Davis, "ArtifiCial Intelligence ·Goes to Work,'' High Technology,.
April 1987, p. 84.
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Facilitating CIM with manufacturing automation protocol

·cKA.P)

Passing data between islands of automation to· create a' CIM environment· is
hampered by a lack of cornmunication standards. To "facilitate cornmuni.catlon,
firms now go to the expense· of either wiring hardware interfaces from machine
to machine (which in the automobile industry is ·particularly difficu·lt ·because
each new model has a different wiring configuration), writing custom software,
manually reentering data from machine to machine or, if practicable, single
sourcing to ensur~ equipment compatibility. !I
· ; · ·
Each of these solutions can be inefficient arid costly; · Using thes'e.
methods, .the cost ,of .integrating automation accounts for· about one-haU of:
total automation budgets. ~/ With a multitude of vendors comj>et,ing
the ·.
growing automation industry 0 and each possessing proprietary cc)mmunications ·
standards, a market solution appears unlikely in 'the near futur'e.
.

in·

The automobile industry is ·taking the lead in addresSing this U.'S; . · ·
industrywide deficiency. GK initiated and is coordinating a facto.ry floor,
multivendor communications standard called -KAP. 11 When implemented, MAP wi'il
connect all programmable devices, robots, and computers via a common network.
To .achieve MAP, GM has lobbied for widespread cooperation 'among users' and
vendors. Currently 890 U.S. automotive and nonautomotive related companies
and organizations are involved with KAP user groups, including. Ford, ·chrysl~r,
American Motors Corp~, Nissan Motor Manufacturing, Mitsubishi Internation~i
Corp., and many of the larger U. s. auto parts suppliers,.· As. a ~onpioprietary
system, there are no restrictions on who may ·use MAP. GM, however, ·is lead~ng
the effort and reportedly plans to spend up to $25 .billion on KAP through ··'
1990. !I
European automakers are well into implementation of' 'MAP·. 2/ The KAP
users group in Europe has 220 members in 15 countries, with all major European
auto manufacturers, except Porsche, joining·. §/ In addition, the Europea~
Community (EC). is. supporting efforts to develop CIK, or as it is called· in_.··
Europe, Advanced Manufacturing Technology (AMT). EC.projects· include a
proposal to spend $1.3 billion over the next 5 years on AMT, and $900.milliciri
on communications research. II
In Japan, ·there is some. hesitance in developing KAP products over concern
for changes in technology. However, NippondensoCo., an affiliate of Toyota··
Motor Corp.,
will install KAP in a $650 million plant
to produc~ .. fuel-:-inj ec t ion
.
r
,

'

,

!I Information provided by the MAP/TOP users group; secretariat: Society of·
-Manufacturing Engineers.
·~/ Ibid.
11 Technical and office Protocol or TOP, is a program similar to MAP~ bu.t fot
use in data processing, engineering and business offic·e · envfronments. TOP was
introduced by Boeing Computer Services and .integrated into MAP users groups .in·
1985._' Work is being undertaken to integrate KAP 'with TOP". ,·
!I Jon Swartz, "Suppliers Interested in'KAP_ Must Follow Beat From GM
Drummers," Communications Weekly, Kay 11, 1987, p. 18.
·
2_1 Info~ation provided by the MAP/TOP users group, Secretariat: Society for
Manufacturing Engineers.
§_I "European Automakers Chart, Their Future With MAP," Ward's Automotive
International, Kay 1987, p. 5.
II "Factory of the Future Survey," The Economist, Kay 30, 1987; p • 15. '.
0
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and semiconductor ehips. !I A joint venture between Electronic Data
$ystem (EDS), a subsidiQry of GM, and Nippon Information industry Corp.,'
recently announced plari~_to market MAP in Japan.~/

~nits

Industry integration
JIT delivery, inc~e~sed design responsibility and qUaiity-control
requirements force suppliers to adapt to a multitude of f~st changing
procedures and conununication methods. To avoid duplication of effort in
meeting various requirements from customers and other suppliers and alleviate
cost burdens on each firm, industrywide cooperation and standardization is
required, and bar coding is one method being used to soive these problems.
The U.S. industry has made great strides in incorporating bar-coding
techniques.- Bar coding eliminates excessive paperwork and less precise manual
j>art log.,-in procedures. For example, when using JIT, high .value-added parts,
i;uch as engines, can be readily identified for in-sequence delivery and
production. Bar code ~canning today is considered the most widely used method
of data collection. With PC software to print and scan bar-codes, even small
·companies can benefit from its use. However., nearly 50 different types of bar
~odes are currently being applied, and some form of standardization has to be
adopted by the industry. 'J./
The AIAG, an association of automobile vehicle'manufacturers and
suppliers based in Detroit, ~as developed standards for bar coding and is
working on facilitating. its use. The AIAG' s self-proclaimed mission is t_o
e~ucat-e its members and develop standards.
Other AIAG efforts include
. industry cooperation for JIT, returnable containers, CAD/CAM, continuous
quality improvement, electronic conununications, schedule standardization, and
nonstandard product.items.

-v;

!I "Nippondenso to Use GM's KAP System," Automotive News, ·Aug. 18, 1986, p. 36 .
. ~I "EDS, Nippon to Operate Joint Venture iri Tokyo," Automotive News, Apr. 27,
1987.
3/ J.R. Loeffler, "Barcode Standards Aid Detroit," American Machinist and
Automated Manufacturing, December 1986, p. 73.
·

CHAPTER 8.

COMPARISONS OF INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIVENESS
BETWEEN U.S. AND FOREIGN INDUSTRIES

In order to assess the competitive status of U.S.-produced automotive
parts in both the domestic market and major foreign markets, automotive parts
producers were asked· for their viewpoints on global market competitiveness.
The following provides information obtained from the Commission's
questionnaires conce.rning overall .competitiveness, structural factors of
competition between U.S. and foreign industries, and marketing strategies
employed in the .·United States,: along with a presentation of foreign industry
labor compensat~on costs ·and an analysis of domestic inflation and exchange
rate effects on U.S. competitiveness. U.S. producers responding to the
questionnaire received equal weight in.the compilation; that is, sales or
other factors were not· used to weight the responses. It should.be noted that
firms at the leading_ edge of technology .are probably less likely to perceive
forP.ign countries as having a comiietitive advantage, and vice versa.
Industry Rating of Overall Competitiveness
Fifty-four percent of U.S. producers responding to the Commission's
questionnaire indicated that their. firms are competitive in the U.S. market.
Of the 69 firms responding to this question, 32 percent rated their firms as
highly competitive and 14 percent labeled their firms as noncompetitive. Many
respondents expressed concern that imports will comprise an increasing share
of the U.S. market, thereby reducing U.S. parts makers' ability to invest in
capital equipment and remain competitive in the U.S. market.
Fifty~one percent of respondents indicated that their firms are
competitive in major foreign markets. Of the 64 firms responding to this
question, 20 percent-rated their firms as highly competitive and 29 percent
classifiedtheir fi~ as noncompetitive. Manyrespondents indicated that the
U.S. industry is increasingly becoming globally oriented and that competition
would intensify in foreign markets because of world overcapacity in most
automotive parts.

Forty-three percent of respondents listing Japan as a primary foreign
market stated. t.hat their firms were not competitive in the Japanese market.
In contrast, a large number of ·u·.s. producers rated themselves as reasonably
competitive in the Canadian,.· ~e'st German, Mexican, arid. Saudi Arabian markets.
U.S. producers' assessment.of ·key 'factors of competition in the U.S.
market
U.S. parts suppliers and importers were requested, through the
Commission's questionnaires, to provide an overall assessment of how
effectively domestic and foreign products competed in the U.S. market. Both
producers and importers accorded foreign producers an overall advantage, or
viewed U.S. and foreign producers as equally competitive (table 8-1). Both
producers and importers gave foreign producers an overall competitive
advantage in bearings and autosound components principally because of product
cost advantages.

Table 8-1
Automotive parts: U.S. producers' (P) and importers' (I) competitive assessment of U.S.-produced and
foreign-produced automotive par·ts in the U.S. market, _!/ and the principal factors (X) underlying overall
competitive advantages, by selected product categories, 1986
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on a country-by-country basis, U.S. producers generally accorded foreign
suppliers an overall competitive advantage, whereas U.S. importers were more
prone to see U.S. producers and their primary foreign competitors as equally
competitive (table 8-2). However, both producers and importers gave Japan an
overall competitive advantage, primarily related to pricing and production
technology.

The advantages accorded foreign producers were most heavily concentrated
in areas such as pricing. Price was cited by U.S. purchasers as the single
most important factor influencing their decisions to purchase foreign-produced
parts, followed by product quality, production technology, and ability to meet
specifications (table 8-3). Decisions by purchasers to buy. domestic parts, on
the other hand, were influenced most by shorter delivery time, reliability of
the supplier, quality,. and marketing practices.
U.S. producers' assessment of key competitive factors in foreign
markets
According to foreign industry sources, the level of U.S. exports of all
automotive parts, wnich accounted for about 11 percent Qf producers' shipments
during 1982-86, is adversely affected by their higher price compared with that
of most foreign-produced products. U.S. producers of automotive parts
responding to the Commission's questionnaire identified·cartada, Saudi Arabia,
West Germany, Brazil, and Australia as key foreign markets (table 8-4).
In the Canadian market (the largest export market for ,U.S. parts firms),
U.S. producers gave Canada and Japan an overall competitive advant~ge largely
because of lower purchase prices. U.S. firms reported that they had an
overall competitive advantage over Korean parts makers in the Canadian market
principally because of quality-related factors.
In the West German market, U.S. firms gave West German companies an
overall competitive advantage attributable to lower purchase prices and a
variety of nonprice factors. U.S. producers indicated that Brazilian firms
had a price-related comparative advantage in the Brazilian market, and they
snw themselves on equal footing with Canadian companies selling in Brazil. In
addition, U.S. firm9 gave themselves ,a comparative advantage over Taiwan
producers in the Saudi Arabian market (chiefly attributable to superior
production technology),.and ranked themselves as equally competitive with
Japanese and West German companies iri. the Australian market.
·

Table 8-2
Automotive parts: U.S. producers' (P) and importers' (I) competitive assessment of U.S.-produced
and foreign-produced automotive parts in the U.S. market, 1/ and the principal factors (X)
underlying overall competitive advantages, by major foreig~ sources, 1986
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Table 8-3
Automotive parts: Ranking of U.S. purchasers' reasons for purchases of
U.S.-produced and foreign-produced automotive parts, 1982-86 l/

u·. s. -produced
Reason for purchase
Lower purchase price
(delivered)......... . . . . . . . • . . . .
Quality ....... ·....................
Production technology.............
Reliability of supplier...........
Ability to meet
specifications. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Engineering/technical
assistance......................
Marketing practices ..•........... ·.
Product innovation................
Favorable exchange rates..........
Ability to supply metric
sizing..........................
Willingness to supply
required volumes................
Shorter new product
development time................
Favorable terms of sale...........
Shorter delivery time.............

automotive parts

Foreign-produced
automotive pa·rts

11
.3
·8
2

1
2

9

4

5
4
10
14

6
7
8
9

13

10

6

11

. 12
7
.1

13
13

3
4

11

l/ Ranking numbers range from 1 to 14, number 1 indicating the most important
reason for purchase and number 14
purchase.

in~icating

the least important reason for

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.,
Structural Factors of Competition B~tween U;S.
and Foreign Industries · ·
Producers responding to the questionnaire evaluated selected cost items
and accorded either domestic or foreign automotive parts producers an
advantage for each of the product· areas examined.
.·
According to U.S. prod'ucers ~esponding to· the Conunission's questionnaire,
the United States' overall competitive position in industry structural
comparisons with its major foreign competitors is the. same for four of the
seven product areas examined (table 8-5) ... The .United States maintains a
comparable position or greater competitive ~dvaritage with major foreign
industries in fuel costs; however, foreign· industries were given a competitive
advantage in labor costs and alleged government subsidies. In responding as
to how these competitive assessments might change during 1988.:-92·, ~. S.
producers indicated a strong concern regarding possible fluctuations in
exchange ·rates.

Table 8-4
Automotive parts: U.S. producers' competitive assessment of U.S.-produced and foreign-produced automotive parts in the major foreign
markets, l/ and the principal factors (X) identifying overall competitive advantages, by top competitor nations, 1986
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Table 8-5
Automotive parts: U.S. produ.cers' competitive assessment of structural factors of
competition for the U.S. industry a~d foreign industries, !I by selected product
categories, 1986
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advantage. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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U.S. Government
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= 60 percent or more of total respondents accorded d.omestic parts makers an
advantage; F = 60 percent or more of· total respondents accorded foreign parts makers
an advantage; S = Competi~ive position the same.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
In a country-by-country comparison, U.S. producers perceived themselves
at a competitive ·disadvantage with most ail principal f'oreign industries
·
except West Germany (table 8-6). The U.S. industry again generally believed·
that it. had a competit_ive adva~tage in fuel cost; however, foreign industries
were given a competitive advantage in labor costs, exchange rates, taxes,
alleged subsidies, and U.S. Government regulations (e.g., emissions and safety
standards), which increase costs.
·
Although exceptions to these structural factor assessments may be cited
by U.S. producers for individual product areas or foreign competitors as
discussed in the analyses of the seven key products (see chapter 12), these
conclusions are based on the aggregate responses to the Commission's :'
questionnaire. Specific information on competitive positions of specific
types of auto parts producers is discussed in each of the product sections of
the report.
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Table 8-6
Automotive parts: U.S. producers' competitive assessment of structural
factors of competition for the U.S. industry and foreign industries, !I by
major competing countries, 1986
Item
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Product cost advantages:
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Raw materials cost ......
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!I D = 60 percent or more of total respondents accorded domestic parts makers
an advantage; F = 60 percent or more of total respondents accorded foreign
parts makers an advantage; S = Competitive position the same.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Marketing Techniques and Strategies
Respondents to the questionnaire provided information on marketing
techniques and· strategies which they relied on, as well as marketing
strategies employed by domestic or foreign competition. Respondents reported
that product quality, delivery, and pricing policies were their most important
marketing techniques and strategies in the U.S. market ·during 1982-86. The
following tabulation summarizes these results: !I
Rank

U.S. firms' domestic
marketing strategies

1 ..•......
2 .........
3 .........
4 .........
5 .........

Product quality
Delivery
Pricing policies
Technical service
Product innovation

Percentage of
. firms responding
65
55
53
38
26

!I There were 66 firms responding to this question in the Commission
questionnaire.
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Respondents indicated that pr1c1ng policies, product quality, and certain
export techniques·were. the key·marketing techniques or, strategies employed by
their foreign competitio~ in the U.S: market. The following tabulation
summarizes these .r~sul~s: 11
Foreign firms' marketing strategies
1 ........ . Pricing policies
2 •••.•..•. Product quality

3 .... •.• . .:. Export·techniques:

own

under
license
By broker ·
Intracompa~y movements
Pe livery
4 •........ Sal~s ::techniques
5 .•.•..... Delivery
,.: '
Respondents reported that.their foreign competition was increasingly
practicing a number of techniques, including the establishment of service and
distribution outlets to supply customers, greater product diversification,
increasing promotion budgets, and_.broadening sales coverage.
By comparison, m~ny U.S. suppliers noted that·they are increasingly
applying a number of customer service techniques, including increasing their
willingness to respond flexibly to cust9mers, providing better service,
signing long-term contracts with major· accounts, increasing !nventories in
sales locations, providing rebates; ·and· lengthening.warranty programs.
Labor
Hourly compensation costs paid to production workers in motor-vehicle and
equipment manufacturing in the United States are higher than those paid to
workers in other major producing countries .. Table 8-7 shows data on hourly
compensation costs for U.S. production workers -in automot~ve and equipment
manufacturing compared with those of workers in major producing countries.
Al though the figures include comp_ensat ion for the broad category,
motor-vehicles and equipment manufacturing, they are:believed to be indicative
of the differences in compensation costs for the automotive parts ·industry.
Generally, higher labor costs are associated with higher productivity .
. Although information is not available for all countries during 1986, data
indicate that compensation paid in the various producing countries ranged from
11 percent (for .Korea)- of the U.S. compensation level. of $19. 87 per hour to 86
percent (for West Germany) (fig. 8-:-H. Part of the c.hange in labor costs for
motor vehicles.and all manufacturing is· a result of exchange rate changes.
Wages in u~s.· parts firms, which are largely non-union, are generally below
wages in U.S. assembly plants. Hourly compensation costs for all
manufacturing during 1986' were lower.than such costs for motor-vehicle and
equipment manufacturing in all major foreign producing countries (table 8-8).

11 There· were 64 firms responding to this. question. in. the Commis.sion
questionnaire.
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Table 8-7
Motor-vehicles and equipment manufacturing: Hourly compensation costs for
production workers, by specified countries, 1982-86 !I
Average
annual
change,
1986

over
Countr1

1982

1983

1985

1984

1982

1986

Percent
United States .....
West Germany .•....
Canada ............

Sweden ............

Japan !I •.........
France .. ..........
Italy . ..... ~ ......

United Kingdom ..•.
Korea .... .......•.

Mexico 'J_/ •••••••••
Brazil ....•..••..•
Spain!/ .•...••••.

$17.99
13.03
12.46
10.36
7.22
9.09
7.76
7.60
1.60
3.56
2.90
2.65

$18.23
13.16
12.82
9.18
7.83
9.03
7.94
7 .11
1. 78
2.61
1.92
2.58

$18.92
11.92
13.18
9.64
7.92
8.42
7. 72
6.67
1.94
2.55
1.68

$19.73
12.17
13.10
10.14
8.04
8.61
8.05
7.07
1.99
2.66
1. 73

!I

!I

$19.87
17.04
13.50
12.36
11.81
11.61
10. 75
8.68
2.12

2.5
6.9
2.0
4.5
13.1
6.3
8.5
3.4
7.3

!I
!I
!I

~/
~/

!I

!/ Hourly compensation is defined as all payments made directly to the worker,
including bonuses and overtime, and employer contributions to legally required
insurance programs and contractual and private benefit plans.
!/ Including motorcycle manufacturing.
'J..l Motor vehicle assembly and car bodies only.
!I Not available.
~/ Average annual percent change, 1985 over 1982:
Mexico -9.3, and
Brazil -15.8.
!I Transportation equipment.
Note.--Data are in U.S. dollars.
Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics-unpublished
statistics, February 1987.
Domestic Inflation and Exchange-Rate Effects
There was very little inflation in the United States from early 1983 to
early 1987 as measured by the Producer Price Index. U.S. inflation therefore
has had little effect on U.S. competitiveness in auto parts. Other countries
have had different·experiences with inflation over this time period. Where
inflation in those countries has been especially rapid (e.g., Brazil and
Mexico), exchange-rate movements have largely paralleled the course of
inflation.
When the effects of differential inflation rates are removed, the
resulting "real" exchange.rates better illustrate changes in the international
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Figure 8-1
Motor-vehicle and equipment manufacturing: Indexed hourly compensation
costs 11 for production workers, by specified countries, 19_82 and 1986, United
States, 1982=100

United States

Germany

Korea
100

l/ Hourly compensation is defined as all payments made directl'y to the worker,
including bonuses and overtime, and employer contributions to legally required
insurance programs and contractual and privata benefit plans.
it Including motorcycle manufacturing.
Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, unpub lishe( -·
statistics, February 1987.
terms.of trade than do nominal rates. In tables 8-9 and 8-10 indices of the
"real" value of the dollar in terms of foreign currencies are presented for
the major producers of auto parts, along with indices of producer prices and
nominal exchange rates. The dollar generaliy rose in value over the period
until reaching a peak against most currencies in January-June 1985. ! The
U.S. industry was losing price competitiveness during this period, which is
reflected in the trade statistics.
· ·

11 The major exception to this pattern are Brazil and Mexico.

In Brazil, the
pattern is roughly a flat real exchange rate through 1985, with fluctuations
around the flat trend probably caused by the volatility of Brazilian inflation
and problems in measuring it. In Kexico,-inflation was catching up with
earlier sharp depreciation of the peso, producing a rise in the real value of
the peso until January-June 1985.

an
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Table 8-8
All manufacturing: Hourly compensation costs for production workers, by
specified countries, 1982-86 !/
Average
annual
change,
1986
over
1982
Percent

gguntrx:

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

United States ......
West Germany ....•..
Sweden .............
Canada ..............
France .............

$11.50
10.28
10.07
10.22
8.01.
7.41
4.43
6. 76
1.25
5.35
2.54
1.86

$11. 97
10.23
8.89
10.98
7.92
7.79
6.13
6.32
1.32

$12.40
9.44
9.17
11.09
7.48
7.38
6.35
5.88
1.41
4.58
2.04
1.16

$12.82
9.60
9.66
10.89
7. 71
7.65
6.45
6 .14.
1.44
4.79
2.07
1.22

$13.09
13.44
12.23
10.96
10.45
10.27
9.50
7.46
1.55

3.3
6.9
5.0
1.8
6.9
8.5
21.0
2.5
5.5

~/
~/

~/
~/

~/

~/

Italy.•.; ..........

Japan ..............
United Kingdom .....
Korea ..............
Spain ..............
Mexico !I ..........
Brazil .............

4~64

1.85
1.26

!I Hourly compensation is defined as all payments made directly to the worker,
·including bonuses and overtime, and employer contributions to legally·required
insurance programs and contractual and private benefit plans.
~I Not available.
~/ Average annual percent change, 1985 over 1982:
Spain -3.6, Brazil -13.1,
and Mexico -6.6.
!I Average of selected manufacturing industries.
Note.--Data are in U.S. dollars.
Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics-unpublished
statistics, February 1987.
Since January-June 1985, the value of the dollar has generally fallen in
real terms against the currencies of the United Kingdom, West Germany, Italy,
·Japan, and Brazil. The trend has been relatively flat against the Canadian
and Korean currencies, ·and the dollar has risen against the Mexican peso as
inflation there has been less than the depreciation of the peso. This means
that the U.S. auto.parts industry has improved its price comi>etitiveness
against producers in Europe~ Japan, and Brazil as a result of real-exchangerate changes, and has experienced little change with respect to Canada and
Korea, and a loss of price competitiveness with respect to Mexico.
U.S. Producers' Assessment of Challenges From Foreign Competition
and Their Responses

..

U.S. suppliers responding to the Commission's questionnaire indicated the
greatest impact of foreign competition in 1987 was on their market share and

Table:> 8-9
Inde•cs of nomin;,l-c•chan9e·-r-alc equiualenls and real·-e•change-rale equiualents of the United Kingdom pound, the French franc, the West German mark, the
Italian lir·a, and I.he Canadian dollar, and pr·oducer price indicators in the United States, United Kingdom, France·, West Gernldny, Italy and Canada 1.1 by
quarlen, January 1983-March 1987
(January-f'larch 1983=1QQ1______________________________________

--·--u." S.

_Kinq'""'d"'o"Om'---=-pro-·
Nominal- Realducer
e•change- e•change
price
rate
rate
~eri2q_ ___ _!,r:J!!!!!<__0,!l,1!L_i~J1_~,
lnde•
Pounds per U. s_.
9..11.llar
1983:
Jan.-Mar ... 100.0
Apr.-June .. 100.3
July-Sept. :101.3
Oct. --Oec ... 101. 8
1984:
Jan.-Mar ... 102.9
Apr .... Jun<> .. 103. 6
July-Sept .. 103. 3
Oct. '-Dec . .. 103. 3
1985:
Jan. ··Mar ... 102. 9
Apr.-June .. 103.0
July-Sept .. 102.2
Oct ' ··OPC . . . 102 . 9
1986:
Jan.-Mar ... lDl.3
Apr-June..
99.4
July--Sept .. 98. 9
Oct . -Dec . . . 99. 3
1987:
Jan.-Mar ... 100.5

Qn i ted
Producer
price

France___________________
West Ge!'2'!!!'_!1_______
Pro···
Nominal- RealProNominal- Realducer e•change·- ""change ducer ,,.change- e•changeprice rate
rate
price rate
rate
index inde•
inde•
index index
index
E,ranc per U.S. · - - - - - - - [i;,~~kper
dollar
.!!.:.!.,_dollar

!!!.!L.---------Pro-·
ducer
price
index

Nominal-e•changerate
inde•
pra per

Realexchangerate
ind.,.

canada
Producer
price
index

Nominalexchangerate
Index

-··-Reale•changerate
index

·------·canad"iandoJ.la;:'""pe,;.-

~dollar

U.S. dollar

100.0
102.0
102.7
104 .1

100.0
98.5
101. 4
104.2

100.0
96.8
100.0
101.9

100.0
103.9
107.9
111. 8

100.0
1D8.5
115.6
118 .6

100.0
104.6
108.5
108.0

100.0
100. 3
101.1
101.7

100.0
103 .2
109.8
111. 2

100.0
103.1
109.9
111.3

100.0
101.6
104.0
107.4

100.0
1D5.6
112.4
116.1

100.0
104.2
109.5
110.1

100.0
101.5
102.4
102.8

100.0
100.3
100.4
100.9

100.0
99.1
99.4
99.9

105.9
108.4
109.0
110. 4

106.8
109.7
118. 1
126.0

103.7
104.8
·111. 9
117.6

115.6
118.9
121.6
123.5

120.6
120.9
130. 1
135. 9

107.3
105.3
110.5
113. 4

102.7
103.5
103 .9
104.7

112.2
112.5
121.2
126.8

112.4
112.6
120.5
124.8

,ll!J.8
113. 3
114. 7
117 .0

118.8
119. 7
128.6
135.1

110.2
109".4
115.8
119.0

104.5
105.7
106.4
106.6

102.3
105.3
107-. 1
107.4

100. 7
103.2
104.0
103.8

112.2
114' 4
115.1
116. l

137 .5
121. 8
111. 4
106.6

126.0
109.6
98.9

125.5
126.6
124.9
122.0

144.6
136:6
126.1
114.5

118.5
111. 1
103.2
96.5

105.7
106.2
106.2
106.0

135.2
128.2
118.3
107.3

131. 6
124.3
113 .9
104. 1

120. 1 144.4
' 122. 7 . 140.8
122.7 135.5
·: 123. 8 125.1

123.7
118; 1
112.9
103 .9

107.9
108.5
io8.6
109.4

110. 3
111.6
110.8
112.4

105.1
105.9
104.3
105.7

117. 7
119 .6
120.1
121.0

106.4
101. 5
102.8
107.1

91.5
84.3
84.7
87 .9

2t

2t

?J

105.0
103.4
102.3
100.9

97 .4
93.3
86.6
83.4

94.1
89.7
83.7
82.1

123.2
121.0
120.0
120.8

114.2
110.0
102.6
99.3

94.0
90.3
84.·6
81.6

110.5
108.7
108.9
'!,_t

114.4
112.8
112.9
112.8

104.9
103.1
102.5

'!,_/

104.7
103.8
98 .. 4
95.4

122.6

99.4

81.5

lt

89.0

lt

100.6

76.4

76.3

lt

93.3

lt

lt

109.0

lt

9~.5

it

lt

it

lt

'!,_/

iT'ihi!·;:;;r-·iialue Ofa-currerocy is the nominal ualue adj~;ted for lhe ·difference between inflation. ratesTn ·the United States and the respectiue fore·ig;;--country. Producer prices presented In line 63 .of International Financial Statistics were used in computing real <!Kchange rates.
~/ Not auai lab le.
----··
S.ource:

Inten1ational Monetary Fund,. International Financial Statistics.
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Table 8-JD
Indexes vf nominal-exchange-rate equivalents and real-exchan9e-·rate equivalents, of the Japanese yen, Brazilian cruzado, Mexican peso, and Korean won and
producer price indicators in the United States, Japan, Brazil, Mexico, and Korea, !/ by quarters, January 1983-March 1987

feriod
1983:
Jan.-Mar ...
Apr.-June ..
July-Sept ..
Oct .... Qec. . .
1984:
Jan.-f'lar ...
Apr.-June ..
July-Sept ..
Oct .-Oec ...
1985:
Jan. -Mar. . .
Apr. -Juno ..
Ju,ly-Sept. .
Oct. -Oec ...
1986:
Jan. -f'lar ...
Apr .. -June ..
July-Sept ..
Oct. -Dec ...
1987:
Jan.-Mar ...

(January-l"larch 1983 =....!QQ.l_-··-··---Br'!.1'.!..!.__________
Pro-·
Nominal- Realducer
exchange- exchangeprice
rate
rate
index
index
index
~!:!Jzados per U.S. dollar

U. S.
pro-ducer
price
index

Japan
Producer
price
index

100.0
100.3
101. 3
101. 8

100.0
99.0
99.2
98.6

100.0
100.8
102.9
99.4

100.0
102.0
105.0
102.6

·100.0

102.9
103.6
103.3
103. 3

98.7
98.6
99.4
99' 1

98.0
97.4
103.3
104.4

102.1
102. 3
107.3
108.5

351.9
467.5
623.8

102 . 9
103.0
10.2. 2
102.9

99.5
98.8
97.7
95.5

109.3
106.4
101. 2
87 .8

101. 3
99.4
98.9
99.3

93.2
89.3
86.8
85.4

79. 7

100.5

85. 1

NominalReal<!Xchan9e- <»Changerate
rate
index
index
Yen per U.S. dollar

···---·-·--

Mexico
Producer
price
ind~

Nominalexchangerate
index
Pesos per

Realex changerate
index
U.S. dollar

Korea
Producer
price
index

NominalRealexchange- exchangerate
rate
index
index
Won per U.S. dollar

100.0
146.0
195.7
98.6

100.0
110.7
104.6
101.4

100.0
121. 3
137.0
152.0

100.0
111. 9
123.6
135.3

100.0
.92.5
91.4
90.6

100.0
99.2
9Q.4
98.9

100.0
102.1
104.2
105.5

100.0
103.2
106.8
108.6

102.3
102.9
101.9
99.1

181. I
209.5
227.2
251.5

147.0
158.7
170.3
182.1

83.5
78.5
77.4
74.6

99.3
99.6
100.4
100.5

105.6
105.9
107.6
108.8

109.4
110.2
110. 7

871. 7

350.0
464.4
615.0
838.0

113 .0
110.8
105.9
94.6

1205. 2
1541. 5
2024.7
2867.6

1154. 3
1604.9
2085.3
2763.5

98.5
107.2
105.3
99. I

283.8

71. 3

69.6
80.2
86. I

100.5
100.6
100.8
'101.4

111. 3

. 343 .5
390.5

196.6
214.2
269.3
327.0

117 .2
118. 3

113 .9
117. 7
118.8
120.0

72.2
66. 1

86.6
80.3
75.3

68.0

19.0

4351. 3
4522.3
4605.5
4869.9

3903.7
4245.4
4245.4
4358.3

90.9
93.3
91.1
88.6

474.7
484.4
672.9
816.7

415.2
511.8
652.5
819.1

88.6
105.0
95.9
99.6

100.4
98.Z
98.2
97.8

117. 7
117.7
117. I
115.4

118.9
119.1
118.0
117 .2

65.0

76.8

6330.2

5607 .4

89.1

!/

!I

~/

98.1

113 .6

116.4

132. 2

189.4
266.9

17"'ihe

317 .o

'

115.1

111. 5

real value of a currency is the nominal value-adjusted for the difference betWl!en inflation rates in the United States and the.respective foreign
~ountry. Producer prices presented in line 63 of International Financial Statistics were used in computing real exchange rates.
~/Not available.
Source:

International 1'1onetary Fund, International Financial Statistic•.
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profitability (table 8-11). Producers reported that they were relatively
comfortable with their ability to finance investment and R&D. ·A narrow
majority of respondents believed that the adverse effects of foreign
competition will last more than 5 years.
Table 8-11
Automotive parts: Number of responses from 72 U.S. produ·cer·s of automotive
parts regarding the seriousness of the present challenge from foreign
competitors., 1987
Item
High-rated
Market share ..............
Profitability .... : ........
Capacity utilization ......
Employment .......· .........
Low-rated
Cash flow .................
Ability to finance:
Investment ..............
Research ................
Development .............

MinorGraveSubstantial
Negligible
Severe
--Percentage of total responses---

Number of
responses

27
29
21
21

41.
39
41
37

31
33
.38
42

70
70
66
67

11

30

59

66

13
9
10

28
27
32

58
64
58

67
66
'62

Source: Compiled from data submitted in responses to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
In looking to the future, respondents reported that they expect
competitive relief from foreign competition to most likely come from reactions
by their own firms, the declining value of the U.S. dollar, use of new
technology, and U.S. Government action as shown in the following tabulation: !I
Number of firms
responding
Source of competitive relief:
Not a problem. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Reactions by our firm .................
Declining value of the U.S. dollar ....
Use of new technology, products ........
Rising costs/problems of competitors ..
U.S. Government action ................
No solution in sight ..................

8

3i
26
25
12
18

6

Twelve percent of respondents said that they saw no source of competitive
relief in sight, and 16 percent indicated that foreign competition was not a
problem for their firm.

!I Compiled from data submitted by 51 U.S. producers of automotive parts in
response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Respondents indicated that they would respond to foreign competition in
1988 as well as 1989-92 by introducing labor-related and overhead costreduction efforts and product changes related.to quality and design (table
8-12). Many respondents indicated that they expect to introduce labor-related
cost reductions and improve quality by aggressively implementing new
manufacturing technologies; e.g .• a number of firms stated that they will
introduce robotics into th~ir plants. However, there were shifts reported in
strategies between the two periods; for example, respondents stated a greater
inclination to invest in R&D and plant and equipment during 1989-92. At the
same time, U.S. parts firms more strongly believed in initiating product and/or
product financing terms and cost reduction efforts in 1988.
Table 8-12
Automotive parts: Number of responses from 79 U.S. producers of automotive
parts regarding their strategies for responding to competition from foreign
companies, 1988 and 1989-92
Item
No special response required ................ .
Product orientation and
marketing efforts ......................... .
Pricing and/or product financing terms ...... .
Product changes: quality •.
design, diversity, etc~ ......... ~ ......... .
Production levels and product mix ........... .
Cost-reduction:
Labor-related ............................. .
Raw/intermediate materials ................. .
Production and transport~tion

1988

1989-92

8

5

27
32

25
27

39
17

40
18

40
33

33
28

costs ............................. • ..... . 31
Capital costs .................. ·........... . 18
Overhead .................................. . 36
Business strategies:
Investment in plant and
equipment .................•.............. 30
Investment in research and
development ............................. . 27

28
18
31
34
33

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to q\Jestionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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In considering the effect of heightened competition, U.S. producers
indicated that improving production efficiency, improving labor productivity,
increasing market share, and expanding_sales were their most important
objectives in determining their strategic decisions during 1987. The
following tabulation ·summarizes these results: !I
Objective
1
2
3
4
5

Improve production efficiency
Improve labor productivity
Increase market share
Expand sales
Increase return on equity

1/ There were 56 firms responding to the question in the Commission
questionnaire.

CHAPTER 9.

EFFECTS ON SELECTED INDUSTRIES OF CHANGES IN
U.S. AUTO PARTS COMPETITIVENESS

Global competitive pressures in the areas of technology, productivity,,
product quality, and exchange rates have altered the competitive position':'.of
the U.S. automotive parts industry. This section discusses the major
industries that supply inputs to the parts industry and describes ways in
which they are working to meet the challenges of foreign and domestic changes
in materials usage. The section also presents current and fu~ure developments
in various automotive parts design and composition.
Selected Basic Industries
Information derived from the latest U.S. input-output accounts (1977
data) published by the U.S. Department of Conunerce indicates the industries
most likely to be affected by shifts in competitiveness levels of the auto
parts industry. However, the U.S. auto parts industry has experienced
considerable change since 1977; thus, the data should be considered to be
merely suggestive. It should be noted that some inputs are imported, but the
accounts give total input requirements without a breakdown of whether they are
imported or domestic. Major direct inputs to the motor-vehicle parts and
accessories industry, along with industry expenditures on these inputs as a
percent of the value of industry output, are as follows: blast furnaces and
steel mills; iron and steel foundries; iron and steel forgings; miscellaneous
plastics products; aluminum castings; and fabricated rubber products. As
percentages of the total value of industry output, these amounted to 10.3
percent, 8.0 percent, 2.9 percent, 1.9 percent, 1.5 percent, and 1.1 percent,
respectively.
·
Major industries affected by changes in the output of motor-vehicle parts
and accessories and the percentages of each industry's output used to make
motor-vehicle parts and accessories are as follows: electrometallurgical
products, 25.1 percent; iron and steel foundries, 30.1 percent; iron and steel
forgings, 34.6 percent; aluminum castings, 26.2 percent; nonferrous castings,
n.e.c., 29.9 percent; and carburetors, pistons, rings, and valves, 31.2
percent. Consider the following examples to aid in interpreting these data.
If the shipments of motor-vehicle parts and accessories were to drop 10
percent, demand for electrometallurgical products would drop 2.5 percent, and
demand for iron and steel forgings would drop by 3.5 percent.
Selected Industries and Material Substitution
Downsizing of automobiles, material substitution programs involving
plastics, aluminum, and composites, and re-engineering are responsible for the
shift in materials content in the automotive industry.within the past
decade. 1/ Downsizing, which took place largely during the 1978-82 period,
accounted for the bulk of reductions in.steel content, as automakers were.

11 Al Wrigley, "Materials Mix," American Metal Market, Sept. 1, 1986, p. 4.
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encouraged by Federal standards and competition to produce lighter weight,
more fuel~efficient, better performing vehicles. l/ The decline in the unit
content of cast iron is largely the result of increased use of smaller
engines, such as General Motors' (GM) 2.5 liter "fours."~/
In 1976, the typical passenger car weighed approximately 3,762 pounds and
contained about 2,075 pounds of carbon steel, 120 pounds of high-strength
steel, and 562 pounds of cast iron. A decade later, the typical car weighed
3,175 pounds. The amount of carbon steel decreased by 29 percent to 1,470
pounds and the cast-iron content declined by 17 percent to 466 pounds. By
contrast, high-strength steel content in cars increased to 224 pounds, or by
87 percent. During the same period, the plastics content in cars increased by
33 percent, from 163 pounds to 216 pounds, and aluminum increased from 86
pounds in 1976 to 140 pounds in 1986, or by 63 percent (table 9-1 and figure
9-1). 'J_/
By 1995, a comparable car is expected to weigh about 2,917 pounds and
contain 1,225 pounds of carbon steel, an additional decrease of 17 percent.
Cast-iron content is expected to fall an additional 10 percent. Plastics are
predicted to increase an additional 28 percent, to 275 pounds per car in 1995,
and aluminum is expected to increase an additional 13 percent. High-strength,
lightweight steel will increase by an additional 12 percent during the period
1986-95, and glass and other weighty, nonsteel materials will·decline by 25
percent during the same period. !I Although the largest gains in weight were
seen in high-strength steel, aluminum, plastics/composites, and stainless
steel, with the losses evident in zinc die castings, carbon steel, copper, and
iron, it should be noted that comparison of· materials by weight does not
reveal actual gains in penetration of the automotive parts industry, as
plastics weigh less than aluminum and high-strength steel . .2,/ Although no
data are available that indicate the increase in the application of
plastics/composites on surface and dimensional areas, it is estimated to
exceed 33 percent.

11 Al Wrigley, "Materials Mix," American Metal Market, Sept. 1, 1986, p. 4.
21 Al Wrigley, "Substitute Materials Gain More Ground in '86 Models," Ward's
Automotive Yearbook, 48th ed., 1986, p. 27.
'J_I Ibid.
4/ "One For the Road: Lite Cars," The Washington Post, Nov. 24, 1985, p. 64 .
.2,1 Ibid.
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Figure 9-1
Change.s In materials content in U.S.-produced cars, 1976-88.

Fluids/Lubricants
'76-190.0 lbs
'86-181.0 lbs.

Ptastlcs/~omposltes
'76-162 s lbs.
'86-216.0 lbs.

Zinc die castings
' 75 - 44 0 lbs
'86-18.0 lbs.

Aluminum
']8-85. S lbs.
'86-139.5 lbs.

Lead
'78-25.0 lbs.
'86-23.S lbs

Others
'76-140.0 lbs.
'86-98.5 lbs.

Conventional
precoated and
uncoated steel
'76-2.075 0 lbs
'86-1,470.0 lbs.

Glass
'76-87 5 lbs.
• 86-8!>.5 lbs.

Magnesium
Stainless steel
die castings
'76-28 0 lbs
'76-0.0 (bs
Other steels ' 86"30 · 5 lbs·
'86-3.0 lbs.
Rubber
'76-56 o lbs.
'76-153 o lbs.
'86-55.5 lbs.
'86-134.5 lbs.

Total
'76-3. 760. S lbs
'86-3, 170.5 lbs.

Source: American Metal Market Magazine, Apr, 7, 1986. p.4.
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Table 9-1
Estimated raw materials usage in U.S. passenger cars, 1976-86 .!I
Material

1982
1984
1986
1976
1978
1980
--------------------Pounds-------------------

Plain carbon steel ...
High-strength steel ..
Stainless steel. .....
Other steels .........

2,075
120
28
56
562
163
190
153
86
88
32
25
4.4
140
3. 762

Iron .................

Plastics/composites ..
Fluids/lubricants ....
Rubber ....... ." .......
Aluminum .............
Glass ................
Copper ................

Lead ........ ; ...... ~.
Zinc die castings ....
Other.·...............
Total". ............

1,915
133
26
55
512
180
198
147
113
87
29
25
31
120
3,570

1,737
175
28
54
484
195
178
131
130
84
28
23
20
97
3,364

1,469
203
27
54
461
200
179
135
134
84
28
24
16
102
3,116

1,526
210
29
54
481
204
189
138
137
86
29
25
18
109
3,235

1,470
224
31
56
466
216
181
135
140
86
26
24
18
102
3,175

Change 1 1986
over 1976
Percent
-29
87
11
0
-17
33
-5
-12
63
-2
-19
-4
-59
-27
-16

!I Estimates based on U.S.-built models only, including family vans and wagons.
Source: Compiled from data published in Ward's Automotive Yearbook, 48th ed.,
1986, p. 27.
..
· Iron and Steel Industry
The U.S. iron and steel industry's status is closely tied to the health of
the domestic auto industry, and at the same time is affected by the application of
competitive materials in the auto parts industry. Although the overall picture
for use of steel indicates that steel content in automobiles is declining at a
rate of 50 pounds per year per car, the use of certain kinds of steel, i.e.,
high-strength steel and stainless steel, are expected to increase because of their
associated weight savings, high-temperature resistance, and anticorrosion
properties. !I
According to steel industry executives, steel holds at least 10 advantages
which could keep steel attractive to automakers in the near future--reluctance to
change, the knowledge of metal stamping versus unknowns in plastic molding, the
public's perception that steel is safer, steel's lower repair/replacement costs,
steel's lower cost as a material, greater consistency of steel finishing,.
dimensional stability, paint-oven curing, and steel's better chemical and impact
resistance. ll
Because the auto industry is the steel industry's largest customer, the two
are working closely in design and concept programs to develop better steel, and

!I "One For the Road: Lite Cars," The Washington Post, Nov. 24, 1985, p. 64.
ll Jack Walsh, "Plastics Hot, But Steel Execs Say 'Don't Panic'," Automotive News,
May 19, 1986, p. 16.
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new materials replacing the steel that is currently used in automotive
applications. The steel industry has proposed that the following areas 't;>.e
investigated for developing the use of steel in the automotive industry: .
preprimed steel to boost quality and to improve corrosion resistance; plastic
tooling instead of more conventional and expensive cast iron or zinc alloy
tooling, to reduce costs in making low volume steel parts; light gage and high
strength steel to save weight; roll forming; larger parts; and plastic bumpers
and fenders for parts consolidation. l/
Aware that the steel industry would face a loss of an estimated 1.65
million tons if all automakers switch to plastic for exposed body panels, and
7.15 million tons for unexposed body panels, the American Iron & Steel
Institute CAISI) undertook a study to examine the technology and costs
involved in steel processing. The study indicates that U.S. automakers could
reduce overall steel processing costs by 35 percent through the adoption of
Japanese steel converting methods. i1
Presented in February 1987 at the Society of Automotive Engineers
conference and exhibition, the study indicates that raw steel represents about
5-6 percent of the average car's sales price, yet accounts for 55 to 60
percent of the car's weight. Thus, improving the competitive position of the
U.S. automakers lies not principally in the cost of buying steel, according to
the study, but rather in steel processing costs. The study indicates that the
average cost for body-in-white 11 stamping (including acquisition, conversion,
transportation, and handling) currently amounts to $947 per vehicle. Costs
could be lowered by $200 by the use of thinner steel, which can be produced by
improved dimensional control, by increased press uptime, and improved, lighter
dies. !I The study also blamed higher domestic costs on poor maintenance and
lack of quick die changes.
Additionally, the study indicates that domestic automakers use a
"break-even" point of 120,000 to 175,000 parts annually as a reference in
deciding whether or not a part should be made of steel or plastic. Higher
volume parts are cheaper to make from steel, and lower volume parts are
cheaper to make from plastic. Japan, however, uses a breakeven point of 6,000
parts annually in reference to whether or not a part should be made from steel
or plastic, according to Toyota's executive chief engineer. This means that a
part production run of more than 6,000 units in Japan is more cost efficient
if produced from steel, indicating that cars built in Japan are made
predominantly from steel, not plastic according to the President of AISI. 5/
AISI research shows that, when comparing the world standards for the cost
of dies and molds, the tooling cost for steel parts may be less than for
plastic molds. Thus, the tooling cost advantage reportedly held by plastics

11 Jack Walsh, "Plastics Hot, But Steel Execs Say 'Don't Panic'," Automotive
News, May 19, 1986, p. 16~ .
it "Iron and Steel Study Says Automakers Could Cut Die Costs," Ward's
Automotive Reports, Mar. 2, 1987, p. 67.
11 An automobile body which has been assembled, but not painted.
!I Al Fleming, "A Question of Survival," Automotive News, Mar. 23, 1987,
p. E14.
~I "Iron and Steel Study Says Automakers Could Cut Die Costs," Ward's
Automotive Reports, Mar. 2, 1987, p. 67.
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over steel may be overstated. 11 To evaluate the differences between Japanese
and U.S. tooling costs, AISI had the Industrial Development Division of the
University of Michigan conduct a study to determine why dies built to Japanese
standards costs 35 to 42 percent less than dies built according to U.S ..
standards by the Big·Three captive shops. Preliminary data show that the
Japanese employ smaller, lighter weight, and fewer overall dies to produce
automobile panels that are shallower and less complicated than comparable
parts built by the Big Three. In addition, Japanese use more technology in
development and engineering of their dies, such as numerically controlled
machinery and computer-aided design and computer-aided manufacturing.
Japanese dies are also engineered for quick die change capability. Data
indicate significant cost reductions in this area, with leadtime reduced by
about 25 percent. i1
To meet the challenge of foreign auto producers' developments in these
areas, U.S. automakers are investing in steel processing equipment. General
Motors has committed an unprecedented 1 billion dollars for new, highly
automated, transfer-type stamping presses, line-type presses, and related
equipment in its modernization program at GM's U.S. and Canadian
metal-fabricating plants. II GM is also spending over $200 million to upgrade
its steel stamping die and tool facilities in the United States and Canada.
The significant expenditures on stamping presses, which last more than 20
years, indicates the domestic automakers' intention to be in a. competitive
position with respect to foreign producers on a quality and cost basis,
whatever direction their competitors may take. !I
Additionally, GK is working with Armco, Inc., which will supply steel for
the outer skin of GK's new luxury sports car, the Buick Reatta, which will be
introduced in 1988. A spokesman for Armco indicated that Armco succeeded in
obtaining the contract to supply steel for the low production (25,000 to
30,000 units per year) vehicle by work~ng with GK from the early stages of
design development, and by proving that steel was the best material for the
project. ~I This is an exception to the. trend of making low-volume cars with
plastic skins.
Cold-finished steel bar producers' biggest market, directly and
indirectly, is the auto and truck industry. This includes cold-finished bar
purchased from steel distributors along with bar co~tained in parts and
components furnished to auto parts producers by suppliers. Quality and
delivery continue to grow in importance for cold-finished bar customers. These
competitive factors are reinforced by steel buyers like GK, which by focusing
on quality and delivery in their purchases, increase tpe competitiveness of

11

Al Fleming, op. cit.

'l,._I Ibid.

II Al Wrigley, "Materials Mix," American Metal Market, Sept. 1, 1986, p. 5.
41 Ibid.
~I

Gloria T. LaRue, "Armco to Supply Steel Skin for GK's Sportscar," American
Market, Apr. 19, 1987, p. 1.
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the U.S. cold-finished steel bar producers. General Motors is reportedly the
largest single consumer of cold-finished bar. 11
Some examples of new, high-strength steel applications in 1986 models .
include frame cross-members, front bumper support bar, rear-wheel wells, and
the control arms on the Ford Aeros~ar van. The underbody components on GM's
E- and K-cars were made of high-strength steel, and the wheels of these and
GM's new H-body cars were also.made of high-strength steel.
Stainless steel exhaust systems were employed for the first time in the
Olds Toronado, and stainless ~teel exhaust pipes and supports in Ford Taurus
and Sable models. Stainless steel lasts longer than conventional aluminized
or aluminum-coated steels, and its use is expected to grow.
New carbon steel components appeared in the 1986 models, including engine
camshafts, which replaced cast-it•on units, and roller hydraulic valve lifters.
Domestic automakers are also using more stamped components made from
corrosion resistant, precoated sheet, such as galvanized steel and
zincrometal. Zincrometal is a two-part coating system for steel that employs
a chromium-content base coat and a zinc-rich primer top coat. GM's 1986
E- and K-body cars were the first U.S. passenger cars produced with two-sided
galvanized steel sheet in corrosion-susceptible inner and outer body panels
and hot-dip paintable two-sid~d galvanized sheet on all outer and inner ·'body
panels. The Cadillac Eldorado and Seville, Olds Toronado, and Buick Rivlera
models, and the Ford Aerostar, Taurus, and Sable models utilize galvanized
steel in body and underbody components, including door frames, or apertures,
underbody components, suspension arms; rear· quarter panels, and roofs. The
Buick Le Sabre and Olds 88 models use two-sided precoated steel in the upper
and lower engine compartment rails, floorpans, inner door panels, and shock
towers.·
Prepainted steel, developed by the steel.coil coaters, is a new pr~duct
that allows the automotive industry to avoid· the expense of postpainting the
auto parts. Currently, prepainted steel is µsed in automotive parts such as
valves and oil-pans, however~ its applications could be extended to include
outer body panels. This would require overcoming harm to the coating during
welding and forming opP.r.ations through a?vances suclt as welding pins on the
back of panels that do not penetrate the coating on tlle front. The coil
coating industry is testing metals that combine coil coating with electrogalvanizing and ~incrometal processes to increase corrosion resistance. i1
Coil coating industry representatives have indicated .t~at use of these metals,
which could be available in volume as soon as they at''e· proven cost effective,
will enable the automotive industry to produce a 10-year car. Coil-coaters
have indicated that successful automotive use of prepainted coils requires
cooperative engineering and design between coil-coaters, steelmakers, and.the
automobile industry.
·
The 1986 Honda Accord, produced in Marysville, OH, uses high-strength
sheet steel (37,000 per square inch yield) for· the· fenders, hood, and deck-lid

11 Hi Howard, "Auto Sales Dip Worries Industry," American Metal Market, Mar. 5,
1987, p. 12.
•
Andrew Collier, "Parts Design Vital for Automotive Pre-Painted Steel,"
American Metal Market, Mar. 5, 1987, p. 6.
~I
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outer panel. The stronger steel permits reducing gage thickness to a narrower
gage than that ·used by U.S. automakers. Zincrometal and galvanized sheet is
used on some, but not all body parts. The primary means for inhibiting
corrosion of parts made from noncoated steel is the use of high-build E-coat
(corrosion protection) and wax-injection systems. !I
The United States Steel (USS) division of USX Corp. has been developing a
plastic-coated steel that can be used for gas tanks. Terne sheet, a
steel-based metal coated with lead is currently the material used to make gas
tanks. The disadvantage with using terne sheet is that it is susceptible to
corrosion from gasoline with a high methanol content. USS is also working on
new side-impact bars made from strips of steel instead of steel stamping or
roll-formed steel. Weight reduction and cost reductions are the primary
advantages of this new product. ~/ Additionally, the steel industry is
developing laminates, ·which are sheets of plastic sandwiched between two thin
sheets of steel, for automotive applications such as air cleaner covers, oil
pans, rocker covers, floor pans, and other underhood applications. II
Hybrid assemblies foreseen by the auto industry in future production
include hoods, doors, and trunk lids that would have plastic inner structures
covered by a steel skin. The plastic structure would reduce the vehicle's
weight, and the steel skin would maintain smooth surface characteristics.
With respect to the Japanese industry, a Japanese industry spokesman
indicates that the key to successfully competing with the world's automakers
lies in developing and applying new materials for car production. This means
that Japanese auto producers will continue to pursue technical innovations in
new kinds of steel, plastics, metallic products, and other new materials.
Steel is currently the predominant material used in car production in Japan,
accounting for 76 percent of total materials content. within the past decade,
demands for cost reduction, however, have led to changes in materials
composition of automobiles (table 9-2). In forged steel applications, demands
for cost reduction prompted the shift from high- to low-mixture alloys or
carbon steel, followed by molybdenum to boron steel in order to conserve on
raw material costs. A growing demand for high performance materials resulted
in the development of high-intensity and low-distortion steel. Concerns about
safety measures and fuel cost reduction prompted the development of hightensile steel. Although high-tensile steel is costly, the production.of
thinner and lighter plates limits overall cost increases in automotive
applications. Japanese automakers view the future of high-tensile steel
applications as focusing on the underside and structural parts rather than the
outer parts. !I

!I "'86 Vehicles Rely on Coated Steels," American Machinist & Automated
Manufacturing, April 1986, p. 94.
£1 Gloria T. LaRue, "More Steel-Plastic Parts in Autos Will Be Developed, USS
Exec Says," American Metal Market, Apr. 20, 1987, p. 1.
'J..I Ibid.
!I Sakura suzumoto, "Trend of Automobile Parts and New Materials," Digest of
Japanese Industry & Technology, No. 215, 1986.
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Table
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Trends of ratio of materials used In compact cars produced In Japan

.. ((n percent)

Pig Iron

1973

1977

..

3.2

3.2

6.9

7.1;

"

. 7.6

7.7

Hot rolled light steel sheets

..

Qi
Q)

ID

~

~...

0

Hot rolled medium steel plates

]

u

Q)

a.

Cl)

..E

29.4

1.4

4.1

Galvanized steel plates

-

3.8

5.7

5.5

Other surface treated steel sheets

..

..

2.3

1.8

·2.2

1.9

80.5

59.5

7.9

6.8

6.1

6.0

5.6

4.6

3.8

3.6

Free cutting steel
Searing steel '

-

0.7

1.0

1.0

1.2

0.9

0.9

0.9

Spring steel

2.2

2.0

1.5

1.5

Stainless steel/heat resl8tant steel

0.4.

0.9

0.9

0.9

Others

0.2

0.2

0.5

0.4

Total

17.5

18.1

14.7

14.3

(Total of steel)

81.1

80.9

'78.0

76.0

Alumlnlum metal

c0

'·

'

!

0.9

0.8

0.9

. ..0.6

0.8

0.6

-

'

·'., .0:5
·~

,

·--

. 0.5

2.6~ '
0.1=·; :·.

2.8
0.1

Total

5.~

Paint

2.1

0.3
. 3.3 ...

' ..

.... 4.7;
1.6

'

..

..

..

2.3

Alloy steel

Others

:

0.4
3.5

0.4

0.2

5.6
1.8

5.6
1. 7

4.8

4.3

3.7

0.1

. 0.1.

0.1

0.1 .

Glass

2.8

3.1

3.2

Phenolic resins

0.1

2.7
. 0.1

0.1

0.2

Polyurethane resins

0.5

0.5

0.8

0.9

Polyvinyl chlorides

0.9

1. 1

1.4

1. 7

Polyethylene resins

0.2

0.2

0.4

o.. 4

0.5

0.9

1.2

~:1

0.5

0.5

Rubber

..

Asbestos

0

'·

Carbon ate81

0

c

2.3

11.I

Zinc metal

z

1.4

2.2

4.7

ID

a;
E

0.6

80.4

1.0

iij

'

2.3

o.. ..s:

z

6.4

33.8

Electrolytic cathode copper.

I:
Q)

7.6

6.8

0.5

Lead base aDoys

~

6.9

37.9

Q)

ID .

iij

2.2

-

Total

Q)

2.8

38.9

Otha.rs

.."'

..

1983

High tensile steel platee

Cold roUed Ught steel sheets

Steel pipes

Qi

,

1980

Polypropylene resins
ABS resins
Miscellaneous resins
(Synthetic resins total)

..

0.5
0.4

Total
Grand Total

...

.

#

••

3.5

0.3

0.4

0.6

0.8

(2.9)

(3.5)

(4.7)

(5.7)

-

0.7

1.2

1.3

1.2

1.5

1.8

2.9

Fibers
Others

•

.

·

13.9
100.0 ..

Source: Digest of Japanese Industry & Technology, No. 226, 1986.

14.4
.

.

100.0

16.4
.:100.0_

18.4
100.0·
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Plastics Industry
The plastics industry has grown and developed rapidly in response to
demands from auto and automotive parts producers for the replacement of
conventional material. Total consumption of plastics in automotive parts is
predicted to grow from the current 458 million pounds, to 792 million pounds
in 1991, and to 1.1 billion pounds in 1996, or by 140 percent overall. !/
Domestic automotive parts producers increasingly appear to be turning to
plastics in the form of advanced polymer composites as a substitute for steel
in large part auto applications and in smaller parts and components (fig. 9-2).

i-tgure

9- 2

Ptaatlo content In extartor automobile bodies

Tl'\ri
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Rear Quarter Panel
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C!I' CompoaltH
Rocller Panel - .
TharmopluUc Aloy•

Door Panel
RIM

RIM

SMC

SMC
~Aloy·

or Compoalt"

Source: Automotive News. July 27. 1987, p. E40.

!I "A Question of Survival," Automotive Hews, Kar. 23, ·1987, p. EU.
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Consideration of corrosion resistance, weight savings, surface quality,
benefits from lower tooling and manufacturing cost, part consolidation, and
adaplability to design and styling variations have prompted the automotive
parts producers to seek additional uses for plastics. A pr.imary benefit from
the use of plastics is a significant reduction in the cost of production.
Plastic parts can be made in such a way that doesn't require part-mold curing
or secondary operations, such as sanding, deflashing, and fi.lling. Moreover,
auto manufacturers are seeking to create assemblies that take the place of
several parts, not just a one-for-one exchange with steel.
Consequently, plastics suppli.ers are focusing on analyzing vehicle needs,
choosing product advantages to meet the needs, testing products, and provi.ding
and testing prototypes. However, problems remain· to be solved in the
manufacturing and processi.ng area, includi.ng developing faster mold times and
more accurate injection machines, and in product functi.onality. The
manufacturing process for large plastic auto components---injection molding and
subsequent milling---is less expensive than that for conventional stamping
presses and assembly lines. Although automakers can save approximately $250
per car at current labor rates using plastic skins, the production ·time
required to produce a plastic shell (three to four minutes) compared with
stamping a metal part (1 to 2 seconds) has made it impractical to use plastic
shells on anything other than limited production models, according to the
i.ndustry. Domest i.c automakers say that for plastic bodies to be cost
effective in large volume assembly, the production time for plastic bodies
needs to be reduced to at least one minute. l/

A technological breakthrough in plastics that will give U.S. automakers
and auto parts producers a competitive edge over their Asian and European
counterparts was announced in the fall·of 1986 by a U.S. plastics company;
The firm has developed a high-productivity system that enables plastic
sheet-molding compound (SMC) to be processed into parts such as grill-opening
panels at assembly line speeds that are competitive with steel processing.
This new 1-minute per part system is expected to save automotive and
automotive parts producers tens of mi. l lions of dollars in the product ion of
plastic parts and components. ~/
Plastics that have been developed and used successfully in the automotive
industry include thermosets and thermoplastics. Thermosets, which include
sheet molding compound and reaction injection molding (RIK), are formed in a
press. Thermosets are stt"Ucturally rigid and can withstand high temperatures
in paint ovens. Because they are made pt"imarily of limestone and sand,
thermosels are not affected by the fluctuations in the price of crude oil on
the world market. Thermosets, however, cannot be recycled and, when melted,
degrade into a useless tar-- like material.
Thermoplastic composites are re:i.nforcing glass fibers embedded in a
matrix of low-cost plastic resin. Thermoplastics are lightweight, easy to
process, very flexible, able to be remelted for reuse, better at withstanding
impacts than thermosets, and expected to be as durable as steel. The
principal disadvantage is that they are not capable of withstanding the high

11 Warren.Broen, op. cit.
~I

"Part-a-Minute Plastic Challenges Steel," Automotive News, Oct. 20, 1986,

p. 016.
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temperatures of paint ovens. Thermoplastics are predicted to replace
thermosets in automotive applications, and indeed, that is their primary
marketing goal, according to· automotive industry engineers.
Since plastic materials (thermoset and thermoplastic) are currently more
expensive on a dollar-per-pound basis than mild- and high~strength steel, the
plastics industry faces a challenge to develop materials that are cost
competitive with steel. Carbon steel sells 'for about 30 cents to 40 cents per
pound, and high-strength steel sells for·40 cents to 50 cents per pound. The
least expensive polyester for sheet molding compound, bulk molding compound
and thick molding compound formulations sells for 65 cents a pound. Higher
performance thermoplastics cost $1.15 per pound for acrylonitrile butadiene
styrene, $1.35 for polypropylene or polyethelene-based resins, and $1.85 per
pound for either nylon or polycarbonate. !I
Accordingly, research and development of cost-competitive automotive
applications for plastics is increasing. Although plastics companies have
been making resins for automobile parts for a number of years, DuPont Co. has
developed Alcryn, a thermoplastic rubber that looks, feels, and recovers like
vulcanized rubber. Alcryn is being tested by automakers and aftermarket
suppliers for use in luggage rack rub strips, gear shift boots, and knobs,
seatbelt sleeves, gas cap gaskets, steering wheel covers, hoses, body side
moldings and truck wheel-hub seals.~/ DuPont Co.•s Beloxy Automotive
Engineering Resin Division opened its Worldwide Automotive Development Center
in Troy, KI, in 1986 for application development of engineering polymers and
to provide technical service to the automotive industry. DuPont predicts that
by 1991, the largest automotive applications for engineering plastics will be
exterior body panels, wheels, frame components,"bumpers, fuel tanks, flush
window mountings, and other interior underhood applications. "J..I
DuPont has developed a plastic gas tank made of Selar Barrier resin with
a nonpermeable skin of polyethelene. The gas tank passed GM's tests, and is
expected to be used on automobiles in the 1990's. DuPont has a total of eight
resins it has been developing for plastic automobile parts. !I
Monsanto Chemical Co., which will soon have an automotive support
facility in Detroit has developed various kinds of plastics whose potential
applications include garnish moldings, carpet retainers, interior window trim,
mirror housings, lamp rings, drip rails, fender skirts, and rear~wheel
louvers. Additionally, U.S. and European automakers are evaluating the
company's Santoprene rubber as a replacement material for components of
automotive ignition wire assemblies. ~/

!I "Automakers Kay Boost Use of Plastics," The Journal of Commerce," July 15,
1987.
~I "DuPont Plastics," Automotive News, Kar. 23, 1987, p. E19.
"J..I "Key Plastics Suppliers Still Firm on Composite Body Panels," Ward's
Automotive Reports, July 14, 1986, p. 221.
!I Robert Hilsdorf, "Plastics Said Gaining on Steel as Auto Panel Material,"
American Metal Market, Apr. 27, 1987, p.7.
~I "Monsanto Santoprene," Automotive News, Kar. 23, 1987, p. El8.
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Celanese Enginei~ring Resins, Inc., recently opened a new automotive
research and develop1nent center in Detroit, KI. Material processing,
injection molding ex1trusion, and materials testing will bP. conducted at the
center, in addition ·1to prototype production of automobile parts. Celanese
began field tests in 1986 on auto parts made from its thermoplastic resin
Vandar. Potential applications for Vandar include components such as rear
bumpers, fenders, body panels, spoilers, clips, and fasteners. !I
Adzel, a joint venture formed between General Electric and PPG, is
involved with developing new thermoplastic composites replacing steel for
automotive use. The new thermoplastic composite will feature a smooth,
steel-like finish that can withstand high oven temperatures neP.dP.d fur. auto
enamels. This plai;:tic is being used in 1987 Buick LeSabre T-type front
fenders and by Nis:.;an in Japan, where it is bP.i.ng used on front fascia and
rear bumpers. ~./ GE said it has performed engineering work on an all-plastic
body, low-volume specialty car for one automaker and is involved in the design
of a plastic-paneled sedan.
The Ford Aerostar models featured polycarbonate polyester alloy bumpers,
polyethelene fuel tanks, nylon air cleaners, and polycarbonate headlamp
covers. Other plastic components include the brake reservoir and inlet/outlet
tan~s for the radiators.
Polycarbonate·bumpers were also employed on Ford's Taurus and Sable
cars. First introduced in the United States .in the fall of 1983 on certain
Ford Escort models, these bumpers are about 35 pounds lighter in weight than
comparable steel bumpers. The Taurus and Sable models employ nylon fuel lines
for greater resistance to corrosion and plastic sheath buckles in pla~e of
metal units on the seat bP.lts. The 1986 Taurus/Sable station wagons also.use
plastic rear load floor/seatback panel assemblies. Chrysler's 1986 Dodge
.models and Chevrolet's A-body Celebrity models feature new soft bumpers.
Also, Chrysler's Jeep Conunanche pickup truck features a front-end panel
weighing approximately 8 pounds.
General Motors has announced that it is painting thermoplastic.fenders
for the Buick LeSabre T-Type on the assembly line. This is the first instance
in North America of a thermoplastic being treated "like steel" on an assembly
line. Plastics and auto industry officials have said that assembly line
painting is critical for advanced materials to·replace steel on autos.
Although there are a few exterior body panels made from RIM and SMC being
painted online, this is the first time an injection-molded thermoplastic piece
has been able to withstand the 375 degree Fahrenheit temperature that occurs
on the assembly line when parts are subjected to ELPO, an anticorrosion
process. 'J_/
GH's decision in 1986 to put its GH-80 program on hold dealt a serious
blow to plastics producers. The GK-80, originally scheduled for 1990's
production, was the industry's first attempt to use plastic bodies in
]/Angela 'King, "Celanese Opening Car R&D Unit," American Metal Market,
Apr. 13, 1987, p.5.
?,_/ "Adzel Reinforcing The Composites Market," High Technology, February 1987,
p. 12.
'J_I Robert Hilsdorf, "GK Painting Thermoplastics on Line," American Metal
Market, June 1, 1987.
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high-voiume production cars. The program would have con.verted the Chevrolet
Camaro and Pontiac Firebird to front-wheel drive, plastic-bodied cars. The
production s~hedule was temporarily halted because of the difficulty in
switching to front-wheel drive and technical difficultie's with the plastic
body construction, according to GM officials. The high cost of the car
(approximately $20,000) was also a significant factor.- 1.1 GM also cancelled
its GM 98 project in the fall of 1987, which was to conv1~rt 2 high-volume car
lines from steel to plastic skins in the 1990's. Chrysl1~r cancelled its
Genesis project aimed at developing high-volume plastic-bodied cars, and
disbanded its composite vehicle materials engineering gro1up. Chrysler's
decision was based on such factors as economics, resistance to change, and
familiarity with conventional materials. '!:_/ The producti1on of plastic-skinned
Pontiac Fieros and Corvettes is scheduled to continue alotlg with a new GM 200
plastic-skinned minivan. No other U.S. automaker has plan.s to introduce a
plastic-bodied vehicle over the next 5 years.
Motor Wheel Corp. , a U.S. company, has recently devel1lped a fiberglassreinforced thermoset resin wheel for cars that meet or exceed industry
standards on fatigue.· 'J../
,. ·
Chrysler will use an all-plastic clutch master and slave cylinders on a
1988 vehicle, according to industry sources. This will be the first time allplastic master and slave cylinders will be used. The units are reportedly
compact, are a fraction of the weight and cost of conventional cast cylinders,
and solve cylinder porosity problems through the use of plastic .. !I
Because plastic components are light and generally bulky, ·it is costly to
ship them overseas. Industry observers point out that these factors are
likeiy to affect the level of imports from Japan. Additionally, a U.S. auto
industry representative indicated that the United States has a significant
lead over Japan in developing structural composites· for automobiles. Although
competition arising from imports of automotive parts from Japan is being
monitored, Japanese auto manufacturers and suppliers have increased their
conunitment to U.S. facilities. ~/
Japanese manufacturers of the 2 million passeng~r cars·and light trucks
that are projected to be built in the United States by the early 1990's could
purchase almost 400 million pounds of·plastic resin and 140 mi.llion pounds of
elastomer, according to industry observers. Because their manufacturing/
supplier relationship is characterized by a high degree of loyalty and longterm relationships, it is most likely that Japanese auto manufacturers will
seek suppliers who exhibit these same characteristics. ~/ It also has bP.en

11 "Buick Boosts Plastics Use," Automotive News, Mar. 9, 1987, p. 27.
Al Wrigley, "Chrysler Halts High-Volume Plastics Push," Automotive News,
Sept. 21, 1987 ,. p. 1.
II "Plastic Car Wheels From Motor Wheel,'~ Automotive News, Apr. 20, 1987,
'!:_/

p. ES.

.,

!I "Plastic Clutch Cylinders Near," Automotive Industries, July 1986, p. 8.

~I "Plastic Products Division:
'Our Vision· is That We'll -Grow Through
Diversification'," Automotive News, Dec. 29, 1986, p. 022.
~I "Slicing the New Plastic's Pie," Automotive Industries, July 1986, p. 15.
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suggested that the Japanese will exert .pressure on Japanese auto parts
suppliers to invest more heavily in U.S. facilities, to the extent that the:·'
Japanese original equipment manufacturers will insist that Japanese suppliers
in Japan and Korea must also produce auto parts in the United States. !/
Although U.S. auto parts producers are facing competition from shifting
parts facilities to the United States, joint ventures between U.S. and
Japanese ~ompanies have been formed to develop and market thermoplastic
compounds~
Exxon Chemical Co. and Mitsubishi Petrochemical Co. formed a joint
venture to develop and market thermoplastic componenls for use in
injection-molded automotive components·made in the United States.·~/ Exxon
will provide polymer production capabilities, and Mitsubishi will provide
bl.ending and compounding technology to produce automotive specialty interior
and exterior applications. The joint venture will supply Japanese-owned
vehicle plants in the United States first, then target GK, Ford; and Chrysler
next. ;!/
Nissan Motor Co. has developed, in conjunction with General Electric Co.,
a thermoplastic resin that will be used in lighter body panels in.autos,
replacing conventional steel ·for front fenders and fro·nt and ·rear body
panels. The material, called Polyamide Modified PPo Alloy, will comprise 25
percent of the car's body, and is 25 percent lighter than automotive sheet. !I
The future of the auto parts industry lies in the cooperation between the
automotive, steel, and plastics industries. Many U.S .. producers responding to
the questionnaire indicated that in the near future steel will.be the.material
of choice, and it will be at least 1995 before plastics will have a
competitive impact on the industry. The balance of steel versus plastics will
depend on the improvement of steel qualities and focmabi.lity and on the
tooling process. No massive substitutions for steel in automotive parts is
foreseen, according lo steel industry observers. Rather, substitution of
hybrid auto components, part.steel and part plastic,. that would replace all
steel parts, is projected.
Industry sources state that unless the cost· difference between U.S. and
Japanese vehicles .is narrowed, it is predicted that the U.S. automakers' share
of the domes.tic market will drop from 70 percent in. 1985 to 50 percent in 1995.
and Japan's will rise from 25 percent to·42 percent.~/· Automakers are
following two paths, evolutionary (1985-90) and revolutionary (1990-95), to
nar:row the cost gap. The development of new materials figures prominently in
both strategies. The evolutionary stage calls for improvement in current
facilities to improve quality, productivity. efficiency, and to cut cos ls.
During this phase, automakers' planning·and execution· of most vehicle programs
must be accomplished in existing facilities with existing manufacturing
!I ''.Asian Firms Seen Growing in American Plastics Sales." Automotive News.
June 9, 1986, p. 26.
'3_! "F.xxon Unit, Mitsubishi Form Polymer Venture," Journal of Commerce, Feb. 11,
1984,
"}_/"Composite Materials Plant for U.S.," Ward's Automotive Reports, Dec. 29,
1986, p. 413.
~I "Nissan to use New Resin to Replace Heavier. Metal Body Panels," Automotive
News, Oct: 6, 1986, p. 51.
~I Jack Walsh, op. cit., p. 16.
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methods. The revolutionary phase begins with the implementation of drastic
changes that provide innovative technology to reduce costs and improve quality
further. !I
Aluminum Industry .
In 1976, the typical passenger car built in the United States contained
approximately 86 pounds of aluminum, primarily in the engine and transmission.
By contrast, the typical automobile in 1986 uses an estimated 140 pounds, and
by 1991, an increase to 145 pounds is likely. ~/
Propelled by advantageous properties, new fabrication techniques, and the
trend to reduce weight, which arose from energy concerns, aluminum has made
in-roads into the auto component markets once held by iron and steel. The
most promising applications lie in the cast, forged, and extruded components
used in power trains, drive lines, wheels, and suspension systems.
The single-tube aluminum driveshaft produced by Ford for the 1986
Aerostar is the first high-volume (160,000 units per year) aluminum driveshaft
in the world. Weighing 11 pounds (8 pounds less than similar steel units),
the driveshafts are reportedly relatively free of imbalance and vibration
problems common to steel units and less expensive than steel driveshafts,
according to Ford engineers. 11 In addition, aluminum driveshaft may also
replace some glass/graphite fiber units and steel units in Ford's rear-drive
vehicles.
In radiators and other auto heat exchangers, the replacement of
copper/brass by aluminum is already underway, and it is.probably only a matter
of time before all automotive heat exchangers are made of aluminum. Alum~num
brazing, which produces a joint as strong as materials being joined, has an
added advantage of resistance to corrosion. !/
Aluminum's ability to be cast into more intricate shapes with thinner
walls than iron, better thermal conductivity, and its offering of equivalent
strength at 40 percent of its weight, points to the future replacement of cast
iron by aluminum in automotive intake manifolds, according to a spokesman for
the foundry industry. ~/ .
New engine applications for aluminum are also underway, including
cylinder heads weighing approximately 20 pounds, and blocks weighing 35 pounds
or more. For example, GK has aluminum cylinder heads planned for its
2.8-liter V-6's, 2.0-liter 4-cylinder units, and the new 16-valve 2.3-liter
engine due out in 1987. Additionally, the 1. 9-liter Saturn 4-cylinder engi.nes
will use aluminum heads and blocks, and Pontiac• s 2. 4 "Manhattan·~ may contain
integral block/head castings of aluminum. ~/
!I Ibid.
~/ Ibid.
11 Al Wrigley, "Substitute Materials Gain More Ground in '86 Models," Ward's
Automotive Yearbook, 1986, p. 25.
!I "A Closer Look at Aluminum," Automotive News, Apr. 20, 1987, p. E22.
~/ Ibid.
~/ Al Wrigley,"Katerials Mix," American Metal Market, Apr. 7, 1986, p. 5.
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The.largest aluminum .component to appear· iri 1986 was the housing or case
for Ford's new 4~speed automatic AXOD transmissions.·· The cases, weighing 28:5
pounds after macnfoing, are supplied by Ryobi Ltd. of ,Japan~ .Daehler-Jarvis.· ..
Division of Farley Industdes,
and
foundry. dlvision.
·
.
. GK's central
.
.
'

\

The new aluminum Postal Service Long ~i.fe. Vehi~le, designed by Grunmu:m
Olsori,:a.body manufa2turer;, weighs one-:half a~ much. and ls expected to last
three tini~~ ra~ '. ic>hg ii~i . ~:''steel body. Although a·it'.iminum: tti..tClc bodies are
usually pain~g~j~~~~~~9~'. the outs.ide, · thi~· vehicie':is painted throughout the
all-aluminum bocif:~The' on'ty_plastic used is.contained in the heater,
air-intake and distribution unit, and in~b:-ument panel:
Automakers are'w6rking.to develop an all-:8.luminum or part-aluminum body
for passenger cars for· conunercial appl~cation by the 1990's. Recently, West
German automaker Audi AG and Aluminum Corp. of America {Alcoa), jointiy built
and tested an aluminum body, joined by a combinatiop of .riveting and adhesive
bonding. The aluminum spaceframe uses a new die-casting process to produce
aluminum extruded tubing that is co.nnected by glue. The .die-casting process
simplifies production 'of structural components •. and reduces the number of
separate body_ parts 5 ,from· abo.ut 400 to 75. The spaceframe .will.. result i~ a
weight savings of. i60 pounds through the replacement of 660 pounds of.
aluminum', 'resu'ltJng in_ 'a .net savings of 500 gallo,ns ·~f ~µei over the vehicle's
lifetime. !I ·
.. ·
·
.....

Another application for aluminum are wheels that ·are:' fabric'ated into one
piece by impact extrusion (used in the_ ~eras.tar van), a~d wheels that are
split-spun. ·Both _wheels we'igh· les;s than ·c.otlti>arable. steel or cast aluminum .
wheels, and are more resistant t.o· ,.c.orr~~io.n 'tha'n sleel wheels.· The split-i?pun
wheels are shaped from an aluminum disk into a wheel on a computer-controlled
hydraulic· spinning mach'ine in 90 seconds. 1=_/" . . .
.
·,

•

~I

a

CNG Cylinder Corp.,
subsidiary of Alcoa, has developed an aluminum
composite .fuel tank for compressed natural. gas as a fuel source for cars.
Wei'ghiri'g one-.:half as much as the customary steel gas tank, the aluminum
composite features; gr_eater capacity ~nd ~~'trength of material. 'J/
·
•

£·

'

(

•

•

J

The use of aluminum in Japan is expected to increase, even to exceed
plastic· parts i~ a\i'tomotive comp~men~~ ... 'Although aluminum is e>Cpensiva in
Japan,
relatively large volume
aluminum is used in parts such as cylinder
heads and intake· manifolds. ·
.. ·~ · · ·

of

a

.:/!Ji.~.

. ;:. . ;

:~·.:i~ ./~..·. ·..

'er ' :·: .
Other Industries
Effects on other industries such as adhesives, texti'te, ~gnesium, glass,
and cevamics'are significant as R&D increases in these areas and rapidly
developing technology encou~ages materials shift.
11 Gloria T. LaRue, .. Spaceframe for Autos R&D Target at Alcoa, ... American Metal
Market/Met'S.lwodcing News', Nov. 10, 1986, p. 18.
'
~./ Ibi.d.
'J_/ Ibid .. ·
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The automotive applications for adhesives, both as replacements for
welding and fir.st-choice agents for joining metal and plastic part.s, is
expected to incr.ease .r:apidly from approxi.mately $17 million annually in 1986,
to $80 million •annually by 19'92. ]:/ The current market for adhesives for
bonding components, such a~ windshields, is worth about $30 million. 'l:/
Adhesives are used to. eithet' sypP,lement or replace conventional welding,
and somet-imes are preht1able tQ s·p,"gJ: ~~~d.ing because weld'e'df j;&f-~~.-:-:~~n'd to
break in service. ,_dhesives provi4·e · ~qvantages of bette'F' ear~ . resistance
and load distribution, an~ :c~y be pr~f~p}ed in applicatfort'sl''~
i l is
difficult for welding app(l.fairUI? to ~ain access to the joint.
Examples of adhesive use incluqe reinforcement brackets for the floor
pans of the N-body Oldsmobile Ca lats, 'Buick'.: ~omerset, Buick Skylark, and
Pontiac Bonneville cars. 'J/ Additionally, Bertone and Aluminum Co. of
Montreal have begun work on a project to create an all-aluminum car chassis
that is glued instead of welded. !I
An elastic polyester textile for automobile seatbac~s, which works as a
spring, has been jointly developed by Honda Motor Co. and Du?ont Japan Ltd.
The seatback is rnade:by covering a steel frame with th_e text"tle, which is
covered by a urethane case and vinyl or cloth upholstery. Aithough ·more
expensive than conventional steel springs, the use of less urethan and other
mater.ials results in a weight cut by 1 kilogram.and a 10 percent reduction in
total cost for the complete seat. ~/
Magnesium alloys appeared in the 1986 Ford Aerostar clutch housing and
brake-and-clutch pedal support brackets., supplied by Global Die Casting Inc. §_I
Dp,w. Magnesium has recently developed a magnesium engine block for racing cars
.tb~t weighs only ?.26 pounds, a 95-pound weight savings over conventional cast
iron racing engines. The sand-cast_, 3.0 liter, four-cyli.nder block generates
312 horsepower. It will be marketed by Pontiac Motorsport. 11
The Aerostar makes use of wood fiber substrate materials in the interior
trim and on the doors and quarter panels. Nylon-coated galvanized steel center
floor track assemblies are used in the same vehicle f.or s'liding side doors. ~/
The new "tnsta Clear" wi.ndshield glass developed by Ford's Glass Division
is an available option in Ford's Taurus and Sable cars. The windshield is
],_/ Al Wrigley, "Auto Market for Adhesives E;ij)ected to Quadruple; 1' American
Metal Market/Metalworking News, Nov. 10, 1986_. p. 9.
~/ Ibid.
'JI Ibid.
4/ Automotive News, "Aluminum Car Chassis That's Glued Together?," p. 56.
~I "Honda--DuPont Venture Develops Car. Seatback Without Springs," Automotive
Parts International, Feb. 13, 1987, p. 8.
§J Al Wrigley, "Substitute Materials Gain More Ground in '86 Models," Ward's
Automotive Yearbook, 1986, p. 25.
ll "Pontiac Motorsports to Market Dow Magnesium Engine Block," American Metal
Market, Kar. 5, 1987, p. 4 .
.!!_/ Al Wrigley, "Substitute Materials Gain More Ground in '86 Models," Ward's
Automotive Yearbook, 1986, p. 27.
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composed of a silver an~ ?inc oxide coating, 100-billionths of a meter thick,
applied to the inner surf.ace.of one of.two sheets of glass sandwiched
together. A thicker band of silver applied around the perimeter of the
windshield is·connected by wires to ·the carrs-alternator and acts as an
electrical conductor. The windshields are capable of r.emoving one-tenth of an·
inch of frost wit.hi.n 2 to.3 minutes at a.temperature of o°F without using
windshield wipers. !I
Ceramics' use in automotive engine components is being examined by
automakers the world over. New ceramics for vehicle use are composed of
silicon and other traditional ceramic ingredients combined with carbide
polymers alumlne and other materials. The advantage of advanced ceramics for
engine applications include extreme hardness, low densily, high melti.ng
points, high corrosion resistance, lightweight, and good mechanical properties
at high temperatures. The principal problems of cer.amics include its
brittleness (it is about 100 times more brittle than steel) and its
character.istic for sudden and catastrophic failure. Other difficulties
include reducing the cost of production through economies of scale, and
gaining consumer preference. ~I
Ceramics are well suited to engines because they allow the compression
and expansion of gases without the loss of heat or engine damage and improve
fuel efficiency and emissions control. Because ceramics do not transfer heat,
a ceramic engine would not need a cooling of the lubrication system, and, in
fact could be radiator.less by 1995. 11
Current use of ceramics in domestically produced engines include port
liners, precombustlon chambers, and rotors for turbochargers. Subsystems such
as all-ceramic valve trains, which weigh less and can outperform their metal
counterparts, are said to be about a decade away, as is a full ceramic-engine
design. ~/
GM will incorporate ceramic materials in the engine of its 1991
CamarolFirebird. Nissan announced in 1985 an upcoming sports car containing a
ceramic turbocharger rotor, and Isuzu will int.r:oduce an automotive diesel with
ceramic-coated components by 1990. ~I
The use of ceramics is expected to gradually increase,
content per vehicle could reach $10 and exceed $56 by 1995.
market for. ceramic parts in diesel and advanced gas--turbine
expected to amount to $90 million by 1990, and rise to $460

and by 1990, the
f!.1 The lolal
engines is
million by 1995. LI

Japanese caremakers are currently the world leaders in the ~evelopmenl of
ceramic engine technology, and are expected to maintain that lead. Spurred on
Ibid.
"Are Ceramics Worth Their Metlle?," Automotive News, May 11, 1987, p. E30.
"J_I "Cencdyne Predicts Ceramics to Bow o.n Multi-Valve Engines," Automotive
News, Dec. 15, 1986, p. 397.
fl/ "J<:ngines," Automoti.ve News, Dec. 15, 1.986, p. 397.
51 Ibid.
.
...
.
61 "Are Ceramics Worth Their Kettie?" Automotive News, May 11, 1987, p. E30.
ll Scott Miner, "Japanese Sald lo Lead in Auto Ceramics R&D," Automotive News,
Aug. 4, 1986, p. 64.
1/
~I
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by its str:onger demand for: small-displacement, high-rpm, fuel-efficient,
high-performance eng i.nes, Japan spent about $50 mi.1.1.i.on in R&D for ceramics in
1984, compared with $30 million spent by the United States. !.I The U.S.
market for cerami.c engines could grow to about $100 million in 1990 (providing
an additional $35 billion in the gross national product and 245,000 more jobs)
and to about $1.3 billion by the year 2000. ~/ In order to gain an increasing
share of this growing market and to surpass Japan as the world leader in
ceramics technology, the U.S. industry needs to concentrate. R&D efforts on
increasing the conunercializallon of advanced ceramic products, according to a
ceramics industry representative. 11

------·----·-

!/ Scott Miner, "Japanese Said to T.ead in Auto Cerami.cs R&D," Automotive News,
Aug. 4, 1986, p. 64.

?J Matt Delorenzo, "Use for Ceramics Turned First Step Toward Leadership,"
Automotive News, June 22, 1987, p. 30.
'}/ thid.

CHAPTER 10.

IMPI.ICATl.ONS OF THE U.S. AUTOMOTIVE PARTS INDUSTRY'S
COMPETITIVE POSITION

The U.S. automotive parts industry is undergoing a restructuring process
that is resulting in a streamlined, more competitive industry. The Assistant
Secretary for Trade Development of the U.S. Department of Commerce stated that
U.S. parts firms have accepted the growing challenge from Japanese parts
makers and can produce high--quality, competitively priced automotive
parts. !/ The Automotive Parts and Accessories Association CAPAA) claims that
independent studies show, and Japanese original-equipment manufacturers know,
that there are highly competitive U.S. manufacturers in every single product
category. '!,_/
Under the threat of losing customers, many U.S. parts makers have
developed improved production controls in recent years. For example, a
Portland, KE, plant of Parker Hannifan Corp.'s Nichols Group supplied over 1.6
million oil-pump parts for the Ford Escort without a single reject.
"Yesterday, we might have referred to this as unbelievable," said the group
President. "Today, it's that or don't compete." 11
Other U.S. parts firms believe that they are ready to sell in the
Japanese market. A window part designed by Sheller-Globe (Toledo, OH) for
Nissan U.S.A. "was better than we could get in Japan," said the President and
Chief Executive Officer of Nissan Motor Manufacturing U.S.A. He added, "I
think it will (also sell) in Japan." Encouraged by such progress, about 23
U.S. companies now have offices in Japan, according to the Motor & Equipment
Manufacturers Association's (MF.MA) Tokyo office, which opened in June 1987. !I
Indeed, data provided by the Japanese Automobile Manufacturers
Association (JAMA) show that U.S. suppliers increased their sales of parts to
Japanese automobile manufacturers and their U.S. companies during the 1985 and
1986 Japanese fiscal years (table 10-1). JAMA also noted that 807 U.S. parts
makers were selling to Japanese automakers in April 1987 and that Japanese
automakers had ordered 118 prototype/sample items for the purpose of importing
from U.S. suppliers during August 1986-July 1987. ~/
Many U.S. parts makers have been able to markedly improve their
competitive position in a very short period of time. In 1985, New United
Motor Manufacturing Inc. (NUMMI) reported that their U.S. suppliers had six
ti.mes more defective parts than did the auto producer's Japanese suppliers.
In 1987, NUMMI's r.ejection rate for domestically produced parts is about equal
with that of Japanese- supplied products. §_I
1/ Transcript of the hearing, p. 7.
'!,_/ Ibid, p. 115.
31 "U.S. Parts Makers Just Won't Say 'Uncle"', Business Week, Aug. 10, 1987,
p. 76.

4/ Ibid.
Unpublished documents supplied by the U.S. Department of Commerce, August
1987.
6/ Transcript of the hearing, pp. 142-143.

~/
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Table 10-1
Automotive parts: Japanese automakers' purchases of selected U.S.-produced
products, Japanese fiscal years 1985-86 11
(In thousands of dollars)
Item

1985

Engine parts ......................
Chassis and drive train parts .....
Body parts ........................
Electrical/electronic parts .......
Accessories .......................
Materials .........................
Total .........................

11

.
205,830
.
187,852
396,367
.
684,518
.
76,046
.
175,883
.
. 1,726,496

1986
238,507
205,542
775. 955
916,230
106,542
246,659
2,489,435

The Japanese fiscal year ends March 31.

Source:

Japanese Automotive Manufacturers Association.

Other Japanese--owned automakers based in the United States acknowledge
improvement in U.S. quality; however, they still cite the need for decreasing
the number of defective parts. In 1986, Honda rejected 0.817 percent of
u.s.-supplied parts, compared with less than 0.5 percent from Japanese parts
makers, according to Honda of America's purchasing manager. Nissan is
rejecting 1 to 2 percent of the U.S.-produced parts it purchases, compared
with less than 1 percent of the Japanese products, stated the vice president
of product control and purchasing at Nissan U.S.A. 11 In addition, JAMA
relates that efforts by Japanese automakers to buy parts from some U.S.
companies unfamiliar with their requirements have ended in frustration. £1
JAMA notes that U.S. automakers are now trying to implement just-in-time
(JIT) delivery (see p. 7-15) with increasing success, as reflected in
decreasing inventories in relation to sales. Many U.S. parts makers are
adjusting by opening satellite plants and often linking their operations to
those of their customers by computer. 11 Further, a number of U.S. producers
responding to the Commission's questionnaire emphasized corporate objectives
that included reductions in finished goods inventories and "goods in process"
inventories.
JAMA also cites the trend in the United States toward greater reliance on
suppliers for R&D support. Many U.S. parts makers are increasing their
engineering support in recognition of the need to improve product quality and
develop new technologies in order to meet Government regulations, cut costs,
and build cars that will satisfy consumer demand. 4/

1/ Bryan Berry, Metalworking News, June 15, 1987, p. 13.
21 Transcript of the hearing, p. 199.
11 Prehearing brief, .JAMA, pp. 28-29.
4/ Prehearing brief, JAMA, pp. 31--32.
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U.S. Industry Responses to Competitive Developments
The U.S. parts makers that focus on the basic issues (reducing costs,
improving quality, and increasing participation in product R&D, design, and
flexible delivery systems) will be best prepared to survive the 1990s and to
be part of a U.S. industry comprised of larger companies with smaller (150 to ·
300 employees), more flexible units within each company. Further, respondents
also indicated that many U.S. producers must reevaluate their management
practices in order to remain competitive in future years. One major U.S.
automaker stated that Japanese suppliers have effectively reduced the layers
of management and lowered production-to-staff ratios. Arthur Andersen & Co.'s
1987 survey of the auto industry reported that management practices and a
well--defined management system were identified by 89 percent of North American
vehicle manufacturers and 66 percent of North American parts suppliers as a
major competitive advantage for Japanese-owned parts firms. l/
Many respondents stated that U.S. firms must also better understand and
incorporate certain Japanese business practices. The president of Variety
Stamping Corp., notes that Japanese automakers typically provide an explicit
timetable that outlines a supplier's every step from initial award to mass
production. Suppliers once considered outside of the process now are required
to become involved in preproduction meetings and seminars, indicated the
official. In addition, he emphasized that the Japanese scrutinize management
philosophy, explaining that they "want to see a good working relationship with
employees so they can introduce change and new training procedures." f./
Better management/labor relations.--The U.S. parts industry must also
adjust labor relations smoothly in parallel with increased investment in new
technology. Greater computer automation on the production floor and emphasis
on improving productivity will often depend on relaxed work rules, retraining
workers to improve skill levels, and wage packages that could include reduced
wage rates and benefits, but with increases tied to either personal or company
performance. Further, employees will become more productive when working with
more efficiently designed equipment; thus, fewer workers will be needed to
manufacture the same quantity of auto parts. In addition, one U.S. automaker
responding to the questionnaire also emphasized the need to make better use of
the salaried workforce and to reevaluate compensation programs.
Customer relations.--Changes in the U.S. industry will bring about
different ways of doing business. For example, Milwaukee-based Johnson
Controls Inc~ operates 10 plants for the production of auto seats and trim
near its major customers, including Toyota, Honda, GM, and Ford. These
operations are run "Japanese style"; i.e., as separate units dedicated to a
single customer. II
!I Arthur Andersen & Co., Cars and Competition: Management Challenges, July
1987, p. 28.
f./ Barbara Weiss, "Japan Auto Transplants Look For 'Kaizen' in U.S.
Suppliers," Metalworking Hews, June 8, 1987, p. 34.
II "U.S. Parts Makers Just Won't Say 'Uncle'," Business Week, Aug. 10, 1987,
p. 76.
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U.S. suppliers' increasing emphasis on quality in the coming years should
be evident as more firms offer longer, more comprehensive product warranties.
Moreover, the use of more sophisticated diagnostic test equipment should
reduce service problems. Finally, vehicle manufacturers are currently
extending warranties; thus, aftermarket service products increasingly will be
sold directly through new vehicle dealerships.
Technical personnel.--u.s. suppliers must also attract top quality
engineering personnel in their efforts to increase the focus on R&D and
compete with foreign competitors. For example, although Japanese engineers
earn about one-third less in relative salary than U.S. engineers, Japan is
ahead of the United States per capita in educating engineers; that is, Japan
has many more times the engineers per 1,000 (population). However, the real
concern is for the coming years: "Right now, there is an ample supply of
engineers," explains a former vice president of research for Ford Motor Co.,
adding, "I don't think there is any great deficiency in numbers, but there is
uncertainty about the future." !I
U.S. firms' investment in technical personnel will be increasingly
important in preparing for future technical developments. For example, new
discoveries in the field of superconductivity (i.e., the ability of
electricity to flow through a substance with zero resistance) hold promise for
increasing the energy efficiency and acceptance of electric vehicles. Thus
the auto parts industry could be greatly affected, e.g., there could be
tremendous changes in the powertrain of a vehicle, thereby forcing parts
makers to revamp their product lines and production technology.
U.S. suppliers must continue to focus on coordinating production,
technical developments, and their sales efforts with Japanese automakers'
model changes. Japanese auto producers typically introduce full model changes
once every 4 years and frequently make minor changes at shorter intervals;
thus, suppliers are often required to develop parts that will be used for a
limited duration in a relatively short period of time. In contrast, U.S.
automakers do not introduce model changes as often as the Japanese. ~/ In
fact, one U.S. automaker responding to the questionnaire stated that long
development leadtimes in the U.S. industry inhibit flexibility and rapid
reactions to changes in environment; therefore, U.S.-produced products are
often introduced too late.
Production management.--Increased emphasis on technical ability will be
evident as many U.S. companies may be forced to expand their product lines, as
well as to design, engineer, and manufacture complete systems. Although this
could be a feasible option for many large parts companies, many small firms do
not have the resources and would be unable to consider such expansion by
themselves. Moreover, certain types of large, complex systems would be beyond
the scope of even large parts producers; for example, one U.S. producer of
bearings responding to the Commission's questionnaire laments that bearings
are increasingly being imported on entire component systems such as engines,
transmissions, and axle assemblies. In addition, industry sources report that
1./ Katt DeLorenzo, "Enough Engineers Today, but Future Isn't Bright,"

Automotive News, Kay 18, 1987, p. 24.
USITC staff interview with MITI, Tokyo, Japan, Apr. 20, 1987.
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instrument panels
modules. l/

and.door·system~

will be increasingly subassembled in

Another development of limited potential application is the
standardization of parts prodµction. ·Industry sources report that Japanese
auto producer,s }{itsubishi ~otors Corp. and Mazda Motor Corp. have begun a
joint study to identify the pa~ts and components .that could ·be standardized
between them. Mazda.and Ford reportedly.also.have reached.an agreement on
conunon component. production. These parts could ·include fuel tanks, plastic
P.roducts, electrical parts, and instrumentation parts. Recent negotiations
~~ong Japan's four major truck pr~ducers (~issan; Mitsubishi, Hino, and· Isuzu)
~ere aimed at the common use of cer.tain parts 'including brake systems and
~atteries.

?J

Industry outlook.--Major U.S. -automakers· responding to the questionnaire
projected an uncertain vision of the U.S. parts industry during 1988-92. U.S.
auto producers noted that exchange-rate adjustments will continue to be an
~mportant factor in U.S. competitiveness; however, they predicted that the
industry will experience plant closings, consolidations, and elimination or
~bsorption of small firms.
One U.S. automaker predicted that even if U.S.
~µppliers implement techniques to synchronize flow, take advantage of new
t~chnology, and reduce costs, the U.S. parts industry could suffer a 10
P,~rcent drop in profits by 1992.
In such a complex, rapidly changing environment, some U.S. suppliers can
foresee a scenario wherein the U.S. parts industry could decline in
~ompetitiveness during 1988-92.
In 1986, foreign auto producers accounted for
~bout 32 percent of U.S. sales, including both their U.S.-built and imported
vehicles. Many questionnaire respondents declared that these cars contained
very few U.S.-produced parts. Autos built by foreign-owned companies could
~ccount for 40 percent of U.S. sales in 1990, based on assumptions for 1988-90
that: (1) the auto import penetration level remains at the 1986 level; (2)
P,roduction by foreign--owned automakers in the United States rises as predicted
from about 550,000 units to nearly 2 million units, while U.S. production by
G~. Ford, and Chrysler declines from approximately 8 million units to about 7
~i.llion autos; and (3) the total market for autos remains relatively flat at
~bout 11 million vehicles.
In fact, several questionnaire respondents
projected that foreign-owned automakers (utilizing relatively few
~.$.-produced parts) could even take 50 percent of the U.S. market by 1992.
U.S. suppliers producing commodity-type, high volume mechanical components
as wheels and small stampings will probably find themselves in a
4eclining competitive position vis-a-vis other major parts-producing nations.
Foreign industry sources predict that over the next 10 years commodity-type
~pmponents wi.11 tend to move to countries such as Korea, Taiwan, and Brazil
t~at have lower costs and increasingly capable manufacturing and technology
-~ases.
Several questionnaire respondents allege that Japanese parts firms
~µch

!I Arthur Andersen & Co., Cars and Competition: Management Challenges, July
1987, p. 5.
~/ "Common Use of Components Likely Among Japan's Automakers," Automotive Parts
international, Nov. 14, 1986, p. 6, and interview with Mazda officials,
ttiroshima, Japan, Apr. 24, 1987.
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will receive financing incentives to build modern production facilities in
Korea, Taiwan, and Mexico. As long as suppliers in these countries have at
least a 15 percent cost advantage, they will provide significant competition
for U.S. suppliers.
A number of questionnaire respondents also stated that U.S. companies
must respond with short-term prof its to satisfy investors whereas Japanese
parts firms are willing to implement long-term planning and sacrifice
short-term profits to establish market position. U.S. firms claimed that the
growing threat of corporate takeovers often exacerbates these pressures.
Although the future U.S. parts industry will probably be comprised of
fewer, but larger companies, the coming years do bode well for U.S. parts
makers producing components requiring relatively high technology or the need
for variability or responsiveness to end user demand. These types of products
include assemblies, subassemblies, electromechanical components, highly
stressed components, application-oriented parts, and integrating components.

CHAPTER 11.

OVERVIEW OF AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRONICS

Automotive electronics represent the leading area of technological
development in automotive parts and systems. Electronic componentry is being
used not only in new electronic products, but is also being widely incorporated
into other automotive parts and systems.
The U. s. market for automotive ele-ctronics is evolving rapidly as new
products are introduced with virtually every new automobile model year. These
products allow automakers to produce vehicles that ·are more -fuel. efficient and
emit reduced pollutants and at the. same time, in~rease passeng'e't -safety, ·
·comfort, and convenience. ·'Although th~re are a wide variety ·of_._ilutomotive• :·
electronic products, they can generally be grouped into three categories: . ·:
powertrain electronics .. electronic ·'vehi'cle con:t.rols. and body. eleet.ronics ; ;
including instrumentation panels.· !I Bec~~se of' the incre-asing tmportance of
electronic components to the. futu~e of the g'iobal parts industry.,:-::~~tomotive'
electronics will be discussed separateiy in ~his chapter· .~het~as,_ ~th~r-~ : :;..
selected auto parts will be discussed in chafter 12.
-.
- . . ...

Powertrain Electronics
'
.
.

·'

.,

.

.

·i.

.,

Powertrain electronics is the largest_ segment of. the au_tqmobive: :·
electronics market. Powertrain electronic products coritroL~ngine .-_ .-· .
. _, ., _
performance, ignition, and transmission functions.:_ ,The engine" ~on~roi 'Ynif.·, is-~
the most pervasive_ of the powertrain electronic products Cf'ig.' 11;....1) .. :-_This-' unit va~ies between makes and models but, in gene~al, ·contr~l.~ th~ engirie'.;s-efficiency and emissions output. It can use input fron\ :as···_titani '.'iis .~Q- " • ~:· 1
different sourc.es (typically sensors) and its output can don~rol- -actuators : ;'.
that perform as many as 22 different functions incli.iding fuel:.,_iilJ:ection,,_-spark
control, emissions control, idle speed. self--diagnostics,. ~rid': kn~ck ·. contrbl ',,
(fig. 11-2).,
! ,· :_ :'_;:
,. -.. "., :
.·:·.
;.;·.;

.·~.:

·!'

••

.

.:l .·

~:,,

~· •.

'i

A related function, sometimes considered a separate item,-: 1s electr9n1c
ignition. Th~ engine control module commands the_ electronic ignition that ·
replaces the-traditional mechanical distributor. Electronic ignition is'
achieved with a _solid state switching module -that, based upon .el)gine p~~ition
sensors, determines the ,proper time to fire high-energy_· coils.-~· ·
·
••

'

~., •

'!-_

• :

<

• ·'

Another increasing~y ·significant electronic power~rain-.·produ~t''is·:·
electronic transmission control. This technology. ~nvpl_ves ~f;)lectronic sl:i'ift
points that provide qµicker, smoother, and mechanically .s-impler gear· shifting
than conventional hydraulic valves~ As an offshoot, electconically controlled
continuously variable transmissions are -being developed._ This technology has
the potential to optimize fuel economy and power levels-and.minimize exhaust
emissions over a wide speed range. Once perfected, ~be-technology will
provide the automobile owner improved handling, lower fuel consumption, and a
quieter ride. Manufacturers will benefit from reduceq emissions and
potentially lower manufacturing costs.

11

Although frequently considered part of the automotive electronics market,
autosound electronics are discussed elsewhere on p. 11--1.
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Figure 11-2 --Significant inputs and outputs of a_ typical engine control module
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Electronic Vehicle Controls
Mather segment of the U.S. automotive electronics market i.nvolves
control and includes such specific products as electi:-onic antilock
systems and electronically assisted suspension. These products are
relatively new but are rapidly being accepted. This is especially true with
antilock braking. With this system, a digital control computer continually
monitors wheel speed versus vehicle speed and, during an emergency stop, the
brake pressure is selectively limited to prevent wheel lockup. This allows
the driver to maintain control of the vehicle while stopping in the shortest
possible distance and in a straight line. Since wheel speed is continuously
monitored by the computer, it is able to adapt to varying road surface
conditions, thus providing better traction. Because .this feature has
significant safety implications, it is being accepted rapidly and will most
likely be a standard feature in most cars in the future.
v~hicie
brakin~

Electronically assisted suspension senses road conditions and maintains
the vehicle at a specified height through automatic feedback. This increases
the ride quality and improves handling. Another aspect of the system allows
the adjustment of the shock absorber damping ability. A "soft" setting can be
selected for a more luxurious ride, a "firm" ride can be selected for a
sportier feel. The improved ride and .handling aspects of this system are
becoming very popular on more expensive small- and medium-sized cars. It
gives the ride and feel of a large luxury car and still retains the economies
associated with a down-sized vehicle.
On the leading edge in electi:-onic vehicle conti:-ols are other products to
improve driveability. One such product is electronically actuated steering,
which replaces hydraulics with electronic control using torque sensors and DC
motors. In addition, electi:-onically assisted all-wheel steering and all-wheel
drive are being developed to increase driver conti:-ol in emergency situations
and to improve handling.

Body Electronics
Body electronics refers to a wide variety of automotive electronic
products and systems. Included are multiplex wiring, electi:-onic voltage
regulators, body conti:-ol computers, digital displays and insti:-umentation,
electronic security monitoring systems, keyless locks, voice--activated
ignition, automatic mirrors, climate control, voice warnings, navigation
systems, trip computers, collision avoidance systems, memory power seats, and
passive restraints. Many of these features will probably remain as options on
luxury vehicles; however, automatic mirrors, multiplex wiring, and voltage
regulators will probably be installed in all automobiles.
An industi:-y standard for the applicat~on of multiplex w1r1ng is ~eing
developed. This technology may have significant implications on the
development of more electronic and electrical features. As the number of
features grow, the amount of wiring necessary to connect them to power sources
and electronic conti:-ol sources also grows. Currently, there are wiring
harnesses with 50 or more wires bound together weighing as much as 100 pounds,
that need to pass through the space between the inner and outer walls of the
'·
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automobile. !I With cars getting smaller, that space is getting smaller and
problems are developing in assembly, reliability, and servicing.· The solution
to this problem has. come through the advent of mu tip lex wiring. This type of
wiring system combines an electrical conductor known as a bus with electronic
modules and actuators or loads, each of which has a logical interface to the
bus. An individual bus is able to carry the elec.tricat signal between a
number of diffP.rent components. This significantly reduces the number of
wires needed, which in turn, reduces the total weight.of the automobile.
The electronic voltage regulator, first introduced in the 1970's, is now
a standard feature on most new automobiles .. This .dev.ice is superior to its
electromechanical predecessor because it eU.minates the voltage limiter
contact, the most significant cause of failure. In addition, because of more
accurate voltage regulation; battery life is_extended;
Components
There are two distinct component groups that ar~ part of automotive
electronic systems but are also unique electtonic. products: semiconductors
anCi electronic sensors (fig. 11-3)! Semiconductors, more specifically,
integrated circuit (IC) semiconductor.devices are the basic building blocks
for all automotive electronic products; The micropr:ocessor IC provides the
intelligence or logic for the pr.oduct and· the memory ·_IC allows specific ,
instructions to be stored. Currently, the·average memory capacity of an
automobile's electronic system is approximately 11 kilobytes. ~/ Another type
of semiconductor used in automotive applications is the power IC, which is
used in multiplexing and in diagnostics for wiring harnesses.
Electronic sensors typically are devices utilizing silicon technology
that enhance the application of other automotive electronic devices. These
sensors typically monitor specific functions and feed information to the
engine control module such as air and coolant temperatures, intake manifold
pressure, the position of mechanical componP.nts, and exhaust composition.
Kost sensors now used in automobiles are not electronic, but as the monitoring
of functions in an automobile becomes more sophisticated and precise,
electro'!ic sensors will be used more frequently ..:.' ··: >
....

Production Proc!'lss
There are different production techniques for 'the various types of
electronic .automotive articles. These processes· generally fall into two
distinct categories: the production of complete modules, such as the engine
control units; and the production of components such.as IC's, hybrids, and
sensors:, Most of the individual modules are produced in a similar way; the
most complex is the engine control unit.
. ·.
j

. . •.

of

The first.step in the· assembly
the engine control unit is the
automatic insertion of certain componen~s· onto blank-, printed circuit boards.
Depending on ·the producer,. the number· c)f'printed ~kcuit boards comprising an
-~~~~~~~~~~~--'~~~~-'-~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

!I Unpublished documents provided by Motorola.
~/ Unpublished documents provided by Ford Motor Co.
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Figure 11-3.--Selected- electronic components for automotive application

Microprocessor Integrated Circuit
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Source:

Intel and Ford Motor Co.
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engine control unit varies from one to· three. !I The components that can be
automatically inserted range from simple discrete passive components like
capacitors to very complex hybrid circuits. The automatic insP.rtion machines
used vary by producer and product. Typical machines include radial and axial
insertion machines, pick-·and-place machines, robots, sut"face mount machines,
and other similar machines. Once the automatic insertion is completed, other
types of components .that 'do not ·tend themselves' to automatic insertion must be
placed on the board manually.· The· board is then wave ·soldered and cleaned.
After the solder 'is inspected and touched up, the stuffed boards are ready for
testing. These boards are then.put in housings and tested again. Fi'naily, a
certain ·portion are' "burned in,"' then there is further testing and mating of
boards .before they are packaged and shipped.
·
·: ·
The production of components can be iilustrated by the'°.descrip.tion of the
process for integrated circuits, hybrids, and.sensors, since they are 'the.most
important components: Integrated ci'rcults are pr.oduced by using a silicon
. wafer· that is cut from a silic·on crystal and polished. Dopants: are deposited
onto the wafer. A photoresist, which provides the foundatfon·for the mask
·design· is · then applied. Once the wafer is exposed· and deve ioped ~ it is rinsed
'· and baked. The wafer is then ready to b"e· stripped of its photo resistant
material, thus leaving only the individual layer· of circuitry. Other layers
can be added depending on the complexity of the design. Each wafer, typically
four inches in diameter, can contain hundreds of chips, or potential !C's.
After the circuits have been applied to the wafer and the defective chips have
been identified, the wafer is broken into the individual chips. The chips are
then assembled into packages, which usually involves wire bonding and
_encapsulation in plastic chip -mounts. ·
The hybrid circuit is basically a miniature prinfed ctrcuit··'board ·onto
.- which discrete components (such -as· capacitors ·and resistors) ·and integrated
circuits are applied. ·The main-difference between the hybrid circuit and ·the
stuffed printed circuit board is that the basis of the hybrid is ·a ceramic·
substrate rather than a resin board. With the thick film technique, one of
the most effective production·· techniques of hybrid circuils, pastes of
' ·. different electrical resistances 'are deposited on the ceramic substrate by a
method. similar to silk-screen printing. These resistors are then connected by
tracks ·of palladium paste. After·' each operation, the paste is' hardened by
heating. The· discrete components and IC's are ·then·. automaticai"ly mounted to
the surface of .. the'substrate directly to the palladium silver' tracks. This
process· lends itself to·highly. automated manufactur.ing with high levels of
reliability.. In ·addition, the size ·of the module containing the hybrid can be
greatly reduced·. .
One of the most commonly used sensors today for automotive application is
the silicon capacitance-absolute pressure sensor. These·sensors·are used to
sense the absolute air pressure of the intake manifold.: Such data can be used
.to compute the required fuel to provide· a desired air/fuel mi.xture. These
sensors are produced in a batch method similar to that for integrated
circuits. However, instead of etching circuits onto them, the silicon wafers
are processed using laser drills to produce a small cavity. Anodic bonding of
!I USITC staff tour of Ford Motor Co.'s production facility in Lansdale, PA,
Kar. 16 , 198 7 .
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glass to the siiicon creates a diaphragm.over the cavity. The smallest change
in pressure causes th~ diaphragm: to.~xpand or contract and can be precisely
measured electronic~lly.
In general, the manufacturing process ·for automQtlve,electronics .is very
capita:l intensive. This is especially true for integrated.cir~uit, hybrid,
and electronic sensor production. The·pc;oces!>es:for th~se products involve a
great deal of up-front epgineering using.state~of~~he-art computer-aideddesign techniques. In addition, the prqduction .process it~elf requires a very
controlled environment to .reduce the possibility of comp 0nent failure. This
control is achieved thro1,1gh ·~he us.e. of ''..clean· rooms," where .the air is
constantly exchanged and purified :and the emp~,oyees ·must .take "air shower.s"
and wear special garments. Also; bec·ause ·of the size and complexity of the
components, there is a great. deal o,f; automation in the production process to
ensure precision handling. Most U.S. automotive electronics producers have
similar production techniques and equipment. SoJUe may be'siightly more
automated than oth.ers, especially in tei::n.s of .the use of robo.tics. Ho~ever,
when· a new technology becomes available that will improve their product
quaiity and reduce manufacturing co~ts·,. tlieY. will. typically all b~gin using
it. For example·, when surface-,mount component technol.ogy. became available in
1985, all of the major produ.cers realized. the potential benefits and have.
inc.orporated it· into their production ·pro:cesses ~
·
:

U.S. Industry

.

The U.S. industry can be con.sidered at two different.levels:. prod,ucers
of principal electronic components and producers of electronic modules. Many
of the components that are use.d in the modul.es a~e ·~off.:-.the-shelf" type items
that are purchased in various places, depending on mar"et conditi.ons. ,. Other
components, such as IC• s, .hybrids,. and sensors, are more comp lex .and are
application speci.fic. · ·
..
There are nine ·u. S. producers .that are either already ~tci.ng· IC~ s for
automotive applications, or have.ann9unced ,'tlleir intention to ente~-the market
for these Pt:'Oducts .. They are Motorol~, Cherry Semi~onductor,. G.eneral:
Instrument, RCA, Spragu!il, Texas In~trument,s·, ·Intel,; .Natiqnal Sem.iconductor,
and Delco. 1/ Del.co makes a significant ~o~nt of IC.' s but only· for .use by
itself and other GM facilities. Most U.S.,, p,rod.ucers supplement their.
U.S.-produced IC's. with lower techno~ogy.. IC's m~~.e of.fshore. In_ additioJ},·.
many U. s. pr9ducers have foreign assemblY. .facilities where I.C's ~re· wirebonded
and encapsulated. Most of the. highest technology production, ho.wever,. has
remained in the United States .
.·
The hybrids that are used in electronic· modules tend to be made by the
company that makes the module itself. This is because individual hybrids are
application specific products and require a great deal of.control by the end
user to enable the hybrid to .meet stringent requi~ements.
Because electronic sensors use relatively new technology, there.are few
U.S. companies that can currently produce them in the volumes that are required

1/ Jerome G. Rivard, "Challenges in Automotive Electronics," a paper presented
at the Semiconductor Industry Conference in Tucson, AZ, Oct. 16, 1985.
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by the auto producers. Ther,efore,. GM.went tp its electronic division, Delco,
which now produces much of GM' s, ne~ds for e.lectro~_ic sensors.~ Although. Ford
also make_s some of it's ow:n needs,.Motorol.a, the largest independent producer
of electronic sensors,. also supplies
a.certain
portion
'
. '.. of- Ford's needs. -1/ ·
Delco produces virtually all of GM's requirements for electronic modules
such as ~ngine control units.'}:/ .. Althot,tgh F.or~ is self sufficient for a
significant portion of. its own needs, . Mptor<?la. al.so supplies part of Ford's
requirements. ~/ Chrysler makes ,.vir,tu.~lly• alL o.f. ~ts. pwn ne.ed.s. For other
electronic modules, especially.,.-in ..t}\~ are.a o.f.. P9Wertrain electronics, a
similar supply breakdown also applies.
f:. ..

~

. .. .

'

~

There are several.other U.S. producers of automotive electronic
products. They include United Tec::hnologies, TRW,: Jlnd:, to a certain extent,
Bendix (Bendix's automotive electronic products !ill"~. principally supplied from
a facility in France). These producers supply niche markets, typically in the
area of body elect~onics and, to some extent, ·vehicle. electt"onics. These
companies and other smaller producers are more significant in the area of
electrical rather than electr9nic systems.
In general, for all products taken collectively, industt"y sources rank
Delco as the largest U.S. automotive electronic producer, followed by Ford,
Motorola, and Chrysler. The auto producers generally prefer. to keep the
production of automotive electronics in-house; however, in certain product
areas, they have not had the electronics expertise to develop highly
. sophistica.t.ed electronic products .. · .In ordep to diversify an~ to increase
their .ability in electronics for. automotive applications, ,U.S. automobile
producers have bee_n active in pur1:1uing ae.ro.space technology. GM' s purchase of
Hughes and Chrysler's pu~chase of Gulfstream in 198.5 exe.mplify the trend
towards technology transfer from aerospace to automotive applications. In
addition, Ford can re_ly on Ford Aerospace for that type of· technology. Some
very exotic. and esoteric products are.emerging in automotive electronics as a
result of this technology transfer. For example, the purchase of Hughes has
given GK access to heads-up displays, night-.vision systems, collisionavoidance syst~ms, position-locating e_q\Jip~ent, advanced antenna design, and
technology assistance in antilock braking ilnd multtplex wiring system
engineering.

U.S ..

M~rket

The U.S. market for·automotive e~ectroni~ products has grown rapidly over
t.he past few years. In the early 1970's, there were virtually no electronics
in an automobile. During the mid-l9jois,: ga~.P.rices increased dramatically and
consumers became very _conscious of f4el .efficiency, In addition, the U.S.
Government became concerned about d,ep~ndence <?.n potentially unstable foreign
oil supplies and de~.ermined .th.a.t ..tl:ie natio~ ~houl<;i t;ry .~nd reduce the
increasing rate of consumption of oil products. To that end, the U.S.
Government adopte.d the C~rp9rate Av~rage Fu~l Economy (CAFE) standard for car
1/ USITC staff interview with Mot~rola qff~cials, Seguin, TX, Apr. 14, 1987.
'!:_! US ITC staff interview with Delco .officials, Lansburg, PA, July 17, 1987.
~/

USITC staff interview with Motorola officials, Seguin, TX, Apr. 14, 1987.
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model years beginning in 1975 (seep. 6-24). Th.is mandated that, overall, new
passenger cars and light-duty trucks had to meet certain miles--·per-ga llon
levels. The levels were increased every year: ·At the same time the U.S.
Government was mandating fuel effici~ncy, it also began to require strict
emission controls.
Because of these developments, U.S: automakers had to devise ways to meet
both objectives. Starting in the mid-1970's, auto manufacturers attacked the
problem with electronic products· to make the engines more efficient". The time
line below illustrates the significant devel_op~ents in automotive electronics.

Electronic
ignition

-1970

Electronic
voltage
regulator

Electronic
instrument
cluster and
trip coinputer
. 1980

1975
Digital
clocks

Electronically
assisted
suspension

Electronic
engine
control

Anti lock
braking

1985
Improved
electronic
engine
control

1990
Hard/soft
suspension

Source: Ford Motor Co.
The average content of automotive electronics per vehicle totaled between
$500 and $550 in 1986. This translates to a total U.S. mark~t of approximately
$3.7 billion to $4.3 billion in 1986. Industry sources have estimated that ·,
the annual growth rate of the U.S. market for automotive electronics will be
approximately 10 percent through the year 2000 .. Using that estimate, the U. S".
automotive electronics market will be at least $5.4 "billion in 1990 and
$14.0 billion by the turn of the ~entury. !I
In terms of market penetration of certain automotive electronic products
installed in 1986 model passenger cars, Ward's Automotive Yearbook reports
that digital clocks were installed in 76.3 percent of all automobiles; trip
computers were installed in 3.2 percent; memory seats were installed in 0.3
percent; some type of electronic engine control module was installed in 72.4
percent; some type of fuel injection was installed in 66.4 percent; and
electronic ignition was installed in ·66.0 percent. £1
The U.S. market for automotive electronic products is dominated by U.S.
producers. This is especially true for electronic modules where electronic·
subsidiaries of U.S. auto produc_ers predominate. Foreign companies have yet
to make significant inroads into. the market at this level. However, two
potential Japanese competitors, Nippondenso and Hitachi have facilities in the
United states. In addition, Mits~b~shi_has recently announced its plans to
!l Interviews with and unpublished documerits provided· by Motorola, Ford, and
Delco officials during March-June 1987.
£1 Ed Bas, "Age of Electronics Has Arrived; Second Stage on Tap," in Wards
Automotive Yearbook 1987, ed. H.A. Stark (Detroit: ·Ward's Communications,
Inc., 1987).
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establish a faci.lity in the United·States to _$Upply t}le U.S. automotive,·
electronics market. Industry soµrces suggest_ that these. companies init-ially·
intend to concentrate on Japanese--owne~ automakers in the United States
(transplants) with which they a keady have ties; for example, Nippondenso . ::
would supply Toyota. However, these sources also expect that Japanese-owned,
automotive electronic suppliers will soon be trying to sell.electronic modules
to GM, Ford, and Chrysler.
-.
.

.

For automotive electronic components, Japanese producers have alre~dy
been successful in selling in the µ.s. mark~t. T~e Semiconductor Industry-·-.
Association estimates that Japanese semiconduct;.or.companies supplied 30
percent of the U.S. automotive ~emicondu~tor market in 19_86. _In additipn,; a
Japanese company is reportedly supplying a. certain per.centage of a major u_.s.
auto producer's requirements for electronic sensors.
Significant factors tha_t a_ffect the. comp_etitiveness o~ U.S .. producers in
automotive electronics are quality, techno!ggy,___n:md traditional supplier
relationships. U.S. firms have an advantage with respect to these factors
bec~use they have been p_roducing .t,hese .. pr-od~c ~.s : for !_!lore, than 10 . years.
1). S.
regulations concernin~ emissions CO(ltrol .~rid;.:fUel f!!fficiency ar~ older and , more ..s,tringent than those of .most of t1'e :rest-~f .. the. world. Tradition.ally,
U.S. imports of autos, especially.from.Japan,Ll:_lave-had smalle~ et)gines tnat _
already met emissi.ons and fuel-efOciency standards without electronic, : , , .,.
controls. However,.as the regulations continually become more stringent .in._
the United States, .Europe, and Japan, foreign auto producers ~re developing:;
more experience with automotive electronks.
· ·
Foreign M~rk~ts. ·. The market for automotive electronics in foreign countries is currently
relatively small compared with that 9f the Uni~~d States. Industry sources:, ._
estimate that the U.S. market accounte_d for over 6Q percent of. the $7 bi pion
worldwide market for automotive electronics in 1986 . .!/ These sources also estimate that foreign markets will grow more rapidly than the U.l?. market in
the coming years. The European market, estimated a_t .a l i ttie less than ?Q . .
percent of the world market for 1, 986 ~ is ~u~rently ·dominate'd by .ti. s. producers
with an estimated 70 percent market share;- ·Principal European-:owned producers
include Bosch, Lucas, Magneti/Marelli, and Siemens. The Japanese mark~t· for"
automotive electronics is estimated to have also accounted for almost 20
percent of the world market in 1986. This market is totally dominated by
Japanese suppliers with about 99 percent' of the total. Principal Japanese
producers include Nippondenso, Hitachi, Mitsubishi, Yazaki, and Japan
Electronic Control Systems Co. The ~rket in the rest of the worid is
estimated to have· accounted for less than.3 percent of the world market in
1986 .
. Ford and General Motors have automobiie ·productiq~ facilities in. :Europe. _
and their U.S. subsidiarie·s ·producing automotive electronics supply significant_
portion's of their European needs. Motorola; which has been successful in·
Europe, supplies automot_iv~ ele~t~onic pr_odu~ts_ to ~udi, Rover Group, Ci;~r<?en,
· 1/ Motorola, Inc.
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Fiat, Ford of Europe, Peugeot, Saab, Renault,
suppliers do fairly well in Europe because of
with European auto producers in other product
systems. Japanese producers are beginning to
on price and qual.i ty. !_I

and Volkswagen. European
extensive supplier relationships
areas, especially electrical
make inroads into Europe based

In Japan, a significant factor that controls the distribution of market
shares for automotive electronics is the traditional network or family of
suppliers that work closely with the Japanese auto companies. Ties are not
only traditional cultural relationships but frequently involve swapped equity
ownership. This structure, known as keiritsu (seep. 4-12), allegedly
severely limits the opportunities for companies outside any particular
keiritsu (including other Japanese firms) from selling automotive electronics
to the auto producer within that keiritsu.
U.S. Government Efforts to Increase U.S. Exports of
Automotive Electronics
There have been two significant efforts recently to assist U.S. producers
of automotive electronic products wishing to export to Japan. One effort
involves a semiconductor arrangement with Japan, initiated by pressure from
the U.S. industry, that was signed on September 2, 1986. The agreement
stipulates that Japanese producers cease dumping in the United States and
third-country markets. An unwritten part of the agreP.ment provides U.S.
semiconductor producers an increased share of the Japanese semiconductor
market (20 percent by 1991). If successful, U.S. producers may increase their
share of the Japanese market for automotive semiconductors. However,
according to Conunerce, the Japanese producers have continued to dump in thirdcountry markets. In retaliation, the U.S. Government imposed penalty duties
on imports of certain products from Japan that contain semiconductors. i1 At
the ·venice Summit in June 1987, the President eliminated the penalty duties on
certain Japanese--made products because it was determined that the Japanese
were making some effort to reduce third-country dumping.
The second attempt at opening the Japanese market for U.S. automotive
electronics producers was the MOSS .talks (see p. 6-16). Several U.S.
electronics producers actively encouraged the inclusion of automotive
electronics in the discussions.
Future Trends
The electronic content of automobiles is expected to contirtue to increase
for the foreseeable future. New safety devices like antilock braking systems
will readily gain acceptance when perfected. Other exotic features will most
likely remain options, but will undoubtedly gain fairly significant market
penetration. According to Ford, products that will be common features in cars
by 1990 will include electronically heated windshields, remote keyless entry
systems, keyless ignitions, driver alertness controls, quick-heat systems,

11 USITC staff discussions with various industry sources.
21 Presidential Proclamation No. 5631, effective Apr. 17, 1987.
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multiplex wiring, and load-sensitive braking. By 1995, Ford expects even more
advances, like video rear-view CRT's with fog penetration, heads-up displays,
collision warning systems, navigation systems, electrochromic glass, fourwheel steering, electronic throttle control, and voice command controls.
In general, Ford sees three electronic systems emerging to control
virtually every aspect of driving (fig. 11-4). These systems for powertrain,
chassis, and body control will have powerful computers at their core. In
order to meet the ultimate objective of improving vehicle reliability,
performance and driver comfort, multiplex wiring, smart sensors, data sharing,
and backup control will all be features that will be incorporated into the
next generation of automotive electronic products.

Figure 11-4.--Ford Motor Co.'s interpretation of the future developments of
automotive electronics
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CHAPTER 12.

OVERVIEW OF SELECTED AUTOMOTIVE PARTS

The key products analyzed in the following sections were selected for
their importance to the U.S. automotive parts industry (representing about 36
percent of industry shipments) and their representativeness of different
segments of the industry in terms of manufacturing process, import competition,
marketing, and financial condition. As shown in tables 12-1 and 12-2, all
product lines experienced a loss of market share and, except for batteries, a
rise in trade deficit during 1982-86. The ratio of net operating profits
before taxes to net sales rose in each product line during 1982-86, with the
largest increase registered in autosound components and the smallest, in
tires. Transmissions/ transaxles had the highest shipment index in 1986 and
tires the lowest.
AUTOSOUND COMPONENTS
p_~scription

and uses

Autosound components are the chief articles of a motor vehicle's audio
entertainment system. The principal products are tape players, radio/tape
player combinations, and radio receivers, all of which are designed to be
mounted in a motor vehicle. Certain ancillary products include amplifiers,
equalizers, power boosters, and radio frequency (RF) boosters. Not included
are speakers, antennas, wires, mounts, and other parts and accessories.
Autosound components are sold in several configurations with many different
features. A typical audio entertainment system installed in a new automobile
since 1985 would have an AM/FM stereo radio/cassette player with electronic
tuning and possibly a built-in digital clock. The unit would be mounted in
the dash and, depending on design, would have average dimensions of 3-5 inches
in height, 9-12 inches in width, and 6-10 inches in depth.
In comparison with U.S.-produced autosound components, imported autosound
components have traditionally covered more of the product spectrum, from
simple monaural AM radio receivers to highly advanced, sophisticated sound
systems. However, since U.S. manufacturers tended to produce simpler units,
foreign producers concentrated on higher end products. More recently, U.S.
producers have been manufacturing more sophisticated and technically advanced
autosound components. However, very high-end autosound components are still
produced predominantly abroad.
M~nuf acturing

process

The manufacturing process of an AM/FM radio cassette player is basically
the assembly of electronic, el.ectric, and mechanical components with formed
metal and plastic parts. The assembly process is conducted along a production
line, where each worker performs a specific operation. The process begins
with a blank printed circuit hoard. Components are inserted into the board
either by hand or automatically. The extent and nature of automatic insertion
varies from producer to producer but generally involves the more standard size
components such as capacitors, resistors~.and integrated circuits. The types
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of automated insertion machines that are used include radial and axial
insertion machines, pick-and-place machines, robots, surface mount machines,
and other similar machines. Parts that cannot be automatically inserted are
manually mounted onto the board. The board is then ready to be wave soldered.
When completed and the boards tested, they are put into housings and tested
again. Once the quality of the product is assured, it is ready for shipment.
U.S. producers typically purchase the parts and components used in the
assembly process from outside suppliers .. Certain of the complex, customintegrated circuits are designed by the autosound producer, but the production
is done by an outside supplier. Delco Electronics Ca subsidiary of General
Motors Corp.) is the most vertically integrated U.S. producer of autosound
components and makes many of the i~tegrated circuit~ used in its production of
autosound components. In addition, Japanese producers tend to be more
vertically integrated than U.S. producers. They typically produce their own
tape transport mechanisms and othe~ mechanical and electrical parts, whereas
U.S. producers do not.
Customs Treatment
U.S. tariff treatment
Autosound components are classified for tariff purposes under various
Tariff Schedules of the United States (TSUS) item numbers (table 12-3). Tape
players and radio/tape player combinations are classified under TSUS 678.50.
The column 1 rate of duty is 3.7 percent ad valorem. The column 2 rate of
duty is 35 percent ad valorem. Products covered by the item are eligible for
preferential tariff treatment under the Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act
(CBERA), The United States-Israel Free Trade Area Implementation Act (UIFTA)
and the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP). Hong Kong, Mexico, the
Republic of Korea (Korea), and Taiwan have exceeded competitive need limits
for 678.50 and so cannot receive preferential duty treatment under the GSP for
those products. Under the proposed Harmonized System (HS) the classification
number is 8527.21.10, with no change in the duty rate.
Amplifiers and power boosters are classified for tariff purposes under
TSUS item 684.70. The column 1 rate of duty is 4.9 percent ad valorem. The
column 2 rate is 35 percent. Imports of such products are eligible for
preferential tariff treatment under CBERA, UIFTA, and GSP. Korea and Taiwan
are considered to be competitive and are no longer eligible for GSP treatment
for TSUS 684.70. Under the HS, the classification number is 8518.40.20, with
no change in duty rate.
Automobile radios not combined with other articles are classified under
TSUS item 685.12. The column 1 rate is 8 percent ad valorem, the column 2
rate is 35 percent. U.S. imports of these products are eligible for
preferential treatment under the UIFTA and CBERA. Under the HS, the
classification number is 8527.29.00, with no change in the duty rate.
RF boosters are classified under TSUS item 685.32. The column 1 rate of
duty is 6 percent ad valorem, the column 2 rate of duty is 35 percent. Such
products are eligible for UIFTA, CBERA, and GSP treatment. For this item,
Mexico, Korea, Singapore, and Taiwan have exceeded competitive need limits and
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Table 12-3
Autosound components:

U.S. rates of duty, by TSUSA item
~Percent

TSU SA
item
No. 1/

ad

Pre-MTN
col. 1
rate of
duty 21

Description

678.SOA*

01

09
12
684. 70A*

30
685.12

valorem~

Machines not specially
provided for and parts
thereof:
Audio tape players:
Designed exclusively
for motor vehicle
installation.
***
Combination machines
containing radio and
tape player designed
exclusively for motor
vehicle installation:
Cartridge type ...........
Other, including
cassette.
Microphones; loudspeakers;
headphones; audio
frequency elect~ic
amplifiers; electric
sound amplifier sets, etc:
* * *
Audio-frequency
electric amplifiers (pt).
* * *
Solid state radio
receivers:
Designed for motor
vehicle installation:

Col. 1
rate of
duty
. 1987

Col. 2
rate of
duty

53

3 . 73

353

53
53

3. 73
3. 73

353
353

7.53

4.93

353

12.53
12.53
12.53
12.53

83
83
83
83

353
353
353
353

Ente~tainment

broadcast band
receivers:
AK only ..........
AK/FM ............
Other ............
Other ..............

10
15
25

so
* *

*

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 12-3
Autosound components:

U.S. rates of duty, by TSUSA item--Con.
~Percent

TSU SA
item
No. 1/

Description

ad valorem}
Pre-MTN
col. 1
rate of
duty 21

Other
***
Other (pt.) ............• 10.43
77
***
Electrical articles and
parts of electrical
articles, not specially
provided for:
* * *
688.42A*
Other:
***
Other ..................... 5.53
80

Col. 1
rate of
duty
1987

Col. 2
rate· of
duty

63

353

3.93

353

685.32

!I The designation "A*" indicates that the item is currently designated as an
eligible article for duty-free treatment under the Generalized System of
Preferences (GSP) and that certain of these countries, specified in general
headnote 3(c}(v)(D) of the Tariff Schedules of the United States Annotated,·
are not eligible.
~I Rate effective prior to Jan. 1, 1980.
are no longer eligible for GSP treatment. The appropriate HS item number is
8527.90.80, with no change in.the duty rate.
Equalizers and power boosters are classified for Customs purposes under
TSUS item 688.42. The column 1 rate of duty is 3.9 percent ad valorem . . T}le
column 2 rate is 35 percent. U.S. imports of these products are eligible for
preferential tariff treatment under the GSP, UIFTA, and CBERA. U.S imports
from Mexico, Korea, and Taiwan are no longer eligible for GSP treatment
because they have surpassed competitive-need limits. The HS item number is
8543.80.90, with no change in the duty rate.
Aside from the staged duty-rate reductions negotiated under the Tokyo
Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations and certain nonsubstantive number
changes, there has been no change in tariff treatment of autosound components
since 1982. There have been no investigations by the Commission or the U.S.
Department of Commerce on the subject articles during the time period.
Canadian original-equipment products covered by this section are accorded
duty-free treatment under the Auto Parts Trade Agreement (APTA) and have
specific APTA classification numbers in the TSUS.
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Foreign tariff treatment
U.S. exports of autosound components are minimal. The only significant
market for U.S. exports "is Canada, where U.S.-based producers have
motor-vehicle assembly facilities. Because of the APTA, there is no Canadian
duty on OEM autosound components, which account for the bulk of U.S. exports.
The duty rate on aftermarket products in Canada is 9.5 percent ad valorem, as
shown in the following tabulation:
Qescription

Country

Present rate
of duty
(Percent ad valorem)

85.15

Autosound components

United Kingdom
West Germany
Mexico
Brazil

44533-1

Aftermarket autosound
components.

Canada

143
14'fo
403
1053 plus
103 surcharge
9.53

Profile of the U.S. Industry
Overview
Through 1986, the U.S. industry producing autosound components was
dominated by three firms that are subsidiaries of the three major U.S.
automakers. Delco, based in Kokomo, Indiana, is a subsidiary of GM; Hughes
Electronics Corporation is also a subsidiary of General Motors Corporation.
The Electrical and Electronics Division (EEO) of Ford Electronics and
Refrigeration Corporation, headquartered in Dearborn, Michigan, produced
autosound components in Lansdale, Pennsylvania until it was phased out in mid
1986, and began importing from a Brazilian subsidiary. Accustar, Inc., a
subsidiary of Chrysler Corporation, produces autosound components in
Huntsville, Alabama. Other smaller U.S. producers, distributed across the
United States, supply particular segments of the autosound market. In
addition, in 1987, Japanese-based companies began to set up U.S. subsidiaries
to manufacture autosound components in various locations in the United
States. To date, six Japanese companies have announced plans to open U.S.
autosound production facilities. The total announced monthly capacity of
these six plants is about 120,000 units. The various companies have announced
startup dates during 1987-89.
U.S. producers of autosound components tend to be located away from their
major customers (table 12-4). This is due to the relatively small number of
U.S. autosound production sites compared with the larger number of automobile
and truck assembly plants to which these items are sent to be installed. l/
According to U.S. producers responding to the Commission's questionnaires, the
predominant means of shipping autosound products is by truck. Manufacturers
estimated that the transportation costs they incur in shipping these items to

ll Producers that responded to Commission questionnaires represented an
estimated 90 percent of the total U.S. industry.
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Table 12-4
Autosound components: U.S. producers' rating of predominant modes
of transportation used to ship autosound components, the marketing area
generally serviced, and average percentage of transportation costs in the
total delivered value of their firm's shipments
(In percent)
Responses

Item

Predominant mode(s) of
transportation:
Truck .............................................................. 53
Rail ............................................................... 18
Water ..............................· ................................ 18

Other ..............................................................
General marketing area (radius):
Up to 100 miles .................................................... .
101 to 200 miles .................................................. .
201 to 500 miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Over 500 miles .....................................................
Average transportation costs
(as a percentage of sales):
0 to 5 percent .....................................................
6 to 10 percent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11 to 15 percent .................................................. .
16 to 20 percent ............•......................................
Over 20 percent ..................................................•.

12

13
87
60
40

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
customers are generally 5 percent or less of the sales value because of their
light weight and high value.
The hourly wage rates paid to production and related workers producing
autosound components were consistently higher than the average for all U.S.
manufacturing facilities during 1982-86, as shown in the following tabulation:

Year

Production and related
workers producing
autosound components l/

All automotive
parts l/

1982 ....
1983 ....
1984 ....
1985 ....
1986 ....

$12.75
13.56
14.38
15.47
16.21

$12.24
12.90
14.57
15.51
17.21

All operating U.S.
manufacturing
es tab lishrnents ~/
$11.50
11.97
12.40
~/ 12.82
.~/ 13.09

l/ Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Compiled from unpublished data of the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics.
~I Estimated.
~/
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Except for 1986, the wage rates paid to autosound production workers were
roughly the same as the average for all auto parts production workers. The
reason for this is that autosound workers are employed almost exclu'sively by
the three principal domestic automakers and are in the· same union (UAW) and
paid the same wages as other workers employed by these companies.
Capacity and employment
The movement offshore of autosound product lines by the major U.S.
producers diminished U.S. capacity to pro~uce these items, from 16 million
units in 1982 to 11.1 million units in 1986, or by 31 percent (table 12-5).
The· tendency to maintain U.S. production of only the newest products, combined
with the increasing sophistication of these products, has led to both higher
wages paid to U.S. workers and an increase of almost 50 percent in the number
of worker-hours necessary to manufacture such items.
Table 12-5
Autosound components: U.S. capacity, number of production and related
workers, man-hours worked, wages, and hourly wage rates, 1982-86

Item

1982

Capacity
(1,000 units) ........ 16,332
Employment of production and related
workers:
Number ............... 4,314
Kan-hours worked
(1,000 hours) ...... 8,628
Wages
(million dollars)..
110
Hourly wage rate ..... $12.75

Average
annual
percentage
· change, 1.986
over 1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

15,165

13,767

12,985

11,105

-9.2

4,856

6,102

6,070

5,795

T;J

11,132

13,702

13,317

12,275

9.2

151
$13.56

197
$14.38

206
199
$15.47 '$16.21

15.9
6.2

Source: Estimated by the staff of the U.S. International Trade Commission on
the basis of data submitted in response 'to the Commission's questionnaires.
Delco, EEO, and ·Accustar all produce ·other products (generally on
separate production lines) related to electric' and electroniC automotive
applications. Some examples ·are electronic engine control modules, electronic
ignition modules. electronic voltage regulators. and' electric alternators.
.
The level of technology of the autosound components, as well as the production
technique itself has traditionally been toughly comparable among the three
main U.S. autosound producers.
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Financial data
Net sales of autosound components produced in the United States rose by
. 52 percent, from an estimated $487 million in 1982 to about $738 million in
1985 before falling by 20 percent to approximately $592 million in 1986
(table 12-6).

Table 12-6
Autosound components:
or Closs), 1982-86

Item

U.S.

produ~ers•

1982

total net sales and total net profit
Average
annual
percentage
change, 1986
over 1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

617,000

667,000

738,000

592,000

5.0

113,000

145,000

174,000

130,000

35.l

18.3

21.7

23.6

21.9

28.6

Net sales
(1,000) dollars) ..... 487,000
Net profit Closs)
(1,000) dollars) ..... 39,000
Ratio of net operating
profit Closs) to
net sales (percent) ..
8.0

Source: Estimated by the staff of the U.S. International Trade Commission on
the basis of data submitted in response to the Commission's questionnaires.
A rise in reported net profits of 333 percent during the period was due
at least in part to the increasing use of offshore facilities for the
production of subassemblies .. This has helped to increase profitability. In
addition, the level of profitability can be partly attributed to the
accounting procedures of producers, many of whom provide data only as
intracompany transfers to their parent corporations.,
Major foreign competitors
The most significant foreign autosound industry is located in Japan,
having some 20 major autosound producers, and a dozen or more smaller
specialty producers. Most of the major manufacturers are large multinational
corporations, producing a variety of electronic and electrical products. For
some companies like Matsushita, Hitachi, Mitsubishi, Sony, and Sharp, the car
audio business represents a relatively small part of total sales. For other
companies such as Clarion, Fujitsu Ten, and Alpine Electronics, car audio
sales account for a substantial portion of their total sales.
Other significant foreign autosound industries. are in Europe and include
Philips, Blaupunkt (a subsidiary of Bosch), and Grundig. These producers hold
fairly significant market shares in Europe but only concentrate on the
high-end niche of the U.S. market for autosound components.
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Certain East Asian countries (besides Japan) have industries producing
autosound components. These include Hong Kong, Korea, Taiwan, Singapore, and
Malaysia. Many companies in these countries are subsidiaries of Japanese
firms and typically produce low-end units for export.
Structural Factors of Competition Between U.S. and Foreign Industries
According to U.S. autosound producers, their Japanese competitors enjoy
production-cost advantages in labor rates, taxes, equipment costs, and
interest rates (table 12-7). Similarly, they felt that companies in Korea
producing autosound components have an advantage in labor rates, raw-material
costs, and equipment costs, and also benefit from Government subsidies. U.S.
companies also stated that West German producers of these items have lower
labor costs, whereas French firms do not have any clear production-cost
advantages. At the same time, domestic firms claimed to have lower fuel costs
than Japan, West Germany, and France, lower equipment costs than West Germany
and France, and lower interest rates than South Korea.
Table 12-7
Autosound components: U.S. producers' competitive assessment of
structural factors of competition for the U.S. and foreign industries, 1/ by
major competing countries, 1986
Item
Product cost advantages:
Fuel cost .................
Raw materials cost ........
Domestic inflation rates ..
Labor cost ................
Exchange rates ............
Taxes .....................
Equipment costs ............
Interest rates ............
Government involvement:
Subsidies .................
U.S. Government regula-·
tions that increase
costs ...................
Foreign government regulat ions that increase
costs ............ .- ......

Japan

South Korea

West Germany

France

s

D

D

s
s

F

D

s

s

s
s

F

-- F

F

21

s
s

s

F
F
F

s
s

D

F

D

n

n

~I

s

F

s

s

!:._/

s

s

~I

s

D

s

D
~I

:?/

!I 0=60 percent or more of total respondents accorded domestic producers an
advantage; F~60 percent or more of total respondents accorded foreign
producers an advantage; S=Competitive position the same.
!I Insufficient data ..
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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The U.S. Market
Qverview
The U.S. market for autosound components is dependent on new-car sales
and on consumers choosing to replace their existing car audio systems.
Because most new cars come with an audio system, the total market for
autosound components can easily be segregated into two parts, the
factory-installed segment and the aftermarket. During 1982-86 the portion of
all U.S.-produced automobiles having factory-installed autosound systems rose
from 88 percent in 1982 to 92 percent in 1986. !I The market for
factory-installed autosound components during 1982-86 was dominated by the
units produced and/or installed by Delco, EED, and Accustar.
The total market for autosound components increased from $1.1 billion in
1982 to $2.1 billion in 1986 (table 12-8). About 60 percent was accounted for
by factory-installed or OEM autosound components in 1986, up from about 35
percent in 1982. £1 Industry sources estimate that the product mix has changed
so that in 1982, two-thirds of the units shipped were radios only, whereas in
1986, two-thirds of the units shipped were radio/tape player combinations.
Table 12-8
Autosound components: U.S. producers' shipments, exports of domestic
merchandise, imports for consumption, and apparent consumption, 1982-86

Shipments

Year

Exports

Apparent
consumpti on

Imports

Ratio (percent)
of imports to
consumption

Quantity (units)
1982 .....
1983 .....
1984 .....
1985 .....
1986 .....

.
.
.
.
.

4,296,000
4,873,000
5,209,000
5,575,000
4,219,000

700,000
582,000
782,000
836,000
823,000

!I
!I
!I
!I

!I
!I
!I
!I

1/

1/

!I
!I
!I
!I
1/

Value (1,000 dollars)
1982 .....
1983 .....
1984 .....
1985 .....
1986 .....

.
.
.
.
.

487,000
617 ,000
667,000
738,000
592,000

51,000
50,000
75,000
77,000
77,000

634,000
859,000
1,146,000
1,196,000
1,608,000

1,070,000
1,426,000
1,738,000
1,857,000
2,123,000

59
60
66
64
76

!I Not available.
Source: Estimated by the staff of the U.S. International Trade Commission on
the basis of data submitted in response to the Commission's questionnaires.

!I Statement submitted to the Commission by the Car Audio Specialist
Association.

£! "Autosound," Automotive Electronics, 1986 Directory, 1986, vol. 7, No. 12,
pp. 13-14.
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U.S. imports
U.S. imports accounted for an increasing share of the. total U.S. market
for autosound components, from about 59 percent in 1982 to 76 percent in 1986, ·
or from $634 million to $1. 6 billion (table 12-9).
Table 12-9
Autosound components:

Country

U.S. imports for consumption, by principal sources, 1982-86

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

-------~--------~--1,000 dollars----------~--------

Japan .......... . 517,000
Brazil !/ ...... .
Mexico 11 ...... .
south Korea .... . 11 ,ooo·
West Germany ... . . 2 ,000
All other ...... . 38.000
Total ...... . 634,000

499,000
83,000
7,500
269.500
859,000

Average
annual
change, 1986
over 1982
Percent

766,000

970,000

17.0

97 ,000
87,000
22,000
8,6b0
352.700
334.400
i,146,000. 1,196,000

82,000
36,000
520 1 000
1,608,000

1.6
105.9
92.3
26.2

674,300

11 Combined with "all other" to avoid discfosing operations of individual
companies.
Source: Estimated by the staff of the U.S. International Trade Commission on
the basis of data submitted in response to the Commission's questionnaires.
The largest foreign source throughout the period was Japan. Japanese
producers, on the basis of quality and technology, dominate the U.S.
aftermarket for autosound components. 11 In additi.on, they are principal
suppliers to Japanese-based U.S. automakers. Japanese producers export
approximately 70 percent of their total production, the bulk of which is
shipped to the United States and Europe. U.S. imports from Japan increased
from an estimated $517 million in 1982 to about $970 million in 1986, although
as a share of the total, these imports from Japan decreased from 82 percent in
198~ to 60 percent in 1986.
U.S .. impo.rts from Mexico increased more than
tenfold from 1982 to 1985 before decreasing somewhat in 1986. The large
increase was due principally to a mafor tJ; S. produce·r setting up assembly
facilities in Mexico. The decline in 1986 was due to a shift in the product
mix of that producer. Brazil, the third largest source of imports, is the
principal production site for a major U.S.-based'producer that has recently·
shifted production out of ~he Unit~d ~tates. Such imports from Brazil
increased irregularly from 1982 to 1986.
·
Competitive Assessment of Key Factors of Competition
in the U.S. Market
Because much of the competitive advantage in consumer-electronics
production has shifted to Japan and other Asian countries, U.S. purchasers of

11 "Autosound," Automotive Electronic, vol.

7, No. 12, (1986), p. 13.
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autosound components often find those countries to be the best source of
up-to--date products. U.S. producers responding to the questionnaire indicated
that price and quality were the most important reasons· tl:iey purchased these
items from foreign sources (table 12--10). They further responded that the
ability of foreign manufacturers to meet product specifications was the third
most important reason for importing.
Table 12-10
Autosound components: U.S. producers' ranking of factors ·that were the
principal reasons for their imports, 1982-86
Reason for importing
Lower purchase price (delivered)...................................
Shorter delivery time ..............................................
Engineering/technical assistance .................................. .
Favorable terms of sale. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Favorable exchange rates .......................................... .
Reliabi.lity of supplier ........................................... .
Intra-company and affiliated company transfers on a basis:
Competitive with unaffiliated firms..............................
Noncompetitive ...................•...............................
Ability to meet specifications.....................................
Willingness to supply required volumes .............................
Ability to supply metric sizing ....................... ~ ............
Quality ................................................ ·............

Ranking 1/
1

'!:./
4

'!:./
5

5

5

'!:./
3
5

'!:./
1

!I Ranking numbers range from 1 to 5, number 1 indicating the most important
reason for importing and number 5 indicating the least importan.t reason for
importing. Some factors were ranked equally in importance.
~/ Insufficient data.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.
In response to questionnaires sent by the Commission, U.S. autosound
producers stated that Japanese and Korean manufacturer~ of these items enjoy
an overall competitive advantage (table 12-11). In the case of Korea,
respondents indicated that the sole advantage of components from that country
is their lower delivered price. U.S. companies felt that Japanese producers,
however, benefit not only from lower prices, but also from such factors as
engineering, production technology, innovation, and marketing practices.
These U.S. firms stated that West German companies maintain a similar
competitive position in the U.S. market as domestic producers. In addition,
they stated that U.S. autosound companies have an overall competitive
advantage against French manufacturers, especially in regard to price,
production technology, and quality.
U.S. importers responding to the questionnaires indicated that
manufacturers of these products in Japan, South Korea, and.West Germany hold a
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Table 12-11
Autosound components: U.S. producers'(P) and importers' (I)
competit.ive assessment of U.S.-produced and foreign-produced products in the
U.S. market, !I and the principal factors (X) underlying overall competitive
advantages, by top competitor nations, 1986
Japan

Korea

West
Germany

Item

p

I

p

I

p

I

p

I

Overall competitive advantage ......
Product cost advantages:
Lower purchase price (delivered).
Favorable exchange rates ....•....
Nonprice factors:
Shorter delivery time ........... .
Engineering/technical assistance.
Favorable terms of sale ......... .
Production technology ............
Marketing practices ..............
Reliability of supplier..........
Shorter new product development

F

F

F

F

s

F

D

s

X

X

x

x

x
x

X

X

x
x

X
X

X

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

X

x

x

volumes ........................ X

x

x

Ability ,to meet specifications...
Product innovation .........•..... X
Quality ....................•....•. x

X
X

x

time ...........................

X

Willingness to supply required

x

France

x

x

x

x

x

!I 0=60 percent or more of total respondents accorded domestic producers an
advantage; F=60 percent or more of total respondents accorded foreign
pro~ucers and advantage; S=Competitive position the same.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. In.ternational Trade Conunission.
competitive advantage over U.S. firms. Importers felt that the products of
these countries had an advantage based on delivered·price, production
technology, product innovation, and quality. U.S. importers also stated that
autosound products from France maintain the same competitive position as
u.s.-made products.
U.S. purchasers responding to the questionnaires indicated that purchases
of U.S.-produced autosound components were made on the basis of a variety of
factors, including the reliability of the supplier, shorter delivery time,
supplier marketing practices, and favorable terms of sale (table 12-12). In
contrast, purchases of foreign-made autosound components were made principally
on the basis of price. Quality, production technology, supplier reliability,
and product innovation were cited as significant factors as well.
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Table 12-12
Autosound components: Ranking of U.S. purchasers' ~easons for purchases of
u. s. -produc-=:d and foreign-produced;· autosound comp,onents, 1982-86 !I
Reason for purchase
Product cost advantages:
Lower purchase (delivered) .•........•......
Favorable exchange rates .... 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Nonprice factors:
·
Shorter delivery time ... !··················
Engineering/technical assistance ....•..... '.
Favorable terms of. sale. . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . .
Production technology ..............•.......
Marketing practices ..... : .. : . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
Reliability of supplier....................
Shorter new product development time •......
Willingness to supply required volumes .... ~
Ability to supply metric sizing ............
Ability to meet specifications .............
Product innovation .......•................ ;
Q\Jality ............................. :·......

U. S . -pro-duced
7
~/

2
9
4
~/

3
1
9
8

Foreign-produced
1
9

14
6
9
3
6
3
9
9

~/

~I

9
6

3

5

2

9

!/ Ranking numbers range from 1 to 14, number 1 indicating the most important
reason for purchase and number 14 indicating the least important reason for
purchase. Some factors were ranked equally in importance.
~I Insufficient data.
Source: Compiled from data ~ul?mitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade ·commission._·
Competitive' Assessment of Key Factors of_Competition
in Foreign Markets
The major markets for autosound components ·outside the U~ited-States
include Japan and Europe. The vafoe o.f the Japanese market in 1986 was
approximately $625 mi_llion, :about half of. wl;lich .were units that were factory
installed. !/ The Japa11ese'tilarket ~s compo$ed. of virtually 100 percent
domestic products. This "'i's due to ·several factors, including the advanced
level of Japanese producers vis-a-vis foreign producers. U.S. industry
sources claim that a more important factor is the keiritsu.structure that ties
certain Japanese auto producers·to sp~cific~autos~und compo~ent suppliers.
This structure allegedly' foreclose~' virtually.all opportunities for other
domestic and foreign suppliers·,' ac'cc)rding_ to U.S. producers. ~I
The European market is ·aomin~ted by European and Japanese producers.
There are some imports from· ·arazil. as well: those units are· from Ford's
Brazilian subsidiary that produce·s most of Ford's North American autosound
requirements and a certain portion of the requirements for Ford of Europe.
!I "Overseas Market Report," Electronics, Jan. 22, 1987, pp. 68-74.
~I USITC staff interview with Motorola officials, Apr. 7, 1987.
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The oniy significant U.S. exports of autosound components during 1982-86
were to Canada. Such exports fluctuated during the period and amounted .to
$83.6. million in 1982 and $87.3 million in 1986. U.S. exports of autosound
components to Canada reflect intracompany shipments to Canadian subsidiaries
of U.S. automakers.
BATTERIES
Description and uses
Batteries for automotive use are of the 12-volt lead-acid type.
Automotive batteries form an essential part of a motor vehicle's electrical
system, providing a reservoir of electricity to power a vehicle's starting,
lighting, and ignition systems, as well as various electrical accessories.
Original equipment (OE) and replacement batteries are essentially the same
product. However, depending on customer specifications, a small quality
difference may favor the OE product.
Automotive batteries are constructed of cells, each of which has a
nominal output of two volts. Each cell consists of cast antimony--lead or
calcium-lead grids (or "plates") coated with baked lead oxide. The plates are
alternately given negative and positive charges and are separated by
insulators. Negative and positive plates are then connected to provide the
necessary voltage. Automotive batteries can be stored indefinitely in a dry
condition, and must be activated by the addition of sulfuric acid pr_ior to use.
Automobile starting currents and electrical systems require a battery to
be rated at a minimum of 35 ampere-hours. Automotive batteries are generally
classified by the Battery Council International (BCI) by group size and
electrical specifications. The BCI group size indicates physical dimensions
as well as terminal positions and cell layouts within the batteries. The
current BCI Battery Replacement Data Book identifies 50 group sizes of 12-volt
automotive batteries. The. electrical specifications of automotive batteries
may be measured by cold cranking amps (CCA), by ampere-hours, or by the number
of plates in the battery. CCA is the most common measurement in the U.S.
market and is a measure of the battery's power avaii'able to start a car in
cold weather.
In· structure, most batteries are similar. Quality variations among
batteries are a function of materials used and control over the manufacturing
process. For example, an even application of a predictable amount of lead
oxide paste over battery grids is a crucial step in battery production.
Automated machinery and quality-control techniques have enabled the U.S.
industry to attain close control over pasting operations and, in general, high
product standards. Battery imports from developed countries are generally
considered on a par with U.S. products, and according to industry sources,
imports from Korea are rapidly approaching U.S. quality standards. 11 The
quality of imports from most other countries do not meet U.S. quality levels.

11

USITC staff interview with U.S. battery manufacturers.
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Manufacturing process
The production of 12-volt lead-acid automotive storage batteries begins
with the casting of the grids that serve as support for the active battery
material and that conduct much of the electric current through the battery.
Grid-casting equipment molds and then cools molten lead into the desired grid
configuration. All automotive battery grids are designed with open spaces
between their interlocking cross bars in order to lock the active material in
place. The lead employed in the grids of most modern automobile batteries
consists of either a high antimony (around 5-6 percent), a low antimony
(typica~ly less than 2.5 percent), or a calcium lead (usually less than
1 percent calcium) alloy. Calcium or antimony is used as an alloying material
to stiff en the otherwise very soft lead grid during production and to decrease
the warping of plates over the operating life of the battery. When low
antimony or calcium alloy grids are employed in the construction of batteries,
the finished products are commonly referred to as "low maintenance" or
"maintenance free" batteries.
Following casting, the grids are covered, or "pasted," with an active
material consisting of lead oxide, or a blend of oxides, which has been
treated with sulfuric acid. The use of sulfuric acid results in the formation
of lead sulfate, which helps to bind the active material to the grid and
improves the operating characteristics of the pasted grid by expanding or
"bulking" the paste. The pasting operation is most commonly performed
automatically by equipment that presses the paste into the grids. The pasted
grids, or plates, are then cured for approximately 2 days in a closely
controlled hot and humid curing environment. This process is called
hydrosetting. The high heat and humidity not only toughen the bond of the
active material to the grid, but also are designed to increase the homogeneity
of the active material on the plate. The latter procedure helps to improve
the flow of current through the plate.
The dry-charged plates are immersed in a weak sulfuric acid solution in
large forming tanks. By applying an electric charge to the plates in the
tanks, the positive plates become the anode and the negative plates become the
cathode of what amounts to a large battery. The slow "forming charge" is
normally applied to the plates for 1 to 2 days during which time the
composition of the active materials on the plates changes to create a
potential electrical difference between the positive and negative plates.
When the plates have been completely formed, they are rinsed and dried to
prepare them for the "stack and burn" phase of production.
In the "stack and burn" operation, positive and negative plates are
alternately stacked on either side of an electrically insulating separator and
welded, positive to positive and negative to negative to create an individual
cell of the battery. Six of these 2-volt cells are placed in the preformed
individual pockets or partitions of the bottom portion of the battery
container. Electrical connections between the cells are usually made either
automatically by "through the partition" automated welding techniques, or by
manual "over the top" welds. After these internal connections are made, the
top of the battery case is applied to the battery and sealed, usually either
by a heated epoxy glue or by thermal sealing techniques. The battery is then
tested for leaks in the seal of the case and for internal electrical faults.
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At this point a preformed dry-charged battery .is ready for use following the
addition of the sulfuric acid electrolyte and a .recommended 15-minute "boost!3r
charge" to bring it up to its full operating voltage.
Customs Treatment
U.S. tariff treatment
Imports of ,12-volt automotive batterles are currently classified in TSUS
item 683.01, which covers: all 12-volt °lead-acid sto~age batteries. In January
1987, at the request of the U.S. Battery Trade Counsel (BTC), under section,
484(e) of the Tariff Act of 1930, item. 683.01 was revised in an: att.empt to
separate batteries for automotive use from other type 12-volt lead-acid
batteries. ,To accomplish this, batteries "of a kind used in starting piston
engines•• were .separated out a~d subdivided- into item 683·. 0110, batteries not",.:
over 13 pounds. in weig}lt; and item 683. 0120, batteries_ over 13 pounds in
· ·
weight. With these new breakouts, imports of the. three major types of 1.2-volt
lead-acid batteries--motorcycle, automotive and industrial--can be
approximated., . Automotive-type batter.ies generally enter the United States
under item 683.. 0120 wit}l a· small amount of other plston-type batteries mixed.
into the import.statistics (table 12-13). Batteries.imported from Canada under
the Automotive Products Trade Act (APTA), enter duty free under item 683.02.
Table 12-13
Batteries: U.S. rates of duty, by TSUSA item

TSUSA
item
No. 1/
683.0120A*

683.0200

Description

(Percent ad valorem)
Pre-MTN
col. 1
rate-of
duty 21

Lead acid type storage
batteries and parts
thereof.
12-volt batteries
of a kind used
in starting
piston engirtes:
Over 13 lb in
weight.
Canadian article and
original motorvehicle equipment.

Col. 1
rate of
duty
1987

Col. 2
rate of
duty

8.51..

5:3%

403

Free

Free

'J..I

!I The designation "A*" indicates that the item is currently designated as an
eligible article for duty-free treatment under the Generalized System of
Preferences (GSP) and that certain of these countries, specified in general
headnote 3(c)(v)(D) of the Tariff Schedules of the United States Annotated,
are not eligible.
~I Rate effective prior to Jan. 1, 1980.
'J..I Not applicable.
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Before the establishment of item 683.01 in 1985, imports of 12-volt
automotive batteries were classified in TSUS item 683.05, which covered all
12-volt lead-acid storage batteries. This item was established by Executive
Order 12354, effective Karch 31, 1982, as the result of a petition filed with
the Off ice of the United States Trade Representative by the Yuasa-General
Corp. Yuasa-General successfully requested that 12-volt lead-acid batteries
from Taiwan be removed from eligibility for duty-free treatment under the
Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) program; in additio~, Korea was
removed from GSP eligibility status with respect to TSUS item 683.01 by
Executive Order 12413, effective Karch 31, 1983, as the result of a second
Yuasa-General petition. Imports of batteries under TSUS item 683.01 from all
other designated beneficiary developing countries are currently eligible for
duty-free treatment under the GSP.
·
Batteries classified in TSUS item 683.01 from countries afforded mostfavored-nation (KFN) treatment are currently dutiable at the Column 1 rate of
5.3 percent ad valorem. This represents the final staged rate negotiated under
the Tokyo Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations (MTN) for column 1 rates.
Batteries imported under TSUS item 683.01 from certain countries that the
President has designated as being under Communist control or domination (but
not including the People's Republic of China, Hungary, Yugoslavia, and
Romania) are dutiable at the TSUS column 2 rate of 40 percent ad valorem.
Finally, products covered by the item are eligible for preferential tariff
treatment under the Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act (CBERA), and the
United States-Israel Free Trade Area Implementation Act (UIFTA).
In 1985, General Battery International Corp., filed an antidumping
petition against Korea on behalf of the Puerto· Rican automotive replacementbatlery industry. The Commission determined that there was no reasonable
indication that the U.S. battery industry was materially injured or
threatened with material injury by the reason of less than fair value imports
of 12-volt lead-acid type replacement batteries from Korea (investigation No.
731-TA-2610). It was determined that the Puerto Rican industry did not qualify
as a .. regional industry.. under the antidumping law.
Foreign tariff treatment
Canada is the only significant market for the export of automotive-type
lead-acid batteries. Nearly all exports to Canada are OEM batteries ·and are
therefore not assessed a duty because they enter Canada under the duty-free
provisions of the APTA of 1965. The tariff rate on aftermarket batteries is
more than double the U.S. rate, or 10.8 percent ad valorem. The rates of duty
for Canada and other principal export markets are shown in the following
tabulation:

Country

Description

Present rate of duty
(Percent ad .-v~lorem)

85.03

44512-1

Lead-acid batteries

Taiwan
South Africa
KexiCo- ·· · ·
Saudi Arabia
· ··-venezuela -Canada

,•_

153
75 cents
403
43
35't"plus 53 surcharge
10.83

··-

••

r

_,

Low levels of battery exports are due primarily to the high cost of
transport and the lack of_~ign~~i~a~~-~rket:~pportunitles, rather than high
tariff barriers.
·Profile of

the·u~s~

Industry

Overview
There are approximately 50 U. s. producers of lead-a~id· .automotive
batteries in the United f;tates . . Kost producers manufacture batteries solely
for replacement use and are locat~~( thr!'.)ughout_ the. Unlted States. K~ny of the
smaller manufacturers either serve primarily the local market, or.they provide
"niche" batteries that the larger producers de) not manufacture because of
limited demand.- Repl&cement . niche ~r!(ets ~nd: sigriifica~t freight costs
resulting from the heavy weight of batteries,. have en_~_bl_ed many small...
producers to survive. Seven out of the 18 firms responding to the
Conunission's questionnaire, accounting for about 90 percent of industry
shipments, indicated , tnat transportation:. ~osts. amounted to .over 5 percent of
sales (table 12-14). ·
. _.. _- .··-; ~: . -·. -. :· ._. :. · ... :;;
. · . . ·, · ..
~-'

.,. .' l'

.

.

Producers of OE batteries are centered in the Midwest and Eastern United
States and are much more highly concentrated than aft_ermarket. producers. · Two
firms provide the bulk of OE shipments, with eight f-i~ ,rE;p:o~ting OEM
sh_ipments between 1982-.1986. Each OEM firm also supplies,;.lhe aftermarket.
The top four battery pr~d~~e~~. -~iii 'account for an,, es.fima'ted. 84 percent /.
of all OEM and replacement shipments by 1988. This figure contrasts with a
level of 68 percent in 1975. !I

!/ Richard Amistadi, "Battery Shipment Review and Five Year F-Orecast,"
Presented to the Battery Council International 99th Convention, Apr. 28, 1987.
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Table 12-14
Batteries:
U.S. producers' rating of predominant modes of transporlati·on
used to ship batteries, the marketing area generally serviced, and the average
percentage of transportation costs in the total delivered value of their
firms' shipments
Item

Number of responses

Predominant mode(s) of
trapsportation:
Truck .................................................... 14

Rail . ................................................ ~· ..

~~

4

Water!' .................... ·.................. ~ ...... ·; .... ;~ · Oth~r ...................................................

.

General marketing area (radius):
Up to 100 miles..........................................

1

101 to 200 miles ....................... ~ ........ : ........ · 1

201 to 500 miles.........................................
Over 500 miles.. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
Average transportation costs
(as percentage of sales):

9

7

.0 to~ percent ........................... : .. ~ ....... ~~ .. ·. ·11
6 to 10 percent . ........................................ :· 5

11 to 15 percent ............................... : . . . . . . . . .

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to
U.S. International Trade Commission.

2

questionnaires~of

the

Hourly wage rates for automotive-battery production and.related workers
increased 23 percent during 1982-86 to $11.19 an hour in 1986, as shown in the
followiqg tabulation:
Production and
related workers
producing
automotive
batteries !I
1982 ........ . $ 9.08
1983 ........ . 10.04
1984 ........ . 10.60
1985 ........ . 11.01
1986 ........ . 11.19

All automotive
parts !I
$12.24
12.90
14.57
15.51
17.21

All operating U.S.
manufacturing
establishments ~/
$11.50
11.97
12.40
11 12.82
11 13.09

!I Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
Internati.onal Trade Commission.
Compiled from unpublished data of the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics.
11 Estimated.
~I
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At the same ,time, hourly ~ages,..~or all wo_rkers producing automotiye_ parts
increased by 41 percent, exceeding those for workers producing batteries by
over $6 an hour in 1986. Wages in the battery industry are also below the
average for all U.S. manufacturing establishments, although the gap has closed
slightly since 1982. Most battery plants are reportedly unionized. However,
many of the operations required in the production of ..bat.terie~., do not require
high skill levels; and most battery manufa_cturing operations ar.e located in
low-wage areas.
There are currently no Japanese-owned automotive-battery manufacturing
plants in the United States. However, in testimony at the Commission's
hearing, the BTC, a self-described "ad-hoc" coalition of U.S. automotive
battery manufacturers, said that Yuasa, Japan Storage Battery, and Matsushita
have announced plans to manufacture batteries in the United States. !I A ·
joint venture between Yuasa Battery Co. and Exide Corp. currently produces
motorcycle batteries in the United, Stat~s and plans to produce automotive-.batteries in 1988 or 1989, reportedly.to supply Japanese companies in the ..
United States. '!:./
"-~·
Nearly all re~pondents to the Commission's questionnaire note4.that,.
whereas U.S. producers are probably the most advanced and efficient in the . '.·
world, the industry faces high Government reguiatory co.sts-~ot borne by most
foreign competitors. Lead and sulfuric acid, the major active materials in an
automotive battery, are considered potential health and·environrnental threats
by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Occupational Safety and .
Health Administration (OSHA). Industry sources indicate that company capital
expenditures to comply with EPA and OSHA regulations .ranged .·from. 15 ~to 50
·
percent of overall capital investments in 1985 and 1986. ll· Estimates on the
unit cost per battery of adhering to Government standards range from 2 to 10
percent. !_/
In addition to these ·regulations that have added cost~. the·battery
industry is subject.to tax assessments under the Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation and Liability Act of .1980, and the Superfund Amendments.
and Reauthorization Act of 1986. ~/ These taxes apply to ~he sale of .domestic
and. imported lead oxide and sulfuric acid (among oth,er types of hazardous
materials) as a means of generating revenue for-the cleanup .. of hazardous waste
sites. Since these taxes apply at the point of sale, only batteries made in
the United States are subject to the taxes, whereas imported batteries, which
also create hazardous waste, are exempt.
Capacity and employment:

.

. .

.

~

The U.S. battery industry has purchased au,tomated· machinery,: thereby
increasing productivity and capacity during 1982-86. During the_._, same period~
U.S. automotive battery capacity increased by 21 percent from 1982 to

!/ Transcript of the hearing-.. p. 4.:
'!:_/Asian Wall Street Journal·, Mar. 1_, ·1986, -p. 26.
11 USITC staff interview with battery ~anufacturers.
4/ USITC staff interview with U.S. BTC. officials, March 1987 ..
51 Post-Hearing brief of the U.S. BTC, Mar. 12, 1987.

'.

'1
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85 million units (table 12-15).
man-hours remained constant.

In addition, the number of employees and

Table 12-15
Batteries: U.S. capacity, number of production and related workers, man-hours
worked, wages, and hourly wage rates, 1982-86.

Item

1982

Capacity
Cl,000 units) .• _.....
Employment of
production and
related workers:
Number .•........... -..

Han-hours worked
(1,000 hours) .. ;.
Wages
(1,000 dollars)~.
Hourly wage rate .. ;

1983

1984

1985

1986

Average
annual
percentage
change, 1986
over 1982

70,039

71, 790

74 ,01:3

78,374

84,966

4.9

. 13·,3'13

12 ,803'

13,411

13,442'

13,573

.5

27·~ 110.

25,505

26,874

27,490

28,006

.8

246,176
$9.08

256·,os 1
$10.04

284,884
$10.60

302 772
$11.01

313,364
$11.19

6.2
5.4

I

Source: Compiled from·data'submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Conunission.
Industry sources see no reversal in this trend, but do expect an industry
shakeout in the near future,"! which will eliminate some excess capacity and
combine resources into f~wer, stronger firms.· Questionnaire respondents assert
that increased impor.ts and Japanese:_owed firms locating in the United States
will exacerbate the ~vercapacity problem and precipitate an industry
shakeout. Enlployment increased by 2 percent, rising from 13,313 production
and related workers .in 1982 to 13,57j in 1986.
Financial data
U.S. producers' sales of automotive batteries increased erratically, from
$1.5 billion in 1982 to $1.8 billion in 1986, or by 20 percent (table 12-16).
Sales of OE batteries accounted for much of the growth in 1984, as automobile
production increased by 15 percent. Replacement sales also ·rose during the
period, but at
slowe~ rate.

a

Whereas sales increased by 4 percent from 1984 to 1986, profits declined
by 17 percent. In 1986, profits represented 6 percent of sales versus
8 percent in 1984. This figure is still above the 4-percent level for 1982.
Industry sources stated that falling unit price·s were due to increased foreign
and domestic competition. !I

!I USITC staff interview with battery manufacturers.
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Table 12-16
- ..
Batteries: U.S. producers' total net sales, total net profit or (loss), capital
expenditures, and research and development expenditures, 1982-86
Average
annual
percentage
change,
Item

-· 1982
~:

.:

1983'

1984

1,511,625

1,750,842

1,730,851

1,819,533

4.5

95 ;611

_135 ,206·

·120,553

112,166

13.9

: 7. 7

7.0

6.2

32,626

41,135

55,036

52,064

15.3

20,932

.. 23 ,072

26,239

29,826

12.5

-1985

1982-86.

1986

,~

Net sales
(1,000 dollars) •...... 1,527,470
Net profit (loss).
(1,000 dollars) •......
66,509
Ratio of net operating
profit Closs) 'to
4.4
net sales (percent) ..
Capital expenditures
(1,000 dollars) ......
29,498
Research and development expenditures
(1,000 dollars) ......
18,601

..

...

.

,·

6:3 ..

8. 9.r.

.. •

Source: Estimated by the staff of the U.S. International Trade Commission on the basis
of data submitted in: response to the,Coromission's:qu~stionnaires.
·i:

To meet Government regulations and competition, both capital expenditures
and research and development spending grew at a faster pace.than sales,
increasing during the period by 77 percent and 60 percent, respectively. In
1986, capital spending amounted to $52-~ 1 million; or 3 percent of· sales, and
research and development costs reached $29.8 million 0 ·or.2 percent of sales.
Major foreign competitors
Some.domestic industry representatives:see the penetration: of imported
automobiles into the United States as the major source for the growth and
acceptance of foreign batteries. !/ Respondents believe that each imported
automobile with a battery is a lost sale to the U.S. industry and an
advertisement to U.S. consumers. Industry sources state that the advent of
"universal batteries," which fit a variety of specifications, will open the
U.S. market to further foreign competition. £1 Prior to its development, a
manufacturer had to produce several different types of batteries in order to
be considered a full-line manufacturer ..
The Japanese automotive-battery ind~stry, ·producing one-third of the
world's total batteries, is second only to that in the United States. In
contrast to the United States, wher~ the __ bulk of ~attery i:>r~d~ction is
..

:

:

,

':

:

~w

•

!I USITC staff interviews with battery manufacturers.
£1 Ibid.

•

...
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intended for the domestic replacement market, about one-half of battery sales
by Japanese companies are for OEM use.
,

..

As Korean automobile ~ales increase in the United States •.. it is bel~eved
that Korean battery producers will increase sales in the U.S. market. Sources
indicate that the Korean battery industry is not as technologically advanced
as the domestic industry. However. there has been some technology transfer to
the Korean industry by U.S. firms. In 1986, Delco-Remy. a subsidiary of
General Motors. announced a ·joint venture with the Daewo_o. an.d 'Jlyos_ung group!;>_
of Korea to produce batteries using technology not currently available in
Korea. ]/
The European battery industry is on a par technologically with th~ UnitedStates. whereas most imports from Europe are replacement batteries for"; ·'
European-produced vehicles and are designed to meet manufacturers!- -·--·
. -·
specifications. some batteries imported from Europe are intended for OEM use.
Respondents to the questionnaire indicated that European·producers'ate-not·
price competit~ye with U.S. manufacturers.
Structural Factors of Competition Between U.S.
and Foreign Industries
· ,. '
Respondents gave an overwhelming advantage to foreign:battery industries,
with respect to U.S. Government regulations-that increase co!;ts'.(tablef«l2-17).
According to industry sources. no other country is saddled with the
environmental regulations faced by the U.S. battery industry. U.S. producers
also rated themselves at a competitive disadvantage in labor:wage rates--·
compared with every other ·major competing country.
:.
· .,.,-.__ " ·.·
~.

'.

,

.. ' .;

;~.

Korea was given competitive advantages in labor costs. ·taxes ~':equ·ipment··- .
costs. government subsidies, and regulation. Japan~ Canada, and··Taiwan-were
perceived as either having advantages or the same competitive position
vis-a-vis the U.S. industry in every structural factor of competition listed
on the questionnaire. U.S. producers were given an advantage over'. B~a~.-il ill_
fuel costs. inflation rates. and interest rates. How~ver. the Brazilian
industry was rated in a favorable position·in·several other factors~ including·
equipment costs.
The U.S. Market
Overview
Discussion of the U.S. market for automotive 'batteries- can ·be divided: .
between replacement and OE end uses. The replacement market is considered
"mature." with high concentration in a few large producers. several'ismallr1 .
... :
...
Delco-Remy Announces Joint Venture in
Korea," Monthly Import and Business Review. U. s. Internati<mal _T~ade
Commission~ February 1986, p. 36.

!/ "Automobile Storage Batteries:
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Table 12-17
Batteries: U.S. producers' competitive assessment of structural factors of
competition for the U.S. and foreign industries!/, by major competing
countr.ies, 1986
Item

Korea

Product cost advantage:
Fuel cost .................. s
Raw materials costs ........ s
Domestic inflation rates ... s
Labor costs ................ F
Exchange rates ...... ,·, ..... s
Taxes ...................... F
Equipment costs ............ F
Interest rates ............. s
Government involvement:
Subsidies ............. ,·, ... F
U.S. Government t"egulations that increase
costs .... ................ F
Foreign government .. regulat ions that increase
costs .................... s

Japan

Canada

Taiwan

Brazil

S.

s
s
s

s
s
s

D

F

F
F

F

F

s
s

s
s
s

F

s
s
s

F

s

F
F

D
F
F
F
F
D

s

F

F

F

F

F

"-'

s

s
F

..

s

s

.

!I D = 60 percent or more of tota_l .respondents accorded domestic producers an
advantage; F = 60 percent or more of total respondents accorded foreign
producers an advantage; S = Competitive position the same.
~I Insufficient data.
Source: . Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.
producers, and slow growth (about 2 percent per year.).
compete in the aftermarket.

Nearly all imports

Determinants of demand for replacement batteries include the number of
vehicles in service, the age of the automobile fleet, and the life expectancy
of a battery. The annual growth in the U.S. vehicle fieet reportedly averages
about 2-3 percent, with 157 million vehicles in service in 1985. The age of
the U.S. automobile fleet bas increased from 4.8 years in 1970 to 6.8 years in
1985. With improved factory-process control, the life expectancy of batteries
bas increased about 6 months; however, sources indicate that this bas not bad
a significant impact on demand. !I
The OEM market is between one-fourth and one-fifth the size of the
replacement market. Demand in the OEM market fluctuates with U.S. automobile
production and industry production is much more highly concentrated, with

!I Richard Amistadi, "Battery Shipment Review and Five ·Year Forecast,''
presented to the Battery Council International 99tb Convention, Apr. 28, -1987-.
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about five manufacturers. With the advent of increased automotive
electronics, vehicle manufacturers: are exploring the possibility of
two-battery cars, which may raise production levels significantly. !I
Overall battery apparent

16.5 percent during
Exports exceeded imports (in
value) each ye~r; howev.e~, the gap.has b~en shrinking. The ratio of imports
to consumption, in terms of value, grew from 1.1 percent in 1982 to 1.5
percent in 1986. Shipments, by units, grew at a faster pace than by value,
indicating decreasing battery unit values.
cons~mption i~creased

1982-86 to $1.8 billion in 1986 (table 12-18).

Table 12-18
Batteries: U.S. producers' shipments, exports of domestic merchandise,
imports for consumption, and apparent:consumption, 1982-86

Year

Shipments

Exports

Imports

Apparent
consumpti on

Ratio (percent)
of imports to
consumption

Quantity (units)
1982 .....
1983 .....
1984 .....
1985 .....
1986 •....

55,061,418
58,118,909
61,681,923
64,273,244
67 ,477 ,665

868,591
888,663
1,313,489
1,404,148
1,327,175

343,667
647,813
740,498
1,075,187
.1,555,696

54,536,494
57 ,878·,059
61,108,932
63,944,283
67,706,186

0.6
1.1
1.2
1. 7
2.3

Value (1,000 dollars)
1982 .....
1983 .....
1984 .....
1985 .•..•
1986 .•...

1,537,053
1,553,654
1,699,663
1,679,408
1,787,940

26,850
27,484
36,601
36,804
34,730

17,149
18,074
19,327.
25,912
26,581

1,527,352
1,544,244
1,682,389
1,668,516
1,779,791

1.1
1.2
1.1
1.6
1.5

Source: Shipments and. exports, compiled from data submitted in response to
questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission; imports estimated
from questionnaire data and official statistics· of the U.S. Department of
Commerce.
U.S. imports
There is no accurate historical measure of U.S. imports of automotive
lead-acid storage batteries, and because of insufficient responses,
questionnaire data are inconclusive. On the basis of questionnaire data and
U.S. Department of Commerce statistics, U.S. imports of automotive batteries
are estimated to have increased by 55 percent over the 1982--86 period to $26 .6
million in 1986 (table 12-19). Canada was the leading supplier each year.
The majority of the imports from Canada are from subsidiaries of U.S. firms.
!I USITC staff interviews with battery manufacturers.
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Table 12-19
Batteries: U.S. imports ;for consumption, by principal

Country

Korea ..................

Latin America 3/ .......
Japan and Taiwan .......
All other ..............
Total ..............

1982-86 l/

1982
1983
1984
1985
'1986
---------------1,000 dollars---------------

Canada ................. 1:2,800

European countries £1 ..

so~rces,

3,946
173
5
200
25
17,149

13,240
4,190
230
218
100·
96
18,074

11,433
4,314
2,597
664
200
119
19,327

. 12,060
7,342
3,892
2,011
435
172
25,912

12,886
7,463
3,969
1,501
534
228
26,581

Average
annual
change, 1986
over 1982
Percent
0.2
17 .3
118.9
315.2
27.8
73.8
11.6

11 Country groupings reported to avoid revealing the operations of a single firm.
£1 Countries include West Germany, France, Sweden, and the United Kingdom.

11 Countries include Mexico, Brazil, and Venezuela.

Source: Estimated by the staff of the U.S. International Trade Conunission on
the basis of data submitted in response to the Conunission's questionnaires, and
official statistics of the U.S. Department of Conunerce.
Import data for West Germany, France, the United Kingdom,· and Sweden are
aggregated so as not to reveal the operations of any individual firm. The bulk
of imports in this category are from West Germany and to a lesser extent
France. Sources indicate that most U.S. imports of batteries from Europe are
replacement types, to meet manufacturers' specifications for European-made
cars. Battery imports from these countries nearly doubled over the period to
$7.5 million, following the trend in increased European car registrations in the
United States.
Imports of batteries from Korea have shown the largest gain, increasing
from $173,000 in 1982 to nearly $4.0 million in 1986. The U.S. BTC states that
retail prices of Korean batteries in the United States are at or below U.S.
manufacturing costs; however, certain industry sources state that Korean
products are generally lower in quality than U.S.-made batteries. l/ Whereas
Korean firms reportedly hold cost advantages in·wages and avoidance of
regulatory spending, industry sources believe that these advantages alone do.not
account for the 30-50 percent margin of underselling claimed by industry
representatives. £1 The BTC points to the experience. of Australia, where Korean
imports grew from zero in 1981, to capture 40 percent of the Australian market
by 1985. Statistics from the U.N. trade-data system support this claim, as
Australian imports from Korea of all storage batteries (the majority of which
are reported to be for automotive use), increased from $287,000 in. 1982 to $14.6
million in 1985, before falling to $7.1 million in 1986. Korean exports of all
storage batteries nearly tripled from 1982 to $43.8 million in 1986.

l/ Transcript of the hearing, p. 6; and comments submitted in response to
questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission.
Ibid.

~_/
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Industry sources point to the limited U.S. market penetration of Japanese
batteries, less than $500,000 each year from 1982-86, to ~support their; claim
of Korean underselling. Japan possesses an efficient and te~hnologically
advanced battery industry that manufactures a product ·Of superior quality.
However, the fact that imports are so small indicates that high shipping costs
make it prohibitively expensive for Japanese firms to export in significant
quantities to the United States.
As developing countries establish their own battery industries, there is
concern in the U.S. industry that, with the advantages of lower labor rates
and the absence of regulatory costs, these countries may be able to sell
competitively in the United States market. Taken together, imports from
Mexico, Brazil, and Venezuela increased erratically fro\m $5, 000 in 1982 to
$2.0 million in 1985 before falling to $1.5 million in 1986. currently, these
countries lack the capacity and product quality to be considered major
competitors to U.S. producers.
Competitive Assessment of Key Factors of Competition
in the U.S. Market
In telephone interviews, certain automotive battery producers indicated
that imports to the United States are growing, but still are not a significant
concern to the industry. U.S. producers experience little competition with
respect to OEM sales. !I
Automobile manufacturers require batteries to be shipped filled with acid
for immediate insertion into assembled vehicles. A battery filled with acid
becomes a perishable item as the shelf life is limited. I t also adds weight
and spillage concerns to shipping costs. At the same time, the U.S. industry
produces a technologically advanced product at low cost. For these reasons,
the imports of OEM batteries have been small thus far. This does not preclude
the possibility of foreign producers opening facilities in the United States
or Canada. Japanese battery producers are reportedly encouraged by Japanese
auto manufacturers' transplant companies and State incentives to establish
production facilities in the United States. Japanese vehicle manufacturers
reportedly have an ownership stake in each major Japanese battery company. ll
U.S. purchasers responding to the questionnaire indicated that reliability
of supplier, quality, and shorter delivery time were the principal reasons for
their purchases of domestically produced batteries during 1982-86 (table
12-20). Tpese responses show that customer service and a high quality U.S.
product provide U.S. producers with a substantial edge over foreign
competition. Lower purchase price was ranked seventh in importance. ·

!I USITC staff interviews with battery manufacturers.
ll Ibid.
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Table 12-20
Batteries: Ranking of U.S. purchasers' reasons for purchases of U.S.-produced
and foreign-produced batteries, 1982-86 !I
Reason for purchase
Lower purchase (delivered)....................
Nonprice factors:
Shorter delivery time.......................
Engineering/technical assistance............
Favorable terms of sale.....................
Production technology.......................
Marketing practices.........................
Reliability of supplier.....................
Shorter new product development time ........
Willingness to supply required volumes......
Ability to supply metric sizing .............
Ability to meet specifications..............
Product innovation..........................
Quality._....................................

U.S.-produced

Foreignproduced 21

7
2
3
5
6
3
1
10
4
11
8
9
2

!I Ranking numbers range from 1 to 11, number 1 indicating the most important
reason for purchase and number 11 indicating the least important reason for
purchase. Some factors were ranked equally in importance.
£1 Insufficient data.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Competitive Assessment of Key Factors of Competition
in Foreign Markets
U.S. producers of automobile batteries show little interest in foreign
markets, as export potential is li.mited. Relatively high U.S. labor rates,
Government regulation costs, and containerization and. transportation fees are
inhibiting factors to trade.
On a regional basis, Asia has three major producers of batteries: Japan,
Korea, and Taiwan. These countries account for most of .the Asian market, and
they also export significant quantities of batteries. Market conditions in
Europe are very similar to those in the U.S.--e.g., domestic firms supply the
bulk of· consumption although imports of batteries from Korea are allegedly
imported at "abnormal prices." !I However, the European industry reportedly
supplies the lion's share of Africa's consumption. South America has
significant capacity relative to demand, with Brazil producing 4-.3 million
batteries in 1986, an increase of 16.2 percent from 1985. ~/
!I Claude Darmon, "Major Trends in European Battery Industry," presented at
Battery Council International 1987 meeting, Apr. 28, 1987.
£1 Report from the U.S. Consulate, Sao Paulo, Brazil, June 1987.
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Some prospects for exports by U.S. companies in developing countries do
exist. However, batteries can be manufactured using unsophisticated capital
equipment and technology. Therefore, as the income level of a developing
country rises and motor vehicle registrations increase, lead-acid battery
industries are often the first enterprise to develop. !I Once the country
begins to develop its own battery industry, the market will generally be
closed to imports. General restraints on imports by debt-ridden developing
countries also restrict foreign shipments to those countries_. ~/
BEARINGS
Description and uses
Antifriction bearings are machine components that permit free motion
between moving and fixed parts by holding or guiding the moving parts to
minimize friction and wear. In a bearing, a series of rollers or balls are
usually mounted in a separation or cage and enclosed between two rings called
races. The rolling elements are very important, since they transmit the
physical load or force from the moving parts to the stationary support. The
two principal types of antifriction bearings are ball bearings and roller
bearings. The principal differences between the categories are the rolling
elements (balls or rollers) and their respective abilities to carry loads.
Load, speed, required bearing life (expressed in hours at a designated number
of rotations and load), environment, and lubricants are the most important
variables considered when choosing the proper bearing for a given
application. 'J./
There are four basic components in ball or roller bearings: the cup, the
cone, the cage, and the roller element. The cup, also called the outer ring,
is the largest part of the assembly, and, in the case of a tapered roller
bearing, its inner surface is tapered to conform with the angle of the roller
assembly. The cage keeps the rollers equally distributed around the cup and
cone. The roller elements fit into openings in the cage. The number of
rolling elements is a function of the size of the cages, which is determined
by the end usage of the bearings. The cage, rollers, and cone are joined
together to form a cone assembly, which, when joined with a cup, forms a
roller-bearing set.
Ball bearings. ---Ball bearings may be radial (a bearing designed to
support load perpendicular to the shaft axis) or contain integral shafts (a
combination of radial and thrust loads). They also may be classified by a
number of configurations, including single row, double row, self aligning, and
angular contact. Ball bearings, having less contact between the rolling balls
and the case, can withstand fairly high speeds. When load-carrying capacity
is considered more important than high speeds, roller bearings are more likely
to be used.

!I David Stonfer, "The Storage Battery Market:

Profiles and Trade
Opportunities," April 1985, pp. 27-34.
~I Ibid.
'J./ "Bearings," 1985 Power Transmission Design Handbook, p. A/158.
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Roller bearings.--Roller bearings can support greater loads than ball
bearings because they have greater rolling-surface area in contact with the
inner and outer race (the outer ring and inner ring of a bearing). They are
able to absorb both radial and thrust loads, unlike ball bearings, which
typically withstand only radial force. l/ The most common types of roller
bearings used in the auto industry are needle and tapered. Needle roller
bearings are a special type of cylindrical bearing, distinguished by a
comparatively small diameter and a high ratio of length to diameter. Needle
bearings are used especially in universal joints.
Although ball and tapered roller bearings are not interchangeable, the
original determination of which type of roller element (i.e., ball or tapered
roller) to use is sometimes an engineering choice made at the initial design
phase of the product incorporating the bearing (fig. 12-1). As stated earlier,
the choice would depend on the amount and type of load-carrying ability, as
well as other factors. Industry sources have indicated that as production of
automobiles has trended toward smaller, lighter weight, front-wheel-drive
vehicles, there has been some substitution of, ball bearings for the tapered
roller bearings that had previously been used. ~/ In contrast, in many
industrial applications of both radial and thrust loads, there is a much lower
degree of interchangeability between roller and ball bearings.
Self-contained tapered roller-bearing packages, also called bearing
cartridge units and wheel-hub units, are prelubricated, preset, double-row
tapered roller bearings that have been sealed. Bearing cartridge units began
appearing on the U.S. market about 10 years ago, but have been extensively
used in the European market for over 30 years. In Europe, these units
incorporate a ball rolling element, as opposed to the U.S. practice of using
tapered rollers. Bearing cartridge units, both the ball and tapered roller
styles, are used almost exclusively in the United States on the front axle of
front-wheel-drive cars. 11 These units eliminate the need for adjustment of
the close tolerances required with the traditional assembly of separate
bearings and components, and are lighter and easier to assemble than the
separate bearing components. Industry sources indicate the units were
developed in response to requirements by the automobile industry for more
modular assemblies, in addition to lighter weight components.
Manufacturing process
There are four major steps in the production of bearings: green
machining, heat treating, finishing, and assembly and inspection. Special
bearing-grade alloy steel in the form of 12- to 15-foot seamless tubing is the
raw material utilized in the production of most cups and cones, whereas alloy
wire, in the form of coils, is the base material for roller manufacture.
There is a generally accepted minimum industry standard for the steel utilized
in tapered roller-bearing production; however, the· raw material used by most
bearing manufacturers exceeds this standard in quality.

11

Radial loads are those perpendicular to the axis of rotation, whereas thrust .
loads are normally parallel to the level of rotation. "Bearing, Antifriction,"
in McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science and Technology, 1977, p. 129.
21 "Availability is the Key for the 1980's," Purchasing, Feb. 10, 1983, p. 60.
31 There is also limited application for these units for engine-hub fans.
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Green machining is an industry term that relates to the machining
operations performed on the raw materials prior to heat treatment for cups,
cones, and rollers. 11 The bearing components are then heat treated in a
two-stage process to ensure durability, hardness, and shock resistance. The
third phase of production, finishing, consists mainly of a series of grinding
and honing operations to ensure the components are sized to the required
precise tolerances and polished to ensure the smoothest possible rolling
surface. In the assembly stage, cages are mounted on an assembly nest and the
"hot forming•• using steel bar or wire, from which slugs are cut, pierced, and
stamped in a rapid succession of dies. The reported advantages to this
process are cheaper raw materials and a faster hourly rate of production.
Rollers are then placed in the openings or pockets of the cage. The cone is
then inserted into the middle of the cage and put in a "close in" press that
slightly presses or "crimps" the assembly together to keep the components
intact. The cup and cone assemblies are then demagnetized, inspected, and
coated with a protective antirust solution and packaged for shipment.
Bearing production involves a high degree of mechanization, in large part
because of the very tight tolerances required in the products. The use of
computer-aided manufacturing, microprocessor, laser gauging equipment, optical
scanning devices, and highly automated material-handling equipment are often
employed in the production of bearings. Employees perform very little of the
actual production; they are primarily machine operators and quality control
inspectors. Each worker is responsible for the product corning out of his or
her station; consequently, there is a high percentage of gauging and
inspection. All components are tested several times throughout the production
process, and cone assemblies and cups are subject to 100-percent inspection.
Customs Treatment
U.S. tariff treatment
Ball and tapered roller bearings are.classified under a number of Tariff
Schedules of the United States Annotated (TSUSA) items depending on their type
and size (table 12-21). There are five sizes of ball bearings broken out in
the TSUSA: for bearings under 9 mm, the TSUSA number is 680.3704; for those
9 mm, but under 30 mm, the number is 680.3708; for those 30 mm but less than
52 mm, the number is 680.3712; for those 52 mm but under 100 mm, the TSUSA
number is 680.3717; and for those over 100 mm, item 680.3718. Canadian parts
imported as original motor-vehicle equipment are classified under 680.3820.
These articles, if destined for original motor-vehicle equipment, enter duty
free.
Tapered roller bearing cup and cone assemblies imported as a set are
provided for in TSUSA item No. 680.3932. The column 1 rate of duty is 6.5
percent; the column 2 rate is 67 percent.
1/ Although there are major similarities in the production process between
firms, especially with regard to heat treating and final finishing, a few U;S.
producers reported that a popular alternative to the green machining process
is the hot roll ring forming method~
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Table 12-21
Bearings: U.S. rates of duty, by TSUSA item
TSU SA
item
No.

680.3704
680.3708
680.3712
680. 3717
680.3718
680.3820
680.4140
680.3932

Description

Pre-MTN
col. 1
rate of
duty 1/

Radial ball bearings,
having an outside
diameter of:
Under 9 nun ............... 1. 7¢ per lb
+ 7 .53 ad val.
9 nun but under 30 mm ..... 1. 7¢ per lb
+ 7 .53 ad val.
30 mm but under 52 mm. • • • 1. 7¢ per lb
+ 7 .53 ad val.
52 mm but under 100 mm ••• 1.7¢ per lb
+ 7 .53 ad val.
100 mm and over .......... 1.7¢ per lb
+ 7 .53 ad val.
Canadian articles:
Completed ball bearing
sets ................... Free
Completed tapered roller
bearing sets ... ~ ....... Free
Tapered roller bearings:
cup and cone assemblies
imported as a set ........ 1.7¢ per lb
+ 7 .53 ad val.

Col. 1
rate of
duty
1987

Col. 2
rate of
duty

11.03
ad val.
11. 03
ad val.
11.03
ad val.
11.03
ad val.
11.03
ad val.

67 .03
ad val.
67 .03
ad val.
67 .03
ad val.
67 .03
ad val.
67 .03
ad val.

Free

~I

Free

~I

6.53
ad val.

67 .03
ad val.

!I Rate effective prior to Jan. 1, 1980.
~I Not applicable.
Bearing cartridge units are classified with tapered roller bearings in
TSUSA item No. 680.3932 or the basket automotive parts provision, TSUSA ·item
No. 692.3295, depending on their configuration. These units, when
incorporating ball bearings, have been subject to numerous classification
rulings by U.S. Customs. customs ruled that "a double row, angular contact
ball bearing whose outer race has been expanded, flanged, and drilled in order
to take over part of the wheel hub" and a similar bearing whose inner race was
splined allowing it "to replace completely the conventional driven-wheel hub"
and become a structural element of the suspension system both demonstrate
functions that are in excess of those normally associated with ball or roller
bearings and . . . " are classified under the provision for other parts of
motor vehicles in item 692.32." !I customs officials indicate that if the
primary function of a bearing cartridge unit exceeds the reduction of
friction, the article is not classified as a tapered roller bearing. ~/ When
!I Sec. 177.1 (a)(l) of the Customs Regulations (19CFR 177.1 (a)(l)).
~I Discussion with national import specialist, U.S. Customs Service,
Commercial Operations Division, Sept. 15, 1986.
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entered as 680.3932, ~he column 1 rate.of duty is 6.5 percent ad valorem,
whereas the column 2 rate of duty is 67 percent.ad valorem. When. this article
enters under 692. 3295, the c.olunin 1 rate of duty is 3 .1 pe.rcent ad valorem; in
column 2, it is 25 percent ad valorem.
The foregoing products are covered under the Caribbean Basin Economic
Recovery Act (CBERA) and the United ~tates-Israel. Free Trade Area
Implementation Act (UIFTA). Under 'the propoied Harmonized System (HS), the
classification for ball bearings receives nocha.-ige in duty rate, and are
classified as follows:
Item·

HS classification No.

cup and cone as
complete sets:
Under 9 nun ..............
9 mm to 30 mm ... : ..... .-~
31 nun to 52 nun ..........
53 mm to 100 nun .........
Over 100 mm .............
.
...

8482.10.50105
8482 .10. 50203
8482.10.50301
8482.10.50409
8482.10.50506

For tapered roller bearings, HS classification would be as fo.llows:
Its· classification No.
cup and cone as.
8482. 20,. 00104
complete sets ..
Bearing cartridge units ... 8482.20.00104 ·
The Conunission has had several. investigations.regarding imi>orted tapered
roller bearings and parts during 1986-87. Final affir:mative an~idumping
determinations were made in cases involving tapered roller bearings and parts
thereof, and certain housings incorporating .~apered rollers from China,·
Romania, Hungary, Italy, Japan,. and Yugoslavia. !I
"·

Foreign tariff treatment

.

The customs Cooperation Council' Nomenclature (CCCN) is used as the basis
for tariff classification by most' countries, excep,t for· t~u~ classifications
used by the United States and Canada. Under the CCCN,,ball and roller
bearings and parts thereof, including balls and r~llers, are classified under
heading 84.63.
Imports into Canada are classified.in its tariff schedule under item
42726-1, ball and roller bearings of a clas.s o,r kind.not made. in Canada, not
otherwise provided for (n.o.p.)·, and parts thereof; under item 42729-1, ball
and roller bearings, n.o.p., and parts thereo~.

!I Investigations Nos. 731-TA-341-346. USITC publication Nos. 1983, 1999, and
2020, June August, and September 1987.
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Selected rates of duty for ball and roller bearings for Canada, the
Europ_ean Conunuriity (EC), and Japan appear in the following tabulation:
Description

Country

Present rate
of duty

42726--1

Ball and roller bearings of a
class or kind not made in Canada,
n.o.p., parts thereof

.Canada

Free

42729'-l

Ball and roller bearings, n.o.p.,
parts thereof

Canada

9.23 ad val.

84.62

Ball, roller, or needle roller
bearings
Ball~ roller, or ~eedle roller
bearings; parts

EC

93 ad val.

Japan

6.63 ad val.

Profile of the U.S. Industry
U.S. producers
There are 83 firms, operating a total of 140 manufacturing establishments,
that produce ball and/or roller bearings in the United States. Of these, four
major producers account for 56 percent of the value of industry shipments. !I
Smaller "specialty" bearing producers, and firms producing for their own
consumption, account for the remainder of U.S .. production.
Most manufacturers produce either ball or roller bearings, though
approximately 15 firms produce both. The General Motors Corp.; SKF
Industri~s, Inc. ; the To·rdngt,on Co.; and Federa·l Mogul Corp. manufacture ball
and roller bearings, and ,the Titrilcen Co. specializes in rolle_r bearings .. :
According to industry s_ources, the large firms that compete across a
broad range of product lines have been more affected by imports than the small
firms, which have tended to supply in highly specialized markets. Import
penetration has been less pronounced in these specialty markets. Economies of
scale in production is more significant in low-value-added bearing markets
than in "specialty" markets. Success in special.ty markets tends to require an
investment :in serviCing~ capa~ili.ty. Many end users of· su~h bearings. are
willing to pay higher prices for; reliable ·engineering support to service
bearings in use. This ha·s worked to the advantage of U.S.
that have
such capabUity and to the disadvantage of foreign firms, which often do not
have such capabilities. ~/

nrrnS

.·s.

According to U
producers responding to the Commission's questionnaires, ·
the predominant means of shipping U.S.-made bearings is by truck (table 12-22).
11 Investigation No. 332-211, USITC publication 1797, January 1986, p. 18.
~I Ibid.
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Table 12-22
Bearings: U.S. P,roducers' rating of predominant modes of transportation used
to ship bearings, the marketing area generally serviced, and the average
percentage of transportation costs in the total delivered value of their
firms' shipments
Item

Number of responses

Predominant mode(s) of
transportation:
Truck .................................................... 27
Rail ..................................................... 10
Water.................................................... 2
Other ................................................... .
General marketing area (radius):
Up to 100 miles.......................................... 2
101 to 200 miles ......................................... - 3
201 to 500 miles.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
Over 500 miles ........................................... 12
Average transportation cost
(as percentage of sales):
0 to 5 percent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
6 to 10 percent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
11 to 15 percent ........................................ .
16 to 20 percent ........................................ .
Over 20 percent ......................................... .
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Manufacturers estimated that the transportation costs are generally 5 percent
or less of the sales value.
The hourly wage rates paid to production and related workers producing
automotive bearings were consistently higher than the average for all U.S.
manufacturing facilities during 1982-86, as shown in the following tabulation:

1982 ............. .
1983 ............. .
1984 ............. .
1985 ............. .
1986 ............. .

11

Production and
related workers
producing bearings l/

All automotive
parts l/

$12.08
12.24
12.65
15.97
15.64

$12.24
12.90
14.57
15.51
17 .21

All operating U.S.
manufacturing
establishments £1
$11.50
11.97
12.40
'J/ 12.82
~I 13.09

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
~I Compiled from unpublished data of the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics.
~I Estimated.
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However, in every year except 1985, wages paid to those producing
bearings were less than those wages paid to workers producing all automotive
parts. One of the reasons for this discrepancy may be attributed to the
lack of unionization of these workers vis-a-vis the auto industry as a whole.
Capacity and employment
Capacity increased annually during 1982-86 to 737 million units in 1986
(table 12-23). At the same time, the number of production workers remained
relatively stable during the period, peaking at 13,936 in 1985.
Table 12-23
Bearings: U.S. capacity, number of production and related workers, man-hours
worked, wages, and hourly wage rates, 1982-86

Item

1982

Capacity
(l,000 units) ...... 631,833
Employment of
production and
related workers:
Number ............. 13,396
Man-hours worked
(1,000 hours) .... 24,722
Wages
(1,000 dollars) .. 298,643
Hourly wage rate ... $12.08

Average
annual
percentage
change, 1986
over 1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

678,543

695,041

698,046

737,233

3.9

12,428

13,530

13,936

13,579

.3

24,267

27,914

25,691

24,414

-0.3

296,918
$12.24

353,005
$12.65

410,156
$15.97

381,871
$15.64

6.3
6.7

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Financial Data
Net sales of bearings produced in the United States rose by 36 percent,
from an estimated $1.3 billion in 1982 to $1.7 bi.llion in 1985 and then fell by
7 percent in 1986, to $1.6 billion (table 12-24). Net profit/loss ranged from
a loss in 1982 of $24 million, to a prof it in 1984 of $132 million. Industry
sources indicate that price increases contributed, in part, to higher profit
ratios of 7.9 percent in 1984 and 7.6 percent in 1985.
Research and development expenditures rose by 44 percent in 1986 when
compared with 1982; capital expenditures rose by 31 percent during the same
period.
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Table 12-24
Bearings: U.S. producers' total net sales, total net profit or (loss), capital
expenditures, and research and development expenditures, 1982-86

Item
Net sales

(1,000 dollars) .... 1,270,495

Net profit or (loss)
(1,000 dollars)....
Ratio of net operating profit or
(loss) to net sales
(percent)..........
Capital expenditures
Cl,000 dollars)....
Research and development expenditures ·
(1,000 dollars)....

1984

1983

1982

.1985

Average
annual
percentage
change, 1986
over 1982

1986

1,342,386 1,695,543 1,725,014 1,601,305 5.9

(24~042)

6 ,071

131,996

131,546

81,383

Cl.89)

.45

7.78

7.63

5.08

24,659

16,234

27,853

33,060

32,410 7.0

40,174

39,586

45,666

50,997

57,752 9.5

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Major Foreign Competitors
Of the five leading Japanese producers of ball or roller bearings, the
top four in each category produce both types of bearings. It is estimated
that these four are responsible for over 90 percent of all production. 11
Bearings are also imported into the United States from EC countries, notably
West Germany and Italy, as well as the Far Eastern nations of Singapore and
Thailand.
Structural Factors of Competition Between U.S.
and Foreign Industries
According to U.S. producers responding to the questionnaire, their
Japanese competitors enjoy advantages in all categories for which responses
were solicited except for fuel cost and exchange rates (table l?.-25). In
terms of government involvement, respondents felt the Japanese Government
subsidized the bearing producers, whereas Japanese regulations added less to
product cost than did U.S. regulations.

11 Investigation No. 332-211, USITC Publication 1797, January 1986, p. 47.
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Table 12-25
Bearings: U.S. producers' competitive assessment of structural factors .of
competition for the U.S. and foreign industries, !I by major competing
countries, 1986
Item

Japan

Product cost advantages:
Fuel cost ...........................................
Raw materials costs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Domestic inflation rates ............................
Labor cost. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Exchange rates ......................................
Taxes ...............................................
Equipment costs ................ ·.....................
Interest rates. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Government involvement:
Subsidies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
U.S. Government regulations that increase
costs .............................................
Foreign government regulations that increase

D
F
F
F
D
F
F
F

Germany
D

s

F

s
D
F

s
s

F

s

F

s

costs ............................................. F

s

!I 0;60 percent or more of total respondents accorded domestic producers an
advantage; F=60 percent or more of total respondents accorded foreign
producers an advantage; S=Competitive position the same.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
U.S. producers indicated that West Germany had advantages in domestic
inflation rates and taxes, whereas U.S. producers had clear advantages in
tP-r'T11.s of fuel costs and exchange rates. In all other areas, U.S. producers
felt the West German producers had no advantage.
The U.S. Market
The U.S. market for. automotive bearings is primarily dependent on the
original equipment motor-vehicle producers since most bearings in motor
vehicles are not replaced during the life of the vehicle. During 1982-86, the
U.S. market for these bearings incr.eased as a result of increased U.S. motorvehicle production (table 12-26). According to questionnaire data, the total
U.S. market for automotive bearings was $722 million in 1982, rising to $1.6
billion in 1986, or by 128 percent. U.S. producers' share of this market,
however, declined from approximately 85 percent to 70 percent. During this
period, the number of units shipped by U.S. producers increased by 39 percent,
and the dollar val.uP. increased by 91 percent.
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Table 12-26
Beartngs: U.S; producers' shipments, exports of domestic merchandise, imports
for consumption, apparent consumption·, and ratio of imports to consumption,
1982-86

Year

Shipments

Exports

Imports

Apparent
consumption

Ratio {percent)
of imports·to
consumption

Quantity (l,000 units)
1982 .......
1983 .......
1984 .......
1985 .......
1986. ~ .....

388,721
469,896
534,800
560,042.
542,223

!I
!I
!I
!I

!I
!I
!I
!I

23,721
33,545
33,360
32,346
38,020

!/

!I
!I
!I

1/

11

721,609
782,219
1,110,237
1,570,181
1,642,371

15.7
16.0
20.4
19.7
29.6

11

Value (1,000 dollars)
678,040
1982 .......
728,700
1983 .......
972,925
1984 ....•..
1985 .....•. 1,369,450
1986 .....•. 1, 29_4 ,669

113,350
124,952
226 ,837. '
309,930
485,837

69,781
71,433
89,525
109,199
138,135

!I Not available.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
U.S. Imports
U.S. imports of automotive bearings increased from $113 million in 1982
to $486 million in 1986. The ratio of imports to consumption also increased
substantially, rising from 15.7 percent in 1982 to 29.6 percent in 1986
{table 12-26). Imports from Japan increased each ye.ar during 1982-1986 except
1983 {table 12-27). The other two principal sources of imports during the
period were Italy and West Ger.many.
In terms of value, Japan's exports to the.United States rose from $47
million in 1982 to $355 million in 1986, or by 660 percent. U.S. imports from
West Germany rose from $5 million in 1982 to $16 million in 1986, and Italy's
exports to the United States rose from $8 million to $14 mill.ion.
Competitive

As~essment

of Key Factors of Competition
in the U.S. Market

U.S. producers of automotive bearings indicated the principal reason for
importing such items was price {table 12-28). This was followed by the
foreign producers' ability to meet the specifications of the buyer, and
thirdly, by the foreign producers' willingness ~o provide the required
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Table 12-27
Bearings: U.S. i.mports for consumption, by principal sources, 1982-86

Country

1983
1984
1985
1982
1986
---------------1,000 dollars---------------

Japan ..............

46,738
8,350
4,619
.2,597
1,129
49,917
113,350

Italy ..............
West Germany .......
France .............

Canada .............
All other ..........
Total ..........

37 ,311
9,166
5,518
5,897
2, 715
64,345
124,952

103,121
11,028
8,921
5,874
5, 704
92,189
226,837

178,473
12,813
15. 778
8,226
8,332
86,308
309,930

355,338
14,051
16,223
5,124
8;470
86,631
485,837

Average annual
change, 1986
over 1982
Percent
66.l
13.9
36.9
18.5
65.5
14.8
43.9

Source: Estimated by the staff of the U.S. International Trade Conunission on
the basis of data submitted in response to the Conunission's questionnaire.
Table 17.-28
Bearings: U.S. producers' ranking of factors that were the principal reasons
for their imports, 1982-86
Reason for importing
Lower purchase price (delivered) ..... ; ..... ;........................
Shorter delivery time .......................................... ~ ....
Engineering/technical assistance ....................................
Favorable terms of sale. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Favorable exchange rates .....•....... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Reliability of supplier.............................................

Ranking 1/
1
~I

7
~I
~I

5

Intra-company and affiliated company transfers on a basis:
Competitive with unaffiliated firms ............................... £/
Noncompetitive.·.... ·.~ ............................................ .

Ability to meet specifications ................ ~ ............. ·....... .
Willingness to supply required volumes .............•................
Ability to supply metric sizing .................................... .
Quality .................................... · ...... ··················

6
2
3
7
4

!I Ranking numbers range from 1 to 7, number 1 indicating the most important
reason for importing and number 7 indicating the least important reason for
importing. Some factors were ranked equally in importance.
~I Insufficient data.
Source: Compiled from data submitted· in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.
volumes. The fourth most important reason for 'importing bearings was
quality. Discussions with industry officials involved in the purchases of
bearings have highlighted these concerns, mentioning specifically the lack of
flexibility in supplying small quantities.
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In response to questionnai.r.e~ sen.t by the Commission, U.S. producers of
bearings stated that Romanian. and Canadian .pr_oducers had· a competitive edge in
the u. s. market. The Cana9ian ~dvantage was t_h_at of favorable exchange rates,
whereas the Romanian advantage.was the result of,lower. purchase prices. U.S.
producers felt they enjoyed a similar· competitive position with producers .f.~om
Japan, Italy, and West Germany. _.
_
,

.,

Importers felt differently. They reported that producers from Japan and
West Germany enjoyed a competitive advantage in the U,S. market. Importers
felt Japan had an edge in all categories listed, except that of shorter
delivery time. For West Germany, importers felt that country's industry
enjoyed an edge in the .U~S. market wher;i it.c~e- t,o engineering/technical
assistance, production technology, reliabil_ity of, the.supplier, producers•
ability to meet specifications, and quality. There were insufficient responses
from importers in regards to Canada,". Italy, and Romania (table 12-29).
Table 12-29
Bearings: U.S. producers' (P) and ir:nPorters' (I) competitive assessment of
U.S.-produced and foreign-produced products in the U.S. market, 11 and the
principal factors (X) underlying overall competitive advantages, by top
competitor nations, 1986

I

Italy_
p I

Japan
p I

Romania
p
I

~/

s. £1

s

F

F

x

x

Canada
Item

p

Overall competitive advantage ..... ~. F.
Product cost advantages:
Lower purchase price (delivered) ..
Favorable exchange rates .......... X
Nonprice factors:
.
Shorter delivery time ........ ! ' ' ' '
Engineering/technical assistance ..
Favorable terms of. sale .. ~--~- .. -... ·. -~ ~
Production technology .........: .... ·
Marketing practices ...... ~ ._ .....•..
Reliability of supplier .......... .
Shorter new product development
time ................... •.~ .... ,,., ..
Willingness to supply required

~I

West
Germany
p

I

s

F

..

volumes ........................ .

Ability to meet specifications ....
Product innovation.·· ..•.... ·· •.....
Quality . ............... ·, -.............. .

x
x

x

x
x
x

x

.. x.

x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

11 0=60 percent or more of_ total respondents accorded domestic producers an
advantage; F=60 percent or more of total respQnderits accorded foreign producers
an advantage; S=competitive_position the same.
~I Insufficient.data.

..

·'

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to
U.S. International Trade Commission.

ques~ionnaires

of the
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U.S. purchasers responding to the questionnaire indicated that purchases
of U.S.-produced bearings were based on a variety of factors, including the
reliability of the supplier, quality, shorter delivery time, and marketing
practices (table 12-30). In contrast, purchases f:!f foreign-made automotive.
bearings were based, to a large extent, on lower delivered purchase price and
quality. Less significant in the decision to purchase foreign-made automotive
bearings was engineering/technical assistance, production technology, and
marketing practices.
Table 12-30
Bearings: Ranking of U.S. purchasers' reasons for purchases of U.S.-produced
and foreign-produced bearings, 1982-86 !I
Reason for purchase

Foreign
produced

u.s.-produced

Product cost advantages:
Lower purchase price (delivered) ............... ·10
Favorable exchange rates ....................... 14
Non-price factors:
Shorter delivery time. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 3
Engineering/technical assistance ....•.......... 5
Favorable terms of sale ........................ 7
Production technology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Marketing practices............................. 4
Reliability of supplier........................ 1
Shorter new product development time ........... 10
Willingness to supply required volumes!········ 6
Ability to supply metric sizing ................ 13
Ability to meet specifications .........•....... 9
Product innovation ............................. 10
Quality........................................ 2

1
6

'!:_/.
3
'!:_/
3
3
6
'!:_/
'!:_/
'!:_/
'!:_1
''!:_/
1

!I Ranking numbers range from 1 to 14, number 1 indicating'the most important
reason for purchase and number 14 indicating the leas.t important reason for

purchase.

Some factors were ranked equally in importance.

£1 Insufficient data.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to
U.S. International Trade Conunission.

qu~stionnaires

of the

Competitive Assessment of Key Factors of
Competition in Foreign Markets
Foreign industry sources almost unanimously felt the level of U.S.
exports of all automotive bearings, which accounted for about 10 percent of
producers' shipments in 1982-86, was adversely affected by their higher price
compared with that of most foreign-produced products. U.S. producers of
automotive bearings responding to the Conunission's questionnaire identified
Canada, the United Kingdom, West Germany, and Japan as key foreign markets
(table 12-31).

Table
12-31
Bearings: U.S. producers' competitive assessment of U.S.-produced and foreign-produced automotive parts in major foreign markets, 1/ and the
principal factors (X) identifying overall competitive advantages by top competitor nations, 1986.
·
-

Ite=·,m"----

Overall competitive advantage ........ .
Product cost advantages:
Lower purchase price (delivered) ... .
Favorable exchange rates ........... .
Non price factors:
Shorter delivery time .............. .
Engineering/technical assistance ... .
Favorable terms of sale ............ .
Production technology .............. .
Marketing practices ................ .
Reliability of supplier ............ .
Shorter new product development
t iine ............................. .
Willingness to supply required
volumes .......................... .
Ability to supply metric sizing .... .
Ability to meet specifications ..... .
Product innovation ................. .
Quality ............................ .

United Kingdom market
United Kingdom
Italy
F

F

x

x

x

x

x

-~nese

Japan

Canadian market
Canada

West German market
West Germany
France

F

F

F

x
x

x

x
x
x
x

x

market

x
x

F

x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x
......

.!/ D ·= 60 percent or more of total respondents accorded domestic parts makers an advantage; F :: 60 percent or more of total respondents
accorded foreign parts makers an advantage; S =Competitive position the same.
Source:

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission.
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In the Canadian market (the largest export market for U.S. parts firms).,
U.S. producers gave Japan an overall competitive advantage because of lower
purchase prices, favorable exchange rates, production technology, marketing
practices, and their willingness to supply the required volumes.
In the United Kingdom market, U.S. firms felt British and Italian
producers had an advantage. British producers had an edge in the areas of
lower purchase prices, engineering/technical assistance, production
technology, and marketing practices, and the Italian producer benefited from
favorable exchange rates.
·
In the West German market, U.S. firms gave West German companies an
overall competitive advantage in all areas except foreign exchange rates, as
well as a willingness to supply required volumes and quality. France also
enjoyed an edge over the U.S. producers in the West German market because of
favorable exchange rates.
In the Japanese market, only Japanese producers enjoyed an advantage, all
derived from nonprice factors, including engineering/technical assistance,
production technology, reliability of supplier, ability to supply metric
sizing, and an ability to meet specifications.
ENGINES
Description and uses
Internal-combustion engines are the source of power used to move a motor
vehicle and to provide power for many of the vehicle's accessories. They are
designed to operate on specific fuels, predominantly gasoline or diesel. The
size of the engine is determined by the combustion chambers' volume, measured
in either cubic inches (ci) or cubic centimeters (cc). !I Currently, engines
installed primarily in automobiles and lightweight trucks. The larger engines
are used in buses and heavy trucks.
There are three basic cylinder configurations currently utilized in
reciprocating piston automotive engines. The in-line configuration, in which
each cylinder is behind the preceding cylinder, is produced with three, four,
for automobiles, trucks, and buses that are sold in the United States range
from 993 cubic centimeters, less than one liter, or 61 cubic inches, to 14.6
liters, or 893 cubic inches. Engines in the smaller size categories are five,
or six cylinders. The v-configuration, in which the cylinders form a "V"
shape, is produced with 6, 8, or 12 cylinders, and the opposed configuration,
in which the cylinders are basically horizontal to each other, is built with
4, 6, or 8 cylinders. In addition to the above-mentioned reciprocating piston
engines is the rotary engine, in which either two or three rotors revolve
around a housing. This type of engine is currently produced by one Japanese
automobile manufacturer.
The principal materials used in the manufacture of engines are cast iron,
aluminum, steel, copper, some ceramic materials, and plastics. Cast iron,
steel, and aluminum are used in the block, certain housings, and head

!I One thousand cubic centimeters is equal to one liter.
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assembly. Forged steel is used
materials are used for certain
and rubber are used for hoses;
steel in air cleaners, exhaust

in some crankshafts and camshafts, and alloy
engine accessory brackets. In addition, nylon
copper or aluminum for electrical wiring; and
manifolds, and other areas.

Manufacturing process
The manufacturing process for an engine is basically the assembly of
mechanical and electrical components on a cast aluminum or iron engine block
and cylinder head. These processes are conducted along an assembly line, on
which each worker performs a specific operation. The process begins with the
casting of the engine block and cylinder head. The pieces are then machined,
cleaned, and bored to exact specifications prior to the piece being sent to
the assembly line. The components are then fitted to either the cylinder head
or block at each station along the assembly line. For the block, the
principal components are the piston assembly (piston, connecting pin,
connecting rod), crankshaft, main bearings, oil pump, and pan, electronic
sensors for oil pressure and possible knock-detectors, and th~ water pump.
The cylinder head assembly includes the valve train (valves, pushrods,
springs/hydraulic actuators, rockers) and the camshaft. A gasket is placed on
the engine block, and the cylinder head is then bolted onto the block.
At this point, the fuel system (which consists of a carburetor or fuel
injection unit, intake manifold, fuel pump, and necessary belts and hoses) is
added. The electrical system, consisting of spark plugs, distributor, and
alternator is incorporated in a gasoline engine, whereas only the alternator
is added to a diesel engine. Finally, the exhaust system is installed on the
engine.
Customs Treatment
U.S. tariff treatment
Engines for automotive use are classified under four TSUSA item numbers,
depending on the type of ignition system in the engine and whether the engine
is eligible for duty-free treatment under the provisions of APTA (table 12-32).
For internal combustion, compression-ignition, piston-type engines, the TSUSA
number is 660.4220; for an engine eligible for APTA, the TSUSA item number is
660.4300. For internal combustion, piston-type engines, other than
compression-ignition, specifically designed for automobiles, including trucks
and buses, the TSUSA number is 660.4850; the APTA number is 660.4900.
The column 1 rate of duty is 3.7 percent ad valorem for compressionignition engines from all countries except Canada, whose products enter duty
free if for original-equipment use. Prior to 1980, the column 1 rate of duty
was 5.0 percent ad valorem. For engines other than compression- ignition, the
rate of duty is 3.1 percent ad valorem for all countries except APTA items.
Prior to 1980, the column 1 rate was 4.0 percent ad valorem. The column 2
rate for TSUSA items 660.4220 and 660.4850 is 35" percent ad valorem.
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Table 12--32
Engines: U.S. rates of duty, by TSUSA item

TSUSA
item
No. l/
660.4220A*

660.4300
660.4SSOA*

660.4900

Description

(Percent ad valorem)
Pre-MTN
col. 1
rate of
duty 21

Internal combustion,
compression-ignition, for
autos, i.ncluding trucks and
buses.
Canadian article, original
motor vehicle equipment.
Internal combustion, Pistontype engine, other than
compression-ignition,
specially designed for
automobiles including
trucks and buses.
Canadian article, original
motor vehi.cle equipment.

Col. 1
rate of
duty
1987

Col. 2
rate of
duty

5.0't

3. 7't

35't

Free

Free

3/

4.03

3.1%

35't

Free

Free

11

11

The designation "A*" indicates that the item is currently designated as an
eligible article for duty-free treatment under the Generalized System of
Preferences (GSP), and that certain of these countries, specified in general
headnote 3(e)(v)(D) of the Tariff Schedules of the United States Annotated,
are not eligible.
'!:_/ Rate effective prior to Jan. 1, 1980.
11 Not applicable.
Engines listed are covered under the Caribbean Basin Recovery Act
(CBERA), the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP), and the United StatesIsrael Free Trade Area Implementation Act (UIFIA). Brazil has exceeded the
competitive-need limit for both compression-ignition and other engines, and
Mexico has exceeded the competitive-need limit for other engines.
Under the Harmonized System (HS), the classification number is
8408.20.10808 for compression-ignition (diesel) engines with no change in the
rate of duty. For spark-ignition engines, there are two numbers depending on
the displacement of the engine: (1) for those not exceeding 1,000 cc, it is
8407.33.20802; (2) and for those over 1,000 cc, it is 8407.34.20801, with·no
change in the rate of duty for the above HS classification numbers.
Foreign tariff treatment
The major markets for U.S.-made compression-ignition engines are Canada,
Australia, Mexico, and the European Community. For other piston-type engines,
the major markets for U.S.-rnade engines are Canada, Mexico, the Dominican
Republic, Saudi Arabia, the United Kingdom, and Japan. Canada was by far the
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major importer, accounting for more than three quarters of all imports of
piston-type, internal combustion engine!? made in the United States. ·The·.
tariff numbers and rates of duty ·for the ·ttiajor u. s ~-·markets for engines are
shown in the following tabulation~"
·· ·
Description

Country

Present rate of d·uty
(Percent ad valorem)

84.06

Automotive
engines

Mexico

lO'K.

84.06

United Kingdom
·France
Australia
Dominican Republ.i.c

84.06
84.06
43829-1

·Saudi Arabia
Japan
Canada

6.9'K.
6.9'K.
90'K. .!I .
15'K. + 6'K.
import tax
+ 153 surcharge.
Free
Free
9.23

11 This rate declines yearly, beginning on Jan 1, 19.88 through Jan. 1, 1992;
to 57.5 percent.
Profile of ·the U.S. Industry
Overview
The market· for engines· is segmented ··accord fog ·to vehicle tiJ>e and is
directly related to new vehicle production. l/ For passenger cars and light~
weight trucks the .. Big Three .. (GM, Ford, and Chrysler) account for the
majority of U.S. engine production. The market for truck engines is based
primarily on load-carrying ability. -Trucks are clasSified according to the
gross-vehicle-weight (GVW) rating. The industry normatly classifies trucks as
either lightweight (class 1, 2, "3), medium"weight'(class 4, 5; 6), or heavy
weight (class 7, 8, 9). The Big Three produce :most ~f their engines for
lightweight trucks. In the medium and heavyweight· range 0 the Big Three are . ,
joined by other· domestic producers of trucks, such as· Navistar 'and Mack, who ·-·
also build engines. These trucks are typically equipped with engines from
their produce.rs. In addition, two U.S. companies, Cuminins and Caterpillar,
produce truck engines, but no motor vehicles. ··In 'the ~eavyweight class of
over-the-road trucks, U.S. producers offer engines· produced by other companies
as well as their own.
U.S. producers of automotive engines tend to be located away from their
custOT11ers (table 12-33). This is du_e to the relatively small number of
producers in the U.S. market in relation to the large number of assembly sites
for companies using these engines. According to producers responding to the
Commission's questionnaire, the predomin~n_t mode of shipp_ing U. s. -made engines

11 Virtually all production of engines is destined· for ··ot:iginal-eq~ipment -use';
the replacement market for engines accounts for less than'2 percenJ of total
production.
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Table 12-33
Engines: v.s. producers' rating.of_predominant-modes of transportation used
to ship engines, the marketing area generally serviced, and the average
percentage of transportation costs in the total delivered value of their
firms' shipments
. Number of responses

Item
Predominant mode(s) of
transportation:

Truele . .......••••.. ~ •.....•....••••.•......•......•..• . . . . 30
Rail ..................................................... 16

Water......................................................

3

Other ............. , ..................................... .

General marketing area (radius):
Up to 100 miles.......................................... 9
101 to 200 miles . ........................ ! • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5
201 to 500 miles ................. ........................ 13
Over 500 miles ........................................... 13

Average transportation costs
{as percentage of sales):
0 to 5 percent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
6 to 10 percent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11 to 15 percent . .......................................
16 to 20 percent . .......................................
Over 20 percent . ........................................

.
.
.
.

2

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.
is by truck. As engines are a comparatively high-value auto part,
manufacturers estimated that the transportation costs they incur in shipping
these items to customers are generally 5 percent or less of the sales ·value.
The hourly wage rates paid to production and related workers producing engines
were consistently higher than the:average for all U.S. manufacturing
facilities during l982-1986, as shown in the following tabulation:

Year

Production and
related workers
producing engines !I

1982 ....... $13.68
1983 ....... 14.18
1984 ....... 15. 78
1985 ....... 16.67
1986 ....... 17.19

All automotive
parts !I
$12.24
12.90
14.57
15.51
17 .21

All operating U.S.
manufacturing
establishments i.1
$11.50
11.97
12.40
11 12.82
11 13.09

!I Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
ll Compiled from unpublished data of the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics.
11 Estimated.
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Capacity and employment
Capacity fluctuated within a narrow range dµring 1982-86 (table 12-34).
Beginning with 12.9 million units in 1982, capacity rose in 1984 to 13.3
million units, then fluctuated downward ·to 12.3.million-units in- 1986.
Table 12-34
Engines: U.S. capacity, number of produc;tion and related workers, man-hours worked,wages, and hourly wage rates, 1982~86
..

Item

1982

1984

1983

1985

1986

Capacity (units) .... 12,897,897 13,103,995 13,267;779 12,096,310 12,322,723
Employment of production and
related
workers:
33,531
32,326
36,565
37,841
36,597
Number ............
Kan-hours worked
69,163
83,129
86,248
81,690
(1,000 hours) ...
70,700.
Wages (1,000
dollars) ........
946,139 1,002,268 1;311, 749 1,437,700 1;404,375
$_16. 6 7
<$17.19
Hourly wage rate ..
$13.68
$14.18
$15. 78

Average .
annual
percentage
change, 1986
over 1982
-1.l

2. 2 .
4.2
10.4
5.9

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Conunission.
Financial data
Net sales of automotive engines doubled during 1982-86, increasing from
$5.8 billion in 1982 to $10.9 billion in 1986. Profits tripled, rising ·from
$263 million in 1982 to $878 million in 1986 (table 12-35). Profit to sales
ratios also increased, almost doubling, from,4.6 percent in 1982 to 8.2
percent in 1986; Part of this improved financial _performance can be
attributed to better productivity brought about by new, more automated
assembly lines and the use of new techniques,_ such as CAP/CAK. The principal
reason for the better performance, however, wa_s the gen~ral recovery of the
U.S. and Canadian economies, and.the .corresp9nding ~ncrease in· demand.for new
vehicles.
.

Major foreign competitors

''

The most significant foreign competitor for automotive engines is Canada,
followed by Mexico. The vast majority of the production of engines in these
two countries is by subsidiaries of the.Big Three.- Ford and GM import
significant numbers of engines from both Canada and Mexico. In addition,
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Table 12-35
Engines: U.S. producers' total net sales, total net profit or (loss), capital
expenditures, and research and development expenditures, 1982-86

Item

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

Average
annual
percentage
change, 1986
over 1982

7,875,344

9,615,435

10,459,392

10,935,470

17 .4

569,466

851,000

852,665

878,182

35.2

7.23

8.85

8.15

8.03

15.1

211,425

574,119

485,181

500,536

4.0

232,299

324,951·

348,101

427,831

18.9

Net sales
(1,000 dollars) .. 5,750,681
Net profit
(1,000 dollars) ..
262,835
Ratio of net
operating profit
to net sales
(percent) ......
4.57
Capital
expenditures
(1,000 dollars) ..
428,018
Research and
development
e)cpenditures
(1,000 dollars) ..
213. 774

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
engines from Brazil are imported by Ford for their Turbo Thunderbird, and by
GK for its Turbo Sunbird. 11 Japan also exports engines for installation in
vehicles assembled by Japanese subsidiaries located in the United States, such
as the Honda .facility in Marysville, OH, and the Nissan facility in Smyrna,
TN. In addition, West Germany exports engines to its Westmoreland, PA,
Volkswagen factory.
Structural Factors of Competition Between
U.S. and Foreign Industries
According to U.S. automotive engine producers, Brazil has an advantage in
the areas of fuel costs, raw-materials costs, labor costs, exchange rates,
taxes, and Government involvement in the form of subsidies (table 12-36).
Japanese competitors have an advantage in the areas of domestic inflation
rates, labor costs, exchange rates, taxes, equipment costs, interest rates,
and Government subsidies. West German competitors have an advantage in the
area of labor costs.

ll USITC staff telephone interview with GK official, Sept. 21, 1987.
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Table 12-36
Engines: U.S. producers' competitive assessment of structural factors of·
competition for the U.·S. and foreign industries, !/ by major competing
countries, 1986
Item
Product cost advantages:
Fuel .cost ..............•.....
Raw materials costs .. ·........
Domestic inflation rates .....
Labor cost ...........•.... : ..
Exchange rates .....•.........
Taxes ........•...•...•.......
Equipment costs ......•.......
Interest rates ...•...........
Government involvement:
subsidies ....•...............
U.S. Government regulations that increase
costs ......•.............•.
Foreign government regulations that increase
costs ......••..............

Brazil

Canada

Mexico

Japan

West Germany

F
F

'!:/

ll

D
D

D
D
s

D

s
D

F
F
F
F
F
F

F

F

s

s

s

s

s

s

s

F
F
F

F

D
s
D
s

!I 0=60 percent or more of total respondents accorded domestic producers an
advantage; F=60 percent or more of total respondents accorded foreign
producers an advantage; S=Conipetitive pos,ition the same.
ll Insufficient data was provided by respondents; producers of engines located
in Canada and Mexico are largely subsidiaries of U.S. manufacturers.
source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.
The U.S. Market
Overview
The U.S. market for automotive-engine sales is dependent on the sales of
new motor vehicles. Few respondents indicated that they sold engines to the
aftermarket in any significant numbers. During 1982-1986, all passenger-car
engines were supplied by the producers of automobiles. The independent truckengine producers are able to compete with U.S. domestic truck producers' own
engines in the mediumweight and heavyweight ranges, according to industry
officials.
U.S. consumption of engines doubled during 1982-86, from $7.S billion
to $14.8 billion (table 12-37). U.S. shipments almost doubled, rising from
$6.9 billion in 1982 to $11.5 billion in 1986. Import penetration increased
by approximately 54 percent during the period.
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Table 12-37
Engines: U.S. producers' shipments, exports of domestic merchandise, imports
for consumption, and apparent consumption, 1982-86

Year

Shipments

Exports

Apparent
consumption

Imports

Ratio (percent)
of imports to
consumption

Quantity (1,000 units)
1982 ......
1983 ......
1984 ......
1985 ......
1986 ......

.
.
.
.
.

7,022
8. 246 .
10,000
10,674
10 775

731

],/

713

l/
l/
l/

l/
l/
l/
l/

l/
l/
l/
l/

11

11

11

619
630
641

Value (1,000 dollars)
1982 ......• 6,856,653
1983 ....... 8,227,982
1984 ....... 9,939,809
1985 ....... 10,973,447
1986 ....... 11,455,898

700,495
672,636
662,813
683,327
683,126

1,326,886
2,073,598
3,379, 779
3,636,109
4,030,874

7,483,044
9,628,944
12,656. 775
13,926,229
14,803,646

17. 7
21.5
26.7
26.1
27.2

l/ Not available.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.
U.S. imports
The principal sources of imports for the 1982-86 period were Canada and
Mexico. In 1982, they represented 69 percent, or $865 million, of the top
five importing nations. In 1986, the value rose to $1.8 billion; however, the
share of these two countries dropped to 59 percent of the total (table 12-38).
Table 12-38
Engines: U.S. imports for consumption, by principal sources, 1982-86

Country

Average annual
·change, 1986
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
over 1982
--------------------1,000 dollars-------------------- Percent

657,694
Canada .......
Mexico .......
207,578
Japan ........
165,533
Brazil. ......
128,202
West Germany.
39,063
All other
countries ..
48,582
Total. ... 1,246,652

Source:

1,022,980
446,631
257,512
186,723
154,480

1,380,002
547,100
461,484
206,579
169,790

1,266,324
807,938
463,677
237,522
220,587

969,296
795,332
638,653
196,286
332,846

10.2
39.9
40.2
11.2
70.9

124,020
2,192,346

136,069
2,901,024

103,114
3,099,162

57,127
2,989,540

1.8
24.4

Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.
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A sevenfold increase in West German imports, coupled with a threefold rise in
Japanese imports, accounted for Canada's and Mexico's diminished market
share. West German imports rose from $39 million in 1982 to $333 million in
1986, and Japanese imports rose from $166 million in 1982 to $639 million in
1986. The rise in Japanese imports can be attributed primarily to U.S.
automobile production by Honda, Nissan, and NUKMI.
Competitive Assessment of Key Factors of
Competition in the U.S. Market
Producers responding to the questionnaire indicated that the reliability
of the supplier and the ability to meet specifications were the first and
second most important reasons given for the importation of automotive engines
(table 12-39). The third most important reason was the foreign producer's
willingness to supply the required volumes, whereas quality was ranked as the
fourth most important factor.
U.S. producers rated themselves as equally competitive with four of the
top five exporting nations in the U.S. market (table 12-40). U.S. producers
also indicated that the U.S. had a competitive advantage over West Germany in
the areas of exchange rates, shorter delivery time, engineering/technical
assistance, production technology, marketing practices, product innovation,
and quality.
U.S. importers stated that both Japan and West Germany held overall
competitive advantages over the United States. Importers reported Japanese
producers as having advantages in the areas of price, engineering/technical
assistance, production technology, reliability of the supplier, product
innovation, and quality. Importers indicated West German engines as having an
edge in the area of production technology.

u:s. purchasers of automotive engines indicated that purchases of
U.S-produced engines were based on the reliability of the supplier, quality,
shorter delivery time, and technical assistance (table 12-41). In contrast,
purchasers of foreign-made engines listed production technology and ability to
meet specifications as the foremost reasons for their purchase decisions.
Competitive Assessment of Key Factors of Competition
in Foreign Markets
According to respondents, U.S.-produced engines compete with foreign-made
engines in the Japanese, Saudi Arabian, Colombian, and West German markets.
In Japan, U.S. producers indicated that the Japanese producers had the
competitive advantage in the areas of shorter delivery time, engineering/
technical assistance, marketing practices, reliability of the supplier,
willingness to supply the required volumes, ability to meet metric sizing, and
quality (table 12-42). In Saudi Arabia, U.S. producers felt they enjoyed a
competitive advantage over Taiwan, Japan, and the Republic of Korea (Korea),
primarily because of production technology; in addition, U.S. firms stated
that they had an edge over Japan and Korea in their ability to meet
specifications. In Colombia, U.S. producers felt foreign producers had an
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Table 12-39
Engines: U.S. producers' ranking of factors that were the principal reasons
for their imports, 1982-86
Reason for importing

Ranking 11

Lower purchase price (delivered) ................................... . 6
Shorter delivery time ............................................... . 9
Engineering/technical assistance ...............................•...• 6
Favorable terms of sale ............................•.....•.•........ 9
Favorable exchange rates ........................................... . 9
Reliability of supplier ........................................•..•. 1
Intra-company and affiliated company transfers on a basis:
Competitive with unaffiliated firms ........................•...... 4
Noncompetitive. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Ability to meet specifications.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 2
Willingness to supply required volumes .................•.... ; .••.... 3
Ability to supply metric sizing ..................................... 12
Quality ........................................•......•........•.... 4

!I Ranking numbers range from 1 to 12, number 1 indicating the most important
reason for importing and number 12 indicating the least important reason for
importing. Some factors were ranked equally in importance.
source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
edge in areas such as lower purchase prices, favorable terms of sale, and
marketing practices. In West Germany, U.S. producers reported that West
German producers had an advantage with respect to shorter delivery time,
engineering/technical assistance, marketing practices, reliability of supplier,
and ability to supply metric sizing.
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Table 12-40
Engines: U.S. producers' (P) and importers' (I) competitive assessment.of
U.S.-produced and foreign-produced products in the U.S. market, 1/ and the
principal factors (X) underlying overall competitive advantages,-by top
competitor nations, 1986
Brazil
I

Item

p

Overall competitive advantage .......
Product cost advantages:
Lower purchase price (delivered) ..
Favorable exchange rates ......... .
Nonprice factors:
Shorter delivery time ............ .
Engineering/technical assistance ..
Favorable terms of sale .......... .
Production technology ............ .
Marketing practices .............. .
Reliability of supplier .......... .
Shorter new product development

S £!

Canada
p

I

Japan

Mexico

p

I

p

s

F

'J_I ~/

x
x
x
x

I

West Germany
p

I

0

F

x

x
x
x

x

x

time ........................... .

Willingness to supply required
volumes ........................ .
Ability to meet specifications ... .
Product innovation ........ :: ..... .
Quality .......................... .

x
x

x
x

!I 0=60 percent or more of total respondents accorded domestic producers an
advantage; F=60 percent or more of total respondents accorded foreign producers
an advantage; S=Competitive position the same.
£! Insufficient data.
11 Insufficient data were provided by respondents; producers of engines located
in Canada and Mexico are largely subsidiaries of U.S. manufacturers.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table 12-41
Engines: Ranking of U.S. purchasers• reasons for purchases of U.S.-produced
and foreign-produced engines, 1982-86 !/
Reason for purchase
Product cost advantages:
Lower purchase (delivered) ...............•..
Favorable exchange rates ....................
Nonprice factors:
Shorter deli very time . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
Engineering/technical assistance ............
Favorable terms of sale .....................
Production technology .......•..........•....
Marketing practices .........................
Reliability of supplier .....................
Shorter new product development time .•......
Willingness to supply required volumes ....••
Ability to supply metric sizing ....••....•..
Ability to meet specifications ....•.•.......
Product innovation. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • •
Quality. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • •

U.S.-produced
9
12

2
4
5
11

Foreign-produced

ll
ll
3
3

ll

8
1

1
3
3

12

ll

5
12

5
9
2

3

ll
1

ll
3

!/ Ranking numbers range from 1 to 12, number .1 indicating the most important
reason for purchase and number 12 indicating the least important reason for
purchase.
£1 Insufficient data.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

Table 12-42
Engines: U.S. producers' competitive assessment of U.S.-produced and foreign-produced automotive parts in major foreign markets, and the principal
ractors (X) identifying overall competitive advantages, by top competitor nations, 1986

gem

Overall competitive advantage ......................
Product cost ~dvantagcs:
Lower purchase
price (delivered .............................. .
Favorable exchange rates ........................ .
Nonprice factors:
Shorter delivery time ............................
Engineering/technical
assistance .....................................
Favorable terms of sale ......................... .
Production technology ........................... .
Marketing practir.es ..............................
Reliability of supplier ..........................
Shorter new product
Development time .............................. .
Willingness to supply
required volumes ... : ...........................
Ability to supply metric sizing ..... ~ .......... .-.
Abi 1i ty to meet
·
specifications .......... ·...................... ·.
Product innovation ............................... .
Quality ..........................................

=

Japanese market
Japan

Saudi Arabian market
Taiwan
Ja~n
South Korea

Colombian market
Colombia

West G~rman market
West Germany

I

u

F

;:

D

0

x

x

X.
X

x
X
X

x

x

x

Source:

x
)(

X
X

)(

)(

N
I

a-

x

X

1/ O 60 percent or more of total respondents accorded domestic parts makers an advantage; F
"Parts makers an advantage; S
competitive position the same.

=

x

x

= 60

percent or more of total respondents accorded foreign

Compiled .from data submitted in response to the questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission:
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SHOCK ABSORBERS
Description and uses
A shock absorber is a cylindrically shaped device designed to limit
unwanted oscillation and vibration in a motor vehicle. · The industry
classifies shock absorbers as dampers, which include several products:
Hydraulic damper -- the basic mechanism for most damper applications is
the traditional oil-filled shock absorber used in the automotive
suspension system. When mounted as a component in the suspension system,
sometimes surrounded by a spring, the hydraulic damper is designed to
dissipate energy from road disturbances. If a small amount of nitrogen is
added to increase the hydraulic pressure and therefore the spring rate of
the shock, it is conunonly referred to as a gas shock absorber.
KacPherson Strut or strut -- a hydraulic damper with the addition of
hardware to make it a structural component of the vehicle suspension
system. Struts were developed primarily for front wheel drive vehicles to
allow space for the transversely mounted engine and transaxle. The strut
acts to absorb not only axial movement, but also side and rotational
load. With the increasing use of front-wheel-drive vehicles, and the
advantages of modular design capability, the strut is supplanting the
conventional hydraulic shock absorber as the component designed into
vehicle suspension systems.
Steering damper -- a small hydraulic damper that absorbs and dampens
vibrations to the steering system.
Engine damper -- a small hydraulic unit used to stabilize the engine from
vibrations.
For the purposes of this investigation, these products will collectively be
referred to as shock absorbers, except where noted.
In addition to the above dampers, new micropro~essor technology has been
developed, which has aided in the development of new types of shock absorbers
and computer-controlled suspension systems. Automatic computer-controlled
struts employ road-surface and height sensors to continuously monitor road
characteristics and adjust damping force. A manually controlled version allows
the driver to adjust the vehicle's ride characteristics by designating the
desired hydraulic resistance. Japanese producers reportedly have a
technological lead in the design of adjustable suspension systems. !I These
units are currently available; however, they are usually installed on more
expensive models.
All shock absorbers are essential.ly sheet steel products, with the
critical failure point, and therefore quality differences, revolving around
leakages of the hydraulic fluid. Therefore, seal improvements in material and
design is a major area of research. Advances are also being explored in oil
technology, bushings, plastic casings, and dust shields. In general, imported
dampers are considered equal to the U.S. products in terms of quality and
performance.

!/ USITC staff interview with domestic producers of shock absorbers.
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Manufacturing process
The manufacturing process for the shock absorber is highly automated and
consists of two major fabrications (rod and reservoir tube) and two like.
subassemblies which are combined to form the final assembly. The rod is first
cold formed, machined in rnultispindle chucking equipment and then prepared for
subsequent finishing processes. The finishing process begins with an
induction hardening and heat treatment operation, which feeds a series of
· grinding and finishing equipment. The rod is chrome plated in an automatic
plater and finished in thru-feed "superfinishing" machines.
The rod assembly begins with the welding of a cold-headed piston to the
rod. Valving components, which are made on high-speed presse~. are then
automatically assembled to the piston for each specific model, and the piston
and rod subassembly is then ready for transfer to the final assembly area.
T_he reservoir tube subassembly begins with the formation of the basic
tube in the tube-processing area, where the steel strip is rolled to the
desired diameter and resistance-welded in one continuous operation. After
heat treatment, automatic cranes transfer the "tubing bar" through the
subsequent drawing and cutoff operations. The cut tubes are then end faced,
chamfered, and washed to prepare for the subassembly and final assembly
operations. At this point, a hydraulic damper made for use in a strut is sent
to multistation assembly modules to finalize the reservoir sub assembly with
automated assembly and welding stations for the strut spring, bracket, and
base cup.
At the final assembly station, these parts, along with the cylinder tube
(which is made like the reservoir tube but on different equipment), the
compression valve is assembled, filled with oil, and stroke tested prior to
painting and shipment.
Customs Treatment
U.S. tariff treatment
Imports of shock absorbers for automotive use a~e classified under TSUSA
item number 692.3282 (table 12-43), with items from Canada that fall under the
provisions of APTA entering under item 692.3380. In the proposed Harmonized
System nomenclature, ~hock absorbers are classified as item 8708.80.50,
suspension shock absorbers, for other vehicles. In general, designated
beneficiary developing countries are eligible for GSP benefits for shock
absorbers. However, Brazil, Mexico, and Taiwan have exceeded the cornpetitiveneed limits under TSUS item 692.32 (other motor vehicle parts) and are
therefore ineligible for GSP benefits for shock absorbers. A change to the HS
schedule is not expected to affect GSP status.
Shock absorbers classified in TSUS item 692.3282 from countries afforded
most-favored-nation (MFN) treatment are generally dutiable at the coiumn 1
rate of 3.1 percent ad valorem. This represents the final staged rate
negotiated under the Tokyo Round of the Multilateral Trade Negotiations for
column 1 rates. The column 2 rate of duty for shock absorbers classified
under TSUS item 692.3282, is 25 percent ad valorem. Shock absorbers, if
imported from designated beneficiary countries, are eligible for duty-free
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Table 12-43
Shock absorbers:

U.S. rates of duty, by TSUSA item

TSUSA item
No. 11

Description

692.3282A*
692.3380

Shock absorbers

(Percent ad valorem)
Pre-MTN
col. 1
rate of
duty 2/
43 11
Free

Col. 1
rate of
duty
1987 3/
3.13
Free

Col. 2
rate of
duty
253

!/

!I The designation "A*" indicates that the item is currently designated as an
eligible article for duty-free treatment under the Generalized System of
Preferences (GSP), and that certain of these countries, specified in general
headnote 3(e)(v)(D) of the Tariff Schedules of the United States Annotated, are
not eligible.
~/ Rate effective prior to Jan. 1, 1980.
11 Shock absorbers are also classified in the Appendix to the Tariff Schedules,
Part 2, under item number 947.36, at a temporary rate of 2.6 percent ad valorem.
!I"' Not applicable.
entry under the Caribbean Basin Initiative (CBI). In addition, shock
absorbers are eligible for preferential tariff treatment under the United
States-Israel Free Trade Area Implementation Act (UIFTA).
In December of 1983, in accordance with the General Agreement on Tariff
and Trade (GATT), the President signed a proclamation of compensatory
concessions to lower the tariff rates on a range of TSUS items, including
shock absorbers. Pursuant to sections 203(a)(l) and 203(e)(l) of the Trade
Act of 1974, and 2253(e)(l) in accordance with Articles I and XIX of the GATT,
the President proclaimed temporary increased rates of duty on certain
nonelectric cooking ware of steel, enameled or glazed with vitreous glasses,
from Japan and Spain. To balance these tariff increases and restore the
overall benefits of tariff concessions to Japan and Spain, the President
designated shock absorbers to be included in one of 42 special categories of
items to be assigned reduced rates of duties. !I For this purpose, shock
absorbers are classified in the Appendix to the Tariff Schedules, under item
number 947.36, axle spindles and shock absorbers for motor vehicles. The
decrease in the rate of duty began in.1984 at 2.4 percent ad valorem, and the
rate was scheduled to increase to 2.6 percent ad valore~ by 1987. This
temporary duty will terminate on December 31, 1987, at which time the duty
rate on shock absorbers from Japan and Spain will revert to the regular column
1 rate of 3.1 percent ad valorem.
Foreign tariff treatment
U.S. exports of shock absorbers are relatively small, because U.S. firms
face a number of foreign trade barriers. ~/ Instead, U.S. firms attempt to
enter foreign markets through foreign investments. Duty rates for assembled
!I Proclamation 5140 of Dec. 19, 1983, Federal Register, Vol. 48, No. 247,
Dec. 22, 1983.
~I USITC staff interview with domestic producers of shock absorbers.
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versus nonassembled shocks, in two of the top five U.S. export markets--Mexico
and Venezuela--are illustrative of U.S. business options:

87 .06

Description

Country

Present rate

Shock absorbers
Unassembled

Mexico

Duty free, if for
assembly and re-export
13 ad val. plus 53
surcharge
333 ad val.
1003 ad val. plus 53
surcharge
100.,o ad val. !I
4.93 ad val.
4.03 ad val.
9.13 ad val.

Venezuela
Shock absorbers
Assembled

43829-1 Af termarket shock
absorbers

Mexico
Venezuela
Brazil
Netherlands
Saudi Arabia
Canada

!I According to Department of Conunerce sources, imports of shock absorbers
into Brazil are by license only, and are currently prohibited.
Under such circumstances, companies wishing to sell to these markets must ship
unassembled products and arrange for assembly in the specific country. A
small amount of unassembled U.S. exports of shock absorbers to Mexico return
to the United States under tariff provision 807.
Overall, exports in 1986 accounted for less than 6 percent of the value
of U.S. shipments, with 59 percent of that total going to Canada. The bulk of
exports to Canada are to U.S.-owned subsidiaries for assembly operations in
Canada and many eventually are re-exported to the United States.
Profile of the U.S. Industry
Overview
There are currently three dominant producers of shock absorbers in the
United States, with an.additional three firms reporting that they produced
shock absorbers at some time during 1982-86. Delco Products, a subsidiary of
General Motors Corp. and Monroe, a wholly owned subsidiary of Tenneco, Inc.,
are the dominant U.S. original equipment suppliers. Maremont, recently
acquired by Arvin Industries, and Monroe are the chief U.S. companies
competing in the aftermarket, with Delco having a small share.
Sources indicate that up to the mid-1970's, all three major U.S.
automobile manufacturers produced shock absorbers. Since that time, Ford and
Chrysler have ceased most of their U.S. shock-absorber production.
Encouraged by contracts from automobile manufacturers in the United
States and incentives from State governments, two Japanese shock-absorber
producers have announced plans to establish production facilities in the
United States. Showa plans to begin production of shock absorbers in 1987
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to supply the Honda automobile facility in Marysville, OH. !I The new Showa
plant will be located near Columbus, OH. Tokico, also a Japanese company, is
currently a large exporter of shock absorbers to the United States, and has
plans to begin producing in Berea, KY, beginning in the summer of 1988.
Sources indicate that.each plant, while built for the purpose of honoring
current contracts, will have sufficient capacity to supply other demand. £1
Shock-absorber manufacturing facilities are located throughout the United
States, supplying both OEM and replacement customers from relatively central
areas. The light weight and easy containerization of shock absorbers make
long distance transportation economical. Respondents to the Commission's
questionnaire, which accounted for 100 percent of sales of shock absorbers
during 1982-86, indicated that shipments travel predominantly by truck, and
the general marketing area was over 500 miles (table 12-44).
During 1982-86, hourly wages in the shock-absorber industry increased by
almost 28 percent. In 1986, wages of shock-absorber production and related
workers fell to 90 percent of the automotive parts industry average after
being virtually equal in 1982 and 1983 as shown in the following tabulation:

1982 .......
1983 .......
1984 .......
1985 .......
1986 .......

.
.
.
.
.

Production and
related workers
producing
shock absorbers !I

All automotive
parts !/

12.13
12.89
13.10
14.63
15.50

12.24
12.90
14.57
15.51
17.21

All operating U.S.
manufacturing
establislunents £1
11.50
11.97
12.40
.~/ 12.82
'J..I 13.09

!I Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
£1 Compiled from unpublished data of the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics.
'J..I Estimated.
One of the principal reasons for the lower average hourly wage rate in
the industry is the increase in the proportion of nonunion facilities, which
occurred when Ford and Chrysler ceased production of shock absorbers. In
addition, a significant proportion of U.S. production is. in the lower wage
areas of the Southern United States.
Capacity and employment
U.S. capacity in the shock-absorber industry increased from 113 million
units in 1982 to 121 million units in 1984, before falling to 106 million units
in 1986 (table 12-45). Industry sources indicate that the capacity fluctuations
reflect the change from traditional shock absorbers to increased usage of
struts. U.S. manufacturers' capacity is expected to increase in the near term.

!I Honda pwns approximately 33 percent of Showa.
£1 USITC staff interview with domestic producers of shock absorbers.
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Table 12-44
Shock absorbers: U.S. producers' rating of predominant modes of
transportation used to ship shock absorbers, the marketing area generally
serviced, and the average percentage of transportation costs in the total
delivered value of their firms' shipments
.Item

Number of responses

Predominant mode(s) of transportation:
Truck ................................... ·· ................ 5
Rail. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -

Water ................. ~ ..................................
Other ... .................................................
General marketing area (radius):
Up to 100 miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
101 to 200 miles .........................................
201 to 500 miles. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Over to 500 miles ........................................
Average transportation costs
(as percentage of sales):
0 to 5 percent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6 to 10 percent. . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11 to 15 percent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16 to 20 percent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Over 20 percent. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .

1
6
4
1
1
-

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.
Table 12-45
Shock absorbers: U.S. capacity, number of production and related workers,
man-hours worked, wages, and hourly wage rates, 1982-86

Item

1982

Capacity
(1,000 units) ...... 113,092
Employment of
production and
related workers:
5,076
Number ........•....
Kan-hours worked
(1,000 hours) .... 10,623
Wages
(1,000 dollars) .. 128,843
Hourly wage rate ... $12.13

1983

1984

1985

1986

Average
annual
percentage
change, 1986
over 1982

116,628

120,617

115,014

105,981

-1.6

4,985

5,700

5,313

5,385

1.5

11,036

12,992

11,829

11,663

2.4

142,284
$12.89

170,176
$13.10

173,048
$14.63

180,783
$15.50

8.8
6.3

Source: . Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.
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financial data
U.S. producers' total net sales in the shock-absorber industry increased
each year during 1982-86, from $703 million in 1982 to $1.1 billion in 1986,
or by over 50 percent (table 12-46). Growth in shipments of original-equipment
shock absorbers was the cause of most of the increase, as the number·of
vehicles produced in the United States increased by about 65 percent during
1982-86.
Table 12-46
Shock absorbers: U.S. producers' total net sales, total net profit or (loss),
capital expenditures, and research and development expenditures, 1982-86

Item

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

Average
annual
percentage
change, 1986
over 1982

Net sales (1,000 dollars) .... 703,401 786 '277 951,496 1,014,996 1,064,350 10.9
Net profit Closs)
(1,000 dollars) ............
!/
!I
!I
!I
!I
!I
Ratio of net operating profit
to net sales (percent) .....
!/
!I
!I
!I
!I
!I
Capital expenditures
(1,000 dollars) •......•.... 26,745 27,994 44,109
48,622
48,745 16.2
Research and development
expenditures
(1,000 dollars) ............ 20,418 20,959 21,959
24,615
27,430 7.7
!I Withheld to avoid disclosure of confidential business information.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Sales of replacement shock absorbers increased less than those of OE
shock absorbers. Based on questionnaire responses, as a proportion of total
industry shipments, aftermarket parts decreased from an estimated 63 percent
in 1982 to 43 percent in 1986. Industry sources attribute the slower growth
to improved quality of shock absorbers and a declining number of cars that
were 4 to 10 years old, which most frequently require replacement shocks. !I
Industry capital expenditures increased by 82 percent between 1982 and
1986, and research and development expenditures increased by 34 percent during
the same period. According to industry sources, current production facilities
are not compatible with the manufacturing of struts, therefore the shock
manufacturers will have to invest in new equipment in order to produce struts.

!I USITC staff interview with domestic producers of shock absorbers.
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Major foreign competitors
The U.S. shock-absorber industry is the world's largest, producing from
45 to 50 percent of world output. However, companies in Europe and Japan are
aggressively seeking to expand market share throughout the world, including
the United States. Japanese firms currently provide an estimated one-third of
world output, with European companies (principally West Germany) accounting
for most of the remainder. Respondents to the questionnaire indicated that
both European and Japanese producers have gained the financial, technological,
and manufacturing capabilities for world competitiveness, primarily by
dominating their home markets, while excluding U.S. s~ock-absorber producers
from their markets. In the shock-absorber industry, investment and joint
ventures are the two most common methods used to penetrate markets.
Structural Factors of Competition Between U.S.
and Foreign Industries
U.S. producers' questionnaire responses show that foreign shock-absorber
producers have an advantage in labor costs and exchange rates, but domestic
producers have an advantage in fuel costs and domestic inflation rates
(table 12-47). Overall, U.S. producers did not consider Government involvement
a factor.
Japan is rated as having advantages in raw-material costs, inflation
rates, exchange rates, equipment costs, and interest rates. For these
reasons, one questionnaire respondent conunented that Japanese manufacturers of
shock absorbers are the world's most competitive in terms of cost. With
inexpensive labor and abundant raw material, respondents stated that the
Brazilian industry is able to produce a competitive product. In addition, the
respondents stated that the Brazilian shock-absorber industry is protected by
a 100-percent ad valorem tariff. Moreover, respondents said that the tariff
rate into Brazil is misleading, since shock-absorber imports require licensing,
which is nearly impossible to obtain. The European producers are generally
considered to be competitive with U.S. firms . .
The U.S. Market
Overview
Increased U.S. automobile production from 1982 to 1986 is largely
responsible for a 61-percent gain in apparent consumption of shock absorbers
over the period (table 12-48). In 1986, U.S. shipments reached $1.0 billion,
an increase of 55 percent when compared with 1982. Consumption of replacement
shocks is estimated to have fallen slightly over the period.
The ratio of imports to consumption increased_ from 4.5 percent in 1982,
to 7.3 percent in 1986, after peaking in 1985 at 7.9 percent. When Japanese
firms begin operations in the United States in 1988, the import to consumption
ratio is expected to fall. Over the next several years, U.S. consumption of
shock absorbers is expected to increase at a slow rate. The replacement
market will continue its downward trend, as a result of the installation of
the more durable strut, which is gradually replacing the standard shock
absorber on automobiles and lightweight trucks.
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Table 12-47
Shock absorbers: U.S. producers' competitive assessment of structural·factors
of competition for the U.S. and foreign industries, by major competing
countries, 1986 !I
Brazil

West
Germany

All countries

s

D

D

Item

Japan

Fuel cost .............•........
Raw materials costs ............
Domestic inflation rates .......
Labor costs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Exchange rates. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Taxes ..........................
Equipment costs. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
Interest rates .................
Government involvement:
Subsidies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
U.S. Government regulations
that increase costs ........
Foreign government regulations that increase costs ..

S
F
F
S
F
S
F
F

F
F

D

s
s
s
s
s
s
s

S

F

s

s

S

s

s

s

S

s

s

s

F

D

s
s

s
D

F
F

s
s
s

!/ D =

60 percent or more of total respondents accorded domestic producers an
advantage; F = 60 percent or more of total respondents accorded foreign
producers an advantage; S = Competitive position the same.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
U.S. imports
According to U.S. Department of Commerce data, U.S. imports of shock
absorbers, which include the various types of-hydraulic dampers, increased 68
percent during 1982-86 to $96 million in 1986 (table 12-49). Strong growth in
U.S. automobile production in 1983 and 1984 was the principal cause of the
large increases in imports of shocks in those years. ·.Huch of· that growth came
from Canada, as U.S.-owned firms manufacturing in that country increased
production which was, in turn, exported to U.S. vehicle manufacturers. Since
1984, imports from Canada have dropped 18 percent to $22 million in 1986. In
1986, about 53 percent of imports from Canada entered under APTA, with another
20 percent entering under tariff provision 807.00, reflecting U.S. assembly
operations in Canada.
Since 1984, West Germany and Japan have overtaken Canada as the leading
foreign shock-absorber suppliers to the United States. West Germany has
doubled shipments to the United States since 1984, to $29 million in 1986 to
become the leading U.S. supplier. Industry sources report that Fichtel and
Sachs of West Germany produces high-quality suspension components, and already
has a strong OEM customer base in the United States. The company is currently
the largest European producer of shock absorbers and McPherson struts.
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Table 12-48
Shock absorbers: U.S. producers' shipments, exports of domestic merchandise,
imports for consumption, and apparent consumption, 1982-86

Year

Shipments

Exports

Imports

Apparent
consumption

Ratio {percent)
of imports to
consumption

Quantity {l,000 units)
1982 ......
1983 ......
1984 ......
1985 ......
1986 ......

.
.
.
.
.

80,379
89,136
99,274
97,935
94 434

5,437
7,257
7,469
7,299
9 255

!I
!I
!I
!I

!I

!/
!/

!I

!I
!I
!I

1/

1/

1/

641,754
734,440
924,049
1,003,884
1,031,839

4.5
5.6
6.9
7.9
7.3

11

Value {1,000 dollars)
653,220
1982 .......
1983 .......
738,772
1984 .......
907,385
1985 .......
970,499
1986 •...... 1,013,146

40,485
45,446
47,081
45,965
57,105

29,019
41,114
63,745
79,350
75,798

!I Not available.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Imports from Japan have more than doubled since 1982, reaching $25
million in 1986. Kost Japanese imports are being used by Japanese auto and
truck manufacturers producing vehicles in the United States, or the shocks are
for aftermarket use for imported Japanese vehicles.
Taken together, West Germany, Japan, and Canada accounted for' 79 percent
of U.S. imports in 1986; this ratio has not changed appreciably since 1982.
Industry sources predict that Brazil, and to a lesser. extent Korea and Taiwan,
could become major sources of imports in the near future. In 1986, imports
entering the United States under the GSP provision were negligible.
Competitive Assessment of Key Factors of
Competition in the U.S. Market
According to respondents to the questionnaire, increased durability and
the incorporation into modular designs are decreasing the size of t.he market
for replacement shocks. European producers currently have an advantage in
supplying "high-performance" shock absorbers to the·U.S. market. Industry
sources indicate that relatively small market for these types of shocks,
coupled with the European lead in marketing and production, will continue to
inhibit entry by U.S. firms into this market. At the same time, producers
from deveioping countries, particularly Brazil, are expected to increase
marketing efforts in the traditional shock absorber replacement market.
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Table 12-49
Shock absorbers:

Source

U.S. imports for consumption, by principal sources, 1982-86

1984
1982
1983
1985
1986
----------------1,000 dollars-----------------

West Germany ....... 8,467
Japan .......•..•... 12,199
Canada ............. 23,870
Spain .............. 5,470
922
Netherlands •.......
Belgium and
Luxembourg ....... 1,590
All other .......... 4.889
Total .•......•• 57,407

Average
annual
change, 1986
over 1982
Percent

9,745
15,562
18,524
6,126
3,197

14,085
21,939
26,274
3,607
4,284

23 ,073
24,301
23,751
4,449
2, 715

29,335
24,799
21,504
6 ,111
3,277

36.4
19.4
-2.6
2.8
37.3

1,583
4.388
59,125

2,671
8 1 108
80,968

2,875
9 1 008
90,172

2,263
8 1 969
96,258

9.2
16.4
13.8

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Connnerce,
except as noted.
U.S. purchasers responding to the questionnaire indicated that a lower
purchase price, superior production technology, and superior quality were the
major reasons for their purchases of foreign-made shock absorbers (table
12-50). On the whole, reasons for the purchase of both U.S.-made and foreign
shock absorbers were largely the same; however, the U.S. industry was given an
edge in shorter delivery time and the willingness to supply the required
volume. As foreign producers locate in the United Sta~es, these advantages
will diminish.
Competitive Assessment of Key Factors of Competition
in Foreign Markets
Although rapidly increasing in sophistication, shock-absorber technology
and manufacturing processes are relatively basic and well-known. Therefore,
strong domestic shock-absorber industries can be found in most major world
motor-vehicle markets. Europe has about 15 producers of shock absorbers,
supplying the bulk of both OEM and replacement demand for the EC. Two West
German firms, Fichtel and Sachs, and Boge, reportedly account for nearly
one-third of European production. Sources indicate that Delco and Monroe
together hold about 15 percent of the European shock-absorber market,
primarily to supply the European OEM's. European firms reportedly capture the
bulk of the African market and are expanding to ventures in Latin America.
Superior technology and quality have made Japan's three major
shock-absorber producers--Showa, Kayaba and Tokico--dominant not only in the
Asian market, but also worldwide. Business ventures of these firms include
operations in Indonesia, India, Europe, South Africa, Brazil, and the United
States.
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Table 12-50
Shock absorbers: Ranking of U.S. purchasers' reasons for purchases of
U.S.-produced and foreign-produced shock absorbers, 1982-86 !I
U.S.-produced

Reason for purchase

Product cost advantages:
Lower purchase (delivered) .................. . 10
Favorable exchange rates.......•.............. 12
Nonprice factors:
Shorter delivery time ....................... . 3
Engineering/technical assistance ............ . 4
Favorable terms of sale ..................... . 5
Production technology ....................... . 6
Marketing practices ......................... . 2
Reliability of supplier ......•............... 1
Shorter new product development time ........ . 9
Willingness to supply required volumes ...... . 5
Ability to supply m~tric sizing ............. . 11
Ability to meet specifications .............. . 8
Product innovation .... ,. ................... ; .. 7
Quality .......... ........................... .

3

Foreign produced
1

'!:/
~I

2
~I

1
2
2
~I
~I

~I
~I

2
1

!I Ranking numbers range from 1 to 12, number 1 indicating the most important
reason for purchases and number 12 indicating the least important reason for
purchase. Some factors were ranked equally in importance.
~I Insufficient data.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.
In Latin America, Brazil is considered a large, potential market. U.S.
and Japanese firms do have ventures in Brazil; however, questionnaire
responses indicate the Brazilian market is heavily protected by nontariff
taxes, local content, and licensing requirements.
Representatives from a U.S. firm said that in order to continue to be
competitive in shock absorbers, they would have to compete on a global basis.
The U.S. industry is apparently attempting to meet this challenge by
developing joint ventures and technical agreements, and by aggressively
exploring new markets.
TIRES
Description and uses
Pneumatic tires are a rubber and fabric product that, when inflated to a
designated pressure, provide traction and act as a cushion for the vehicle.
Primary consumer applications for pneumatic tires include automobile, truck,
and bus tires.
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There are basically three types of tire construction: bias ply,
bias-belted, and radial tires (figure 12-2). Bias-ply tires are constructed
with two, four, or more plies (layers of fabric) of nylon, rayon, or polyester,
with the cords in the plies running in a diagonal or bias direction. Th~
cords are made of polyester, nylon, or rayon. Bias-ply tires required the use
of inner tubes to hold air until 1947, when tubeless bias-ply tires were
introduced.
Bias-belted tires add two or more reinforcing belts under the tread to
the bias-ply construction. The belts are constructed of fiberglass, rayon, or
steel. Until 1969, bias-belted tires were the original-equipment tire on most
American-made cars.
Radial tires have tire body cords running at a 90° angle from
direction of travel. The belt plies run under the tread along the
circumference, constricting the cords and adding rigidity. Radial
are made of polyester, nylon, or rayon, and are used with belts of
fiberglass, rayon, or aramid.

the
tire
tire cords
steel,

In 1965, B.F. Goodrich became the first American company to introduce the
radial tire. !I Radial tires did not become popular in the United States
until the 1970's. During the first 6 months of 1984, approximately 75 percent
of domestically produced passenger-car tires were radials. Radials are now
used as original equipment on all American cars. Radial replacement tires
increased from 64 percent of total tire construction types in 1982 to 88
percent of total tire types in 1986. The radial-ply construction made it
possible to eliminate the friction between plies and stabilize the portion of
the tire that contacts the road. The performance consequences of radial-tire
construction include:
1.

Twice the mileage of the bias-ply tire;

2.

Improved traction as a result of structural change, not
just tread design change;

3.

Improved ride comfort and safety as a result of the casing
having greater flexibility;

4.

Reduced heat buildup, which increases the life of the tire
cord; and

5.

Reduced rolling resistance, which increases
economy.

g~soline

In designing a tire, engineers must weigh the needs of vehicle
manufacturers and consumers, and generally settle on a compromise that
!I Michelin began marketing radial tires in Europe in 1948. Michelin radials
were available in the United States as early as 1952 for foreign cars and in
1957 for domestic cars.
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Figure
Tires:

12-2
Basic tire constructions

BIAS-BELTED CONSTRUCTION
BIAS-PLY CONSTRUCTION

Note addition of belts.
Note plies at 30°-40° angle

RADIAL CONSTRUCTION

Note arcwise orientation of plies, with
the addition of belts.

Source: "Tires and Tubes," Summary of Trade and tariff Information, USITC
Publication 841, Control No. 7-12-12, March 1981, p.4.
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emphasizes such characteristics as safety and tread life.
consideration include:

Factors taken into

1.

Vehicle weight distribution, which determines the load-carrying
capacity of the tire and the operating inflation pressure;

2.

Axle height and clearance for the chassis, suspension, and braking
system, which determines the diameter, section width, and bead
diameter of the tire;

3.

The vehicle suspension system, which determines the basic tire
construction (radial or bias-ply construction); and

4.

The speed capability and operating conditions (in relation to
construction, composition, and tread pattern).

Depending upon the decisions of the tire designers, different types of tires
are selected for specific functions.
Hanuf acturing process
The manufacturing process for radial tires consists of mixing rubber,
natural or synthetic, conunonly known as (elastomers), carbon black, pigments,
anti-oxidants, process oils, and accelerators in a banbury mixer to form a
rubber compound; processing the various fabrics and coating them in a
calendering operation; extruding the treads, sidewalls, and other tire
components; assembling the components on a tire-building machine; curing the
tire under heat and pressure; and then finishing and final inspection.
The rotary mixing operation takes place in the banbury under tremendous
heat and pressure to obtain a thorough, uniform dispersion of all compounding
ingredients within the elastomer. The treads, sidewalls, and other tire
components are then extruded to a specific cQntour and cut to length in the
extruder.
The fabric, made of fibers such as nylon, rayon, polyester, and
fiberglass, makes up the tire's body, or carcass. A calender is a heavy-duty
machine equipped with three or more heated rolls revolving in opposite
directions. The amount of rubber deposited onto the fabric is determined by
the gap between the rolls. In the calendering operation, the textile fabric
is coated on both sides with the rubber compound. The calendered fabric is
then cut to certain widths and angles.
Another tire component, the bead, is the rigid base of the tire that fits
against the wheel rim. The bead consists of high tensile steel wires that are
passed through an extrusion die, where a coat of rubber is added. The rubber
coated wires are wound into a ring-shaped bead that fits the rim of the wheel.
The calendered and cut carcass plies and belts, plus the extruded tread,
sidewall, and beads are assembled at the tire-building machine. Radial-tire
building requires complex and costly machinery, incorporating inflatable
textile-reinforced diaphragms overlying a skeletal metal drum, to shape the
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carcass plies up to the diameter for belt fitting.
or uncured tire is built.

On this drum, the "green" ·

The tire-building process beg~ns with a thin layer of rubber compound
called the inner liner that.will seal in air and make the tire tubeless. 'The
carcass plies are placed on the drum one at a time, after which the beads are
set in place and the plies set ~p around them. The green radial tire is then
expanded from a cylindrical to a toroidal shape. At this po~nt the belts and
tread are added, the drum is collapsed, and the green tire is ioaded into an
automatic tire press to be cured Cwlcanized) .under . heat and pressure for a
certain period of time. Green tires cure at 300 degrees for 12 to 25
minutes. During this time, the wlcanization process converts the rubber and
fabric into a tough, elastic product and bonds the various parts of the tire
into a single unit. The compound flows into the mold-shape, which is engraved
with the tread pattern and the many sidewall mar~ings required by law.
After curing, the tire can be mounted on a rim and permitted to cool,
while inflated to reduce internal stresses. Finishing involves trimming,
buffing, balancing, and quality-control inspection.
Customs Treatment
U.S. tariff treatment
Tires are classified for tariff purposes under TSUS items 772.51
(table 12-51). Pneumatic passenger-car tires are classified under TSUSA item
772.5109 and 772.5112. On-the-highway truck and bus tires. are classified
under TSUSA item numbers 772.5127, 772.5129, 772.5136, and 772.5138. There is
no separate TSUS number for original-equipment tires imported from Canada,
since they were specifically excluded from the duty-free provisions of APTA
when the agreement was originally negotiated. The column 1 rate of duty is
4.0 percent ad valorem .. The column 2 rate of duty is 10 percent ad valorem.
Imports of such products are eligible for preferential tariff treatment under
the Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act (CBERA), The. United States-Israel
F~ee Trade Area Implementation Act (UIFTA), and the Generalized System
Preferences (GSP). Brazil and Korea have exceeded competitive-need limits for
item number 772.51 and so cannot receive preferential duty treatment under.the
GSP for those products. Under the proposed Harmonized Syste~ the
classification numbers are 4011.10.00, 4011.20.0005, 4011.20.0010,
4011.20.0015, and 4011.20.0020 with no change in the rate of duty. Aside from
the staged duty-rate reductions negotiated under the Tokyo Round of
Multilateral Trade Negotiations (MTN), there has been no change in tariff
treatment of tires since 1982.
On July 20, 1984, the C9mmission and the U.S. Department of Commerce
received a petition from Armstrong Rubber Co.,· Cooper Tire & Rubber Co.,
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., B.F. Goodrich Co., an~ Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Co., alleging that imports of new radial-ply tires from Korea were being sold
in the United States at less than fair value (LTFV). On August 13, 1984, the
Commission determined in investigation No. 731-TA-200 (Preliminary) that there
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Table 12-51
Tires: U.S. rates of duty, by TSUSA item

TSUSA item
No. 1/
772.SlA*

09
12

27
29
36

38

Description

(Percent ad valorem)
Pre-MTN
Col. 1
rate of
duty 2/

Col. 1
rate of
duty 1987

Tires, and tubes for tires,
of rubber or plastics:
Pneumatic tires:
other than airplane,
bicycle, or for·agricultural, or horticultural use,
New
Passenger car tires·:
Radial
Other
on-the-highway truck
and bus tires:
Light Truck:
Radial
Other
Other:
Radial
Other

Col. 2
rate of
duty
lO'I.

1/ The designation "A*" indicates that the item is currently designated as an
eligible article for duty-free treatment.under the Generalized System of
Preferences (GSP) and that certain of these countries, specified· in general
headnote 3(e)(v)(O) of the Tariff Schedules of the United States Annotated,
are not eligible.
i1 Rate effective prior to Jan. 1, 1980.
was no reasonable indication that an industry in the .united States was
materially injured or threatened with material injury by reason ·of alleged
LTFV imports from Korea. !I
Foreign tariff treatment ·
Canada is the principal export market for tires, followed by Korea and
Japan. The current rates of duty applicable to imports of tires for major
foreign producing countries are shown in the following tabulation:

!I Investigation No. 731-TA-200, USITC Pub. 1572, September 1984.
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Country

Present rate
of duty
{Percent ad valorem)

61815-1
40.11
40.11
40.11

Canada
Japan
Korea
West Germany

10.23
Free
253
5.83

Profile of the U.S. Industry
Overview
There are 12 tire producers, operating approximately 40 plants, located
primarily in the Southeastern and North Central States of Alabama {the top
State in tire production), Tennessee, South Carolina, North Carolina, Ohio,
and Illinois. The two largest tire manufacturers are multinational in scope,
vertically integrated, and produce a wide variety of other rubber products.
Two other large producers are highly diversified corporations that started as
tire companies but are now involved in other industries. Three foreign-owned
companies are also vertically integrated firms whose major U.S.
operations are the production of tires. The remaining small manufacturers are
not vertically integrated to any extent, and sell primarily in the domestic
market .
. The U.S. tire industry has been undergoing a restructuring process in the
last two decades that has involved contracting and consolidating plants. More
than 20 domestic tire plants closed during the period 1976-86, whereas in
1987~ an additional 10 are either on the, "distressed" list or will be closed.
Tire-industry executives characterize the industry as being in a better
position because of this realignment. 11
Part of the restructuring followed takeover attempts and mergers. The
target of a hostile takeover attempt in late 1986, Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
trimmed itself of $1 billion worth of assets, including its Aerospace and
Motor Wheel subsidiaries along with tire plants in ~mberland, HD, and New
Toronto, Ontario. Additionally, Goodyear is attempting to shed its Celeron
oil and gas exploration operations. The total cost of fending off the
corporate raiders and preventing future takeover bids amounted to $2.6 billion.
Another target of a takeover attempt in 1985, Uniroyal fought the bid
with a leveraged buyout, incurring almost insurmountable debts to retain
control. Uniroyal sold off assets to reduce the debt, drastically changing
the structure of the once $2 billion tire, chemical, and engineering products
corporation. In early 1986, B.F. Goodrich and Uniroyal announced a joint
venture forming Uniroyal-Goodrich, North America's second largest tire
manufacturer. The merger combines a leading original-equipment manufacturer
{Uniroyal) and a leading supplier in the replacement market {Goodrich),
1/ Saul Ludwig, "Tire Production Dropped, But '86 Was Better Year Than
Forecast,'.' Modern Tire Dealer, Facts/Directory, January 1987, p. 10.
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resulting in a company more competitive than either of its separate
entities. !/
The strengthening of the yen vis-a-vis the dollar, which pushed up prices
of imports of tires from Japan and reduced the differential between Japaneseand U.S.-made tires, had the effect of cutting profits of Japanese tire
producers. Tire producers sought to soften the effects of the stronger yen
and maintain their profitability through diversification into nontire business
operations. ~/ A particularly significant strategy employed by the Japanese
to avoid exchange-rate fluctuations was the shifting of production facilities
to the United States. Japan's Bridgestone Corporation, which opened its
truck-tire manufacturing plant in Lavergne, TN, in 1983, announced in mid-1987
its plans to build a $70 million enlargement of the Lavergne plant for the
production of radial passenger tires by the early 1990's.
Sumitomo Rubber Industries, Ltd., Kobe, Japan, acquired more than 80
percent of Dunlop Tire Industries in 1986. The $240 million transaction makes
Sumitomo the first passenger-tire maker with facilities in the world's three
markets--Europe, the United States, and Japan, thus giving Sumitomo a
significant competitive advantage in the global market. 11 Yokohama Tire
Corporation of Japan has also expressed an interest in North American
manufacturing facilities. !/
According to producers responding to the Commission's questionnaire, the
predominant mode of transportation used to ship tires is by truck, followed by
water and rail service. The general marketing area is fairly large, having a
radius of over 500 miles (table 12-52).
The majority of tire producers indicated that the average percentage of
transportation costs were estimated to be 0 to 5 percent of the total
delivered value of producers• sales. A respondent to the Commission's
questionnaire commented that, whereas transportation costs are minimal to
moderate for domestic producers, indirect costs related to transportation,
such as shipping containers and just-in-time delivery programs, can be a
greater influence. The location of a tire producer's plant in relation to the
customer's facility affects producers in a number of ways, including
inventories. All of the above-mentioned costs, along with other items·, add to
the actual shipped cost to tire customers.
Replacement tires (both wholesale and retail) are distributed primarily
from tire manufacturers to independent dealers. Chain and department stores
are the next major channel of distribution, followed by the manufacturer-owned
company stores, and dealers supplied by oil companies, as indicated in table
12-53.
!I Lloyd Stoyer "Reforms Must Separate Good from Bad Takeovers," Modern Tire
Dealer, December 1986, p. 10.
~I James R. Smith, Jr., "'86 Was No Tiger For Far Eastern Tiremakers," Modern
Tire Dealer, May 1987, p. 14.
11 Lloyd Stoyer, "Dunlop/Sumitomo Deal to Shake Up Tire Market," Modern Tire
Dealer, November 1986, p. 9.
!/James R. Smith, Jr., op. cit., p. 13.
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Table 12-52
Tires: U.S. producers' rating of predominant modes of transportation used to
ship tires, the marketing area generally serviced, and the average percentage
of transportation costs in the total delivered value of their firms' shipments,
1982-86
Percent of total
responses

Item
Predominant mode(s) of transportation:
Truck..................................................
Rail...................................................
Water..................................................
Other ................................................. .
General marketing area (radius):
Up to 100 miles ....................................... .
101 to 200 miles ........... ·.............•............•.
201 to 500 miles .....................................•.
Over 500 miles. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Average transportation costs
(as percentage of sales):
0 to 5 percent·..... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6 to 10 percent ....................................... .
11 to 15 percent. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16 to 20 percent ..............•..•.....................
Over 20 percent ......••................................

·75
10
15

100
78
22

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table 12-53
Distribution channels of wholesale and retail tires, 1982-86
Channels
Independent dealers ..............
Oil companies ....................
Tire company stores ..............
Chain stores, dept. discount
stores .........................
Total ....................•...
Source:

1986

1985

1984

1983

1982

68
3
13

68
3
12

68
4
11

67
4
11

67

16
100

17

17

100

100

18
100

19
100

4

10

1986 Facts/Director, Modern Tire Dealer, January 1987, p. 42.

A comparison of hourly wages paid to production workers in the tire
industry with hourly wages paid in all operating u:s. establishments indicates
that production workers in this segment of the auto-parts industry are
receiving wages above the average for U.S. manufacturing establishments.
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However, in recent years, these wages were below those for all automotive
parts producers, as shown in the following tabulation:

1982 ........... .
1983 ........... .
1984 ........... .
1985 ........... .
1986 ........... .

Production and
related workers
producing tires l/

All
automotive
parts l/

$12.76
13.38
13.90
14.68
15.54

$12.24
12.90
14.57
15.51
17 .21

All operating u·. s.
manufacturing
establishments it
$11.50
11.97
12.40
'J.I 12.82
'J.I 13.09

11 Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.

i1 Compiled from unpublished data of the Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics.

'J.I Estimated.
Technology level of U.S. producers
U.S. producers recognize that their competitive ability is closely linked
to state-of-the-art technology, which brings about lower unit costs. To
improve their competitiveness, the tire industry is undergoing a revolution in
both the modernization of facilities and in the design and engineering of new
products.
Today's tire-production processes require a number of separate steps in
assembly. Components of the tire's body are assembled on one machine, then
the tread and belts are added at a second area. Virtually every tire company
is installing machinery that allows the assembly to be completed at one
station. This automated assembly process eliminates handling and
transportation of components and is expected to provide the advantages of
product uniformity and improved quallLy.
Computer technology is being used today to engineer, build, and test
prototype tires. CAD/CAM (computer-assistance-design/computer assisted
manufacturing) is used to design tread patterns, model the dynamics of
treadwear to study treadwear mileage, and improve internal tire construction,
i.e., mold shape, ply-line, and belt configuration. Additionally, computers
are being utilized in finite-element analysis to examine and minimize stress
in the belt and bead areas. 11
New materials such as tailored polymers and polymer alloys will be
utilized in the future. Additionally, tire producers have adopted a new
perfection philosophy of "first class or scrap." Formerly, a tire that was
not "first class" would be sold as a "second" or a blemished tire if the tire
had only cosmetic defects.
According to a tire manufacturer responding to the Conunission's
questionnaire, tire innovations currently being developed or on the horizon
include:

11 Al Fleming, "Computers Design, Test Goodyear's Tires of Tomorrow,"
Automotive News, Feb. 2, 1987, p. 226.
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(1) Universal tires for all vehicles in a global marketplace; (2)
Trouble-free tires, which incorporate corrosion-resistant steel cords,
compounds with greater adhesion, halobutyl innerliners, and nylon overlays.
Trouble-free tires will incorporate features of run flat or no-flat
construction for performance reliability; (3) Constant performance tires,
which will be engineered to deliver equivalent input to the driver in all
weather conditions at low and high speeds, and on various road surfaces; (4)
Innovative tire construction that will minimize rolling resistance; (5)
Aerodynamic tires; (6) Quiet tires; (7) Different tires for front and rear
use on automobiles; (8) Twin tires for passenger vehicles. The twin-tire
concept replaces one tire on the car with two narrower ones, resulting in
eight tires per automobile. Advantages of twin tires include improved
performance and safety capabilities; (9) "Sensor Tires" which would monitor
tire pressure, treadwear, spring rate, traction, and lateral friction
coefficients, leak and sealing rate, and alignment. This information would be
transmitted from the tire to a computer on the car's instrument panel.
Capacity and employment
The domestic tire industry has been adversely affected by overcapacity in
recent years. The restructuring of the tire industry by consolidating plants
in an effort to reduce overhead and streamline distribution will have the
effect of lowering the total cost of production, according to tire-industry
executives. !I Capacity fluctuated within a narrow range over the period
1982-86, reaching a high in 1984, according to respondents to the Commission's
questionnaire. Thereafter, restructuring had the effect of lowering capacity
sharply (table 12-54).
Table 12-54
Tires: U.S. capacity, number of production and related workers, man-hours worked,
wages, and hourly wage rates, 1982-86

Item

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

Capacity
201,644
214,826
21,2,557
202,588
(1,000 units) ......
189,984
Employment of
production and
related workers:
38,854
34,809
Number .............
37,704
36 ,477
39,048
Kan-hours worked
97,452
104,572
99,603
93,100
Cl,000 hours) ....
93,766
Wages
(1,000 dollars) .. 1,196,183 1,303,859 1,453,818 1,462,142 1,446,292
$13.38
$14.68
$15.54
$13.90
$12.76
Hourly wage rate ...

Average
annual
percentage
change, 1986
over 1982
1.6

-2.0
-0.2
4.9
5.1

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
!/Saul Ludwig, op. cit., p. 14.
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Employment of production and related workers in this sector of the auto
parts industry fluctuated from 37,704 workers in 1982 to a peak of 39,048
workers in 198.4, then fell to a low of 34,809 workers in 1986, according to
questionnaire respondents (table 12-54). Hours worked rose from 93.8 million
hours in 1982 to 104.6 million hours worked in ·1984, then fell to 93.1 million
hours in 1986.
Financial data
U.S. producers responding to the Commission's questionnaires reported that
total net sales of tires (table 12-55) rose from 1982 to 1984 by 16 percent,
to $10.9 billion and then declined to $10.6 billion in 1986. The net profit
margin for tires rose unevenly from 4.7 percent in 1982 to 5.5 percent in
1986. Capital expenditures amounted to $3.6 billion overall, representing
7 percent total net sales during the period 1982-86. Over the same period,
research and development expenses of U.S. producers totaled $1.6 billion, or
3 percent of total net sales. According to questionnaire respondents, foreign
tire producers are expanding their research and development expenditures.
Respondents commented that this is evident in the increasing number of patents
filed and issued to foreign competitors.
Major foreign competitors
·-· Republic of South Korea (Korea).:.:-The Korean -tire industry-experienced its·worst downturn in 1981-82, as a result of a depressed global economy, resulting
in a decline in automobile sales. The Korean tire industry recovered in 1983,
aided by the improved world economy and rebound in the automobile industry. !I
The Korean tire industry is dominated by three tire manufacturers, each of
which exports to the United States. Hankook Tire America Corp., the U.S.
distributor of Hankook Tire Manufacturing Co., distributes passenger, truck,
and off-the-road tires. Korean-made tires are distributed by over 1,000
dealers across the United States. ~I
Sam Yang Tire exports passenger, truck, and off-the-road tires under the
Trisun brand through Kumho U.S.A. Inc. currently, about 250 dealers
throughout the United States distribute the brand. The company has no
immediate expansion plans in the United States. II
Wuopoong Industrial· Co., the third Korean tire producer exporting to the
United states, supplies mainly bias-ply truck tires and some off-the-road
tires through Foreign Tire Sales Inc. About 54 tire dealers across the
country distribute the YKS brand tires. There are no expansion plans because
production capacity is limited. !I
!I Greg Smith, "U.S. Market Offers Viable Arena for Earth Tire Manufacturers,"
Modern Tire Dealer, April 1984, pp. 34-35.
~I Greg Smith, "U.S. Market Offers Viable Arena for Earth Tire Manufacturers,"
Modern Tire Dealer, April 1984, pp. 34-35.
II Ibid.
!I Ibid.
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Table 12-55
Tires: U.S. producers' total net sales, total net profit or (loss), capital
expenditures, and research and development expenditures, 1982-86

Item

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

Net sales
(1,000 dollars) .... 9,403,905 10,216,486 10,901,746 10,489,868 10,624,663
Net profit (loss)
510,106
508,203
(1,000 dollars) ....
443,090
509,566
587,461
Ratio of net
operating profit
to net sales
4.7
4.8
(percent) ......... .
4.7
5.0
5.5
Capital
expenditures
759,998
(l,000 dollars) ....
496,604
626,355
893,407
831,101
Research and development expenditures
(l,000 dollars) ....
315,707
301,590
351,539
228,609
353,919

Average
annual
percentage
change,
1986 over
1982
3.1
7.3

4.0
13.7
4.1

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Conunission.
Imports of tires from Korea more than doubled from 1982 to a high of
$161.1 million in 1985 (table 8) but then declined to $143.6 million in 1986.
The fall in tire imports can be related to a number of factors, including
smaller pricing differentials between Korean, U.S., and Japanese products, the
loss of U.S. private labels after midyear private label wars in Korea, and
repercussions from the 1984 antidumping investigation of radial-ply tires for
passenger cars from Korea. !I
One of the principal reasons for the decline in the U.S. tire imports
from Korea, however, is the move by Korea to limit the country's growing trade
surplus with the United States, which reached $7.3 billion in 1986 and which
may climb to $12 billion in 1987. £1 With 35 percent of South Korea's gross
national product tied to exports, and over 40 percent of the exports shipped
to the United States, Korea wants to avoid trade disputes with the United
States. Accordingly, Korea has begun to trim back exports of selected goods,
bought over $2 billion in raw materials from the United States and has
discussed a 5-percent revaluation of its currency against the U.S. dollar. 11
Also, Korea has agreed to open its markets wider to U.S. imports and to ease
regulations discouraging imports of auto.parts.
!I James R. Smith, op. cit., p. 15.
£1 Ibid.
11 Ibid.
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Korean products have not enjoyed the same consumer acceptance in the
United States as Japanese products, the popularity of Korean goods is
improving with the boom in Korea's technological capability and its marketing
capability as evidenced by the well-marketed Korean computers, microwaves., and
VCR's, along with South Korea's Hyundai Excel car. In a move to build up
their images among foreign consumers, Korean tire manufacturers have signed
technology and trademark-licensing agreements with non-Korean tire producers.
_In a related move, Korean tire producers are seeking to internationalize their
tires, banking on improved quality and, in connection with this, are
introducing new brand names and realigning various trademarks into one. !I
Taiwan.--Taiwan has been the only tire producer in the Far East to show
substantial growth over the past few years. Taiwan's total exports in 1986
were up 20 percent over 1985, and about half of Taiwan's exports are shipped
to the United States. In 1986, Taiwan held a trade deficit with the United
States, which was greater than Korea's trade deficit with the United States.
Taiwan.has become a cautious exporter, aware that the protectionist mood in
the United States could result in trade measures against Taiwan. ~/
Taiwan has twice as many tire plants as Korea, including two owned by
Bridgestone and one owned by Goodyear. Most of Taiwan's production is
exported.
Japan.--The rise in the yen in 1986 relative to the dollar forced
Japanese manufacturers to increase prices of U.S.-bound tires and encouraged
them to redirect capital spending to areas outside tires. ~/ Additionally,
tire production dropped, and capacity utilization declined to 85 percent.
Structural Factors of Competition Between U.S.
and Foreign Industries
Canada, Japan, and Korea were cited by U.S. producers responding to the
questionnaire as being the main foreign competitors in the production of
tires. U.S. producers indicated that foreign.tire producers generally held
competitive advantages in the areas of exchange rates, labor costs, taxes, and
government subsidies (table 12-56). The major competitive factor impacting on
the domestic tire producers' ability to compete will .continue to be the value
of the dollar vis-a-vis currencies of major foreign producers, according to
questionnaire respondents.
According to producers, labor costs in the United states continue to be
high in relationship to productivity. Other factors contributing to the
competitive advantage of foreign tire producers include subsidization by
foreign governments and assistance in their recapitalization efforts. At the
same time, questionnaire respondents cite the loss of the U.S. capitalinvestment credit as hindering domestic producers' a~ility to recapitalize.
Producers commented that substantial capital investment is needed for newer
U.S. plants and equipment.

!I "Tire Manufacturers Seek Foreign Licensing to Boost Their Image," The Korea
Herald, May 30, 1987.
~I James P. Smith, Jr., op. cit., p. 15.
~I Ibid, p. 10.
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Table 12-56
Tires: U.S. producers' competitive assessment of structural factors of
competition for the U.S. and foreign industries, !/ by major competing
countries, 1986
Item
Product cost advantages:
Fuel cost......................
Raw materials costs ............
Domestic inflation rates .......
Labor cost. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Exchange rates. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
Taxes ....................... •..
Equipment costs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Interest rates. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Government involvement:
Subsidies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
U.S. Government regulations
that increase costs ..........
Foreign government regulalations that increase costs ..

Canada

Japan

Republic
of Korea

D
S
D
F
F
D
S
D

D

D

s

s

F
F
D
F

F
F
F

s

s

F

D

F

F

F

s

s

F

F

s

s

D

!I D = 60 percent or more of total respondents accorded domestic producers an
advantage; F = 60 percent or more of total respondents accorded foreign
producers an advantage; S = Competitive position the same.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
The U.S. Market
Overview
Apparent consumption of tir.es fluctuated between $8. 7 billion and $10. 9
billion during the period 1982-86 (table 12-57). This slow-growth industry
has been adversely affected by a number of factors over the past few years,
including longer lasting radials (doubling the replacement cycle to every 4
years), increased imports of foreign-produced motor vehicles with foreign-made
tires, and increased tire imports. !I

!I "Rubber and Plastics Products,'' U.S. Industrial Outlook, 1987, p. 184.
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Table 12-57
Tires: U.S. producers' shipments, exports of domestic merchandise, imports
for consumption, and apparent consumption, 1982-86

Year

Shipments

Exports

Apparent
consumption

Imports

Ratio (percent)
of imports to
consumption

Quantity (1,000 units)
1982 .....
1983 .....
1984 .....
1985 .....
1986 .....

.
.
.
.
.

180,573
197,920
213,359
209,819
213 614

!I
!I
!I
!I

!I

1/

1/

8,718,085
9. 766, 170
10,883,237
10,718,135
10,416,172

10.4
10.6
12.6
13.3
14.1

!/

4,001
4,341
5,737
5,846
5 601

!I
!I
!/
1/

!/

!I
!I

Value (1,000 dollars)
1982 ..... .
1983 ..•...
1984 ..•...
1985 ..... .
1986 ..... .

8,013,278
8,894,936
9,724,702
9 ,471, 715

9,115,694

200,022
160,255
209,903
177,503
165,212

904,829
1,031,489
1,368,438
1,423,923
1,465,690

!I Not available.
Source: Estimated by the staff of the U.S. International Trade Commission on
the basis of data submitted in response to the Commission's questionnaires.
U.S. imports
U.S. imports accounted for an increasing share of the total U.S. tire
market, from $904.8 million in 1982 (10.4 percent of the market) to $1.5
billion in 1986 (14.1 percent of the market) (table 12-58). The largest
foreign source throughout the period was Canada. Japan was the second largest
source of imports, and Korea ranked third.
While imports from other countries are making inroads in the U.S. tire
business, American tire producers are themselves importing tires. In 1985, of
139.6 million replacement tires sold in the United States, 30 million were
imported. Goodyear sold 4.5 million imported tires, Firestone 2.3 million,
and General, 232,000. !I

!I Joseph M. Callahan, "U.S. Tire Builders Make Tracks for the '90's,"
Automotive Industries, July 1986, p. 43.
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Table 12-58
Tires: U.S. imports for consumption, by principal sources, 1982-86

Source

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
-------------------1,000 dollars---~--------~-------

Canada .....
Japan ......
Korea ......
Brazil. ....
France .....
All other ..
Total ..

424,956
148,518
72,053
10,761
76,489
172,051
904,829

Source:

393,332
220,680
110,543
18,104
72,356
l,121,302
1,031,489

467,109
328,200
141,002
66,364
89,144
276,619
1,368,438

388,298
350, 358.
161,087
85,736
81,571
356,874
1,423,923

458,834
402,078
143,582
86,518
64,028
310,650
1,465,690

Average
annual
change, 1986
over 1982
Percent
1.9
28.3
18.8
68.4
-4.3
15.9
12.8

Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.

During 1982-86, import penetration as a share of the total U.S. market
for passenger tires, light-truck tires, and other truck and bus tires has
increased overall, as shown in the following tabulation (in percent): 11
1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

Passenger trucks .... 10.3
Light truck tires ... 3.9
Other truck and
bus tires ......... 25.0

12.9·
4.8

1,5.4
6.8

16.7
9.7

17.1
9.5

24.5

31.6

35.2

35.5

11 Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.
Imports comprised about 23 percent of the total domestic replacement-tire
market in 1986, an increase of 12 percentage points from 1980.
In response to the questionnaire, U.S. producers of tires indicated that
the primary reason for importing was an intra-company and affiliated company
transfer on a basis that was competitive with unaffiliated firms. 11 Shorter
delivery times and ability to meet specifications were given equal weight, both
being mentioned as the second most import factors (table 12-59). Producers
responded that favorable exchange rates and ability to supply metric sizing
were tertiary reasons for importing tires. Quality and the reliability of the
supplier were also cited as important factors in their decision to import.

11 Tires transferred from foreign subsidiaries or affiliated companies were
competitive in price and non price factors to tires from unoffiliated firms.
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Table 12-59
Tires: U.S. producers' ranking of factors that were the principal reasons for
their imports, 1982-86
Reason for importing

Ranking 1/

Lower purchase price (delivered) .................................... i1
Shorter delivery time............................................... 2
Engineering/technical assistance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i1
Favorable terms of sale. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Favorable exchange rates. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Reliability of supplier. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
Intra-company and affiliated company transfers on a basis:
Competitive with unaffiliated firms............................... 1
Noncompetitive .................................................... i1
Ability to meet specifications...................................... 2
Willingness to supply required volumes .............................. 6
Ability to supply metric sizing..................................... 4
Quality ...........................•......................... ·..•..... 8

!I Ranking numbers range from 1 to 8, number 1 indicating the most important
reason for importing and number 8 indicating the least important reason for
importing. Some factors were ranked equally in importance.
i1 Insufficient data.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Competitive Assessment of Key Factors of
Competition in the U.S. Market
According to U.S. producers and importers of tires, Canada, Japan, and
Korea held overall competitive advantages vis~a-vis domestic producers in the
U.S. market (table 12-60). The most important factors, according to both
producers and importers, were product-cost advantages arising from lower
delivered purchase prices and favorable exchange rate.s held by these countries
in the early 1980's, which shifted to the benefit of domestic producers in
1986.
Domestic tire producers considered Japanese-produced tires to have the
overwhelming competitive advantage compared with other countries, based on
nonprice factors such as engineering/technical assistance, favorable terms of
sales, shorter new-product development time, product innovation, and meet
specifications. For much of the same reasons, tire importers accorded the
domestic tire industry an advantage over the Japanese tire producers. Korea
was viewed by U.S. tire producers as having favorable terms of sale and also
was accorded a number of nonprice-factor advantages by U.S. tire importers.
As shown in table 12-61, U.S. purchasers consider shorter delivery time
to be the most important factor in selecting U.S.-made tires. Next in
importanc~ come reliability of supplier, quality, willingness to supply
required volumes, engineering/technical assistance, and marketing practices.
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Table 12-60
Tires: U.S. producers' (P) and importers' CI) competitive assessment of
u.s.~produced and foreign-produced products in the U.S. market, !I and the
principal factors (X) underlying overall competitive advantages, by top·
competitor nations,.1986
Canada
p

Item

I

Overall competitive advantage ................ F F
Product cost advantages:
Lower purchase price (delivered) ........... X
Favorable exchange rates ...•••............. X
Honprice factors:
Shorter delivery time ..... ; ............... .
Engineering/technical assistance ....•......
Favorable terms of sale ..............•..•..
Production technology .......•...•••.......•
Marketing practices •••.......•...••..•.....
x
Reliability of supplier ................... .
Shorter new product development
time . ............... • ..................... .
Willingness to supply required

Japan
I

Korea
p

I

F

F

F

p

D

x x
x x

x x

x
x x
x x
x

x

x x

x

x
x

x x

x

x

volumes . ... ~ ............................ .

Ability to meet specifications .•......•....
Product innovation ......... ; .............. .
Quality
t

e

t

•

e

t

t

e

I

t

•

t

t

t

t

t

t

e

t

e e

t

t

t

t

t

t

e

t

t

t

t

e

t

e

e

x x
x x

x

x

!I D=60 percent or more of total respondents accorded domestic producers an
advantage; F=60 percent or more of total respondents accorded foreign
producers an advantage; S=Competitive position the same.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.
U.S. purchasers' data indicate that the principal reason for their
purchase of foreign-made tires is lower delivered purchase prices. Additional
important reasons are superior quality, a readily available supply of metric
sizes, a readily available supply of metric sizes, and a readily available
supply of product that meet specifications.
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Table 12-61
Tires: Ranking of U.S. purchasers' reasons for purchases of U.S.-produced and
foreign-prod~ced tires, 1982-86 !I
Reason for purchase
Product cost advantages:
Lower purchase price (delivered) .............
Favorable exchange rates. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nonprice factors:
Shorter delivery time ....................•••.
Engineering/technical assistance ............ .
Favorable terms of. sale ..................... .
Production technology........................
Marketing practices ..........................
Reliability of supplier. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Shorter new product development time .........
Willingness to supply required volumes .... ~ ..
Ability to supply metric sizing .....•........
Ability to meet specifications ...............
Product innovation ............•...........•..
Qu,ality . ................................... · ·

U.S.-produced

Foreign-produced

8
13

5

1

5

~/
9

7

ll

1

8
5
2
12
4
13
8
11
3

5

ll
5
9

ll
2

4
5
2

!I Ranking numbers range from 1 to 13, number 1 indicating the most important
reason for purchase and number 13 indicating the least important reason for
purchase. Some facters were ranged equally in importance.

ll Insufficient data.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
TRANSMISSIONS
Description and uses
Several types of transmission designs are used in passenger cars, trucks,
and buses. The transmission transfers the rotation of an input shaft through
to an output shaft. The input shaft receives its power directly from the
rotating crankshaft in the engine. The output shaft's rotation is used to
drive the power axle or axles of the vehicle through differential gearing
arrangements incorporated into the axle assembly. The function of a
transmission, then, is to translate the power of the engine and input shaft
into rotation of the output shaft at a faster, slower, or identical speed, or
in the reverse direction of the input shaft. Thus, a vehicle may travel
forward or in reverse and accelerate smoothly through a wide range of speeds.
This transmission of power occurs through the use of two basic gear systems.
Figure 12-3 illustrates a manual transmission. In this arrangement, the
rotation of the input shaft can be routed through a countershaft, the gears of
which then drive an output shaft called the main shaft. The different sizes
and positions of the gears enable the main shaft to rotate at different speeds
and directions from the input shaft. The gears are moved into the desired
positions by shifter forks attached to the drive-operated gear shift lever.
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Figure 12-4
Transmissions:

Automatic transmission
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Source: THK 700-R-4 Principals of Operation," Hydromatic Div., General Motors
Corporation, 1983.
Figure 12-4 shows the gearing arrangement of an automatic transmission.
In this system, the output shaft may be driven using two gears, called
pinions, that rotate about the main shaft. This arrangement is known as a
planetary system because of the pinions' movement around the main shaft gears,
called sun gears. Bands and clutches are engaged using oil pressure to
control the movement of these gears.
Manufacturing process
Transmissions for both front-wheel-drive Ctransaxles) and rear-wheeldrive vehicles are housed in one-piece aluminum or cast iron transmission
cases weighing from 12 to over 100 pounds. Transmission cases have no typical
dimensions as they are produced in various shapes and sizes as specified by
the motor vehicle manufacturers on the basis of the requirements for different
vehicle models.
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Aluminum is used for producing most transmission cases because of its
light weight, good corrosion resistance, ease of casting, good mechanical
properties, and dimensional stability. The dies used to cast transmission
cases are generally complex, weighing from 20,000 to 40,000 pounds. They have
movable slides, cores, or other sections, depending on customer requirements.
Once the die has been made, the proper aluminum alloy is prepared and melted,
and the transmission cases are cast in 1,200- to 3,000-ton cold-chamber
die-cast machines. Once cast, the transmission cases are then machined,
finished, tested, and assembled by the motor-vehicle manufacturer. The
machinery operations involve drilling, topping, milling, grinding, boring, or
reaming. Finishing can include chemical treatments for a wide variety of
decorative or mechanical finishes. Air and water testing is performed to
detect holes that may be closed by chemical impregnations. Final assembly is
performed, which involves heat staking, adhesive bonding, and other
conventional fastening methods as necessary.
Host transmission gears are forged using mechanical presses. A trirmning
operation punches the center holes of each gear, and the gears are forged
without teeth. Producers use hot forgings to.produce shifter forks and levers.
Transmission shafts are forged using a cold-forming technique called
splining. In the splining operation, rotating gears are pressed onto a steel
shaft. As the shaft and gears rotate, the gear teeth press into the shaft,
thus creating splines along the shaft. The internal teeth of. transmission
gears used on the shaft mesh with these splines in the final assembly.
Customs Treatment
U.S. tariff treatment
I

Transmissions are classified for tariff purposes under TSUS item 692.32
(table 12-62). The column 1 rate of duty is 3.1 percent ad valorem. The
column 2 rate of duty is 25 percent ad valorem. Products covered by the item
are eligible for preferential tariff treatment under the Caribbean Basin
Economic Recovery Act, the United States-Israel Free Trade Area Implementation
Act, and the Generalized System of Preferences. Brazil, Mexico, and Taiwan
have exceeded competitive-need limits for item 692.32 and so cannot receive
preferential duty treatment under the GSP for those products. Under the
proposed Harmonized System CHS), the classification number is 8483.10.1030,
with no change in the column 1 rate of duty but an increase in the column 2
rate of duty from 25 percent ad valorem to 35 percent ad valorem. The
products covered by this section have specific APTA classifications in the
TSUS. They are items 692.3374 and 692.3376.
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Table 12-62
Transmissions:

TSUS
items
No. 1/

U.S. rates of duty, by TSUS items

Description

(Percent ad valorem)
Pre-.:MTN
Col. 1
rate of
duty 21

692.32A* Transmissions:
74 For automobile trucks
and motor buses
76 For passenger automobiles
If Canadian article and
692.33
original motor-vehicle
equipment.

Col. 1
rate of
duty
1987

Col. 2
rate of
duty

43

3.13

253

Free

Free

'J_I

!/ The "A*" indicates that the item is currently designated as an eligible
article for duty-free treatment under the Generalized System of Preferences
(GSP) and that certain of these countries, specified in general headnote
3(e)(v)(D) of the Tariff Schedules of the United States Annotated, are not
eligible.
~I Rate effective prior to Jan. 1, 1980.
'J_I Not applicable.
Foreign tariff treatment
The most significant market for U.S. exports of transmissions is Canada,
where U.S. auto manufacturers have production facilities. The duty rates on
transmissions in various countries are shown in the following tabulation:

43829-1
8706A074
40.llB II
8706
87.06
87.06

Country

Present rate
Of-duty

Canada
Mexico
United Kingdom
Japan
Korea
West Germany

9.23 ad val.
22.53 Import license
5.83
Free
251.
4. 91. ad val.

Profile of the U.S. Industry
Overview
GM, Chrysler Corporation, and Ford Motor Company all account for nearly
100 percent of U.S.-produced transmissions. Other smaller producers are
located in Indiana, South Carolina, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Michigan.
Technology changes in transmissions are occurring rapidly. A new 5-speed
manual transaxle, developed through the joint efforts of a West German
transmission designer and a major U.S. company, appeared in the United States
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in 1987. The four-wheel drive, once used principally in off-road vehicles, is
being offered on an increasing number of vehicles. The truck industry will be
offering an electronic device. designed to indicate to the driver when a gear:·
change, and downshifting, would be advantageous. 11 Major U.S. producers ar~
currently working towards the production of a 4-speed automatic transmission
for front~drive cars Ctransaxles). Additionally, the increasing market for
high-performance, front-drive cars is creating a demand for the development of
higher torque manual transaxles, eventually leading to 6-speed manual and
automatic transmissions. ~/
Within 10 years, the U.S. industry could move away from the current
transmission and begin producing the continuously variable transmission {CVT).
According to an industry researcher, the CVT is a stepless automatic
transmission for.front-wheel-drive cars that continuously varies its gear
ratios between the engine and the wheel. 'J..I Conventional gear wheels are not
used, and there is no torque converter. It is about 15 percent more efficient
than conventional automatic transmissions, providing better performance and
fuel economy. The new transmission is an outgrowth of the rubberbelt
Variomatic transmissions used on D.A.F. automobiles in Holland from the late
1950's to the 1970's, The CVT has been produced by Japanese, Italian, and
U.S. firms and may be in wide application by the mid-1990's.
U.S. producers, accounting for nearly 100 percent of U.S. production
during 1982-86, reported that trucks were the predominant mode of
transportation used to ship transmissions {table 12-63). The general
marketing area was fairly evenly divided between 201 to 500 miles and.over 500
miles. The average transportation cost as a percentage of sales was quite low
and ranged between 0 and 5 percent of sales. The hourly wage rates paid to
production and related workers producing transmissions were consistently.
higher than the average for all U.S. manufacturing facilities during 1982-86,
as shown in the following tabulation:
Production and related
workers producing
transmissions 11
1982 .......
1983 .......
1984 .......
1985 .......
1986 .......

. $13.80
. 15.05
. 16.72
. 18.32
. 18.19

All automotive
parts 11
$12.24
12.90
14.57
15.51
17.21

All operating U.S.
manufacturing
establishments ~/
$11.50.
11.97
12.40
'J..I 12.82
'J..I 13.09

11 Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Compiled from unpublished data of the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics.
'J..I Estimated.
~I

·1/ Roger Rowand, "Eaton Goes High Tech to Hike Transmission Share," Automotive
News, July 6, 1987, p. 20.
~I "6-Speed Transmissions Could Find Market Niche," Ward's Automotive Reports,
Nov. 4, 1985, p. 1.
'J..I Al Fleming, "Looking Ahead: New Engines, CVT's, More Plastic Bodies,"
Automotive News, Feb. 2, 1987, p. 56.
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Table 12-63
Transmissions: U.S. producers' rating of predominant modes of transportation
used to ship transmissions, the marketing area generally serviced, and the
average percentage of transportation costs in the total delivered value of
their firms' shipments

Item
Predominant mode(s) of transportation:
Truck. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
Rail. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Water.............................................................
Other. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
General marketing area (radius):
Up to 100 miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . .
101 to 200 miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
201 to 500 miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
Over 500 miles .......................................•.•.. ·. . . . . . . .
Average transportation costs
(as percentage of sales):
0 to 5 percent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . . . . . . . . . .
6 to 10 percent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Percent
of total
responses
85
8
4
3
12
21
30
37
96
4

11 to 15 percent ...................•....•.....•...•..............•
16 to 20 percent ............................................••....
Over 20 percent ..........••..........•............................
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Capacity and employment
Domestic production capacity for transmissions rose 12 percent in 1984
over that in 1982 to 13.1 million units, declined in 1985, then increased to
13.5 million units in 1986 (table 12-64). Production capacity in this dynamic
industry is closely tied to the production and scheduling of new models of
cars and trucks.
Producers of transmissions try to maintain a proper product mix of types
of transmissions and, at the same time, develop and utilize new technology in
engineering and design of the product, as well as in efficient and
cost-effective production processes. Whereas there may be overcapacity for
the production of some types of transmissions, such as the 3-speed automatic
transmission used in rear-drive models, other versions, such as the 5-speed
transaxle, are in short supply. The 5-speed manual transmission dominates the
list of the 12 fastest growing items in customer popularity over the past 12
years. !I These fluctuations in capacity to produce various kinds of

!I "Survey Pinpoints 12 Fastest Growing Items Requested by Car Buyers," Ward's
Automotive Report, 1985, p. 138.
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transmissions are linked to the dynamics of the auto industry. Revisions in
plans by automakers for the launching, scrapping, or delay in the production
of a particular vehicle model directly affects transmission producers.
However, while the cancellation of production plans for a vehicle model may
signal a reduction in capacity for transmission producers, the substitution of
other model designs may result in the boosting of additional capacity for '·
other new transmissions.
The average number of production and related workers reported by
questionnaire respondents generally.remained constant between 1984-86, in
spite of changes in capacity to produce transmissions. Employment has risen
40 percent, from 24,858 persons in 1982 to 34,833 persons in 1985, before
declining to 34,386 persons in 1986 (table 12-64).
Table 12-64
Transmissions: U.S. capacity, number of production and related workers,
man-hours worked, wages, and hourly wage rates, 1982-86

Item

1982•

1983

Capacity (1,000 units) ......
Employment of production
and related workers:
Number ....................
Kan-hours worked
Cl, 000 hours) ...........
Wages (million dollars) ..
Hourly wage rate ..........

11,636

12,869

24,858
48,122
664
$13.80

.. 1984.

Average
annual
percentage
change, 1986
over 1982

1985

1986

13,054

12' 7.71

13,474

3.7

29,030

34,605

34,833

34,386

8.4

58,788
885
$15.05

71,034
1,188
$16.72

70,423
1,290
$18.32

70,633
1,285
$18.19

10.1
17.9
7.1

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response. to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
.,

.

Financial data
Net sales,. as reported .by-respondents to the Commission's questionnaire9
more than doubled from 1982 to 1985 to $6.8 billion before declining to
$6.5 billion in 1986 (table 12-65). The' respo~dents reported a.loss of
$36.4 million in 1982, then profits peaked at $698.2 million in 1984 before
dropping by 45 percent to $383.3 million in 1986. The ratio of net operating
profit to net sales increased from a negative 1.2 percent in 1982 to
5.9 percent in 1986 as a result of firmer price levels and an increase in
new-vehicle production levels. !I ,Capital expenditures amounted to
$897.5 million, or 3.3 percent of total net sales during the period 1982-86.,
Research and development· expenditures totaled· $1. 2 billion during the same ·.:·
period, representing_ 4.3 percent of tot~l net_~~les.

11 Varied transfer pricing practices of the Big Three during
for fluctuations in reported financial data.

1982-86 accounted
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Table 12-65
Transmissions: U.S. producers' total net sales, total net profit or (loss_}, capital
expenditures .• and research and development expenditures, 1982-86

1982

Item

1983

1984

1985

1986

Average
annual
percentage
change, 1986
over 1982

Net sales ...
(1,000 dollars} .... 3,150,686 4,451,386 6,139,959 6,821,714 6,499,873 19.8
Net profit (loss}
(36,376}
698,191
401,606
383,325
(1,000 dollars} •...
331,816
Ratio of net
operating prof it or
Closs} to net sales
(percent} ........
(1.2}
7.5
11.4
5.9
5.9
Capital expenditures
(1,000 dollars} .•..
103,271
98,754
159,537
254,070
281,835 28.5
Research and development expenditures
(1,000 dollars} ....
185 t 728 . 200,785
218,106
274,708
291,345 11.9
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Structural Factors of Competition Between
U.S. and Foreign Industries
Major foreign competitors
Japan is a principal producer of transmissions, with production
increasing from 29,644 million yen in 1982/83 to 213,793 million yen in
1984/85, a sixfold increase. !I There are four major producers of,
transmissions, and about 26 firms producing transmission parts in Japan. Of
the four firms producing transmissions, Aisin-Warner Limited and Japan
Automatic Transmission Co., Ltd., produce principally transmissions. Fuji
Tekko Co., Ltd. produces transmission and gears and devices, and Aisin Seiki
co., Ltd., produces transmissions along with a wide variety of automotive
components. ~/ Other important transmission industries are in Europe, with
Getrag GmbH., and Zahnradfabrik Friedrichshafen AG, both of West Germany.
According to U.S. producers, their competitors in the United Kingdom
enjoy production-cost advantages in labor cost, exchange rates, and Government
subsidies (table 12-66}. The respondents also felt that manufacturers in Japan
held cost advantages in lower inflation rates, labor costs, exchange rates,
taxes, and interest rates. U.S. companies also indicated that Korean firms

!/ Japan Auto Parts Industries Association, 1986, p. 11.
~I

Ibid., pp. 38-88.
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Table 12-66
Transmissions: U.S. producers• competitive assessment of structural factors
of competition for the U.S. and foreign industries, l/ by major competing
countries, 198.6
Item
Product cost advantages:
Fuel cost. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Raw materials costs ....................
Domestic inflation rates ...............
Labor cost. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Exchange rates ...... ~ .............. ·. . . .
Taxes..................................
Equipment costs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Interest rates....... . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
Government involvement:
Subsidies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
U.S. Government regulations that
increase costs......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Foreign government regulations
that increase costs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

United
Kingdom

Japan

West
Germany

South
Korea

s·

D

s

D

F

S

D
S

F'
F'

s

F

F
F
D

S
S
S

F
F
F

D

F
F
F
F
F

s
s

'!:/
'!:/

F

s

s

?:_/

F

s

S

D

S

s

s

?:_/

s

!I D=60 percent or more of total respondents accorded domestic producers an
advantage; F=60 percent or more of total respondents accorded foreign
producers an advantage; S=Competitive position the same.
?:.I Insufficient data.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
held competitive advantages in most production costs, whereas West German and
U.S. producers appeared to be at the same level in most production-cost
factors. Respondents claimed that they had lower fuel costs than Japan and:
West Germany, lower taxes and interest rates than the United Kingdom, and
lower raw-materials costs than West Germany.
·
Additionally, U.S. legislation, e.g., mandates from OSHA, EPA, and DOT,
has resulted in nonproductive incremental investment that has become part of
the fixed-cost base, according to respondents.
The U.S. Market
Overview
The U.S. market for transmissions is dependent on the level of new-car
and truck sales. The total market for transmissions rose from $3.0 billion in
1982 to $6.8 billion in .1986 (table 12-67).
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Table 12-67
Transmissions: U.S. producers• shipments, exl>orts of domestic merchandise,
imports for consumption, and apparent consumption, 1982-86

Year

Shipments

Exports

Apparent
Consumption

Imports

Ratio (percent)
of imports to
consumption

Quantity (1,000 units)
1982 ........
1983 ........
1984 ........
1985 ........
1986 ........

5,562
7,812
10,263
10,649
10,694

1,113
1,187
1,825
1, 752
1,479

!I

!I

!I

!/

11

1/

2,969,162
4,316,410
5,977,683
6,506,310
6,779,674

14.7
14.8
14.1
13.9
15.3

!/

!I
!I
!i

!I
!I

11

!I
!I

Value (1,000 dollars)
1982 ........
1983 ........
1984 ........
1985 ........
1986 ........

3,199,481
4,391,383
6,047,010
6,650,394
6,627,944

667,731
712,127
912,481
1,051,021
887,642

437,412
637,154
843,154
906,937
1,039,372

!I Not available.
Source: Shipments, compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires
of the U.S. International Trade Commission; exports and imports estimated by
the staff of the U.S. International Trade Commission, based on data submitted
in response to the Commiss'ion' s questionnaire~.
·
U.S. imports
U.S. imports of transmissions increased steadily during 1982-86, rising
from $437.4 million to $1.0 billion (table 12-68). The largest foreign source
throughout the period was Canada, followed by Japan, France, and the United
Kingdom. Virtually all U.S. imports of transmissions are purchased by
automakers, and are destined for the OE market.
Competitive Assessments of Key FactQrs of
Competition in the U.S. Market ·
According to U.S. producers, responding to the questionnaire, lower prices
were cited as the principal reasons for purchases of imported transmissions,
followed by the foreign producer's ability to meet sp.ecifications, the
reliability of the supplier, and product quality (table 12-69).
In response to the questionnaire, U. S: produc:ers indicated that the
imported transmissions from Taiwan and Brazil have an overall competitive
advantage in the U.S. market when compared with domestically produced
transmiss~ons (table 12-70).
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Table 12-68
Transmissions:

Country

U.S. imports for consumption, by principal sources, 1982-86

1982
1983
1985
1984
1986
------------------1,000 dollars------------------

Canada .......... 238,978
Japan ........... 69,421
France .......... 67,183
2,299
United Kingdom ..
West Germany .... 12,664
All other ....... 46,867
Total ......• 437,412

412,049
104,517
66,016
21,892
9,908
22, 772
637,154

582,741
106,053
51' 776
50,062
9,786
42,736
843,154

583,412
135,664
78,056
53,792
21, 770
34,243
906,937

506,386
239,981
155,176
64,478
33,912
39,439
1,039,372

Average
annual
change, 1986
over 1982
Percent
20.7
36.4
23.3
130.1
27.9
-3.9
24.2

Source: Estimated by the staff of the U.S. International Trade Commission on
the basis of data submitted in response to the Commission's questionnaires.
Table 12-69
Transmission: U.S. producers' ranking of factors that were the principal
reasons for their imports, 1982-86
Reason for importing

Ranking 11

Lower purchase price (delivered) ..... ·..............................
Shorter delivery time ................. ·.. ~."· ........ ·:..............
Engineering/technical assistance ........................ ~ . . . . . . . . . .
Favorable terms of sales .................... ·. ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Favorable exchange rates ...•....... : . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Reliability of supplier .....•...•... : .. ·.............................
Intra-company and affiliated company transfer on a basis:
Competitive with unaffiliated firms..............................
Noncompetitive .................................... " ........ ·. . . . . .
Ability to meet specifications.....................................
Willingness to supply required volumes .............................
Ability to supply metric sizing ....................................
Quality·............................................ ·......··....... . . . .

1
9
7
9
7
3
6
~/

2
5
~I

3

!I Ranking numbers range from 1 to· 9, number 1 indicating the most important
reasons for importing and number 9 indicating the least important reason for
importing. Some fact·ors were ranked equally in importance.
~/ Insufficient data.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Table 12-70
Transmissions: U.S. producers' (P) and importers' CI) competitive assessment
of U.S.-produced and foreign-produced products in the U.S. market, 11 and the
principal factors (X) underlying overall competitive advantages, by top
competitor nations, 1986
Item

Japan
I

p

Overall competitive advantage ....... D
Product cost advantages:
Lower purchase price (delivered) ..
Favorable exchange rates .....•.... x
Non price factors:
Shorter delivery time .•........... x
Engineering/technical assistance .. x
Favorable terms of sale ...........
Production technology ........••... x
Marketing practices .••........••.. x
Reliability of supplier ...••...... ·x
Shorter new product development
time ...... ~ .....................
Willingness to supply required
volumes .........................

Ability to meet specifications ...•
Product innovation . ...............
Quality . ..........................
Other . ............................

x
x

Taiwan
p
I

F

F

x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x
·X

x

x

s

Brazil
p
I
F

"=-'

West German:r:
p
I
D

x

s
s

x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x

F

x
x
x

x
x

11 D=60 percent or more of total respondents accorded domestic producers an
advantage; F=60 percent or more of total respondents accorded foreign
producers an advantage; S=Competitive position the same.
"=.I Insufficient data provided from respondents; transmission manufacturers
located in Brazil are largely subsidiaries of U.S. transmission produ~ers.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
U.S. producers generally reported that the two major competitors enjoyed
an advantage in lower delivery purchase prices. Brazil was reported to hold
an advantage in nonprice factors such as favorable terms of sale, ability to
meet specifications, and willingness to supply required volumes. One
respondent indicated that the presence of foreign producers of bus and truck
automatic transmissions (primarily West German) has contributed to Brazil's
overall competitive advantage.
U.S. parts makers cited the domestic producers of transmissions as having
overall competitive advantages over Japan and West Germany in the U.S. market,
for a variety of price and nonprice reasons. Importers responding to the
questionnaire indicated that Japan and West Germany held overall competitive
advantages, principally in the areas of engineering/technical assistance,
product technology, reliability of supplier, product innovation, and ability
to meet specifications (table 12-70).
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U.S. purchasers listed engineering/technical assistance, production
technology, marketing practices, and quality as some of the primary reasons
for buying foreign-made transmissions. U.S. buyers listed shorter delivery·
time, quality,· and product innovcation as the principal reasons for purchasing
domestically produced products (table 12-71).
Table 12-71
Transmissions: Ranking of U.S. purchasers' reasons for purchases of
U.S.-produced and foreign-produced transmissions, 1982-86 !I
Reason for purchase

U.S.-produced

Product cost advantages:
Lower purchase (delivered)...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Favorable exchange rates ..................•.... £1
Non-price factors:
Shorter delivery time ....................... ·.. . 1
Engineering/technical assistance ..........•.... 7
Favorable terms of sale ..................•...•. 7
Production technology .......................... 10
Marketing practices ...•........•............•.. 7
Reliability of supplier........................ 3
Shorter new product development time .....•..... £1
Willingness to supply required volumes ......... 3
Ability to supply metric sizing ..............•. £1
Ability to meet specifications ................. 3
Product innovation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Quality........................................ 1
Other ...................................••..... 10

Foreign
produced

£1
£1
£1
1

£1
1
1
1

£1
£1
£1
1
1
1

£1

11 Ranking numbers range from 1 to 10, number 1 indicating the most important
reason for purchase and number 10 indicating the least important reason for
purchase. Some factors were ranked equally in importance.
~I Insufficient data.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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February 12, 1906

1.'he Honorable Paula Stern
Chairwoman
·
U.S. International ·Trade Couuulssion
701 E Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20436
Dellr HaJa1a1 Chairwoman:
The Conunittee on Finance requests that the
International Trade Commission conduce a series
under section 332 of the Tariff Act of 1930, on
competitiveness of selected maj~c United States

United States
of investigations
the international
inJustries.

.
The 99th Congress faces important decisions regardlnn a
wide range of trade issues, including Administration efforts to
launch a new tound of multilateral.trade negotiations aimed at
reducing intern'ational barriers to trade in goods, services, and
investment flows. To guide Congress in decisions about the futu1e
of the international trading system, the Conunittee needs to
und~rstand.the competitive strP.ngths and viRht.lity of key U.S.
indus.U'.ies4 the extent and. nature of competition facing these
·,. ind.us.tr.ies in ..toreign .and domestic market.A., and the extent to
tihich any current. trade problems result from speclal situac1on!f
such as.~he strong dollar, debt:and interest rate problems, or
from more fundamental competiti~e problems.
Several witnesses appearing before this Couunittee have
stressed that U.S. competitiveness and industrial viability
must be gauged',in terms of performance in international as well
as domeaitic uu1rket11. It: ls im11ort:a11t: fua: tlnu1tt s tuJles to
examine the viability of these lndustrles anJ U.S. trade negotiation obj actives from the vantage point of the global nat.ur.e of
co~petition and the internationalization of produc~ion and
o~nerahip. .
·
For each·~f these industry studies the Co~nltLee requests
coverage of:·
'
·
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·
Febru~ry 12, 1986

l.

Measures of the current competi~iveness of the U.S .
. industry in domestic and €oreign markets;

2.

Comp~rattve strengths of U.S. and major foreign
competitors. in these markets;

3.

Nature of. the main competitive .. prtiblems.facing the
U.s. industry;
·

4.

Sources of main COIJ!P.etitive problems; to what extent
from:

5.

a.

special t~ansltory or reversible situations sucli
as exchange and interest rate problems, as
opposed to

b.

fundamental or structural problems;

Competitive strategies; how important are foreign and
markets to fiiture competitiveness, in terms of
economies of scale, growth rates, and pre-empting of
market advantages.
·
·
u.~.

The Committee decided not to identify specific industries
or numbers of studies, but envisages •ap to Aev1m Rtudies. The
Conunittee has' instructed its staff to work out with ITC staff
the sp~cific industry selection.and production schedule, depending
on availability of appropriate staff to conduct them.within the
requested time. However, it requests that all studies be
completed within 18 months and submitted to the Conunittee
individually as completed,
The· industiies to be studied should be pivotal to overall
U.S. industrial and technological strengtl1, by virtue of being
(a) either.. pa.thbreaking. in the development of leading edge
technolo~ies that will shape future competitiveness of other
U.S. "industries., _or (b) supp~yit:'g critical equipment. or materiel
used in other important industries. The selection should be
diverse enough that the range of their impact should reach
broadly acrosi· the entire spectrum of U.S. industrial strength,
represented by the seven tariff shhedules. Examples would be
key in!luat:rial agricultural comino~it;_les, selected _synthetic.
organic chemical~, and t:ext_ile fabrh"!'I, along with the equipment
producing industries associated with each.
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Tha llonorable Paula Stern
Page 3
February 12, 1986
The Committee recognizes that much of the information and
data desired may not· be available from secondary sources an<l
that primary data gathering may prove essential to understanding
global industry competition. It requests that in meeting the
objectives of these studies the Commission ~evelop new sources
of information outside the United States through both interviews
and questionnalres where possible, to assure effective assessment
of the strength~ and weaknesses of foreign competitors, and of
the terms of comp~tition in key foreign markets.
Sincerely;

··)

~,

.--7 (

.

(Du i-lJ;..t-L.J 1Sb c.4
BOB PACKWOOD ·

.
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CltlU C-H~

DC 20510

April 2, l9a6

Or. Paula Stern
Chairwoman
United States International
Trade Cor,101ission
701 E Street, N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20436
Dear Chairwoman Stern:
Pursuant to my February 12th letter to you requesting a
series of investigations on U.S. international trade competitiveness under section 332 of the Tariff Act of 1930, this is
to confirm that the following specific sector studies are
requested within that general heading:
Auto parts and equipment
.
Optical fibers and associated technology and equipment
Steel sheet and strip and associated equipment
Textile mills and associated equipment
Building-block petro~hemicals: Competitive implications for
.c~nstruction, cars, and other major consuming industries
'fhe Committee still has under consideration additional
requests within the overall survey, and will relay those to you
shortly.

The Committee understands that the International Trade
Commission cannot begin and complete all the studies simultaneousl;
but requests that it begin them as soon as staff resources are
available so the Committee will have results available as soon
as possible for its consideration of the future of the trade
agreements program~
Sincerely,

&

BOB PACKWOOD

Chairman
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Federal Register / Vol. 51, No. 146 / Wednesday, July 30,

19ae I

Notices

27263

By order of the Comml11ion.
transmitted its report. to the President on · competitors In these markets; (3) the
Kenneth R. Maaon,.
July 17, 1986. The information in the · : • nature or major competitive problems
report was obtained from responses to ·.
racing the U.S. industry: (4) the sources
Secretary.
Commission questionnaires, fieldwork
of these problems. including the extent
(FR Doc. 116-17101 Filed 7-2&-88: 8:45 am)
and interviews by members of the
to which they arise from special
81WNG CODI 7021M12. .
Commission's staff, other agencies.
transitory or reversible situations or are
information presented at the public
the result or more fundamental or
· hearing, briefs submitted by interested
structural problems: and (5) the
[332-230)
parties, the Commission's files, and
importance or U.S. and foreign markets
other sources. ~
..
to the future competitiveness or U.S. and U.S. Global Competitiveness: Bulldlng- .
· The view of the Commission are
foreign producers. in terms or economies Block Petrochemlcals and Competitive
contained in USITC Publication 1866
of scale, growth rates, and pre-empting
Implications for Construction,
(July 1986), entitled "Steel Fork Arms:
of market advantages. ·
Automoblles, and Other Major
Report to the President on Investigation
Consuming Industries
Public Hearing
No. TA-201-60 Under Section 201 of the
AGENCY: United States International
Trade Act of 1974."
The Commission will hold a public
Trade Commission.
hearing on this investigation as well as
Issued: July 23, 1986. ·
the four others in this series requested
AC'l:JON: Institution of Investigation.
By order of the Commission.
by the Committee (investigation Nos.
Kenneth R. Mason,
EFFECT.IVE DATE: July 9, 1986. ·
332-229 through 332-233), at the U.S.
Secretary.
International Trade Commission
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
(FR Doc. 8&-17100 Filed 7-29-86: 8:45 am)
Building, 701 E Street, NW., Washington. Eric Land or James P. Raftery, Energy
BILLIHG CODI 7020-02-M
· DC. beginning at 10:00 a.m. on February · and Chemicals Division, U.S.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - · 24, 1987. All persons shall have the right
International Trade Commission,·
to appear in person or be represented by Washington. DC 204"!!6. telephone (202)
(332-232)
counsel. to present information and to
523--0491 and 523--0453, respectively.
be heard. Persons wishing to appear at
U.S. Global Competitiveness; the U.S.
the public hearing should file requests to Background and Scope of lnveatigatior
Au~omotlve Parts Industry
·
appear and file prehearing briefs
The Commission: on July 9, 1986,
AGENCY: United States International
(original and 14 copies) with the
approved
the institution of investigation
Trade Commission.
·
Secretary, U.S. International Trade
No. 332-230, following receipt of letters
ACTION: Institution of investigation.
Commission. 701 E Street, NW.,
on Februar1 13. 1963 ;ind April Z. 1986
Wa~hington. DC 20436, not later than
from Hte Chairman of the Conunittee on·
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CALENDAR OF PUBLIC HEARING
Those listed below appeared as witnesses at the U.S. International Trade
Commission hearing:
Subject

Competitive Assessment of the U.S Automotive Parts
Industry
Inv. No.
332-232
Date and Time: February 24, 1987 - 9:30 a.m.

Sessions were held in connection with the investigation in the Hearing
Room of the U.S. International Trade Commission, 701 E Street, N.W., in
Washington, D.C.
H.P. Goldfield, Assistant Secretary for Trade Development, U.S.
Department of Commerce
Collier, Shannon, Rill, & Scott---Counsel
Washington, D.C.
on behalf of:
The U.S. Battery Trade Council,
Washington, D.C.
Douglas Thompson, General Battery Corporation, Reading,
Pennsylvania
James Sikora, East Penn Manufacturing Company
Lyon Station, Pennsylvania
David Harquist-..OF COUNSEL
The United Automobile, Aerospace and Agricultural Implement
Workers of America (UAW)
Washington, D.C.
Steve Beckman, International Economist
Motor & Equipment Manufacturers' Association
Washington, D.C.
John F. Creamer, Administrator, International Trade
Echlin, Inc.
Branford, Connecticut
Fred Mancheski, Chairman
Halfpenny, Harn & Roche--Counsel
Washington, D.C.
on behalf of:
The Automotive Service Industry Association (ASIA),
Chicago, Illinois
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Halfpenny, Harn

&

Roche-··-continued

Robert Schutte, Manager, ASIA Manufacturers
·Remanufacturers Division

an~

Ireland Stewart, Executive Vice President, Maremont
Corporation
Louis Marchese---OF COUNSEL
Gerson International Corporation
Ft. Wayne, Indiana
on behalf'... of:
Automotive Products Export Council (APEC) and the
Overseas Automotive Club (OAC)
Ft. Wayne, Indiana
Joe R. Gerson, President
Automotive Parts and Accessories
Lanham, Maryland
Julian C. Morris, President

As~ociation

Linda J. Hoffman, Vice President, Government and
International Affairs
Lee Kadrich, Director, Government and International Affairs
Adduci, Dinan, Mastriani, Meeks
Washington, D.C.
on behalf gf:

&

Schill·····-Counsel

National Industries
Montgomery, Alabama
June M. Collier-Mason, President
V. James Adduci·. --OF COUNSEL
New United Motor Manufacturing, Inc.
Freemont, California
Dennis C. Cuneo, General Counsel and Corporate Secretary
Johnson Controls
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Gene Goodson, Group Vice President, Hoover Automotive Group
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Nissan Motor Manufacturing Corporation, U.S.A.
Smyrna, Tennessee
Marvin T. Runyon, President and Chief Executive Officer
Miller & Chevalier-Counsel
Washington, D.C.
on behalf of:
Honda of America Manufacturing, Inc.
Marysville, Ohio
Scott Whitlock, Senior Vice President and Manager,
Automobile Plant
Susan Insley, Vice President for Corporate Planning
Mike Kaeglow, Assistant Manager of Purchasing
Donald Harri son-·-OF COUNSEL
Tanaka, Ritger & Middleton-Counsel
Washington, D.C.
pn behal f_ . .Q_f:
The Japan Automobile Manufacturers' Association, Inc.
Washington, D.C.
Dr. William C. Duncan, Deputy General Director
John Schnapp, Vice President
Temple, Barker & Sloane, Inc.
Washington, D.C.
H. Wi 11 iam Tanaka-,-OF COUNSEL
Shapiro & Morin
Washington, D.C.
pn behalf. of:
The Car Audio Specialists Association, Inc.
Washington, D.C.
Cheryl L. Hollins, Executive Director
Sandra Lockhart, Director of Research
Sidney Dickstein---OF COUNSEL
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Producers
A list of domestic producers of auto parts was extracted from the TRINET
database for Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code 3714 (Motor Vehicle
Parts and Accessories). In order to be included in TRINET's listing, these
establishments had to have at least 20 employees and 1985 shipments valued at
a minimum of $500,000. The resultant list totaled 849 firms. A wide range in
shipment values suggested stratified sampling as the method by which the most
representative sample of this population could be achieved. The 849 firms
were divided into three strata; optimum allocation techniques were used to
determine the number of firms to be sampled within each stratum. The actual
firms to be surveyed were then randomly selected.
The total number of firms within each stratum (N) and the number selected
for inclusion in the sample (n) were as follows:
Stratum

N

__n_

1
2
_3_

46
127
676
849

46

TOTAL

107

147
300

Range of shipment values
$95.1 million-$7.8 billion
$21.4 million-$88.4 million
$800,000-$20.8 million

The resultant producers sample size was thus 300 firms.
Importer!!_
A Customs Net Import File (CNIF) extract was obtained for 128 auto part
TSUSA items for imports entered during January-September 1986. Records were
collapsed by consignee number and TSUSA item, so that a single value was
obtained for each consignee's imports under every TSUSA number. This file was
"cleaned Ii by eliminating foreign entities without apparent U.S. aff_i liation
and deleting all entries without identifiable consignees. For the overall
sample, TSUSA data was then collapsed to provide a single value for auto part
imports for each consignee. The resulting list contained 6,829 importers,
with a total value of $10.8 billion in imports. This list was divided into
five strata as the initial phase of conducting a stratified sample; optimum
allocation techniques were used to determine the number of firms to be
selected within each stratum. The actual firms to be surveyed were then
randomly selected.
The total number of firms within each stratum (N) and the number selec.ted
for inclusion in the sample (n) were as follows:
Stratum
1
2
3
4
5
TOTAL

N
114
122
292
682
5,61_2
6,829

__n_

114
35
31
33
37
250

Range of__:l'!!P..ort_~fil~
$10.1 million-$2.1 bi 11 ion
$3. 2 mi 11 ion--$9. 8 mi. Ilion
$976,000-$3.2 mi 11 ion
$195, 000-·$974 000
$300-$194,000
I
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Additfonally, data· were required for seven specific product groups
(batteries, engines, radios, shock absorbers, tires, trans~issions, and
bearings---for TSUSA commodity assignments, see attached page), so additional
firms were selected to ensure sufficient coverage of these commodity groups.
Total import values for each of these commodity groups were calculated and the
top firms wit~in each group were selected ~o that at least 90 percent of total
imports (by value) for each group would be accounted.for by selected
i~porters.
A total of 154 firms were identified by thi~ ~rocess;. of these, 66
had already been selected in the overall s~mple, leaving.SS additional
importers to be added to the list of companies receiving questionnaires.
These were allocated to their original strata in the overall sample, resulting
in a revised breakout of selected respondents:
St_ra.:t:um
1
2
3
4
__5_
TOTAL

N

.Q.r i g i na__!__JJ

114
122
292
6S2
5,619
6,S29

114
35
31
33

0
17
29
40

revi se<L.!J
114
52
60
73

-11.

_l

_12_

SS

33S

250

~dded

Range of imE;!ort values
$10.1 million-$2.1 billion
$3.2 million-$9.S million
$976,000-:-$3.2 million
$195,000-$974,000
$300-$194,000

The resultant total importers sample size was thus 33S firms.
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LIST OF TSUSA'S USED TO CREATE IMPORTERS' UNIVERSE
(WITH COMMODITY GROUP BREAKOUTS IDENTIFIED)
Bearings

~atteries

680. 3025
680. 3040
680.3100
680. 3300
680. 3400
680.3717

683.0100
683.0200
683.0500
683.0600
683 .1300
683.1600

Shock
Absorbers

Engines

·-

660.4220
660.4300
660.4810
660.4850
660.4900
660.5700

680.3820
680.3830
680.3932
680.3960
680.4140
680.4170

Tires
772.5109
772.5112
772.5127
772.5129
772.5136
772.5138
772.5144

692.3282
692.3380

Radios
678.5001
678.5009
678.5012
678.5072
678.5100

685.1210
685.1215
685.1225
685.1250
685.5520
685.5540

Transmissions

772.5146
772.5157
772.5161
772.5165
772.5169
772.5173
772.5177

692.3274
692.3276
692. 3278
692.3374
692.3376
692.3378

TSUSA's not assigned__~ecific commodU:.Y__groups
544.4120
544.4200
646.9230
646.9300
647 .0100
647.0200
652.8400
652.8500
661.1018
661.1300
683.6040
683.6060

685.2810
685.7100
686.6010
686.6020
686.6100
688.1200
688.1300
692.2010
692.2020
692.2030
692.2042
692.2044

692.2046
692.2052
692.2054
692.2056
692.2058
692.2065
692.2080
692. 2110
692.2120
692. 2130
692.2170
692.2180

692.2220
692.2240
692.2260
692.2280
692.2320
692.2340
692.2360
692.2380
692.2400
692.3207
692.3209
692.3215

692. 3220
692. 3230
692.3240
692.3242
692. 3244
692.3246
692.3260
692.3262
692.3264
692.3284
692.3286
692.3288

692.3295
692. 3310
692.3320
692. 3330
692.3340
692.3350
692.3360
692. 3372
692.3390
727 .0600
727.0700
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Concepts of Competitiveness !/
The deterioration of the U.S. trade balance has stimulated numerous
discussions and articles on the competitiveness of U.S. industry and the
nature of U.S. comparative advantage.

Although these terms are discussed

intuitively and are often interchanged, they are, in fact, terms that do not
easily lend themselves to quantitative measures.
particular, is an

el~sive

concept.

Competitiveness, in

It has been said that competitiveness is

an idea that everyone understands, but none can define.
quantifying the concept presents many problems.

Therefore,

As discussed by Suomela, "we

cannot say that a firm is twice as price competitive if it cuts all of its
prices by 50 percent, only that the firm has become more price competitive".
Compar~_!;ive

~/

adva".ltage and product life cycle.·--Traditionally, the pattern

of a country's imports and exports is explained by the principal of
comparative advantage.

11

The principal theory of trade is the factor-

environment (Heckscher-Olin) theory.

Building on a number of assumptions,

this theory states that a country will export those products whose production
intensively uses that country's relatively abundant resources and import those
products whose production intensively uses the country 1 s relatively s.carce
resources.

Thus, capital-abundant countries are expected to export

capital-intensive goods and labor-abundant countries are expected to export
1/ Parts of this section are taken from U.S. Global Competitiveness: BuildingPetrochemicals and Competitive Implications for Construction,
Automobpes, and Other Major Consuming Industries, USITC Publication 2005, ...__
August 1987. See app. F for a review of literature on competitiveness.
];I John W. Suomela, "The Meaning and Measurement of International Price
Competitiveness," Business and Economics Section, Proceedings of the American
Statistical Association, 1978.
3/ For a review of the theory of comparative advantage, see Caves & Jones,
World Trade and P~ments: An Introduction, (Boston: Little, Brown) 1981.

Blo~~
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labor-intensive goods.

Whereas early tl')eory used labor and capital as the

explanatory variables, later studies included such factors as natural
resources and distinguished between skilled and unskilled labor.
In a major review, Stern !/ classified the determinants of comparative
advantage into the foll.owing factions:

factor endowment, technological

differences, scale economies, market impediments and imperfections, and demand
factors.

Studies of comparative advantage are broad multi-industry,

mult:i.country studies comparing the structure of trade over time.

As such,

these studies can overlook industry-specific institutional factors affecting
international trade.
As more and more variables were tested empirically, new theories of
international trade evolved emphasizing dynamic and technological influences
such as differences in knowledge about productive opportunities,
noncompetitive markets, and technological change.

Perhaps the most

significant theory to evolve from the empirical work was the ''product life
cycle" formulated by Raymond Vernon in 1966.
industries pass through four phases:
decline.

~/

The theory

pn~d

icts that

introduction, growth, maturity, and

As these phases progress, the nature of competition changes.

When

the product matures and becomes more standardized, production wi 11 shift to
low-cost areas . ··-typically low-labor-cost developing countries.

One flaw with

a strict interpretation of this theory is that it assumes all industries
follow the same course of events.

There is neither theoretical nol"

justification for such a strong conclusion.
~~mphasize

1~111pirical

The theory does, however,

that comparative advantage is dynamic and that expenditures on

research and development are important to explaining trade patterns.

i/

· - - - ........_........

____

-----·------..........

._,,,_.........

R.M. Stern, "Testing Trade Theories," International Trade and Finance:
Frontier~ of Resear,::~h, (1976) P.B. Kennen, editor, New York: Cambridge
University Press.
2/ Raymond Vernon, "International Investment and International Trade in the
Product Cycle," -~~!:.t..~.r.::_ly Journa_l of Economi.~~, 80 ( 1966), pp. 190-207.

_
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According to U.S. producers responding to the Commission's questionnaire,
fuel costs are the only clear comparative advantage that the United States
maintains in industry structural comparisons with its major foreign
competitors.

As with many industries, technological advances are an

increasingly important means of measuring competitiveness in the world auto
parts industry.

In this regard, the U.S. industry generally maintains a

comparative advantage in product areas that require relatively high technology
requirements (e.g., electromechanical components and highly stressed parts).
Moreover, the skill of certain U.S. workers and management to add value to
these parts also remains a key competitive factor.
C~mpetin9 __,in

world markets .--In general, competitiveness considers how

successfully a country competes in world markets.
dimensions of competitiveness.

Price and cost are obvious

Competitiveness is also influenced by many

other factors including product quality and features, post-sales support and
service, transportation costs, certainty of delivery, financing conditions,
and market imperfections.
A 1984 New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) study listed the following four
facets of international competitiveness:

J.

Price (landed) - Is an industry cost comp~titi~~?
pricewise in world markets?

2.

Quality - A good that can match or underprice its competitors
at the expense of quality usually enjoys=.c:mly short-term success.

3.

Exchange rates - The value of a currency relative to foreign
currencies has a major impact on its ability to sell abroad.

4.

Trade policies and agreements - Some countries . . . subsidize
exports; and penalize imports
Further, differences in tax
policies translate into tax rebates-· and lower total costs." !/

Can it compete

1/ "U.S. International Competi. ti veness: Perception and Reality," New York
Stock Exchange Office of Economic Research, August 1984, p. 8.
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With the exception of company-specific strategies, most aspects of
competitiveness can be listed under one of these categories.
For example, the falling value of the U.S. dollar during 1986-87 has
im~roved the competitiveness of U.S. parts suppliers.

This shift in exchange

rates has caused cost increases in Japan-sourced parts, improved the price
position of U.S. automakers relative to that of firms in Japan, and increased.
the motivation of U.S. automakers to accelerate sourcing from U.S. parts
suppliers.

However, at the same time (as the product life cycle suggests),

General Motors, Ford, and Chrysler are increasingly producing prominent,
high-value components such as engines and transmissions in countries such as
Mexico and Brazil, then importing them for use in their U.S. assembly plants.
Analyzing competitiveness quantitatively involves constructing two types
of measures.

The first measure should indicate an industry's competitiveness

(e.g., share of world trade); the second should quantify the major determinant
of competitiveness.

Although difficult to interpret, a number of measures

have been used to indicate international competitiveness.

One often-used

indicator of U.S. international competitiveness is the trade balance.
However, this measure is limited because ''(1)
the level or growth in U.S. exports; (2)

It does not speak directly to

U.S. trade deficits partially

reflect the relative growth rates of the U.S. and its trading partners.".!/
A second indicator is the share of U.S. exports.in world markets, which
attempts to measure how well an industry does in world markets.
also suffers from a number of shortcomings.
year?

This measure

What is the appropriate base

What are the influences of exchange rates?

Is a large share in the

world market a desirable goal from the standpoint of the country as whole?
Perc~ption and Reality," New York
Stock Exchange Office of Economic Research, August 1984, p. 9.

!/ "U.S. International Competitiveness:
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A third indicator of competitiveness is the profitability of a domestic
industry.

When an industry, such as

~uto

parts, i ' partly composed of

multinational companies with production facilities throughout the world, it
can be difficult to equate industry profitability with geographic
competi ti venes s. .!/

Furthermore, when a company produces a number of products

in a vertically integrated environment, it is often difficult to relate
profitability of the company to one production facility.
Specifically, 111any U.S. producers responding to the Commission's
questionnaire reported return on sales ratios well above the generally
accepted industry average.

Whereas high reported net operating profits by

large parts makers can be attributed to the increasing use of offshore
facilities for the production of certain products, these results also can be
partly explained by the accounting procedures of many of the largest firms,
many of which provide data only as intracompany transfers to their parent
corporations.
Since prices, ultimately based on cost considerations, are important
determinants of overall international competitiveness (i.e., over all
industries), a number of aggregate price indexes have been developed.

Morgan

Guaranty Trust Company has published ratios of wholesale price indexes for
manufacturing.

The U.S. Department of Commerce has. used the ratio of U.S.

wholesale price index for manufactured goods to the import unit value index
for manufactured goods.

The United Kingdom Treasury has used a variety of

ratios including ratios of export unit values, whol~sale price indexes, and"
wholesale prices to import unit values and unit labor costs.

The OECD has

also produced similar ratios that they call competitiveness indicators.
1/ Robert E. Lipsey and Irving B. Kravis, "The Competitive Position of U.S.
Manufacturing Firms, Banca Nazionale del Lavoro Quarterly Review, No. 153,
June 1985.
11
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A more narrowly focused approach to analyzing international
competitiveness is the industry-specific competitiveness study.

For example, -

the Office of Competitive Assessment, U.S. Department of Commerce, published a
competitive assessment study on the U.S. automotive parts industry in 1985.
This study describes the structure of the domestic parts sector and analyzes
its

trad'~

performance in recent years. !/

Determinants of competitiveness
In a study of the U.S. steel industry, the Federal Trade Commission
developed a number of unit-factor cost variables.

They then compared the unit

factor costs with those major international competitors of the U.S. industry.
This study assumed steel technology was universally available and capital
costs were constant throughout the world. Therefore, international
competitiveness in the steel industry was dependent on changes in variable
costs.
The numerous international competitive studies published in the past have
focused on a

numbe~

of factors influencing international competitiveness.

Most can be listed under one of the catagories of the NYSE study.

They also

viewed these factors as conditions influencing either supply or demand.

On

the supply side, we are ultimately concerned with the cost of supplying the
product, but this is very difficult to assess.

Whereas it may be relatively

easy to obtain data for the prices of major raw-·material inputs, there are a
number of other factors that are very difficult to quantify.

These include

'~

such factors as quality of management, labor relations, quality of the
workforce, availability of specialized resources, industry structure, product
and production technologies, and marketing strategy.

!_/-..ff:-~).

Some of these combined

Department of Commerce, International Trade Administration, A
Compe!itive Assessment of the U.S. Automotive Parts I~dustry, March 1985.
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influences are often captured in some type of productivity measure such as
output per worker.

However, management studies typically assess these

factors, along with company strategy, in greater detail.
The role of Government can be an important factor in ·influencing
competitiveness.

For example, Marvin Runyon, President and Chief Executive

Officer of Nissan Motor Manufacturing Corp., U.S.A., stated that environmental
and other Federal regulations made Nissan's plant in Smyrna, TN, more costly
(to build) than a similar facility in Japan. 11

In addition, the U.S.

Department of Labor's Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) has
numerous regulations that affect U.S. parts makers in the areas of worker
safety and health, noise, metal fumes and dust, and other emissions.

U.S.

parts firms view many of these regulations as obstacles to competitiveness,
because many foreign manufacturers do not have to adhere to these types of
regulations or their associated custs.
Government can also provide benefits that promote competitiveness such as
assistance in the areas of research and development, tax benefits, export
promoUon, and export financing.

For example, the U.S. Department of Commerce

organizes overseas commercial exhibitions of domestic auto parts, conducts
trade missions, catalogue shows, and sales seminars.

Further, U.S. industry

trade associations and respondents to the Commission's questionnaire
repeatedly alleged that foreign-government subsidies ,gave foreign
manufacturers a competitive edge in the U.S. market.

11 Transcript of the hearing, p. 176.
'?:_/Ibid, p. 90.

11
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Finally, foreign-industry sources agree that quantifying competitiveness
in the global market for automotive parts is at best a tenuous undertaking. 1/
Moreover, Runyon of Nissan stated at the hearing:
us two lessons.

"Our experience has taught

The first is that generalizations about the competitiveness

in the U.S. auto-parts industry as it holds to the competitiveness of a single
company has little validity.

The second is that despite the exhaustive

process we go through to select the best suppliers, our assessments are
sometimes wrong.

S6 we approach the

ta~k

of advising the Commission with some

humility. " '!:_/

1/ USITC staff interview with-the Japanese Ministry of International Trade and
Industry, Tokyo, Japan, Apr. 20, 1987.
~/ Transcript of the hearing, p. 161.
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A.

Previous studies of competitiveness

The studies discussed below are believed to be a representative sampling
of the extensive recent economic literature on the issue of international
competitiveness of ·u.s. industry. The listing should not, however, be taken
to be exhaustive. The focus of the discussion will be on the basic
methodo~ogies and measures of competitiveness employed in these studies,
rather than on their conclusions for the particular industries under
investigation. !/
1.

Annotated bibliography
a.

William H. Branson and James P. Love, "Dollar Appreciation
and Manufacturing Employment and Output, 11 NBER Working
Paper No. 1972, 1986.

They estimate the responsiveness of U.S. manufacturing output and
employment to changes in the real exchange rate, using quarterly data from
1963 to 1985, at the level of individual industries.
b.

Dennis M. Busche, Irving B. Kravis, and Robert E.
Lip:;ey, "Prices, Activity, and Machinery Exports: An
Analysis Based on New Price Data, 11 Review of Economics
_fil!.g_ Statistics, vol. 68 (May 1986), pp. 248-255.
Irving B. Kravis and Robert E. Lipsey, "Prices and
Market Shares in the International Machinery Trade, 11
Review of Economics and Statistics, vol. 64 (February
1982), pp. 110-116.
Robert E. Lipsey, "Recent Trends in U.S. Trade and
Investment," in Miyawaki (ed.), Problems of Advanced
Economies (Heidelberg: Springer-Verlag, 1984),
pp. 58--79.
Robert E. Lipsey and Irving B. Kravis, "The Competitiveness
and Comparative Advantage of U.S. Multinationals,
1957-·83," NBER Working Paper No. 205.1, 1986. ·

This series of papers examines changes in U.S. shares of world exports
and investigates the causes. The first two listed make no explicit mention of
competitiveness, but focus on determinants of the dem.and for U.S. exports of
machinery and transport equipment. They find that changes in U.S. export
prices relative to those of our competitors have a substantial effect on
relative export quantities (and so shares of the world export market) but that
the full effect may take up to 4 years to be felt···-this suggests that it may
take several years for the desirable trade balance effects of a currenc~
depreciation to be felt.

11 Parts of this section are taken from U.S. Global Competitiveness:
Building-Block Petrochemicals and Competitive Implications for Construction,
Automobile~ and Other Major Consuming Industries, USITC Publication 2005,
August 1987.
·
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The paper by Lipsey and Kravis disting~ishes between factors determining
the competitiveness of the United States as a production location and those
determining the competitiveness of U.S. firms (whatever the geographical
distribution of their production). They identify two competing hypotheses for
the loss of U.S. competitiveness: ( 1) macroeconomic factors, such as national
price levels and incomes; and (2) factors internal to firms, such as research
and development, technology, investment, or management strategies. These
latter factors are transferable across countries, within firms, and so will be
unlikely to contribute· to national ~ompetitiveness of comparative advantage.
Lipsey and Kravis suggest that a large difference between the trade
performance of the United States and U.S.-based firms would allow one to
determine the policy relevance of the two hypotheses. They report that
although the U.S. share in world manufacturing exports fell from 22 percent to
14 percent over that period, the share of U.S.-based multinationals was steady
at about 18 percent. The conclusion is that American management and
technology remained competitive, maintaining export shares in rapidly growing
world markets, and that the decline in the U.S. country share of world exports
is largely because of relative price changes determined primarily by movements
in exchange rates and inflation.
c.

James M. Jondrow, David E. Chase, and Christopher L.
Gamble, "The Price Differential between Domestic and
Imported Steel," ~ournal of !3usiness, vol. 55 (July
1982), pp. 383-399.

They discuss reasons why imports of a seemingly homogeneous product
(steel) sell for a lower price than the domestic product without rapidly
increasing their share of the market. The explanation supported by evidence
is unfavorable service characteristics (e.g., long lead times required and
insecurity of supply). This suggests that-·····in the absence of specifically
controlling for all such relevant characteristics·-~omestic and fun~ign
product are be~t treated as imperfect substitutes, with the demand for imports
depending on the prices of both imports and domestic goods. To the extent
change~ in relative costs pass through into differences in the prices of
imports and domestic goods, import penetration will be affected.
d.

Robert Z. Lawrence, Can America Compete (Washington:
Brookings Institution, 1984).

This study, lo.ok ing only at the period up to 1980, analyzes the sources
of structural change in U.S. manufacturing. The author finds changes in
domestic consumption to be a more important cause of ,structural change than
changes in international trade, with U.S. comparati~~ advantage declining in
products of unskilled labor and standardized capital-intensive products, but
increasing in high-tech products. Lawrence mentions the terms ''international
competitiveness" and "U.S. industrial competitiveness" without explicit
definition, but seems to perceive a country's "success" in international
markets as synonymous with international competitiveness and focuses in his
analysis on growth in exports compared with import growth, the trade balance,
the U.S. share of world trade in manufacturing, productivity growth,
investment and R&D spending, and profit rates as indicators of that success.
other

He compares U.S. industrial performance from 1973 to 1980 with that of
d~veloped economies, and generally the U.S. mariufacturing sector fares
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terms of growth in production, employment, R&D, and capital
spending. He estimates the effects of exchange rates on U.S. manufacturing
and attributes most of the changes in U.S. exports and imports during 1980-83
to the dollar appreciation; however, by measuring real-exchange-rate movements
with relative export and import prices (which may be related to relative costs
and industrial structure) this doesn't rule out the importance of more
industry-specific explanations for changes in U.S. competitiveness.
well-~in

e.

Richard Baldwin and Paul R. Krugman, "Market Access and
International Competition: A Simulation Study of 16K Random
Access Memories," NBER Working Paper No. 1936, 1986.
Marvin Lieberman, "Learning-By-Doing and Industrial
Competitiveness: Autos and Semiconductors in the U.S.
and Japan," NBER Working Paper, 1986.
John Zysman and Laura Tyson (eds.), American Industry
in International CompetitJon (Ithaca: Cornell University
Press, 1983).

These works take a more dynamic view of industrial (and international)
competition than that traditionally taken by economists.
Baldwin and Krugman model international competition in an oligopoly
market with "strong learning effects," simulating the U.S.-Japanese rivalry in
16K RAM's from 1978 to 1983. Their results suggest that a protected home
market was a crucial advantage to export performance of Japanese firms but
that this policy produced more costs than benefits for Japan (through higher
prices for consumers). Lieberman discusses the implications of "learning-bydoing" - "production technology undergoing continual improvement that is
largely a function of accumulated experience" ·- which he claims to be a
common feature of complex manufacturing industries. In these industries, the
behavior of prices, profits, and shares of the market will depend on the slope
of the learning curve (rate of productivity gains), the time horizon used by
firms in decision making, and the rate at which learning diffuses among
firms. A role for government in influencing these factors will be important
in international competition.
The Zysman and Tyson volume is a series of industry case studies
depicting the problems of adjustment and change in response to international
competition in seven sectors: consumer electronics, steel, semiconductors,
footwear, textiles, apparel, and autos. The editors, in their introductory
essay, state that "[the] well-being of firms in these sectors depends on
defending home markets against foreign firms and selling in markets abroad."
This suggests at least an implicit view of international competitiveness in
terms of export-shares and import-penetration. They do define "comparative'advantage" as the relative export strength of a partl.cular sector compared
with other sectors in the same nation (and acknowledge the need to adjust for
market-distorting government policies). On the other hand, "competitive
advantage" is defined as the relative export strength of the firms of one
country compared with the firms of other countries selling in the same sector
in international markets.
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Zysman and Tyson argue that in many cases a nation can create its own
comparative advantage by the efforts of government and industry to create
competitive advantage in the market; they refer specifically to government
policies protecting a home market so as to allow either production economies
of scale or learning curve economies. The case studies highlight the role of
Japanese industrial policy in promoting expansion of growth-linked
industries. Typical of competition between advanced countries is apparently
that market success depends on the management of complex processes of product
development and manufacturing, not simply national differences in factor costs
such as wages or raw materials.
f.

J. David Richard:son, "Constant-Market-Shares Analysis
of Export Growth," Journal of International Economics,
vol. i (May 1971), pp. 227-239.

This is a critique of the constant-market--shares analysis, both in theory
and in practice. This analysis attributes any change in a country's exports
in a particular sector not due to growth in the market but to changed
"competitiveness." Richardson questions the use of relative prices to measure
relative competitiveness (ignoring quality, service, financing differences
between the products of competing nations) and suggests that a measure of "a
country's true competitiveness ... might be whether the country was increasing
its export shares in rapidly growing commodities and markets" (the analysis
assumes the commodity and geographic distribution of exports to be unrelated
to competitiveness).
g.

John W. Suomela, "The Meaning and Measurement of
International Price Competitiveness," Business &
Economics Section, proceedings of the American
Statistical Association, 1978.

This paper discusses the ambiguities in the term "competitiveness/' as it,
'applies to firms, industries, and countries. It reviews several empirical
studies that have attempted to measure "competitiveness" or "price
competitiveness" .....- these have interpreted the measures employed as predictors
of relative export quantities or relative export shares or the balance of
trade in an industry sector. These measures include ratios of wholesale price
indexes, export unit values, relative unit labor costs, import prices divided
by export prices, and relative profits. An import demand model is formulated
to specify theoretically correct price indexes, which unfortunately do not
correspond to available data.
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h.

U.S. Federal Trade Commission, Staff Report on t~e
U.S. Steel Industry and its International Rivals;_ Trends and
_Factors Determining International Competitiveness, Bureau _of
Economics,_1977

Despite the title, no definition or strict measure of international
competitiveness is given. At various places the study suggests the importance
of exports, imports penetration, and rates of growth in production as
indicators of a country's "competitive position" or "importance" in the world
steel industry or "relative standing ... among the world's steel producing
nations." However, in the summary chapter, the study is described as one
attempting to explain the pattern of trade flows of the U.S. steel industry
over a 20 . ·-year period.
Chapter 3 examines trends in the relative costs of producing steel in the
United States, Japan, and the EC, respectively, and evaluates the impact of
those relative costs on international trade flows. The authors' implied model
seems to be that of a spatial oligopoly, i.e., they attribute changes in
relative production costs among respective countries with strongly influencing
the trade flows by allowing countries, as they reduce th~ir relative
production costs, to expand into areas formerly controlled by other
countries. (Thi3 is not to say that relative cost changes do not play a role
in spaceless models; there, cost changes imply supply shifts that are likely
to lead to changes in export shares even if, in a homogeneous world market,
price and marginal cost are unchanged.)
After comparing quantities and average prices for components involved in
steelmaking in the United States and Japan and after covering 70 percent of
the variable costs in the United States,. comparisons of levels and trends in
unit costs in the two countries were prepared. However, there were problems
with the comparisons as follows: (1) the assumption that the relative costs
of excluded inputs has not changed significantly over time has not been
checked; and (2) price and quantity data are not exactly comparable for the
two countries because of differences in industry definitions, product-mixes,
and the use of spot vs. contract prices or.arms-length versus transfer
prices. The primary difference between U.S. and Japanese unit costs was found
to be unit labor costs, mainly because of the wage-rate differential; the
overall Japanese cost advantage increased from 19~6 to 1968, but changed
little during the 1968-76 period.
·
Less sophisticated methods, using product-specific average revenue less
an overall-industry return on sales, were used to es~imate the U.S./EC cost
differential; results showed relative U.S. costs increasing from 1954 to the
late 1960's and then decreasing. Some discussion of shipping costs is given
but there is not analysis of changes over time.
Partly on the basis of a simple linear regression of Japanese and EC
Import penetration in the United States on relative costs, the study concludes
that primary explanation for increasing imports penetration is relative
production cost changes. It should be noted that since exchange-rate effects
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are incorporated in the measured cost changes there is no allowance for a
separate influence for these .effects
i.

U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Foreign Economic
Research, Report of the Pres idei:it on .JL:. .~..:.
~ompeti~iveness, 1980.

This is essentially a study of U.S. export performance, although other
indicators of international competitiveness used include the trade balance and
the "term of trade," the latter is measured by the U.S. export/import price
ratio. A long list if determining factors in considered: inflation, rates of
investment, productivity growth, skilled labor resources, technological
innovation, unit labor costs, tariff and nontariff barriers to U.S. exports,U.S. foreign investment and technology transfer, tax measures, energy factor~,
labor-management relations, the role of engineering, and other services in the
export of capital goods. Of these factors, investment, technology, and
productivity were seen as areas in which the United States had lagged behind-~
its competitors; in addition, nontariff barriers and exchange-rate movements·
had major impacts on U.S. exports. As in the index of "revealed comparative
advantage" the study adjusts the U.S. export--share in a particular product by
the U.S. share of total world exports; similarly, for industries without much
exporting, a relative import penetration ratio might be useful in judging
comparative advantage among U.S. industries.
2.

Summary of results

The conclusion to be drawn from these studies is that ''international
competitiveness" does not have a precise, theoretically derived definition,
but rather is a term that different people use to mean somewhat different
things. However, the unifying theme is that the interest is always in some
measure of "success" in world markets. The most common measures of this
success in particular product markets seem to be shares of world exports or
production or the level and trends of a country's trade balance in a sector.
Deter~inants of this success are the relative production costs and exchangerate effects predicted by a simple static model of international competition,
as well as more dynamic factors such as productivity growth, investment, and
management (and perhaps government) strategies. The comparison of these
studies should alert on to the importance of choosing appropriate statistics
to answer a question: e.g., R.Z. Lawrence finds R&D in manufacturing grew
faster in the United States than in other OECD countries, and the Labor
Department study finds that the U.S. ratio of R&D to GNP has declined in the
United States relative to other developed nations. Both of these results are
correct yet they lead a reader towards opposite condusions on the trend of
U.S. investment in technology.
B.

Methodological concerns

The preceding section found that discussions of international
competitiveness of U.S. industries generally fail to precisely define how
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competitiveness should be measured. The problem is that there is no unique
measure, but rather several dimensions of the issue. The purpose of this.
section is .to set out an analytical framework relating several measures of
competitiveness to determinants of industrial performance in world markets.
1.

Definitions of competitiveness

Consider the U.S. industry facing a competing industry in world markets,
with the two industries selling somewhat differentiated, though similar,
products; for example, suppose the U.S. and Japanese automobile industries
competed in markets throughout the world but were viewed by consumers as
selling products not perfectly substitutable for each other. Separate but
interrelated markets for the products of the two industries exist with price
and quantities sold.determined by elements of supply and demand. Given that
the U.S. and foreign products are substitutes, anything that serves to lower
the price of the U.S. [foreign] product will reduce the demand for the foreign
[U.S.] product. In turn, the U.S. price will be determined by marginal costs,
the sensitivity of demand to price (price elasticity ~f demand), and the
market structure and strategic behavior of the U.S. industry.
Now, what is meant by competitiveness? At the most basic level, it is
simply "success" in world markets, which can be measured by the share of the
combined markets for U.S. and foreign-made products held by U.S. producers (or
the U.S. share of world exports); this seems to be the most commonly adopted
measure of international competitiveness. Clearly, by this measure, any
change that increases world sales of U.S. products while reducing (or even
increasing less than proportionally) sales of foreign-made products implies an
increase in U.S. competitiveness; it should be recognized that competitiveness
so defined includes the effects of all governmentally imposed aids and
sanctions affecting both the U.S. and foreign industries. Such a measure, if
examined over a period of years, will be quite sensitive to the changing
stages of economic development occurring in both competitor and consumer
nations. It has been argued, for example, that with the post-war re-emergence
of Japan and the European Community, followed by the rise of the newly
industrializing countries of the Pacific Rim, that one would expect to see the
U.S. share of world exports declining (and whether we view this as a decline
in competitiveness or not may be a matter of semantics).
An alternative measure of competitiveness is simply the profitability of
the domestic industry, although, again, this measure is quite sensitive to
government-imposed import barriers and export aids. Finally, net investment
in the domestic industry is both an indicator of competitiveness and a
predictor of future profitability and market share. These latter two measures
are probably more directly affected by the overall state of the domestic
economy than is the share of world consumption or world exports (although this
will also be affected by macroeconomic factors influencing exchange rates ~na
inflation). Whereas there are exceptions, generally. all three of th~se
indicators of competitiveness will move together and will be similarly
affected by changes in circumstances of supply or demand.
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2.

Determinants and indicators

Suppose there is an increase in the cost of producing an additional unit
of the domestic product. This could be the result of increases in resource
costs, inefficiencies in management techniques, use of outdated or
:···
inappropriate technologies, increasing interest rates, higher regulation- v
·related costs, or a depreciation of the domestic currency value (raising the
cost of imported inputs). This increase in costs will. be translated into
reduced supply and. a higher price for the U.S. product. The higher price will
stimulate increased world demand for the foreign-made product. The result
will be a reduced U.S. share of the world market (and of world exports), lower
profits, and (especially if the lower profits are expected to persist) reduced
investment in the U.S. industry. Similar results would ensue from reduced
costs to the foreign industry: a lower foreign product price would lead to
reduced demand for the U.S. product, a smaller world market share, and reduced
profits and investments.
If transportation costs are an important consideration in world trade of
a particular product (as in the case when the ratio of value to weight is
relatively low), a reduction in costs in the industry of one country will
enable it to expand the geographical area in which, including transport costs,
it enjoys a cost advantage. We would expect to see this translated into
increases in world export shares, profitability, and domestic investment.
Similarly, a reduction in transportation costs specific to a particular
producing country (as could occur if shipping costs were subsidized by the
government) would expand that country's geographical marketing area and
increase the three measures of competitiveness discussed above.
It should be emphasized that anything that affects the cost of production
to the U.S. industry relative to foreign production will have an influence on
competitiveness. The cost factors mentioned above are just examples and
should not be taken to be.an exhaustive list; different elements of cost will
be more important in determining U.S. competitiveness in different products.
Changed conditions of demand, specific to one of the two countries'
industries, would also have an impact on international competitiveness. An
increase in demand for the product of the U.S. industry could be du~ to a
change in consumer tastes or an improvement in the perceived quality either of
the basic product or of service and distributional aspects related to the U.S.
product; it could also be due to more rapid income growth in parts of the
world targeted by the U.S. producers than in the rest of the world market ....
Regardless of the cause, an increase in demand for the U.S.-made product would
increase sales and the price of that product. Although there may be a
resulting increase in demand for the foreign-made product as well this should
be of smaller magnitude, leading to the conclusion that the world-market share
of the domestic industry will rise, as will profits ~nd investment. Improvect
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technology, resulting from increased research and development in the indu~try,
may have the dual effect of reducing costs and improving quality (and,
therefore, demand).
Finally, the nature of competition in the domestic industry may affect
the industry's success in world markets. The U.S. industry will be better
able to compete with imports and to sell abroad, to the extent that vigorous
competition among domestic producers allows for pricing closely aligned to
costs, and still allow for profits to be invested in research and development
and capital equipment. Such competition may also stimulate improved
management techniques, which by lowering costs will further reduce prices and
enhance the U.S. industry's competitive position.
3.

Summary

The brief discussion above suggests that international competitiveness is
an issue that needs to be evaluated from a multidimensional perspective,
examining both indicators and determinants of competitiveness. Three
indicators of competitiveness are (1) world export shares (or shares of world
consumption); (2) profitability of the domestic industry; and (3) trends in
net investment in the domestic industry. Determinants of competitiveness are
(1) cost factors, both specific to the industry (including resource costs,
labor costs, interest rates) and economy-wide (such as capital costs, general
input-cost inflation, exchange-rate changes); (2) demand factors, including
the quality and reputation of the domestic product, as well as the growth of
incomes in primary export markets; and (3) domestic market structure and
conduct considerations. To the extent government actions influence any of
these factors they will affect the international competitiveness of the
industry. Of course, explicit nontariff barriers erected by governments will
have more direct impacts on indicators of competitiveness.
Under the cost factors determining competitiveness, one may consider
differing U.S./foreign trends in-(a) wage rates and labor productivity, or unit labor costs (which
effectively combine the two);
(b) intensity of use of inputs, which may be related to differing
technologies, age of capital equipment, or the degree of vertical integration;
(c) transportation and distribution costs -·. ··their importance, and
the geographical distance to major markets from U.S,.and other suppliers.
Note that to the extent cost measures are converted ~o dollar equivalents, the
issues of general inflation and exchange rates are controlled for.
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Under demand factors, one may consider whether the U.S. and foreign
products are homogeneous or differentiated in some way, whether primary
mark.ets of the U.S. industry have grown at different rates than primary
markets of foreign competitors, patterns and changes in delivery lags,
service, and quality from competing sources.
Market structure can be evaluated by looking at the number of firms in
the industry, the share of the top firms, conditions of entry into the global
industry, the type of ownership, and the degree of vertical integration and
diversification in the industry. Some qualitative assessment on the
competitive environment, the extent to which firms, compete or cooperate, is
useful.
Finally, government aids such as subsidies (including subsidies to
related industries), tariffs, quotas, and other nontariff measures should be
mentioned, with some attempt at assessing their impact.
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APPENDIX G

Foreign Direct Investment in the U.S. Automotive Parts Industry
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·&ii ntsvi I It
&torgi1

llbnr1dflbrit Fritdric A& Tr1n11i11ion1
Niit 6tr11n1

3714

1987

50

ford

840 Ptori1 S1Yin91 Phu

Piori1
lllinoi1

3599

1988

A1tor

tor~,

.

.-.- Union. S1nyo
J1p1n

Oil filter1 1
iir filttn,
fuel filhn
,.,, .....

'Bloo1ington S11tin9 Co,

2011 11rehiiu11 Rd.

. . Nortll
· !llinois

·· 'N11b1 ·Prus lorts Co.
J1p1n

:r,·

·suh ...

. 2531 .. 1988

BO

105

Di 11ond·Star

I

w

Dl1-d-Star llotars
Diml ml USA

£1111 lln11 l1du1tri11
litnlfll lifl

301 Pra19Kt Rd.
625 Soutll1id1 Drln

Ri tlllbillli Raton

DK1tur
11111011

Ditnl llh to., ltd.

Carl

m•

1988

380
250

P.O. toa 840/310 S. llurny Rd. R111toul
llliloi1

lippon Ettl• 1111 lad.

l)id1rbody parts

3114

1988

p.o. toa 1029

Contlnttll All
Int &lruny

Tirn

JOll

1974

ll1inol1
Dtt111
llliaoil

Rltllllillll llltlnt Co
ltdl11111

Ill ts,
h11111

'3041

1988

lllcalb
lllinah

nl Toya Blarin1 Co.

llaria91

3562

1986

~111111

Eat1rlor parts,
b111111r1,
flftdlfl

3714

1988

711 llarth

a- Road

~

...

Bi1 3

310

Ford, MC, 11111
Cllry1l1r, I'll
li111n

lllllvil11
lltloah

lll1u lat1rn1tlon1I
t.n1d1

llarth AHrim llghtln1

120 lndastri 11 Part

Flora
llliaai1

ll1thll1th1 llthll Ind. Front, ••rt, and "" lup1
Int 61runy
lid litlftlt phi• 1111111

3647

1985

Sahl
lllinai1

llnthll1th1 Rlhll Ind, Ylllltlllar ll9btln1 1quipHOt
lltt 61r11ny

3647

1987

Sb1lbyvlll1
lllinail

l llli h11-l I11

3114

am

40

~Ill ..

Rout1 16 11111/P.O. toa :180

'°'

Turbatharttr bou1ing1

Ford

AE

2225' Int ChYlhnd

Sautb BIDd
Indiana

At &roup of &rut Brl tlln Pistons
U.l.

3592

1987

50

90

Ai1in USA, Inc.

5226 South Ent Strnt

lndian111all1
Indiana

Allin S.iU

AutG1GtlY1 ealding1

3465

1988

11

250

6rnn1GGd
lndi1n1

Alpin1 EIKtranin

Autnativ1 1udia 1quipatnt

3651

1987

127

ltnd1lhill1
lndi1n1

Tby11tn Barn11l 1u
Int 6tr11ny

Bady taaponlftt11
aaldln9, 111'y 1 IDd p1intin1

3714

1988

Alpint EIKtranltl Rf9,

P.O. toa 430

Budd Ca11111ny, Thi

Di-d-Star

500

P.O. toa 269

llrntr-hhi Carp.

Di,_d-Star

110

lntah lndu1trl11

Marth A11rlc1n l19htln9

3000

1988

1ir tonditlonln1 tOIPOftlftts,
nto bt1tln1 t..,_ts

llt, V1rnon

100

3711

~111111

~111111

mlllbllhl llltln1 Corp. P.O. toa 147
Ill blr Ca.

81 QQli n1tcm
llliaoil

Tayatl

~apan

~.,

..

Aa1rlt1n Honda
111111

Enhi Anrlu Inc.

laad1ldt Bu1ln111 Clfthr

Calulbus
lndiln1

Enlbu l1i1aua to. ltd.
lapan

Alu1inu1 lllnl1

3714

1987

100

. Bil 3
MC

Fujitsu lift li1lhd

616 Conrad Harcourt lly

Rulbvlll1
Indiana

FuJihu Tift li1ihd
l111an

Car audio cnp11111nh

365,1

1987

20

Toyota
lllzd1
Ima

lnt'l P1tUn11 Carp.

Stll1 ROid 44 Int/Baa 38

Sbtlbyvillt
Indiana

Carl Freudtnblfl
tint 6tr11ny

hbrit1hd rubblf praduth

3069

1966

270

611
Ford

Int 'I PacUng1 Carp.

P.O. 801 245

llarri1t11111
Indiana

Carl Freudtablfl
Int &Irony

Flbriutld rubblf praduth

3069

1973

330

611
Ford

II Int 'I P1tUn11 Carp.

P.O. Baa 452

Statt1bur1
lndhn1

Carl Fr1adtnb1r9
Int &lr11ny

Flllriutld rubblf products

3069

611
Ford

G)

.,..I

Ktiptr-Rtura, Inc,

1118 6trbtr SlrHl

li9ooitr
ln•ian1

Ktl por-Rtura
lt1l S..1any

Still

2531

1983

lO

•i1hik111 Standard ta.

P.O. 801 308

laptl•
Indiana

,.,...

•i1hiklN KIIii

Span9t ru•btr products

3069

1987

57

Sht ll tr -Ryob i Inc •

800 N1u1al111 Raid

Sht1'yvlllt
Indiana

Ryni ltd. 15111
,.,an

Alu1i1u1 tr1nui11ion h11111in91 3714

1986

105

fard
611

loyotbiu Strvitt Sprl119 7JS St. P111l Slrnl

ln6ilnapoli 1
Indiana

layotbiN, Inc.
J111an

SalfltlliOll •r•tH IHI 111rln91 3493

1919

100

AfltrHrltl

ltnca N1nufltturln9, Int. llnl 80 Slrnl

ltllt Pllia
1011

Nq11 lnlorn1tion1l, Inc. Oil 1lraiatr1
Canida

1976

145

ford
thry1ltr

Nonlt1uN N1n1fltlurh9

P.O. lo1 6

llSK 811rin9 Co.

1100 llorO First St.

lratr Nanuflcturln9

P.O. Bai 56

··-,_

llli- llotar
[1Kutivt
llotarKnud1tn
200

Hoad1

Nonltillll

"'911 lnttr01tion1I, Inc. Aula 1hepin91
Canida

34o5

1972

126

lit 3
•i11an
Hood•

Chrin61

lippon Stito KK
'apan

3562

1975

215

Bi1 3
Mt

3465

1983

125

Bi1 3
•11110
Haldi

,,..,

8Hria91

"'9H hltr11tion1I, lat. Alto 1t1epl191
Cuda
lllp1 l1ttr01ti111111,
Int.Canida

leto 1t1epi191

3465

l91t

122

111 3
llHIA
Honda

lllli1.Uur9

Nqn1 lotorutl 111111,
lnc.Clllld1.

lelD 1t1epl191

3465

1979

98

811 3
Ii Han
Hood•

llfttH City

Dini,. 01,..1c lltltrit1
i111tr11i1

l~lri1l

hlltrit1

l6"

1910

90

tbry1ltr ..
Fard

AIR lirt ' t1'1t to. Int. P.O. lo1 'IOllU.S.-127 lyJ111

h"'lllt
l1tl1cly

lolrro Rapt lff1. Co.10011 Bini •lrt tlrt tar•,
tirt •11nlrt

""

Alllralt car,.

DluNUIDID
l11hcly

,.,...
,.,.

Al<RClllo .... t Ind. Co.

Disc

3714

....

100

Sht1'yvitlt.
l11tulr

n 1111111&

Sllttt •hi 1t1epln91

346'

1989

m

Paris
lntulr

C..tnl llotar llletl 14011 •nh.

3114

1911

53

Toyah

,.,..

Clarion Ca. ltd.

ledia

3651

1987

JS

Ii nan

llll11ao
ltnlKIJ

Nar1y11u latro 15011

,.,.

ht • bralt lint tulli19 111'r

3714

1918

20

Toyah

Nayfitld

Contintnhl AB
Int 6tr1anr

tirn

3011

1987

2400

Vitlar Nanuflthrin1

P.O. los 338

Vlctar
)DINI

lll\lanbv9 lift.

P.O. los 808

P1clfit Clllaridt

P.O. lo1 15060

ludd to1111nr, Tbt
Ctnlral Nlftlf1cturl19

IOI Hip.ay 55 SooO
P.O. lo1 6

tllrion car,. al Altrlu P.0.8a1 240

·-,.....
..u..

lt1luly
Curth-Nvur11u
6tntr1I Tlrt

Dot Btntr1l Strnt

IHhc~r

uus,

61sc '"'"

U.S. llrt cot.

400

.Hood&, 611
fard, 611

Int ltrunr

,.,.

~uip••I

ll11u, fard
611

c.J
I

Lil

Bit 31 lilHn

Hit&thi Auto. Prdch. USA P.O. 801 510

Harrod1burt
Ktnlutky

Hitachi Auto. Prdcts. Inc Starhrs, albrnaton,
Japan
i9nition coih,
prtHUrt HftlCll'I

3694

1986

100

lchikah lndu1tri11

Shtlbyvi lit
Kentucky

lthikah lndu1trit1
Jap"'1

R11r and 1idni11 1irron

3231

1988

59

Buds!Olll
Ktntucky

liilivt RTi,. Co. Ltd.
Japan

hltrior parh,
tri1,
foll rubbtr paddin9

3714

1988

91

Blrd1ta.n
Ktntucky

Jidotha Dtnhi Ko9yo Co. liptr eotar1 1
Japan
crui11 control dnittl

3714

1987

Ritheond
Kntucty

Kokoku ltd.
JaplJl

Auto tlllflontnh

m4

1988

50

Toyota

Bo1lint 6rHn
Ktntucky

IHI( Sprint Co. Ltd.
Japan

Coil sprint• for susptn1ian1

3493

1987

26

Ii Hiii

Su1iloao EIKlric lirin9 P.O. Bo• 800

llor9ant11111
Ktntucly

Sueitoeo Elttric lirin9
Japan

Eltctrit 1irin9 h11'ne1111

3694

1987

m

600

Hoada

Tokita ltd.

Btru

Totico
Japan

Shott ablDl'btrl

l714

!988

80

200

Toyah

Ktntucly
Frankfurt
Ktntucky

Topy lndustri 11 ltd.
Japan

Stttl 1111Hh

3714

1986

87

II lno1t U.S.A. Inc.

Jidtco of 81rd1to111

P.O. 801 Bib

II Kokoku Rubbtr

MHK Amtiahd Sprint

Topy Corporation

3251 luhvill t Rd.

P.O. 8a1 8

P.O. 801 IOIO

ui.

90

Toyota
li1un

llillln

llDllda, llud•
Ii nan

G"l
I

Toyah llotor Corp.

Chtrry 8101101 lay

Stort1t11111
Ktntucty

Toyah llotar Corp.
Japan

Auto antlbly

3711

1988

270

Unihd L-1 Sim

102 Kuhl11n Dr./US Rt. 60 8yp1 Ytr11illn
Ktntucky

Ii pp on SllHt Shu
Japan

L11inattd/tH,ertd thH parh 1211

1987

250

6tor91to111
Ktntucky

Chubu lnd11tri11 Inc.
Japan

lind1111 11111bly

1211

1988

20

Blrd1ta.n
Ktntucly

loodbrid91 6roup
C•nad•

Polyurtthant in1trunnt p1nth 3714

1988

12

Yuhq lndu1tri11 Co. Inc.

loodbrid91 lno1t, Inc.

900 luthr Drivt

3000

Toyota

Toyah, 611

Toyot1

220

Ford, K&ntu1
Di.-d 5111'
luun

LNlordrr Corp.

P.O. 801 219

BrHtr
ft1in1

Lufordtr ftthl111rtn AS Front end '"'pension p1rh
Int 6tr11ny

IF St11rtn9 St1r1, Inc.

55 Blktr Boultmd

Bruer
ftlint

llhnridflbrik Fritdric AS PDltr 1htrin9 P•IP•
Int Stnany

Rack Truth

1999 Penn1yl vanh Avtnut

H1tor1to111
ft&ryhnd

Rtnault
Fnnct

Entinu,
tnn11i11ian1

ft&rada lndu1tri11

151 Airport Drht

lt1hin1ttr
ft&ryhnd

fta9n1 lnttrnatianal
Canada

Tri-Con lndu1tri11, ltd. 2810 LtlOftt lndu1tri1l Bhd.

Colulbia
ftaryl&ad

Acco Blbcoct, liic.

Adri1n
Richi91n

1022 E. fticbi91a Strttt

3714

1982

49

VII al Attriu

1987

25

Chry1ltr

3714

1962

2316

Rick

Auto 1t11Pin91,
rolled p1rh

1465

1984

130

611
Allt

Totyo St1t Co.
Jap111

Ctr 111h

2511

1981

200

Chry1ltr

illllcock • Ii Im
Unittd lin9dae

Cllll11

1357

1920

160

Bit l
Mt

..,.·

°'

Auriun Fibril Inc.

76 Arntron1 Road

Blttlt Cr11k
Richi91n

Dtuhcht Fibril
Mnt 6tr11ny

lnstru11nt panth,
door p1n1h,
tri1 co111ontnh

l714

1982

750

Bil 3
MC

6700 H1norty Rd.

Canton
Richioan

Yluki Corp.
Japan

Miring hlrn11us

l714

1975

200

Ford
Chrysltr
Ni nan

AHo Co.

500 Fri tz-Ktiptr Blvd.

Battlt Cr1tk
Richi11n

AHO Co. ltd,
J1p1n

Nind1hitld 1iptn,
Rnorvoir hnh

l714

1987

5

Auto1oti vt Products

6515 Cobb Dr ht

Storlino H1i9hh
Richi91n

Autoeotivt Products Pie. Actuation unlh,
hydraulic clutcb11 1
Unittd Kin9do1
hydraulic br1kH

3714

197B

172

Bio 3
RtnHlt,
Ni111nS1turn

Btntrltr lndustrits

320 Hall, SN

&rand R1pid1
Richigan

Btnttltr Niutechnit
Nut 6tr11ny

3465

1956

150

&ft
Chrysler
VII

CllE Corporation

120 South Unimsity

Rt. Plt111nt
Richi91n

Rihubl Eltetric lffg, Co. Nind1hitld 1iptr syst111 1
Japan
pootr •i ndoo eoton

l714

198B

Del h USA

1000 Parn11 Drivt

llonrot
Richi91n

Dtlh KDtJyo Co. Ltd.
J1p1n

Suh

2531

198B

100

R11d1

Esun Corp.

2B03 N11 Danforth Rold

bun1b1
Richi91n

Freudtnbrr9-h9ul11tic
NHt 6tr11ny

Tortlon1l vibrition d11per,
11hr piap1 1
pul11y1

l714

1973

150

Clltrpi llar
Detroit Di11el
SR, Ford

Hi-L11 Corp.

5200 hynt

H!Hn Inc,

P.O. Boa 249/300 N1ltr Str11t Roch11ttr
Richl91n

l.1. Shnlty Co., Inc.

4950 Nut Di chin Ro1d

hrin9h1u1tn, Inc.

Fort Custer Industrial Park

Jost International

II Aurican Yluki

lhHt Hhl sh1pin91 1
nldtd 11u1blin

Nippondtn10

3357

19TB

250

Bi1 3
Nilun, Honda
Toyoh

S1n1h lndu1tri1l Co. ltd. Tubing
J1p1n

3079

1m

135

Bio 3

B1tt11 Cr11k
Richi91n

Kyotuto Botti Klhh1 Ltd Auto h1p1
Jap&n

3647

1990

17

Bio 3,
J1pan111tr1nspl
int

Blttlt Cr11k
Richi1an

&tbr, hr i n9hau11n
N11t 6tr11ny

Drivtr 111h,
truck • bus SHtl

2531

.19BO

15

6R !Bus Div. I

1800 Industrial Dr./PD Boa 327 &rand Ham
Richi91n

Jost Ntrkt 6abH
Nist 6tr11ny

5th 1h11h for trailer
l714
truch,blll bt1rin9 turnhblu,
lining oun, lilts

1981

5

Kttler Br111 Co.

2929 32nd Str11t

Ken hood
Richi91n

Blbcock lntrruti onal
United Ki n9do1

Tril products,
d11hb01rd ant1b I its,
instru11nt p1n1l1

3079

1983

Ktiptr U.S.A., Inc.

5701 Ntst Dichan Road

B1tt11 Crttk
Richi91n

Kti por Auto. Rtnchti d
Ntlt 6tr11ny

rtclintno 11chlnis11 1
IHh

2531

1976

200

Chrysler
SR

Ku1 Ranuhctur i no

12675 Burt Road

Dttroit
Richigan

Ri hubi shi lnternllional Dtcorativt tri1
Japan

3465

mo

320

&ft
Ford

L1b1uto

2345 Pttit Str11t

Port Huron
Richi91n

Precision Rtuniqut Labin Miring harntHH
Franct

3714

l9B7

65

Ford

B1tt11 Cr1tk
Richi91n

Nippon C1blt Sy1t11 Co.
J1pan

Control ubl11 fori clutch11 1
hood/trunk rtl11111, brain,
1ccel1r1tor1

Yal vo,Ford,SAAB
Frtightl iner
Peterbilt

GJ
I
-....)

h1d1 "otor Corp.

Dn1 Rudi Drivt

Flit Roel
Richigan

Rudi Rotor Rig. Corp.
Japan

Richigan Pnci1ion Ind.

8647 Lyndon Av1nu1

Dttroit
Richi91n

RUIHhi U.S.A., Inc.

195 Brid911 Drivt

3500

3711

1997

1400

Klo1etntr-liU1l11burgtr Fintlll1nhd Hhl 1h1pin91
Wist 6tr11ny

346'

1969

100

Bltth Cntl
Richi9an

llumhi Ltd.
lapin

Lntr control 1r11

3714

1985

5

Rutlt9on Pltton Rin91 Co. 1839 Silth Stmt

llu1l19on
Richi91n

&oth AB
Wist 6tr11ny

Pitton rin91 1
c11tin91 1
still

3592

1921

162

Big 3

MSX Corp.

Ann Arbor
Rlchi9an

Nippon Seiko
Japan

Burin91

3562

302

Ford
Chrytltr

Mippond1n10 Rl9. USA, Inc Dnt D1nto Rold

B1tt11 Cr11I
Nich19111

MlppandtnlO Ca. Ltd.
J1p111

Ev1par1tor1 and cond1n1or1
lor1ir conditioning unih

3~

1996

450

Ford, Rudi
Toyoh

D9lh1r1 Auriu Corp.

l002A hst 6r1nd River

llal1ll
Richig111

D9ihir1 Iran Warkl Co Ltd Shut 11hl 1h111in91
lapin

3465

1987

64

Oilt1 Auriu Corp.

1491 Chit

Ply1outh
Richigan

Diln Ind. Co., Ltd.
Jap111

Burin91 on tb1 bushings

~i

1997

10

Cinton To1111hip
Nichigan

bralllni &roup
Japl/I

6t11ping1

3465

1988

50

3861 Rlnmh Parl Driv1

l / Pro Coil Corp.
Signilton1-llu1n, Inc.

946 FrilbH

KJ(

Cui

hzda

Bi9 3
MC
Toyoh
Ford

Ford
Rudi
12

Big 3

&R

I

Cldilhc
Richi9111

6i9nilvi1ian SA
Fnnct

Air/1l1etric horns,
1indshi11d 1ip1r1,
1lp1r rllllls

3714

1979

75

Big 3
AllC

Tlhh Fi1htr Corp.

33180 FrH11y Drlv1

St. Chir Shor11
Richi9an

hhh Corp.
Jap111

6t1t bllh

2399

1984

57

T1thni-"old1r1 Inc.

34086 J1111 Pllljlo Drivt

Fnur
Richi91n

T1ehni-Rold1r1 Inc.
Franc1

Plutic put 111ld1,
1l1ctranic co1Pontnh

3079

1996

2

Y1l10
L1bluto

Tohi Rubber lndu1tri11

12B66 Rid91fi11d Ct.

Livonia
"ichi9111

Tohl Rubbtr, liic.
Japin

Anti-vibritloa rubbtr pirts

3069

1987

a

Ford

Wtbuto North A11rlu

2700 Product Driv1

Rochnttr HI 11 s
Nichig1n

lllb11to·11rl
l11t 6treany

Sunrooh,
roof systns

3714

1995

100

Big 3
Mt

l1yburn-Blrt1I USA

U.S. 31 il 11-45

6r111d H.lvtn
Richlgan

l"'urn En9. Co., Ltd.
United lingdDI

Cu1h1lh

3114

1993

300

Bi9 3
Htrcul11 En9.
JP Inds.

PEP lnduttri11

1000 PEP Drlv1/P.D. 801 326

Haut on
Rl11i11lppi

Fujikur1, Ltd.
Jap111

lln h1rnn111

3714

PEP lndu1tri11 Inc,

P.D. Ba• 658

Ripl1y
ftl11i11ippi

Fuiilur1, Ltd.

Ii rt birnn111

3714

1977

316

Ford

J&pl/I

Florenu
Rl11i11ippi

Paci lie Dunlap Ltd.
Aa1tnll1

Aul-tiYI bl!ltrlH

3691

1967

220

After11rl1t

P1cific Chlorid1 Inc.

250 Ell i1 Avtnu1

G')

Hond1, Mi 1un
Proj1eltd:Nud1
Di11. Shr

o::>

Pontotoc Sprin9 Co.

160 lndustrill Drin/PO 801 lO Pontotoc
ftissinippi

FA& 811rin9 Corp.

3900 Rln91 Lint

Opltc Dai chi Dtnko

IF! lnhrnetional SA
Lu1t1bour9

Coil sprin9s

l49l

1984

50

Afhr11rht

loplin
ftinouri

FA& .Ku9elfi1<her
hit Str11ny

Bill bt1rin91 1
roller b11rin91 1
1pherie1l b11rin91

1562

1970

260

After11rht

5701 H•y. 54/P.O, 801 69

ft11ico
Ri11ouri

OptK Dlltich, Otnko
l111an

h9ntt ··in,
1357
copper 1in u11d in condtn1or1

1987

51

Rimsidt S11tin9

500 Kl Phttt Yallt Drive

Rimsidt
Ri11ouri

loodbr IdVt 6roup
Canada

SHI cushions

2531

1987

21

Tri-Con lndostrlts Ltd.

3l4A llorth 8roadYl11 Strut

Capt 6irad11u
Rl11ourl

Tokyo Stat Co.
lapan

Cir SHll lunl

25JI

l98J

600

Cllryaler

Attrlun Shlzutl

JOI •11t

·o· Strttt

OVattata
lltbrash

Shizuti Eltctronlc Co.
l111an

FI II upacl tors

J675

1942

125

Bil 3

Tri-Con lndustrl11 Ltd.

4001 1111 44th Strut

Lincoln
lltbrash

Tokyo S11t Corp.
1111111

Yan s1111 1
1atorcylclt s11ll

25Jl

1977

45

Sull dHltrS

Di11111rin lndustrltt Corp. BrHitr Air.ark

llancb11ttr
... Ha111shirt

Frtadtnbtr9 • Co. &lllH
hit &truny

Costa1 1aldtd producll,
bUftl'l1
IHI h9 Sytttll

3714

1965

JOO

611 1 Cllrysltr
Dileo

IPC L11lttd Partntrship

Bristol
... Ha111shirt

Frtodtnbtr9 • Co, &obH
Int Btr1any

Oil • vr1111 11111, c1111s 1
IOI dtd 9antll • rubber
p1rt1 1booll

J2'1J

1949

725

819 l

P.O. Bo1 8

Bi9 3
Toyoh
150

&II

l

IPC Li1i ttd Partntrship

RR ll/801 26H

Tilton
Nt1 Ha111shirt

Frtudtnbtr9 • Co. &lllH
lttt Btr1any

611kth

J2'13

1985

210

Slone lyul Corp.

240 South ftlln Strttt

South Hacktn11ck
N11 linty

Stent International Pie
United Kin9d01

Trani t bus parts

3714

1976

75

Dunlop Tirt Corp.

P.O. 801 1109

Buffalo
1111 York

Su1i tDIO Rubbtr
Japan

Tirtt

3011

1923

900

Afltr11rktl

liuti Rotors

P.O. 801 272

P1tchoqu1
llt1 York

hu1i Rotors
lapin

Stttrln9 llllttll

3714

1977

250

819 J, AllC
Ni nan
R11d1

Accu11 Pl11lics

Routt 7/801 l 95

Shtnvillt
llortb C.rolina

Accu11 SpA
Italy

Auto billtry conhintrs

J079

1986

17

8utltr Polyut, Inc.

P.O. 801 6011 Hibriltn Orin

Ltnior
llorth Cirolina

Bothrit Santdlln Inv. Ltd Thtr1ophstics
Canida

2641

1980

J50

1400 Tulip Orin

6ntonia
llorth Cirol i na

Daitltr·Btnz
lttt Str11ny

Class B ditstl truck parts

3714

1978

375

Freiohtlintr

&KN Auto. Coapononh, Inc 4901 llo11ck Road

Sanford
North. Carolina

&uPlc.
Unittd Kin9doa

Front 1httl dr i YI coapononh

3714

1980

500

Ford

&KN Auto. Co1pontnh, Inc 1-85 • Trollin910od Rd.

Rtbant
llorlh Carolina

6U Pie.
United Kin9do1

Jointtd

3568

1981

Frti9htliner Corp.

half~hafts

0

~

6"
Ford
&rtyhound

Oou9l11 Bll'ry
Pacific Chier.
6118 Inc.
Ford
&II

611 Spring Co.

1201 Tulip Driv1

6ntoni1
North Cuoli ftl

Fichttl • Slchl Ind. Inc. 615 1prin91
MHt 6tr1111y

3714

1983

183

S.ntrll lirt

P.O. 801 7001

Ch1rlottt
Nortb C1rolin1

Continonhl A6
Mnt 6er11ny

TirH

3011

me

1800

lutrlYil Coop1ny

P.O. Bo1 15910/lndustrill Or. Durh11
llorth C.roliftl

Frtudtnbtrg • Co.
Mtst 6tr1111y

Cll'pot blckin9

2271

1985

120

Prtcilion S11l1 Co.

4307 S. Yort Rold/PO Bo1 1767 6Htonil
llorth C.rol iftl

!Fl Int 'I SA
lu111bour9

Oil Hiii

3293

1966

350

Ro1dtrsltin Eltctronin

2100 Mist Front St.

Shhnillt
North C.roliftl

Fir11n9rup1 Rotdtrshin
Mtst 6tr1111y

Ehctriul up1eitor1,
rnhtors

3629

1979

100

Eliubtth City
North C.rali n1

htson Jan11
Unitld Kin9dn1

Susp1n1ion units

3714

1988

Shore Flytt Inc.

Big 3
AllC
YolkHIQlfl

611
Ford
huza
llHl111d, C • A
lP St1nn1
lliQH

Chrysltr
Ford
Dileo

M1btr USA, Inc.

1120 Tilt Bhd.

Hickory
llarth C1ralin1

ltbtr SpA l1111nld by
Fi1tllhly

futl 1y1tn CD19on1nh

3714

1976

23

Mtb1r USA, Inc.

P.O. 8a1 548

Sanford
llartb C.ralln1

Mtbtr SpA (Olntd by
Filtllhly

Cll'burttan,
fUll 1y1tu1

3592

1976

489

AllC
Ford

AP llchnavh11

1465 Mist S111du1hy AYI.

Bil hfanhin1
!Ilia

Allni &IHI 18011
Jap111

S1hty 91111 for autos

3211

1986

230

Honda, Isuzu
Di 11and-Shr

lllf'lon
Ohio

BrlntK
•1tb1rhnd1

EIKtrlul 1lrln9 h1rn111n

3694

Atroqulp Aut010ti•1 Inc. 1225 Mist ll1ln Str11t

Y1n 11trt
!Illa

Yakah111 Alfaqulp Co.
lapin

Ho111, fu1I linn,
oil cool1r lin11, couplin91,
lubt ClllnKton

3079

Bolio Ttcb Corp.

Bil hfont1int
Ohio

A11hi 61111 ta. ltd.
lapin

&IHI

Btl lt11r P1rh lndu1trl11 25000 U.S. Rt. 33

lliry1villt
Ohio

S1ntt 6ihn/Tokyo S11t
Jap111

Stat 111tlbli11,
11h1u1t 1y1ttn

2531

1982

211

Anrlun Honda

BtlltHr P1rh lndu1trl11 6964 Shh Rllutt 235 llartb

8ru111h Point
Ohio

Sanko 6ittn/Tokyo S11t
Jap111

Elh1u1t 1y1ttn 1
catalytic c111•trhrs,
brah Ii nn, door 111h11

3714

1985

140

Altriun Honda

Cl1Yitt lndustri11

33 lotkllOOd ROid

llllln
!llio

Brid911tont lire • Rubbr Rullbtr, 11hl su111tn1ion.p1rh 3714
Jap111

1987

15

Sr11nvllh Technoloty

5755 S.R. 571 £11t/8a1 974

6rnnlllt
!llio

ll1rirotu Co., ltd
Jap111

PIHtic injKti111 1ald1d parts 3079

1987

86

lartbllOOd
Ciiio

Taray lndu1tri11
Japu

PIHtic 1aldh9,
lnttrior door panth

3079

Fladl1y
Ciiio

ITT Hi9bit 15011
lapin

Britt lint tubing

3079

Abbot and CD1P1ny

1611 CHudt Drln

700 M, llh StrHt

I/ Hi Flo

Hl11n

1849 lndustrill Drht

H~Hbly

Sanford plant

6E

615
1987

3231

75

Honda
Ni111n

60

1988

116

Honda

2'

llizdl

20

lisun, Honda
lllldl

G")

I
~

0

moo fttnnd•

Hond1

257

Rold

Ann•
Ohio

Hmul1 llotor Co.
l1111n

ftotorcyclt l 1uto .1n9int1

3714

1915

Hond• of Altriu ftf9, Inc l:ZSOO fttnnd1 Rold

An ..
Ohio

Hond• llotor Co.
l1111n

En9inn, drivttr1ins 1
ud caepontnh for Civic 1nd
Accord oadtl•

3714

19'0

Hand• of Altrlu ftf9. Inc 24000 U.S. Routt 33

ft1ry1Villt
Ohio

Hond• llotor Co.
lljllft

ftthl 1t11pin11

3465

1982

3900

Hand•

KTH P1rh lndullrlH Inc. 1111 lllrth Routt 235

St. hrh
Ohio

hho Stl11tulho/Hand1
J1111n

"9hl •h11Pln1 1nd 11ldin1

3465

1985

264

Hand•

Ktrn lhlltrs U.S. A.

P.O. 8o1 396

Holhad
Ohio

Ktrn Lltlltrs
11nt lilr11nr

Stll btlt 1prln91

3495

1977

~

Libby·Onns·Ford

Ill ftldl1111 ht.IP.o. IOI 799 Taltda
Ohio

3211

1931

LUCll 6lrlln9

1241 Olnl Drivt

Clnclnutl
Ohio

Unittd lin9dat
Unit Id kl nodal

Truct bntH

3714

1983

98

Ford, 6ft

Lut lncorpanltd

3441 Old Airport Rd.

lloosttr
Ohio

Lut lllbH
Int 6tn1nr

ClutcbH

3493 . 1977

220

Ford
Cllry1ltr

fti hubilhi EIKtrlc
J111u

6to1ntor1 and 11ttrn1tor1

3694

Ohio

Hond• of Amiu ftf9, Inc

ftuon fttl<a ft1nuhcturino

Pllkin9tan 8rathtr1 Pie. AutGIOtlvt 91111
Unittd li ftQdDI

1981

800

Hand•

TRI, Btndh
611, Cllrysltr
lin1n 1 luui
Toyah

60

250

0

IAPCO

P.O. 8o1 541

l&poltan
Ohio

IAPCO
Swdtn

Pl11tlc parh

3079

1954

140

811 3

lt1toa Auto Praduch

975 6. Fr1ntlin St.

ht an
Ohio

liban Plntin
J1111n

St1trlno """"

3714

1915

159

Honda
Ii Hin

In S1bln1 lndustrln

P.O. 8o1 I

S&bln&
Ohio

llppan Stiti
J1111n

lnstrutnt p&nth,
1pHdD1tttr1

3714

1981

BO

Hood&

PionHr lndu1trlll COl(lan 100 Pionttr Blvd.

Sprinobara
Ohio

Planttr EIKtrlc Corp.
J111u

Audia tqulp-t

3651

1986

ShoH Alu1inu1 Corp.

ftt. Sttrlino
Ohio

Shau Alu1inu1 llf9.
J1p1n

Air conditlontr caepontnh

3585

1987

44

Sunbury
Ohio

SboH ftl9. Co. ltd.
J1111n

Shoct 1blorbtr1

3714

1981

150

Shnlty Eltctrlc U.S. ta. 1627 S.R. 142

Landon
Ohio

Shnltr
J1111n

LiQhtlno 1quip1tnt

31141

1982

"'

100

T. o. ft&nuhdiarino

1600 lllrth Hioh Str11t

Hilhbora
Ohio

Toro Dtnso
J111an

Ehctriul 1Uta parh

3694

1981

100

350

T.S. Tri1 lnt1rn1lion1l

8o1 314159 6tndtr Rold

Canal linchHltr
Ohio

Tatro Stll Co11P•nr
J1p1n

S11h, door cavtr1 1
inttriar hbric p1nth

2531

1987

300

Taenca ftutibtr Inc.

2001 Courtrioht Rd.

Colullbu•
Ohio

h1ud1 Sti11tu1ha ftf9,
J1111n

Prt111d Hhl p1rh,
tn9in1 1auntin91,
balh, br1ctth

3465

1987

30

10500 O'D•y-Hmisan Rd.

I/ ShaH ft•nuhcturln9 Ca.

200
200

Honda
Sub&ru· lluzu
Hand•
Hand•

Altri<P Hond1
Hand•

I
,_.
,_.

Trutec lndustrin, ltd.

ms

Volvo·lhi h Truck

1345 N. hin Strut

Upper Y•ll•y Pikf

1m

75

Honda
U.S. Industry

3465

1977

400

Yo! vo-lhite
leshrn Stir

ft1gnets for 1otors

3499

1973

450

Big 3

Ausuisst Arvin Ind.
S1itnrl1nd

Shock •bsorbers

3714

1972

500

AfttrHrttt
Stirs

O.i 11 er-Benz
ltst 6trHny

IB Mhteler truck • truck p1rh 3711

1947

2200

Frtightl int'I"

Urbana
Ohio

Ni hon Pukerizing Co. ltd Cheoiull y truttd rtpl. p1rh
J•p•n

Orrvillt
Ohio

Volvo AB
Soden

Shtet stet! • •lu1inu1 p1rh,
truck c•bs, br1ckttry

Alhn Bridlty TDK ftgntcs. 5900 N. Hmhon St.

ShHnH
Okl•hou

TDK
J1p1n

hrnont Corp.

P.O. Bo1 9B8

Chick11h1
DkhhoH

Frtightliner

P.O. Bo1 4027

Portland
Ortgon

Johnson htthty, Inc.

456 Devon P1rk Drivt

bynt
· Ptnnsylvui•

360

Johnson htthty • Co. Pie C1hlytic connrttrs
Uni ltd Ki ngdo1

3465

kiri Scheidt Corp. IKS6> 151 South lerntr Rd,/Suitt 305 l•ynt
Ptnnsylv1ni•

ftthll genll schlf t A6
bst 6en1ny

Pistons,
tngint coeponenh

3592

ft1ct Tructs, Inc.

P.O. Bo1 ft

Alltntoon
Ptnn1ylnni1

Rtn•ult
F,..nct

Htny • 1tdiu1 trucks,
truck p1rh

3713

1900

2500

ft1nlty Y•lvt Corp.

p. D. Bo1 IB67

York
Ptnn1ylnni1

ftthllgt1tl11ch1ft A6
IHI 6trHny

Y1hts

3592

1933

155

2450 Hunting Perk Avo.

Phihdtlphi•
Ptnn1ylv1ni•

Thymn A6
lltst 6trHny

Auto body p1rt1, 1h1ping1

3465

1912

II Tht Budd Co1p1ny

hck

AfhrHrktl
Big J

N

Carol t1bl t C01p1ny

P.O. Bo1 681/249 Roos1¥tlt Avt Pntucht
Rhodt hhnd

Nonnd1 ftining
t1n1d1

lirt ind ublt

3357

A11riun Kayo Corp.

P.O. Draotr 967

Or1ng1bur9
South C1rolin1

Kayo Seiko Ca., ltd.
J1p1n

Bill burings,
rolllr b11rin9s

3562

1975

188

Bodt Corp.

P.O.

Sparhnbur9
South C1rolin1

6tbr Bodt
Int 6tr11ny

Door p1n1h,
driYt syst111

3465

1981

50

Bosch Corp.--Auto 6roup

P.O. Boa 10347

Charltllon
South Cerol ine

Robert Botch hbH
IHI 6en1ny

Futl 11n1g1unt sy1t111

3714

1973

1500

In• B11ring to., Inc.

Ont ln1 Drivt

ChtrH
South C.ralin1

ln1 l111th19tr Schltllhr NHdlt rolltr b11rin9s;
l.6truny
tripod b11ring1

3562

1964

700

RPI Southm Fintbhnling BOI N. lllin Strttt

Caoptns
South C.roline

lilh1l11btrgtr
ftnchinhbl.6truny

Tr1n11i11ions,
3714
stHping1, IHI COlpantnh,
door 1 trunk, • hood c01pantnh

1979

100

Big J

fttpco/Eltttn Inc.

6071 St. AndrtH Ro1d

lrlO
South Ciro! in•

Philips NY
Ntthtrhnds

Fil• ind nri1blt
c1111ci tors

3675

1m

m

Dtlco
Ford

ftichtlin

P.O. Boa 5049

Sp1rt1nburg
South t•rolin1

fticbtlin tt Cit
Fnnct

Truck tirn

3011

1978

1500

Alttr11rht

ftichtl in

P.O. Boa JOB

Sindy Springs
South C1rolin1

ftichtlin tt Cit

SNi-linishtd rubber products

3069

1975

1200

Fr1ntt

ftichtlin
1fg phnh

801

4399

GJ
I

......

John Dun
hck, Cnt
Ford, 611

"ichtlin

P.O. 801 579

L11in9ton
South C.,oli no

"ich11in tt Cit
Fr1nct

Pa111n9rr ti r11

3011

19111

620

Afler11rht

"ichtlin

p. o. 801 2846

6rHnvil It
South Clrolin1

"ichtlin ti Ci1
Franu

Panrn9rr radi1I tirn

3011

Im

2000

After11rht

Robert Botch Corp.

P.O. 801 2967

Anderson
South C1rolin1

Robert Bosch 61bH
M11t lilr11ny

Fu1I pu111s 1
fuol r1ih

3714

1985

150

S11oni1·Franh of Auriu P.O. Bu 3542

Sp1rhnburg
South Cerolin1

S11oni1 Frankl lilbH
M11t liln1ny

Finlbl1nktd perts,
futl initcton,
tlKtric lutl P•IPS

1465

1979

35

ABC 6roup lnr.

400 ABC Blvd.

&II If tin
Ttnn111tt

ABC Plulic l!oldlng
C1n1d1

Plulic puts,
ducts 1nd overflo• bottl11 • ·

3079

1987

ATC

624 6r11s11ro Pt, Dr,/Saitt 17 M11hrillt
T1nn11sn

Ullt lndustrlH 16011
J1p1n

Plulic cotposlt11

3079

1987

BKhn L1y-TKh

Sprlnglitld Ind. Park

Sprlagfitld
T1nn11sn

81chn Lay· TKh
SltdH

MoiH controls • trio products 3714

1987

150

Mi111n

Blllltin
Ttnn11111

lidoshl Kiki Co.
Jap1n

Yacuuo pOltr br1kl booshn

3714 . 19B7

300

Mi HID

Brid911ton1 Corp.
J1p1n

HHvy duty truck radial tirn

3011

I/ B1ndh·Jldosh1 Klii Corp. 375 B1htd1ro Dr.
8rid911ton1, USA
Budd Co1111ny, Tht

Tirt Mg. 6roup/P.O. Bo1 3000 L1Ytr9nt
Ttnn111tt
506 "i II i g1n Hi gh11y

Dooinion Auto Acc11sorl11 P.O. Bo1 676

Firestont

G'1

Big 3

LJ

I
,_.

Miachnter
T1nnt11tt

linu9111 Rubbtr
ltd.14511l1p1n

Rubbrr • pl11tic s11lers,
111therstripping

3069

1986

97

Mihon R1di1tor/C1honic
Japan

Air conditioning systns,
11h1ust 11111blin

3585

1983

502

Tenn11111

llcftinnvll11
Tonn11111

Yorozu llatar
Japan

Stl1Ptd utll puts

3465

1988

50

61Whrvillt

Ootlnion Auto AccnsoriH R11r vl11 oirrori
C1n1d1

3231

197B

280

Ttnnnsn

llurlrtffboro
TtftftHIH

Utd1 Bus1111 Ltd. mu
Jap1n

Interior parts

3714

1987

25

P.O. Bo1 3501305 Shnlty Blvd. Shtlbyvlllt

Ni111n

1100

Brah hubs, dru11 1 1nd discs

C1honic "'"uhcturing

Bo1 369

4

ThysHn Bor111i SU
Mist 6tr1111y

Routt 3/Buter L1n1

Bosch Corp
6"
100

Johnson City
THnllltt

CKR lndustri11

C1lsonic Yorozu

19B3

Mis11n
Chrysler
Buick

3714

1980

400

DIDI

lt1d1 Interior 6ysh11

1168 Part Annu1

K1ntus Corp.

P.O. Bo1 799/201 Barret Pt1y, L11isbur9
Ttnnnsn

Kanto·Stili
Jap1n

Plulic instru1Ht p1nth,
radiator gril111,
consoln, d11hbo1rd pads

3714

19"

200

" Ttk

P.O. Bor 5"

ft1nch11ter
Ttnnn111

K111i K09yo
Jap1n

Indoor e1r p1nels • tun visors 3714

1987

40

hhh Inc,

Hi9h11y II Ent, Ctder CrHt
Rd

llorristo111
Tennn111

hhlt 6ohH
Mist liln1ny

Pistons

3592

1978

640

Mi HID
Mi111n, ft11d1
Ford, 6"
135

Mi111n
Cllsonic

6"
Chrysler
Mi HID
Honda
Ml nan,
Johnson
Controlft1hushi
t1
80

Ni sun

6", Chrysler

Nhun

Ni111n "otor "'9·

812 Ni111n Drivt

Sllyrn1
TtnnHHt

Ii Hin btor to.
J1p1n

Li9ht truth • m1

3711

1982

3500

Nuturn

I &rishy lint

S.ithville
Trnnrnu

Nt111l-Turntr
Uni ttd Ki nqdo1

Brah linin91

3714

1979

350

Rrctinl Fo11 Corp.

P.O. Bot 1197

brrilto111
TrnnrHH

PRB
B1l9iu1

S11h

2~1

mo

m

Rt1in9ton lndu1trin

P.O. 801 271

Dtl1no
Ttnntntt

t1n11rk/t1rp1t Quttn
tan1d1

Auto floor alts and carptt

2271

1986

24

Robert Sh11 Controls

206 lndustrl1I Drlvt

t1rth191
TtnntHH

Sith Pie.
Unltrd Kin9do1

Thtraoshh,
ninion control dr•itH

3822

1986

1m

Trtsid

Roule 7, Bot 319

Dickson
T1nnu1n

Tthld,STA,llll i1,lnc.
lt1ly

Alu1inu1 cyliadtr huds

3714

1987

100

hnnri lndustriH

855 bit toll191 Strut

llurfrtHboro
T1nnr11H

Tluchiy1 "•nuf. to. ltd. Air cl 11n1r1,
J1p1n
1ir • futl fll ltrs

3599

1988

45

Tri don

1-21 • Al11•i lit Rd.

6ayrn1
Ttnnna.1

Tridon ltd.
t1n1d1

Ho11 clup1, fhshrrs,
turn 1i9n1h;
1indshitld 1ip1n

3711

1977

m

Y111h11 "f9. Corp.

P.O. boa 799

Porl11nd
T1t1nn11r

Yu1h11 lndu1trill Co.
Jip1n

Prtntd 11hl' parh,
sab11111bliH

3465

1987

80

Ml111n

Aatr Iun Yiu ti

25 Butltrlitld Trail

25

Milun

El PHO
T1111

Y1uki Carp.
Jip1n

Mlrln9 blrn11111

3114

1985

Bi9 3

Bi9 3
Old1aobilt

200

lhun, 611
Hand•
SI turn
Foni9n
planh,Aato1h1c
k,Ford li111n,
611

Ford

·Nippon Pi911nt

10900 Stm9 Rd.

liPortt
T1111

Nippon Pi9unt ltd.
J1pan

Colar coapound1

Sandrn lnt'l USA Carp.

10710 S1nd11 Dri¥1

011111
11111

Sandra Jnttrn1tlon1l
Jipan

Coepan1nh for 1/c 1y1tt11
coaprusors, hns,
t•iporator coi h

Vlr9inil UP

4100 Phtinua by

D1H11
T1111

l1ibur9 Holdin9 Co.
lloruy

Coapan1nh for 1/c uni h

Fort llorth
T1111

Dit11I mi
J1p1n

Cond111sor1 for coolin9 unih

ms

1984

150

ll11d1

Str11b.ur9
Vir9inl1

Rtdp1th lndu1tri11 ltd.
t1n1d1

Pl11tic 1utonti¥1 CDlflllllltlh

3079

1987

BOO

Ford
Cllry1l1r

Alfrtd Tt•H &lbH
Int 61n1ny

Y1cuu1 boosttr,
front disc brah uliptr1

3714

1977

30

Ford
Cllrj1ltr

K111or Caapr111or1 1 Inc. PO Bot 7416/239 ladattrill Dr. Frtdtrlchbur9
Vlr9lnl1

Kusor K111pr110ttn &abH
Int &trnny

As1t1bly of air coaprn1or1

3714

1984

25

YOO Y111U Carp.

YOO Adalp• Scblndlia9 A6 ln1trut1nt clatt1n
Mist 6tr11ny

3714

""

m

lynn-KIU Inc.

mo Soutb111t

Auto. lndustrlH of VA

P.O. 8ot IBI

ITT-Alfrtd TH11, Inc.

P.O. Bot 40/111 Int lom1 l1 tulprpptr
Ylr9inl1

P.O. Bot 2897

Drivt

Mincb11ter
Yir9inll

1985

30

3585

1981

200

3585

197'

100

Honda
Rnin lffn.
Bl9 3
AllC

[¥trCO

Four Srnons

lit 3, Harley
Wal Altriu
IHilhr

0

I
.p.

.....

Auto rdiltori,
hNttr t0rtl 1
tlutch11

3714

1980

2'°

Dublin
Yir9ini1

Yoho All
S..dtn

Truth

l11l

1981

1000

Yoho

Falrtont
Mist Vlr9inh

North AHriun Philips
Mtthtrhnd1

li9ht b'ulbl,
ht1dli9hh

3647

1941

1000

htrt
611 lpottnti1l I
AtlH

P.O. 801 '368 llrhrfltld Sh. HH11ton
Vir9ini1

Volvo-Whitt Truck Corp.

P.O. 801 1126

MA Philip• Li9htin9 Corp. Route l/P.O. Bo1 505

Bio l
VII of Alttiu
Mt

V11to 6r1M111
Frantt

Y1l10 Auto P1rts, Inc.

Borg ln1tru11nh, Inc.

SOI Enttrpri11 Drivt

hlu1n
Wisconsin

Dithl BtbH l to.
Mist Btr11nr

tloch

3B7l

1940

200

Delco, AllC
Ford, Hand•
thrr1ltr

&oth Corp. of Attriu

P.O. Bo1 190

Sthofitld
Wilcon1in

&altz AB

Pi1ton rin9s

3592

1921

200

611

"'•ito10c·
Wisconsin

6ottz AB

Piston rings

3592

1981

200

611, thrrsltr
Clttrpillar
tuMins

"il11uk11
Wilcon1in

Rtinz Dichtun9s &tbH
Mt1t 6tr11nr

&11kth

l2U

1943

300

Bi9 3

"•ll19on Pi 1ton RI no to. P.O. 801 743

Rtinz Wisconsin &nktt

P.o. Bo1

mes

Wnt Btr11nr
Mitt 6tr11nr

C)

I

......

Vl

Tlblt 6-1
Aut01otivt rthttd products:
Fonion 01111td U.S. unuhchrino hciliti11 1
by thlt

ftanuhcturtr

------------

AddrtH

Parent 1nd
lout ion

lttH 11nuhcturtd

SIC
Codt

Yur of iaithl
production

---- ---------------

Current
nulbtr of
t111loy111

Anticip•ttd
11ploy1tnt
at upicity

llljor
cust01tr1

--·-----

----------

JAi ftold • ftichint Corp. 1303 Southfitld Drivt

Dtutur
Ahb111

JAi ftold • lllchint Corp. Tirt 111ld1
Canada

3544

1972

29

Mt1 Unittd ftotor ftfo. Inc 45500 Frt111nt Blvd,

Frtoont
California

Toyota 15011
Japan

ChlYroht Mon 1odtl urs
Toyoh Corolh SI

3711

1984

2500

lippondtnlD of L.A., Inc. 3900 Yia Dro

lono 8mb
C.lifornla

Mipponden10 18011
Japan

Air condi tionino 1y1t11 us 'y
•lttrnitors lr11f9. l,
1hrt1n lr11f1. l

3585

1984

250

Miad1or
ConnKticut

Htltut Fhchrr 61DH ' Co. C.Wtl"'I tbictaHI tn!trl
Int 6tr1any

3829

1979

30

Bio 3
Di11ond-Shr
ftihabithi

lithh Sprin11
&tor•h

Robtrt Botch &lbH
IHt 6tr11ny

Shrttn lrnfol,
1lttrn1tor1 lrt•fol

3694

1985

115

Afttr1art1t

Jolitt
llliaolt

Toyo Al11inu1 KK
J&pan

Alu1in11 point

2951

1988

RlnollCIOd
lllinoit

Yokoha11 Rubbtr Co.
Japan

Mln•1hl11d 111hnt1

2891

1988

240

Chicaoo Hti9hh
Illinois

UnilTS
J&plJI

Sound control uttrlal 1
prottctir• c01tin11·1
l'8nt linintl

3079

1976

60

Shh Rood 38 • H

l•hyttlt
Indiana

Fuji .Huvy lndu1tri11
Japan

Auto • tract 11snlll y

3711

1989

1700

Ctrhin Tud Products

P.D. 8o1 448

Corbin
Ktatacty ·

Saint-Sol l•in-flont
Fronco

Auto lntul1tion 1
indust. libtr9l111 lntul•tlon

3079

1973

425

£1!5 1090

Bill Bryin BoullYard, Sitt 141 HapUnsvillt
l111tucty

EllS Toto
S.I tltrl1nd

Auto bdy undtrcoatln11

28:51

1987

8

Auto spray p1inlin9 1y1t111

J56J

1987

15

1981

84

fttrctdtt Benz

120

a1, 3
MC
llYilhr

Fitcbtr Ttcbnol09y Inc.

----·--

City 1nd
thh

750 ft1rthall Pbtlp1 Rold

Robtrl Botch S1lt1 Corp. 1560 Thornton Rd., Hlgh11y 6
II Alun Toyo A1trican Inc. P.D. 801 920
ftorton Tbiotol Inc.

5005 Btrnard ftlll Rold

United 61obt Nippon Inc. 1001 Stitt Str11t

II Sublru·ltuzu

··--------·-------

Trinity Industrial Corp. 321 Triport Rold

6eor91tKtntacty

Trinity ladastrhl
Japan

fttrttdtt Btnz of I, A.,, I fttrudtt Drivt

Btlusp
lllryland

11trud11 Binz
lltst 6tr11ny

Pr1111r11 autos for d11ltr1

7542

Atzo Coatin11 Atorlu

Pontiac
llichi91n

Slkenn1
lttbtrllJ!dl

AulGIOlht ,1inh

28:51

JO Bruth Strttl

Corp~

6oodrich
Bridontont
FirH!ont
Chtvro.ltt
Toyot•

G')

I
,......

"'
Di11ond-Star
Auriun Honda

Bit 3, MC
MIHID
4'

Toyoh

390

BASF

3301 Boorh

Detroit
"ichi91n

BmF•SAS
Int 6tr11ny

Auto • industrial en1Hh,
hcqutr1, 1ynth1tic rnins,
ph1tic1 • th•t-rs

2B51

FEC lncorpor1t1d

599 "•ndol ht

ll&dlm Hti9hh
"lchi91n

011ichi Dtntsu
Jiplft

Eltctronlc h1tin9 1y1tH1
lottd in 111'y of 1n9lnHI

lUJ

1983

30

61nyo bchlnt llorh

950 Roch11ltr Rold

RochHltr Hil h
"ichi91n

61nyo mo
Jiplll

A111HI y 1q1ip11nt

3541

1987

15

CllYtllftd
lorth Cirolin1

U.1.116
Int Btr1111y

Articuhttd bus11,
40-foot tr1otlt bOHI

l71l

1981

400

Sidney
Ohio

Toyo Inc. mhui Toil1u
Jiplft

Color conctnlr1t11 1
phttit COlpOUndt

3079

1987

16

Honda

ll&ry1Yil11
llllh

Hond1 llotor to.
Jiplft

AolOIOti YI HHlbl y

3711

1992

3900

Hand•

Clntinnitl
Dllio

"•Uno "llllng to. ltd.
Jiplft

lDols, lltliblt 1f9. 1y1tH1

3541

1981

455

llltrlun Hond1
611

Bltnil
llllo

lit111hu llold
Jiplft

Pl11tlc inJtctlon 1olds

3079

909 IHtl1h Drivt

...thlt
Ohio

Victor Alltn Blch1 Inds. Clutch HHlbl y
hit 6tr11ny

310 E. Colulbl1 Rold

Springlltld
llllio

Ttlturo
J&plft

394 frintlurt Rd.

llon1u
Ptnn1yh1ni1

".A.I, Truck • Bus Corp. Hi9h11y 70 ll11t

Color • C01po1it1 TKh

Bo1 747

Hond1 of Altric1 "fg, Inc 24000 U.S. Routt l3

Lt Blond ll&Uno "•tblnt

mo 11&dl m

Rold

II "ld·b1t llold

Sachs
ltituro
11 Arco/JSP to.

thrOll phtln9 of 1t11I,
1t11pl119 din
Shock 1b1orptlon

~ltrhl

3714

1980

20

3544

1988

60

Yolk11191n1trl Mi
llHl 6tr11ny

Auloeobilt HHlbly

3711

197B

2500

"uk Trucks Inc.

P.O. 801 389

lin1boro
South t1rolin1

Rtnaull
fr1nct

Truck bodlH t111tlblyl

3713

1987

350

NKC Anric1, Inc,

1584 Brooh Road E11t

~hil
Tennn1H

hl1ni1hi ftthl llorh
J1111n

Convtyor 1quipunt,
tr1n1ftr 1qulpunt

3535

1980

100

Mylo of Ttnn11111

High11y 411 South

6rt1nb1ck
Ttnnnuo

llylo Group ltd.
United Kln9do1

Oruu tlor bulldin9 tir11I

2655

1978

32

Dd1111

Contin1nhl A6
lint 6tr11ny

Rtlr11d1 tlrts

7534

1984

3

T1111
1!9d1n
Uhh

Yoho AB
Swd1n

A1111blH ChH 8 Truth

l711

1914

341

I/ Yolvo·Mhih Truck Corp.

1000 IHl 33rd Str11t

];_/ Company 1nformation not verified by USITC staff,

100

611
Tr1n1it Auth.
of Suttlt •
Chiu90

Cllry1ltr, &ft

w

0

....I

~

300

Btupln9 pl1nh

3069

llH St1nton
Ptnn1yh1ni1

160 North Cotton

ford
611

30

Yolt11191n of Aatrlu Inc P.O. Bo1 W

I/ 61nor1I Tirt

Bi9 3

Yolln191n

950

Nl111n
Yolh119tn
Chrysltr
Bood1in,Dunlop
6oodyt1r
Arutrong
Afttr11rht

Yoho

H-1

APPENDIX H

U.S. Imports of Automotive Parts under the
Generalized System of Preferences

Table H-1
Automotive parts: Duty-free imports under GSP, by sources, 1982-86, January-·September 1986, and
January-September 1987
(In thousands of dollars}
Januar~-Seetember~

Source

1982

Argentina .................
Belize ....................
Brazi 1 ....................
Chi le .....................
Colombia ..................
Costa Rica ................
Ecuador ...................
Guatemala .................
Hong Kong .................
India .....................
Israel ....................
Kenya .....................
South Korea ...............
Macao .....................
Malaysia ..................
Mali ......................
Malta and Gozo ............
Mexico ..........•...•.....
Morocco ...................
Peru ......................
Philippines ...............
Portugal ..................
Romania ...................
Senegal ...................
Singapore .................
Sri Lanka (Ceylon) ........
Swaziland .................
Taiwan ........ '. ...........
Thai land ..................
Tunisia ...................
Turkey ....................
Uruguay ...................
Venezuela .................
Yugoslavia ................
Zimbabwe (Rhodesia) .......
Total.other ...............
World .....................
Source:

1983

4,154

-

2,848

-

1985

1986

5,529
804
162,675
255
1,249
31

6,948
4,212
151, 722
1,079
866
48

8

10,593
1,656
99;437
528
859
295
34
76
13,401
18,020
15,315
246
72,753
72
863
1
181
117,813
819
1,482
417
379
893
398
35,421

191,212
123
2,347
17

119,682
313
349
16

5
6,678
4,314
19,360

4
12,439
5,082
20,304

3,199
11,054
24,147

25,507
2
496

22, lll
3
1.156

29,981
17
1,462

5
11,024
18,490
23,170
92
44,247
2
856

60,068
2
1,466
421
1,286
448

40,983
1
558
404
1,101
693

47
90,847
2
409
l,161
1,419
1,390

93,980
10
1. 701
614
3,425
l, 130

23,637
11

24,807

33,871

38,779

101,068
501

162,307
775

106,904
565

50
90
7,700
6,042

40
90
8,491
10,123

48
620
3,543
11, 860

245
457,249

439
435, 119

905
504,002

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1986

1984

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

73,278
1.917
53
15
358
6,516
9,942
336
247
495,060

Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.

116

27
94, 8_25
3,588
79
2,530
92
10,245
12,865
934
129
516,380

1987

7,823
1,656
77. 373
152
659
165
34
59
9,789
12,441
11, 938
49
52,037

-

530
3
149
82,460
402
l,180
326
360
666
69
27.902
116
27.
71. 178
2,883
79
1,793
92
7, 146
9,160
572
99
381.367

9, 131
57, 672
2.100
810
535
76
10,447
12,055
11,618
1,888
73,894
258
1, 728
207
130,362
1.267
991
622
19
262
133
27, 108
28
52
74,161
5,420
2
5,584
124
10,506
12,859
1.114
689
453. 722

::i:::
I

N
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APPENDIX I

U.S. Imports of Automotive Parts under
Tariff Item 807.00

TablP J-L ..
Automoti vc parts:

U.S. imports. by sources. 1982-86. January-September 1986. and January-:-·September 1987
{In thousands of dollars}

Source

1982

Australia .................
Barbados ..................
Belgium and Luxembourg ....
Brazi 1 ....................
Canada ....................

1983
6
4

-

68,569
58,091

-

Christmas Island .......... ·
72
Costa Rica .........
Dominican Republic ........
60
France .................... 109,766
Germany, West .............
2, 716
Haiti .....................
6,256
Hong Kong .................
6,252
Hungary ...................
Ireland ...... , .. , .........
58
Israel ....................
Italy ......... ,., ..... , ...
Japan .....................
15,270
Kiribati (Gilbert Isl} ....
Korea, South ..............
130
Malaysia ..................
369
Mexico ........... , ........ 479,635
Montserrat ................
Morocco ...................
Mozambique ................
Netherlands ......... , .....
1, 171
Panama ....................
Philippines ...............
'154
Seychelles ................
Singapore .................
2,927
Swaziland .................
Sweden ....................
Switzer land ...............
9,436
United Kingdom ............
Total other ...............
116
World ...... , .............. 761,746
d

•••••

-

-

Source:

1984

2
4
213
121. 855
51,969

-

1985

10
3
918
163,545
90,827

1986
6

-

1,421
202,090
81,539

-

-4

155
58
140,897
71,627
7,127
9,386

168
115
177. 345
149,779
10,750
9,942

1,455
204,605
197,919
9,307
14,248

19

41

3,511

12
27. 377

2,573
77,911

1
180,427

9
17
l,031,622

10
15
1.267,095
1

978
353
1,827,962
114

-

-

290
1
2, 177
-

21
8
17,945
21
l. 482, 943

-

-

1,383
4,180
4,984

-

119

-

37,088
5,616
2,032,236

-

-

-

179
148

9,951
148
8,827

42,083
741
2,843,246

Complied from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.

3
144
923
1.52,891
226,329
689
38
4,099
296,970
310,477
5,429
9, 114
7,781
336
84
1,389
173, 715
2
3,444
351
1,948,242
73
6
127
60
42
16,320
28
7,705
7
557
14
ll, 809
6
3,244,455

January-September-1986
1987
2
80
923
116, 856
67,281
689
15
2,544
212,540
221,931
4,790
8,382
5,571
332

-

1,899
1,146
201, 602
2,810,732
41
4,157
221,496
251,462
635
2,456
16,428
13

-

90
120,943

74,486
145,527

7.24
341
1,485,915
72

10,632
896
1,569,460
38

1'

66
60
14
8,757
28
5,099
7
309
9
11,641
5
2,327,525

723
282
20, 320
18, 184
2,761
14
5,331
215
5,407,897

H

I
N
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APPENDIX J

U.S. Imports of Automotive Parts into
Foreign-Trade Zones

Table J-1
Automotive parts: Imports into U.S. foreign trade zones, by sources, 1982-86, January-September 1986, and
January-September 1987
(In thousands of dollars)
Januar~-Se~tember~

Source

1982

Australia .................
Austria ...................
Belgium and Luxembourg ....
Belize ....................
Brazil ....................
Canada ....................
China .....................
France ....................
Germany, West .............
Hong Kong .................
Israel ....................
Italy .....................
Japan ... , .... , ............
Korea, South ..............
Mexico ....................
Netherlands ...............
Singapore .................
Spain .................... ,
Sweden ....................
United Kingdom ............
Total other ...............
World .....................
Sourcl!:

1983

-

896
6,925
406
78,696.
55,527
67

-

46
41,012
13
28,291
-651
l, 114

77

29
3
-1,575
224,876

1984

-

571
30

-

7,370
8,096
-6
284,451
76,015
-95
-48
242
391,566
-765
47,729
49
-178
665
131
2,439
356
819,618

5,283
637
323
-55
4,656
8,587
5
288,857
71, 373
131

-

2,050
811, 158
1,265
79, 116
261
485
279
313
7,461
2,234
1, 293. 421

1985

1986

7,489
388
749
135
79,918
12,296
-145
226,685
112,214
651
7
1,051
993,897
750
261,054
102
1,820
99
716
12,103
1,114
1, 713,098

5,685
387
669
469
180,740
19,944
161
13i,357
83,001
537
114
8,592
1,819,874
1,429
342,631
207
2,347
124
489
4,384
-2,024
2,601, 117

Complied from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.

1986

1987

4,498
76
631
469
122,638
14,498
162
95,707
55,577
301

-

5,494
1,255,407
846
235,976
136
2,020
334
424
3,141
-2,694
1,795,661

5,235
133
138
194,845
14,914
462
94,932
74,407
51
1
17,197
2,048,141
1,503
486,960
262
2, 125
905
162
9,355
-812
2,950,916

c.....,
I
N
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APPENDIX K
U.S.-Canada Free Trade Agreement

K-2
Automotive _Tr:.ade
The Parties have agreed to:
o

eliminate original equipment tariffs over 10 years, eliminate tariffs on
tires over 10 years, and eliminate aftermarket parts tariffs over 5 years;

o

phase-··out the embargo on the import of used cars into Canada over 5 years;

o

terminate duty waivers linked to exports to the other party upon
implementation of the agreement;

o

not grant other automotive duty waivers and not expand existing
arrangements; and

o

change duty drawback and Foreign Trade Zones consistent with the general
provisions of the Agreement.

I

Canada has agreed to terminate production based duty waivers by 1996 or
according to the schedules negotiated between the companies concerned and the
Government of Canada, whichever is sooner.
Canada has agreed that no additional companies producing vehicles in Canada
may qualify as eligible manufacturers under provisions similar to those in the
Auto Pact. The United States undertakes not to introduce comparable programs
without consultations.
The parties have agreed to apply a new rule of origin for vehicles traded
under the provisions of the FTA Agreement based on 50 percent of direct cost
of manufacturing.
The parties rec"ognize the continued importance of automotive trade and
production for the respective economies of the two countries and the need to
ensure that the industry in both countries should prosper in the future. As
the worldwide industry is evolving very rapidly, the two Governments have
agreed to establish a Blue Ribbon Panel to assess the state of the North
American industry and to propose public policy measures and private
initiatives to improve its competitiveness in dome.stic and· foreign markets.
The Governments of the United States and Canada also agreed to cooperate in
the Uruguay Round of multilateral trade negotiations to create new e~port
opportunities for North American automotive products.
Canada and the United States each shall endeavor to administer the Auto Pact
in the best interests of employment and production in both countries.

